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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents the morphology and much of the syntax of Menya, which is a 

Papuan language spoken in the Morobe Province of Papua New Guinea. It is the second 

most populous of at least twelve languages that constitute the Angan language family, 

which is, in turn, considered to be a stock-level isolate of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum. 

With the possible exception of a pedagogical grammar of Kapau, published in 1968, this 

is the most comprehensive grammar of an Angan language to become readily available 

to the linguistic world. The grammar is written from a functional and typological 

perspective and describes the form and function of structures at and below the sentence 

level. It is based on the analysis of various genre of texts (both oral and written), from 

which most of the examples are extracted, and includes discourse and pragmatic 

considerations in explaining the meaning and function of the structures described. The 

data on which the grammar is based has been gathered during numerous periods of 

residence in the Menya village of Akwanja since 1975. The main complexities of Menya 

grammar are in its pronouns, its irrealis modalities and its clause-combining strategies. 

Whereas the personal pronouns are relatively simple, the demonstrative pronouns are 

based on seven deictic roots, are inflected for gender, number and person, and are used 

both as free pronouns and as NP specifiers. There are also dyadic pronouns that refer to 

specific kin combinations. Most multi-propositional sentences involve the use of distinct 

(medial) verb forms which agree in person and number with the clause actor, indicate the 

(dis)continuity of the topical entity via a switch-reference system, and encode various 

aspects of the relationship that holds between clauses. There are coordinate medial forms 

distinct from those used in the clause chaining system that is typical of Papuan 

languages. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
Most of these abbreviations are used primarily in the morpheme-gloss line of the interlinearized 

examples, where lower case glosses indicate a lexical equivalent and upper case glosses indicate a more-

technical linguistic category. 

ASO - associative 
ASS - assertive 
BEN - benefactive 
CAUS - causative 
CERT – certainty of assertion 
CMPL – complete 
COM – common gender 
CSR – coordinate same-referent 
CTF - contrary-to-fact condition 
DL - dual* 
DEF - definite 
DETR - detransitivizer 
DIM - diminutive 
DR - different-referent 
DSO – dissociative 
DSR – dependent same-referent 
DUBIT - dubitative mood 
DUR - durative 
DVZR - deverbalizer 
F - feminine 
FCS - focus 

FUT - future 
GEN - generic 
GVN - given 
HON - honorific 
IND - indicative mood 
INDEF - indefinite 
INFOQ - WH-question mood 
IPFV - imperfective 
IRR - irrealis 
LOC - locative 
M - masculine 
MANR - manner 
MOD - modifier 
NEG - negative 
NEU - neutral 
O - object 
OJ -  object (in morph gloss) 
ORIG - origin of motion 
PA - past 
PFV - perfective 
PL - plural* 

POLQ - polar question mood 
POSS - possessive 
PRGV - progressive 
QT - quote mark 
RPA - remote past 
S - subject* 
SG - singular* 
SIM – simultaneous 
SEM - semelfactive 
SER - serializer 
sp - species 
SR - same-referent 
SRC - source 
V - verb 
1 - first person 
2 - second person 
23 - second or third person 
3 - third person 
& - and

 
* In the glossing of person/number morphemes, ‘singular’, ‘dual’ and ‘plural’ are abbreviated as S, D & 

P rather than SG, DL & PL. Elsewhere, S refers to subject. 

Note: A partial glossary of technical terms is included following the appendices and includes references to 

the section of the paper where each term is more fully discussed. 
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MAPS 

Map 1. Angan language family (adapted from Lloyd 1973). 
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Map 2. Menya language area, Morobe Province, PNG. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
This study presents the morphology and syntax of Menya, a Papuan language of Papua New Guinea. 

Menya is the mother tongue for approximately 25,000 people1 whose traditional homeland is in the Upper 

Tauri Valley in the south-west corner of the Morobe Province. It is the second largest of the twelve (or 

more) languages that constitute the Angan Family2 which Wurm (1982) proposed to be a stock-level family 

of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum. The name Menya properly refers to a small tributary that flows from the 

west into the Tauri River 4kms north of Menyamya, the provincial administrative centre for the area. 

The data were gathered during frequent periods of residence in the village of Akwanja between 

November 1975 and March 2003 while working under the auspices of the Papua New Guinea branch of the 

Summer Institute of Linguistics. 

1.1 Scope of the grammar 
The grammar is written i) from a functional-typological perspective influenced mostly by Comrie, 

Givón, Haiman and Langacker, and ii) with a firm commitment to text-based analysis, recognizing that 

sentences spoken without a natural context represent only a partial picture of the character and functions of 

a language. The presentation will contain a minimum of formalism and a maximum of effort to clearly 

define terminology which may otherwise be variably understood according to the user’s theoretical 

perspective. The grammar will be limited to a description of the form and function of structures at and 

below the sentence level. 

The data for analysis has been drawn from several genre of texts (mostly oral but some written) 

gathered by the author since 1975. These have been supplemented by elicited materials to clarify and 

expand the understanding of the structures and meanings found in the texts. While there will be no attempt 

to describe the formal or rhetorical structure of texts or discourse, or the dynamics of conversation, appeals 
 
1 This figure is based on the 2000 census figures which record a total of 20,000 people resident in the Menya villages of 

the Menyamya District. Significant numbers of Menya speakers are also resident in the towns of Lae, Wau and 
Bulolo in the Morobe Province and in the regions around Kimbe and Biala of the West New Britain Province, and 
lesser numbers in Port Moresby and other communities around the country. 

2 This information is based on Lloyd 1973, which is still the major comparative work on the Angan languages. The 
term ‘Angan’ was then a fairly recent replacement for the previously-used, derogatory term ‘Kukukuku’. Two of the 
languages, Kawacha and Kamasa are extinct, for all practical purposes. However, Smith 1990 documents a language 
called Susuami which is possibly a distinct Angan language but also in great danger of becoming extinct. 
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to the discourse context will be made in seeking to explain the different functions of semantically 

equivalent forms and structures within the sentence. The texts used have been edited to a limited degree to 

correct what the Menya themselves perceive as errors. Wherever possible, the speaker/author of the text 

was involved in this process. The text portion of the database therefore falls between the extremes of 

considering natural discourse to be too flawed to be reliable, and that of regarding every hesitation, ‘error’ 

and self-correction as valid parts of the data3.

The analysis and presentation recognizes that, as a live language, Menya is in a constant state of 

change but is, nevertheless, primarily synchronic rather than diachronic. Reference to diachronic change is 

made only where it seems to help throw light upon inconsistencies within the data or where the body of text 

seems to clearly indicate that changes have taken place more recently. Since most of the texts have been 

gathered in or near a single Menya village, the presentation is primarily that of a single dialect. Use is 

made, however, of texts from speakers of other dialects (variations are fairly minor) with reference to the 

differences being made only where the same form appears to be used with different functions. As has 

already been implied, the target audience for the grammar is, primarily, other linguists rather than the 

Menya people themselves or potential language learners. That being the case, it is recognized that the 

audience will be ‘users’ more than ‘readers’; that is they will be seeking information about specific topics 

rather than trying to find out all they can about Menya. The second chapter provides an overview of the 

major morphosyntactic features of the language, with extensive cross-references to the more detailed 

presentation to follow. In the main body of the grammar, chapters 3 through 5, an attempt will be made to 

present the material in a logical fashion such that ‘readers’ will be able to build their understanding 

gradually without having to jump to later sections.  

These guidelines and limitations are in accordance with the articles presented in Graustein and Leitner 

(1989), which discuss what should be included in a reference grammar and how it should relate to or be 

influenced by linguistic theory. In their introductory article, Leitner and Graustein present the following 

“widely accepted characteristics of grammars” (1989:4): 

 
3 The recorded speech and original written texts still exist, so the raw data is still available for possible further analysis.  
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Grammars of a language are more or less comprehensive and systematic accounts of 
the major categories, structures, and functions of linguistic expressions found in the 
language under description. (1989:5) 

Grammars of a language do not, and, perhaps, should not, aim to represent the 
totality of a language in its regional, social, stylistic or temporal extensions. They select 
relevant sections according to linguistic and user-related criteria. (1989:9) 

Grammars of a language, like other types of reference materials, are not meant to be 
read from beginning to end but to be used whenever a need arises. They are to provide 
insights into the ‘making and working’ of a language and to answer very concrete 
questions, regardless of theoretical or other issues. (1989:15) 

While there is consensus among the volume’s authors regarding the ideal of broad, comprehensive 

coverage, most completely elaborated in an earlier work by Lehmann (1988), most agree with the above 

summary recognizing the need and virtual inevitability of some restrictions. There is similar consensus that, 

whereas an atheoretical grammar is impossible, a grammar should be written without theory-specific 

formalism in order to accommodate linguists of all persuasions. 

1.2 The environment and social setting of the Menya people 
The Menya homeland lies totally within the Menyamya District of the Morobe Province and, with the 

exception of a single village, within the drainage area of the Upper Tauri River. It covers a roughly 

rectangular area extending 15kms to the north, east and south of Menyamya and 6kms to the west. 

Menyamya itself is situated on the Tauri River at 1200m, with mountain ranges rising to over 2000m 

within 5 kms in each of four directions (ENE, S, WSW and NW). The majority of the people live in 

villages between 1100m and 1600m high in what is primarily grassland, whereas almost all land above 

1800m is covered by tropical rainforest. Rainfall varies from under 200cm per year, in the main Tauri 

Valley, where Menyamya is situated, to 500cm per year in the more remote parts of the area. 

Menya mythology claims that mankind originated on the ridge to the northwest of Menyamya, and 

many among the other Angan peoples trace their origins to the same area. Contact with the outside world 

began in the early 1930s when gold miners from the Wau-Bulolo valley to the east conducted exploratory 

expeditions through the area. The colonial government established the first administrative station and 

airstrip at Menyamya in 1933 to provide protection for the miners but, when the miners withdrew due to the 

lack of prospects, the government facilities were closed down. The station and airstrip were reestablished in 

November 1950 and the government began to bring an end to the raiding and territorial expansion that was 
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characteristic of the Angan people. In the preceding decades, the Menya had been aggressively expanding  

in almost all directions. 

The Australian colonial administration encouraged the people to move from their traditional nuclear-

family hamlets scattered on ridge tops to more central village locations. Fifty-six census units were 

established among the Menya, though these by no means coincided with clearly defined villages. The 

Menya continue to be characterized by strong individualism, rather than social cohesion, and homes 

surrounded by bushes and coffee gardens to maintain privacy are more the norm than houses congregated 

in a single, cleared area. Most economic activities such as house building and food production were, and 

still are, performed by each nuclear family for themselves rather than being communal activities. 

Seemingly, the primary communal activities were fighting and the performance of various stages of 

initiation of boys into manhood. Both of these activities ceased within a few years of the Menya coming 

under government control, though a reduced schedule of initiation ceremonies continued in some areas 

until the 1980s. 

The people continue to practice slash-and-burn agriculture to produce most of their own food. The 

traditional diet consisted primarily of numerous varieties of sweet potato, grass species and leafy, green 

vegetables. This was supplemented with other root plants, bananas and plantain, a species of wing bean, 

and mushrooms. Protein was a minimal part of their diet -- primarily pandanus nuts and occasional wild pig 

and small forest animals. Numerous fruit and vegetable crops have been introduced, as well as peanuts and 

soybeans to provide protein. Rice and canned fish and meat are available commercially, but these are not 

daily fare for most villagers. Coffee was introduced early on and most people have at least a small garden 

which supplies small amounts of income. With the decline in coffee prices in the past ten years, some are 

experimenting with other crops such as vanilla. Market gardening is a growing factor but limited by the 

lack of a large, local clientele.  

Until 1980, all travel in and out of the area was by foot or by plane so migration was very limited. The 

major exceptions were those who moved to the Bulolo and Wau valley to work in forestry and mining, and 

a significant number of young men who were contracted to work for two years as labourers and guards on 

plantations, mainly on the islands of the Bismarck Archipelago. A road was cut to Bulolo by 1980, opening 
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up more ready transport to and from Lae, the provincial capital and major centre for industry and 

commerce. Most men under fifty have now travelled out of the area but most women have not. 

Medical and educational services have been expanding since the 1950s but the majority of children are 

still not attending school regularly. This may change now that the government’s recently redesigned 

education system is starting to be introduced. Kindergarten and grades 1 and 2 are to be taught in village-

based ‘elementary’ schools using whatever language the community desires. The more centrally located 

‘community’ schools, of which there were never more than eight in the Menya area, will begin with grade 

3. A high school was opened in the mid 1980s, increasing the number who could go beyond grade 6, and a 

few have now received tertiary education. The general education and literacy level remain below average 

for the country. 

Tok Pisin, the English-based trade language throughout the north coast, islands and interior highlands 

areas of the country, was introduced in the 1950s and is the prime medium of communication with 

government and other introduced services. All formal education in the area was in English until the recent 

introduction of the elementary school system. Menya continues to be the first language for most children, 

though Tok Pisin is also introduced in the home from an early age. Most church services contain a mixture 

of Menya and Tok Pisin and/or English, with the balance varying according to denomination. Since very 

few girls attended school prior to the 1980s, most adult women know very little Tok Pisin or English. For 

the foreseeable future, the trend will continue toward more bilingualism but the people’s general attitude 

towards language and the government’s elementary school policy should limit, if not prevent, the demise in 

the use and prestige of Menya. Nevertheless, the increased bilingualism and literacy will result in an 

accelerated rate of change in the language, compounded by the changes in lifestyle affecting the need to 

know traditional taxonomy and skill-related terminology. 

1.3 The linguistic setting of Menya 
Menya is the second largest of the Angan family of languages, in terms of the number of speakers. It is 

bordered on all sides by other members of the family so contact by the Menya with languages of other 

families was minimal prior to the introduction of Tok Pisin and English. Lloyd (1973:33) reports that 

relationships between the Angan languages and the neighbouring East New Guinea Highlands, Kunimaipan 
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and Pawaian families are only 5%, 4% and 3%, respectively. Menya’s closest relatives in terms of cognate 

counts are Kapau/Hamde (69-75%) and Yagwoia (50-58%). 

Linguistic research has been conducted by others4 in most of the languages in the family but relatively 

little has been published. The most complete grammar that has been published of any of the languages is 

the 1968 Kapau pedagogical grammar by Oates and Oates. Neville Bourne, a former missionary among the 

Folomosa (a dialect of Lloyd’s Ampele) and former member of parliament for the Menyamya District, has 

gathered extensive vocabulary and mythological data from numerous Angan languages for comparative 

purposes but these also are unpublished. 

The only others known to the current author to have gathered data on Menya are Rev. M. Jordan of the 

Australian Lutheran Mission and L. and A. Chipping of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. Jordan lived 

among the Menya from 1954 to 1964 and worked almost exclusively in Menya since Tok Pisin was 

virtually unknown to the Menya at that time. He produced a preliminary analysis of the phonology (Jordan 

1958ms) and began writing a pedagogical grammar (Jordan 1963ms). The Chippings spent several months 

among the Menya from 1971 through 1973, starting the S.I.L. work at Akwanja village. The only linguistic 

material ‘inherited’ by the current author from the Chippings was a collection of verb paradigms, but they 

did lay the foundations of relationships upon which we have been able to build. 

There is little evidence that the Menya speakers ever conceived of themselves as a unit distinct from 

speakers of other Angan languages around them5. Based on word-lists, grammatical data and native-

speakers’ attitudes gathered in 1987 and 1988, there are three or four sociolect groups among the Menya. 

Consistently, two are recognized as linguistically and socially distinct and are named by the people as the 

Sm«txp« (those to the south-east) and the Sdo`shp« (those to the west). Within these two groups, 

numerous clans are also recognized, with census units often associated primarily with a single clan. The 

people to the northeast are considered to be fairly uniform linguistically but no name exists for them. The 

people of the five westernmost villages in that area are recognized as the It`p«mip« but each of the 

remaining villages in the northeast is identified only by its dominant clan. This group is, therefore, referred 
 
4 Missionaries, anthropologists and S.I.L. members. 
5 Lloyd (1973:98) states that for only one of the languages do its speakers have a name for themselves distinct from 

speakers of other languages. 
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to here as the Northeast group. Many of the forty clans are found in more than one of the four sociolect 

groups. Cognate percentages based on a 190 item word list ranged from 89.6 (the average relationship 

between the Sm«txp« census units and those of the Sdo`shp«) to 94.16 (the average relationship among 

the It`p«mip« census units). The pronunciation differences recognized by the people and reflected in the 

data are more significant than the cognate figures. Menya attitudes and the linguistic data analyzed concur 

in the assessment that the greatest linguistic difference is between the  Sm«txp« and the Sdo`shp« dialects, 

with the Northeast/It`p«mip« dialect being closer to the Sdo`shp«. (The data and analysis are contained 

in two manuscripts listed in the bibliography as P. Whitehead 1991 and C. Whitehead 1995.) 

The village of Akwanja, where most of the data for this study was collected, is part of the Northeast 

sociolect group and is situated 9kms ENE of Menyamya. Since 1985, considerable contact has been 

maintained with people from the three major groups but the body of texts which formed the core of the data 

for this study, plus almost all of the elicited data, were gathered from people residing within 2kms of 

Akwanja. To the extent that there are dialects of Menya, therefore, this study pertains primarily to the 

Northeast dialect. 

1.4 Phonology and orthography 
The major publication on phonology among the Angan languages is, significantly, entitled Angan 

languages are different. In her preface, Healey (1981:4) states: 

The Angan Family is a stock level family of languages whose speakers live in that 
region of Papua New Guinea where the Eastern Highlands, Morobe and Gulf Provinces 
meet. All the languages of the family are characterized by phonological complexity 
unusual in this country. Nasals as syllable nuclei, behaviour of glottal stop, labialization 
and palatalization all make the analysis of syllable patterns difficult and result in the 
occurrence of long strings of consonants within the word. Severe cooccurrence 
restrictions on consonants go hand in hand with massive morphophonemics, with much 
fusion and loss. The cumulative effect of this makes the reconstruction of the basic forms 
of morphemes very difficult. ... In the above respects the Angan languages differ 
markedly from those of all the neighbouring families. 

Apart from the statement about glottal stop, which Menya lacks, the above description is accurate for 

Menya. 

The Menya phonological inventory consists of 17 consonants and 6 vowels, as presented in Table 1 

and Table 2, and the orthographic representation used in this grammar is as in Table 3. Four of the 
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prenasalized plosives, /�b �d � �d� �	/, are written without the nasal word-initially but with it word-

medially. This variation in orthographic representation follows the Menya literates’ decision to represent 

the nasal word-medially but not word-initially. 

Table 1. The consonant phonemes of Menya 
Consonants labial dental palatal velar uvular glottal
non-prenasalized plosive p t� t� 6 k q
prenasalized plosive �b �d � �d� �	 �q
nasal m n � � �
fricative  h
approximant w j

Table 2. The vowel phonemes of Menya 
Vowels front central back 
close i � u
open e � o

Table 3. Orthographic representation 
Phoneme p t� t� k q m n � � � i � u
Lower case o s r j p l m mx fl h « t
Upper case O S R J P L M Mx ¿ H ® T
Phoneme �b �d � �d� �	 �q w j h e � o
Lower case a+la c+mc i+mi f+flf flp v x g d ` n
Upper case A C I F ¿p V X G D @ N

More detailed information about the phonemes, their phonetic manifestation and their distribution is 

included in Appendix 1 but some additional comments are in order here, including a statement of some of 

the more common morphophonemic rules.  

Table 1 shows the lack of fricative phonemes (other than the glottal /h/) and of liquid phonemes. 

Neither of these characteristics is unique among Papuan languages. Foley (1986:55-56) points out that 

phonetic fricatives are frequently intervocalic allophones of the plosives, the change often being 

accompanied by voicing. Menya /t�/ can be realized as [�] in most environments and intervocalic /q/

becomes [$] or [%]. The liquids [&] and [l] are intervocalic allophones of /t5/, again fitting the pattern 
 
6 The post-alveolar affricates are treated here as palatals and plosives as a generalization. 
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described by Foley, though he does note that languages with no liquid phoneme are rare. Somewhat more 

noteworthy is the relative frequency of the consonant phonemes. The most frequent is the uvular plosive, 

followed by the velars and bilabials, then the dentals, with the palatals being quite rare. 

The six-vowel system of Menya is one of the more common patterns evidenced in Foley’s survey of 

Papuan languages (1986:52-53). He also discusses in some detail (50-52) the frequency and status in 

various Papuan languages of a short, high vowel being inserted between consonant clusters that are not 

allowed in the phonetic realization. This is also a feature of Menya, especially when both consonants are 

plosives. As noted in Appendix 1, nasals and plosives can occur in surface clusters (though the nasal  

syllabifies after a plosive). Again as noted by Foley, the quality of the epenthetic vowel can vary, especially 

when the nearest phonemic vowel is either /i/ or /u/. The few Menya who are writing in their vernacular are 

inconsistent as to whether a  vowel should be written in these contexts and if so what it should be7. When 

three such consonants come together, there is a greater likelihood of one vowel being written but again 

there is inconsistency as to which one. When the final phoneme of a word is a consonant there is a vocalic 

release (optional if the consonant is nasal other than /N/). The quality of the vowel varies, but usually /p/

releases to /u/ and /t/ and /k/ release to /i/. 

In accordance with Healey’s statement above about Angan languages generally, fusion and loss of 

phonemes at morpheme boundaries is extensive in Menya. Since many of these processes are idiosyncratic 

to particular morphemes, determining the basic form of morphemes is often difficult and, conversely, the 

relationship between the surface form of words and the base form of their component morphemes is often 

not transparent. Therefore in all examples in this grammar, both a ‘readable’ surface form and a morpheme-

by-morpheme line are given. The more idiosyncratic processes will be described where the relevant 

morphemes are presented but a few of the more regular morphophonemic processes are listed below. It will 

be noted from the Menya examples in the body of the paper that the sequences that are affected by these 

processes across morpheme boundaries are allowed within morphemes. Even non-homorganic nasal-

plosive sequences remain in the speech of some Menya speakers, as in the variant ghx`lcp« for ghx`mcp« 

‘cassowary’. 
 
7 As a result of this variation, the examples almost certainly show some inconsistencies in spelling in the top line. 
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Dental phonemes generally palatalize before or after /i/ and sometimes in the environment of /e/. 

Dental phonemes assimilate to the point of articulation of an adjacent stop. e.g. /l + st/ � lat.
The vowel /A/ in a prefix raises to /´/ if the next phonemic vowel is also /A/. 
The approximant /w/ triggers labialization of the consonant before the next phonemic vowel, and 

makes any intervening epenthetic vowel be [u]. e.g.  /´ + w + t + k + N´ + i/ � [�tuk�wi]8

‘you told him/them’ 
The sequence /q´ + i/ � /qe/ and /qu + i/ � /que/. 

The dental nasal deletes following the bilabial nasal and /m + Nq´/� /mq´/, except in the 
Sm«txp« dialect.  

 
8 This example also shows metathesis of the /w + t/ sequence 
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2 MORPHOSYNTACTIC OVERVIEW 
This chapter will present an overview of Menya morphology and syntax and introduce most of the 

linguistic categories and terms that will be used in the body of the grammar. It will begin with a 

presentation of the word classes recognized and the criteria for distinguishing them. This will be followed 

by a description of the basic features of the sentence, especially the sentence-final clitics9 which encode the 

surface form of the illocutionary force or nature of the act being performed by the speaker in uttering the 

sentence10. It will then describe the basic clause structure, introducing the Menya norms for word order, 

case marking, cross-referencing, and encoding of categories such as tense, aspect and modality, without 

going into details about the actual morphology or the distinctions made within the categories. The chapter 

will conclude with a summary of the nature of inter-clausal relationships in Menya, which is heavily but 

not exclusively dependent upon medial verb forms. In addition to introducing the main concepts to be used 

in the grammar, this chapter will provide a quick introduction to many of the typological features of the 

language, which should be helpful to ‘users’ who want to research a specific topic without being ignorant 

of the overall schema of the language. It will also be helpful to ‘readers’ by presenting a panoramic view of 

the language before they progress into the finer details which begin in the third chapter, thus reducing the 

need to jump forward to place the details in context. 

Menya is typical of Papuan languages (and especially those of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum) in 

being dominantly right-headed. It is verb final, genitives precede their head, suffixation is far more 

prominent than prefixation, and cliticization is in the form of enclitics (including postpositional case 

markers) rather than proclitics. The significant deviation from this pattern is that most nominal 

modification follows rather than precedes the head noun. 

 
9 Clitics in Menya are generally neither perceived nor written as words; they are attached to the preceding word. They 

differ from suffixes, however, in that the former are specific to a word class whereas clitics attach to whatever occurs 
last in the sentence or phrase to which it is attached. 

10 Since Menya is spoken far more than it is written and the majority of texts available are transcriptions of recorded 
speech, terminology that is ‘speech’ oriented will be used in a broader sense to include authorship.  
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2.1 Word classes and morphology 
The word classification presented here is made on the basis of morphological criteria, and distribution 

and collocation patterns, rather than on semantic or notional criteria. The majority of morphological 

complexity in Menya is found in its verbs – another feature that is  typical of Papuan languages.  

In non-isolating languages, it is advantageous to differentiate between the classification of morphemes 

(specifically roots) and that of words. Thus, a morpheme may be clearly classified as a verb root based on 

the types of affixes it can bear but some of the ‘verb forms’ built on that root may not be as clearly 

classified as a verb. MacDonald (1990:85) refers to this problem in classifying the medial (non-finite) verb 

forms of Tauya, another Papuan language though not clearly related to Menya. In the present analysis of 

Menya morphology and word classes, all derivational affixes except the deverbalizing suffix -p« only 

effect changes between sub-categories of a word class. Therefore, in all words other than those with -p«�the 

class of the word form is of the same major category as that of its root morpheme. 

Verbs may exhibit two orders of prefixes and up to seven suffixes (4.2). The prefixes indicate the 

polarity of assertion and, for most transitive verbs, the person/number of an affected animate entity. The 

suffixes encode valency changes, tense, aspect, modality, person/number of actor, and/or various aspects of 

relationship with the following clause. Apart from the singular command form of some verbs11, a verb root 

cannot occur in isolation; thus, verb roots are considered bound forms. 

Other morphologically complex words are the demonstratives (3.1.2 & 3.3.3.1), the kin nouns (3.2.3), 

and a set of dyadic pronouns (3.1.3) which refer to two or more people in specific kin relationships. The 

demonstratives are all based on a set of seven deictic roots and are sub-divided into pronouns, pro-locatives 

and pro-temporals according to the kind of enclitics they bear; all but two of the roots are bound forms. The 

demonstrative personal pronouns bear enclitics which indicate the person, gender and number of the 

referent. The kin nouns consist of inalienably possessed roots, with a prefix to identify the person (and 

sometimes number) of the possessor, and the same enclitic set as the demonstrative pronouns to indicate the 

person/number/gender of the referent; the kin noun roots are, therefore, bound forms. The kin pronouns are 
 
11 The second person singular irrealis actor suffix is normally Ís but in the hortative/command form (4.2.3.1) it is –ø. 

Since the actor suffix is the only morpheme required in the formation of the hortative form, the use of the null 
allomorph effectively results in the verb root standing alone. 
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based on a pronominal or demonstrative root followed by a morpheme specifying the kin relationship and 

the appropriate person/number/gender clitic.  

Nouns, regardless of their internal morphological complexity, can be possessed by a preceding 

possessive word or phrase, and/or be modified by one or more following words or phrases. Pronouns are 

neither possessed nor modified. It is on this basis that the kin nouns and kin pronouns are differentiated. All 

nouns and pronouns can function as the head of a noun phrase. A few words which have temporal or 

locative reference have some but not all the characteristics of nouns and so are classified as defective sub-

sets of nouns (3.4.1 & 3.4.2). 

Adjectives and adverbs modify nouns and verbs respectively but these are overlapping classes -- there 

are some words, such as sm«fl« ‘hot, fast’, which modify nouns and verbs. It is not clear whether these are 

i) distinct but overlapping word classes, ii) overlapping sub-classes of a single class of modifiers, or iii) a 

single class with semantically-based restrictions on their distribution. They can be intensified by the suffix 

-m«fl« ‘very’ and, especially in adverbial function, frequently bear the emphatic focus marker =m«. As will 

be illustrated in 3.3.4, the head noun of a noun phrase can be omitted, leaving a modifier as the functional 

head. This blurs the distinction between nouns and noun modifiers as does the existence of some words 

which have the characteristics of both, comparable to the English words ‘male’, ‘infant’ and the colour 

terms. 

Foley (1986:113ff) describes the relative paucity of verb roots in many Papuan languages, with one of 

the compensating strategies being to combine an adjunct nominal with a generic verb (that is, a verb with a 

very general meaning such as ‘be’, ‘do’, ‘act’) to express different action/state types. While Menya cannot 

be described as having few verb roots (over 450 in the current lexicon), many predicates are expressed by a 

combination of an uninflected adjunct and an inflected generic verb. Many of these verbal adjuncts also 

function as nouns, as Foley and others point out (such as Farr 1999:62-66 for Korafe). For those that do not 

occur elsewhere as nouns,  it is debatable whether they are best analyzed as a separate word class or as a 

sub-class of nouns. These will be presented as adjunct nominals in 4.3.4. 

Finally, there are a small number of particles, some of which serve as modifiers within the verbal 

phrase while others operate at the sentence level. 
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2.2 Sentence overview 
The Menya sentence is defined primarily by the presence of one of the following set of mood clitics 

which attach to the last word and express the speaker’s motivation for the sentence: indicative (informing), 

interrogative (requesting information), etc.  

=h ~ =mih indicative speaker informing the addressee 
=s` polar question speaker asking the addressee for a truth value judgment 
=v« content question speaker asking the addressee for the details 
=sh dubitative speaker expressing doubt or lack of knowledge 

Since the unmarked or default structure for the Menya clause  is verb-final, the last word of most sentences 

is a verb and, accordingly, the clitics are normally attached to verb forms. Almost all sentences bear one of 

these clitics, the exceptions arising from the fact that they cannot occur on a verb that ends with an 

associative actor suffix (4.2.2) or, with one exception, an irrealis actor suffix (4.2.3). When a sentence is 

part of a direct quote (as in (6) and (7) below), there is an additional clitic (described in 5.5.1) which occurs 

after the mood clitic or actor suffix. This end-of-quote clitic is an extended use of the focus clitic mentioned 

in the previous section but is treated and glossed separately not only because of its more specific function 

but also because it varies in form according to the preceding morpheme. Intonation patterns and pause are 

also significant for determining sentence boundaries but, as is the case for many languages, the criteria do 

not consistently coincide.  

The length of sentences varies from a single word to ten clauses, with most natural texts averaging two 

to four clauses per sentence. Most sentences consist of an introductory ‘given’ portion which serves as a 

frame of reference for the remaining ‘asserted’ portion of the sentence. This is equivalent to the broader 

sense of ‘topic’ as used by Chafe (1976) and Haiman (1978) and can include identification of the person, 

thing or fact that the sentence is about (i.e. the more traditional sense of ‘topic’). This portion of the 

sentence, henceforth referred to as the FRAME, is separated from the ASSERTED PORTION by a pause and is 

often marked with the clitic =flh01, which will be presented in more detail in chapter 5. Both the frame and 

the asserted portion of the sentence can be a multi-clause complex. 

 
12 This is probably an extended use of the locative clitic that will be presented in 3.4.2. As a givenness marker it is 

generally followed by a pause, indicated in the examples by a comma. 
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For the sake of simplicity, these features of sentential structure will be illustrated in this section using 

non-verbal predications. Equative and descriptive predications about the present world do not normally 

require a verb, though one of the several existential verbs can be used. In keeping with Menya’s verb final 

order, non-verbal predicates follow the frame and subject where they are overt. The mood clitics, in such 

cases, can attach to the same wide variety of word classes as can serve as the predicate. Some of the 

examples, such as (9) and (10), are not equative or descriptive but are interjected questions where the verb 

is omitted but is readily understood from the context. 

2.2.1 Indicative mood 
The indicative mood signals that the speaker is informing the addressee of the degree of truth or 

falseness  of a proposition. In Menya, indicative mood is normally encoded by use of the sentential clitic =h
accompanied by a falling intonation pattern and followed by a pause. In (1) the predicate is an adjective; in 

(2) it is a common noun – the species name for a kind of bird. Note that the clitic replaces a preceding «

and that the h lowers  to d following p or pt; these are regular morphophonemic processes of Menya.�The 

opening phrase of (2) is an example of a sentence frame without the =flh clitic. 

 1) Subject  Predicate 
Hptdp«� g«vp«+� pt«tpd-�
h=pt=d=p«� g«vp«� pt«tp«=h
that=M=OJ=POSS tail long=IND 
‘Its tail is long.’ 

 2) Frame    Subject  Predicate 
Mxh� xflfl« jtjflt«�«s«p«� hpt+� hptdp«� xnpd� g`ptflth-�
mxh� xflfl« jtjflt«�«,s,p,p«p«� h=pt� h=pt=d=p«� xnp«=h g`ptflt«=h
1S bird speech ASS-say-PFV-1S/DSO that=M that=M=OJ=POSS name=DEF g`ptflt«=IND 
‘The bird I’ve talked about, its name is g`ptflt«.’ 

When the last word of the sentence is something other than a noun, adjective or verb, the indicative 

clitic is =mih02� rather than -h- In (3)-(5), the final words are a negative particle, a locative and a temporal 

phrase, respectively. The distribution of =mih� and =h does not constitute mutual exclusivity though the 

 
13 In 4.2.3.7 prenasalized variants of most of the other mood clitics are mentioned. By analogy, -mih could be a 

sequence of –m –h rather than a distinct morpheme- There is independent evidence for m * h < mih in limited 
circumstances. 
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contexts of overlap are few; for example, the predicate in (4) could just as easily be l«flhxh (l=flh=h)

rather than l«flhmih-

3) ®jdvh� xflfl« m`p«� gl`mih-�
«jdv«=h xflfl« m`p«� gl`=mih 
«jdv«=DEF bird big not=IND 
‘The «jdv« bird is not large.’ 

 4) ¿p«� `flh l«flhmih-�
m=p«� `fl«=h l=flh=mih 
1S=POSS house=DEF down=LOC=IND 
‘My house is down there.’ 

 5) Lnmh� m`p«flf`mih-�
lnmh� m`p«=flf`=mih 
money big=TIME=IND 
‘It’s big money time (= fines are big these days).’ 

2.2.2 Polar interrogative mood 
The polar interrogative mood, whereby the speaker is soliciting a statement about the truth or falsity of 

the proposition, is expressed by the clitic =s` and a sustained high intonation over the last several syllables 

of the sentence. 

 6) “Rh�`o«j«� s«fltjs`m«>0
rh� `o«j«� s«fl«=flt=j=s`=m« 
2S woman near=M=2S=POLQ=QT 
‘ “Do you have a wife?” ’ 

 7) “L`shm«js`m«>0
L`shm«=j=s`=m« 
Martin=2S=POLQ=QT 
‘ “Are you Martin?” ’ 

Where the speaker presents alternatives and solicits identification of the appropriate or correct variant, 

then both alternatives are treated as polar questions and normally marked with the clitic (8) but these can be 

omitted (9).  

 8) S«pt� sp«� ghtxdp«s`+� gthxhptdp«s`>�
s«=pt� s=p«� ghtxdp«=s`� gthxh=pt=d=p«=s` 
this=M 2S=POSS dog=POLQ other=M=OJ=POSS=POLQ 
‘Is this your dog or another’s?’ 
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9) Dp«� `rhptd+� gflptd� l«mc`>�
dp«� `j=pt=d gfl=pt=d l«mc` 
water same=M=OJ INDEF=M=OJ beyond 
‘Was it the same river or one beyond?’ 

2.2.3 Content (WH) question mood 
Content questions contain a question word and indicate that the speaker wishes the addressee to 

identify the argument that the question word refers to. In Menya, in addition to the question word, these 

sentences are frequently marked with the clitic =v« , as in (10), but can bear the indicative =h, hence the 

alternative forms in (11)14. The intonation pattern is falling, as for indicative sentences. 

 10) Pd� «flfhmxp«v«>�
pd� «flfh=flp«=v« 
2D where=GOAL=INFOQ 
‘Where are you two (going)?’ 

 11) H s«ptdp«� `flh>� } `fl«v«>�
h s«=pt=d=p«� `fl«=h `fl«=v« 
that this=M=OJ=POSS house=IND house=INFOQ 
‘That is whose house?’ 

The situation is further complicated by the existence of another clitic, =j«+� which overlaps with =v«�

and =h. It is far more limited in distribution, and even in its most frequent context of occurrence it is 

interchangeable with these other two mood clitics. 

 12) R`p«� pnjhpt� «flfhj«>� } «flfhv«>� } «flfhxh>�
s=x`p«� pnj«=h=pt� «flfh=j«� «flfh=v«� «flfh=h
2S=POSS male=DEF=M where=MOOD where=INFOQ where=IND 
‘Where is your husband?’ 

As most of the above examples show, the question word is generally in the predicate position – that is, 

sentence final. Even in sentences like (11), the proposition can be structured so as to reflect this preference, 

yielding (13). 

 13) @flh s«ptdp«v«> 
`fl«=h s«=pt=d=p«=v«�
house=that this=M=OJ=POSS=INFOQ 
‘That house is whose?’ 

When a question word occurs in a verbal clause, its preferred position is immediately before the verb. 
 
14 The question word ‘who’ is a form of the near deictic ‘this’ as described in (3.1.2) 
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 14) Hpt`� pt`� «flfh� osdoflp«v«>�
h=pt=` pt`� «flfh� os,d,o=flp«=v« 
that=M=PL ground where dig-put-23P/IRR=GOAL=INFOQ 
‘Where are they going to bury (him)?’ 

2.2.4 Dubitative mood 
The final mood category parallels the polar interrogative in form but its clitic is =sh rather than =s`.

Both moods communicate a lack of knowledge on the part of the speaker but, whereas the polar 

interrogative elicits the information from the addressee, the dubitative only expresses the lack of knowledge 

or certainty. Indeed, this form is often used in response to a question to express an inability to provide the 

requested information. 

 15) Hpt� «l`p«� m`p«ptsh-�
h=pt� «l`p«� m`p«=pt=sh 
that=M person big=M=DUBIT 
‘Is he an important person, I wonder.’ OR ‘I do not know if he’s an important person.’ 

The dubitative mood not only marks doubt about the truth value of a proposition but also about the 

identity of an argument within a proposition. Thus, as in (16), the clitic =sh can co-occur with a question 

word, again either as an initiating statement of uncertainty or as an uncertain response to a question. 

 16) @flh s«ptdp«sh-�
`fl«=h s«=pt=d=p«=sh 
house=that this=M=OJ=POSS=DUBIT 
‘I wonder (I do not know) whose house this is.’’ 

2.3 Verbal clause structure overview 
In many ways, the clause or simple sentence is the central component in the structure of a language, 

just as the ‘room’ is the central component in the design of a building. Just as the components of a room 

(such as the floor, walls, ceiling, etc.) can exist alone as structures (as a basketball pad, garden wall or 

carport, for example) without being considered a building, so elements of a clause (such as a phrase, word, 

etc.) can stand alone as an utterance in certain contexts but are recognized as deficient structures (fragment 

sentences). And just as the structure of a normal building is far more complex than a single room, so the 

structure of a natural language utterance is generally far more complex than a single clause. The clause, the 

expression of a proposition about some entity (concrete or abstract) anchored in time and space, is the 
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minimal utterance that can meaningfully stand alone15. Accordingly, the structure of the clause or simple 

sentence is probably the most thoroughly studied aspect of grammar generally and of most individual 

languages that have been studied. An exception would be heavily inflected languages such as Greek, where 

much more attention has, until recently, been paid to morphology than syntax. 

The vast majority of clauses in any natural language contain, as their structural and semantic core, a 

verb which connects most if not all the other elements into a meaningful whole.  The objective in this 

section is to provide an overview of the structure of the verbal clause in Menya. Many of the specific 

details provided in this section are drawn from a careful analysis of 8 mixed-genre texts authored by three 

different speakers and containing a total of 758 clauses, of which 725 are verbal. 

2.3.1 Word order 
Menya is quite rigidly a verb-final language. As is the norm for Papuan languages of the proposed 

Trans-New Guinea Phylum, the basic clause order is SOV regardless of whether S and O are expressed as 

noun phrases or pronouns. Table 4 displays the distribution of the possible word orders (row labels) 

according to NP manifestation options (column labels) as found in the 758 clause sample16. In the column 

labels, order is not significant but upper case represents NP manifestation and lower case represents 

pronominal expression. In elicited data, the SOV order is invariant; in text data it is overwhelmingly more 

frequent. In the majority of clauses in natural text (663 in this sample), there is not an overt reference to 

both S and O, other than by verbal affixation, and so three-term basic word order is not fully applicable. 

Where only one of S and O is overt, however, it is almost invariably before the verb, confirming the verb-

final pattern. 

Examples (17) and (18) represent the most frequent patterns for clauses in which both S and O are 

overtly specified. The exceptions to the SOV pattern are conditioned by pragmatic factors; topical entities 

are fronted or even extracted (left-dislocated) from the clause into the frame and any NP can be postposed 

after the verb either as an afterthought clarification of identity or for special effect. 

 
15 While a person’s response in a conversation can consist of only a sentence fragment, or even an interjection, such 

utterances are not meaningful in isolation. A single-clause sentence can, however, be meaningful without any other 
verbal context. 

16 The data here does not take into consideration that in some instances the overt subject or object is within the frame 
immediately preceding the clause in which it bears the role. Further discrimination would reduce the numbers but not 
the fact of the domination of SOV order. 
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Table 4. Basic word order 
 S & O s & O S & o s & o Totals 
SOV 24 53 2 7 86 
OSV 2 4 0 1 7 
OVS 1 0 0 0 1 
SVO 1 0 0 0 1 
VSO 0 0 0 0 0 
VOS 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals 28 57 2 8 95 

17) S  O V 
L`sht� hpt� v«tfl« hp«pd-�
L`sht� h=pt� v«tfl« h,p,p«p«=h
Matthew that=M work do-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘Matthew worked (recently).’ 

 18) s O  V 
...hh� at`x«� ghj«� hjhj«p«pd-�
h=h at`x«� ghj«� hjh,j,p«p«=h
that=F sweet.potato stone cook-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘...she cooked the sweet potato (on stones in a covered pit).’ 

2.3.2 The status of subject and object 
The discussion thus far assumes that S and O are clearly defined and readily identifiable elements, 

generally labelled ‘subject’ and ‘object’. That is, however, a false assumption as witnessed by the extensive 

literature in the past 30 years (for example, Li 1976 and Schachter 1977) about the definition and status of 

subject. Halliday (1994:30-33) points out that three distinct functions have been labelled as ‘subject’ and 

that in many clauses the three converge on a single referent, leaving no ambiguity. In other clauses, 

however, these functions are spread between two different referents, with any one of the three functions 

able to have a distinct referent than that of the other two. In still other instances, the functions can be 

assigned to different referents without any overlap. His three functions, their definition, and his preferred 

labels are summarized in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Subject functions as defined by Halliday. 
function definition label 
psychological subject ‘that which is the concern of the message... 

what the speaker had in mind to start with...’ 
theme 

grammatical subject ‘that of which something is predicated... seen 
to determine various other grammatical features...’ 

subject 

logical subject ‘doer of the action... having to do with relations  
between things...’ 

actor 

In the default or basic encoding of a proposition in Menya, the three subjects converge on a single 

entity, as is the case for English. English has a very clear category of grammatical subject and employs 

constructions such as the passive to make changes in its assignment, with concomitant changes to other 

grammatical features such as verb agreement and pronoun selection. Menya, on the other hand, does not 

exhibit such flexibility. Grammatical subject status is assigned by the case frame17 of the verb (4.1.2) and 

its only grammatical correlate is that it is not case-marked (2.3.3 and 3.1.2). Though verb agreement is 

extensive in Menya (2.3.3 and 4.2), it is determined by the logical relations ACTOR and AFFECTEE -- the 

most salient entity, other than the actor, who is affected by the event. Word order is determined by 

pragmatic factors, including assignment of the psychological subject function. Most verbs assign 

grammatical subject status to the actor and its referent is more often than not the speaker’s choice as the 

psychological subject, leading to the frequent convergence of the three subject functions. The minimal role 

for syntax in the clause that is described here is not unusual for Papuan languages. Foley (1986:175) states 

that “for Barai, syntax must be recognized as an independent parameter in the organization of the clause. 

This is the only Papuan language I know for which this holds, whereas it is the norm for European 

languages.” 

The dominant syntactic function that has been described as subject-oriented for Papuan languages is 

the switch-reference system – the marking of one clause to indicate whether the tracked referent is the same 

or different in the subsequent text. It is generally described as same subject (SS) and different subject (DS) 

marking but there is disagreement as to which subject function is being tracked18. For Menya (5.1.2), the 

 
17 Fillmore introduced the concept of case frame in his 1968 article. The case frame of a verb specifies what nominal 

arguments need to be identified to fully specify the predication. 
18 In Foley’s  (1986:183ff.) analysis it is the Actor that is being tracked so he uses the terms same-actor and different-
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overriding factor in the switch-reference system is pragmatic, the topical entity being tracked. In the 

unmarked or normal scenario, especially in main-line material, the topical entity of a larger stretch of 

discourse is also the psychological subject of each clause19. Since most verbs assign the subject function to 

the actor and this referent is the default choice as psychological subject, the crucial examples for 

determining what function is actually being monitored are a minority of the marked clauses. 

In this grammar, when I use the term SUBJECT, it will refer to the grammatical function, which is 

always encoded in the unmarked case. The term ACTOR will be used for the logical subject, which is 

encoded by the verb suffix. For the psychological subject, I will use the term CLAUSE TOPIC, rather than 

Halliday’s ‘theme’, to avoid the ambiguity of that term, while maintaining a distinction between the 

psychological subject and higher levels of topic; it is encoded as the first-mentioned NP, though often that 

mention is prior to the clause itself. 

The term ‘object’ is not discussed in detail by Halliday but I understand it to also be a multi-function 

term, though perhaps not as complex as ‘subject’. The logical object would be an entity that is affected by 

the event and not necessarily distinct from the logical subject20. The grammatical object, henceforth simply 

OBJECT, would be a necessarily distinct entity in the clause and be assigned grammatical features different 

from those assigned to the SUBJECT. Some Menya verbs assign the SUBJECT function to the logical object 

(4.1.2.4) so the logical object is not always the grammatical object. Whether the OBJECT, when there is one, 

is always a logical object is a matter of how ‘affected by the event’ is interpreted. A RECIPIENT in Menya 

always has precedence over a PATIENT in being assigned the OBJECT function and is cross-referenced on the 

verb as the AFFECTEE. I will not address the question of whether the recipient in such cases is the logical 

object. 

2.3.3 Role discrimination: verb agreement & case marking 
This section will briefly outline the encoding of these functions or roles in the Menya clause. As can be 

seen in examples (17) and (18) above, there is no case marking on any of the NPs labelled as S or O. There 

 
actor. Reesink (1983), Roberts (1988 and 1997) and Stirling (1993) are among the many to have addressed the issue 
of what is being tracked. 

19 Though the terminology and definitions vary, Halliday (1994) and Givon (1984) both recognize a clause level topic 
as well as a higher level topical or thematic entity. 

20 In the sentence ‘I moved across the room’ the speaker is both performing and being affected by the event; this is also 
true of reflexive predications. 
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is, however, a suffix on the verb which agrees in person and number with the person performing the 

predicated event, the ACTOR. In these and most other clauses the actor21 is also the SUBJECT and the CLAUSE 

TOPIC. Almost all verbal predicates bear an affix from one of several seven-member sets of actor suffixes, 

all of which differentiate first, second and third person and singular, dual and plural number but conflate 

the non-first duals and the non-first plurals, yielding  the pattern shown in Table 6.  

Table 6. Actor suffix distinctions 
 singular dual plural 
first 1S 1D 1P 
second 2S 
third 3S 

23D 23P 

Noun phrases referring to humans (and non-humans that play a prominent role in a text) generally 

conclude with a demonstrative, such as hpt in (17). These demonstratives can also stand alone as pronouns, 

and when the referent is not the subject of the clause they normally bear a case-marking clitic that will be 

referred to as the object clitic and glossed as OJ in all occurrences. When the NP or pronoun is an object of 

the verb (recipient, addressee, patient, etc.), there is no further case marking. Other roles are indicated by an 

adpositional clitic following the object clitic, in which case the NP is the object of the adposition. 

In addition to the actor suffix, many verbs also require a prefix agreeing in person and number with the 

most salient affected entity, which is generally the object. These AFFECTEE prefixes distinguish first, second 

and third persons, but only differentiate number in the first and second persons, yielding the following 

matrix. (Since there is only one set of these affixes, the actual shape of the morphemes are given here rather 

than the category abbreviations that were given in Table 6.) 

 
21 Rather than capitalizing these terms on every occasion, I will do so only at their first mention in a section, as a 

reminder that a specific meaning is intended that is not necessarily universal. 
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Table 7. Verb prefixes indicating affectee22

singular dual plural 
first m,� x`,� m`,�
second j,� pd,� d,�
third v,�~ ⁄

In the first part of (19), the recipient object (labelled as O) is human and bears the object clitic =d, and 

the verb prefix is third person agreeing with Shem. In the second half of this example, the recipient object 

is the first person pronoun, which does not bear a case marker but is cross-referenced by the verb prefix23.

19) S  O2 V O
Qtodm«� hpt� dhsh� jhm`� «vhj«p«pd+� Rdl«� hptd-
Qtodm«� h=pt� dhsh� jhm`� «,v,h,j,p«p«=h Rdl«� h=pt=d
Reuben that=M eighty kina ASS-3-do-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND Shem that=M=OJ 
O O2 V
Mxh� dhsh� jhm`� «mc`oj«p«pd-�
mxh� dhsh� jhm`� «,m,s`o,j,p«p«=h
1S eighty kina ASS-1S-give-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘Reuben gave him, that is Shem, eighty kina. He gave me eighty kina.’ 

In summary, the subject is not case-marked, is normally the first of the overt NPs and also usually the 

actor and, therefore, cross-referenced by the verb suffix24. The object normally occurs after the subject 

(when both are overtly specified) and, if it is human (therefore potentially confusable as the subject), it is 

case-marked as an object and cross-referenced by the verb prefix.  

In a ditransitive clause with an overt patient entity, such as ‘eighty kina’ in (19), the patient is treated 

as a secondary object. If there is an accompanying demonstrative, it will be the object-marked form. The 

secondary object normally follows the subject and primary object, but is not cross-referenced on the verb25.

In the main clause of (20), the village men and the mythical snake are only indexed by the verb suffix and 

 
22 Those familiar with the three pronoun systems proposed by Wurm (1975 & 1982) as characteristic of the Trans-New 

Guinea Phylum will recognize the 1S, 2S and 1P forms to be related to his Set I, which is the most widely attested 
set. 

23 Note that the verb root s`o ‘give’ is only used with a first or second person recipient, the verb v,h�‘do someone’ 
being used for giving to a third person. 

24 For an example in which there is only partial identity between the subject and the actor-marking on the verb see 
(143) in 3.4.5, where the actor marking includes the ACCOMPANIER who is not part of the SUBJECT.

25 A single instance of a double patient prefix has been found in text even though such forms are not accepted in 
elicitation. 
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prefix indicating their role as actor and affectee (and indirectly as subject and object). The women who 

were given to the snake are encoded as a secondary object. Though the prefix on the verb is ambiguous in 

that it does not specify number or gender, having the people retell this event from the perspective of the 

women makes it clear that the prefix is referring to the snake rather than to the women. 

 20) Frame O2 o-V-s 
D stp`flf`flh+� `o«j«� gt`pth� «vhjtvh-�
d v,s,p,`flf=flf`=flh `o«j«� gm=t=`pt=h «,v,h,j,tv«=h
that 3-tell-PFV-DR=TIME=GVN woman INDEF=F=DL=OJ ASS-3-do-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘After he (a mythical snake) told them (the village men) that, they gave him two women.’ 

All the discussion and examples to this point have related to (di)transitive clauses. The single core 

argument of an intransitive clause in Menya is treated in the same way as the actor/subject of a transitive 

clause, making Menya a nominative-accusative language. I have encountered no evidence of ergative 

patterning in the language.  

Nominal elements of the clause other than the subject and object(s) are, in Menya, marked by 

postpositional clitics that indicate their role. When they co-occur with one of the major arguments, their 

default position is between the arguments and the verb but this can be overridden by pragmatic 

considerations. In the following examples, clause components are in their default order and the clitics have 

been highlighted. 

 21) S Origin  Destination V 
Md� `fl« x«flhr`flh+ Vnl«pt`p«flp«� «o«tjtptd-�
md� `fl« x«=flh=s`=flh Vnl«pt`p«=flp«� «,o,v,j,p«pt=h
1P village up=LOC=ORIG=GVN Kapo=GOAL ASS-come-go-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘From up at the village, we travelled to Kapo.’ 

 22) S Purpose[Goal Goal Instr V] 
Hpt� o«fl«flp«s«� ft«flp«s«� ghtfl« ptm«sflp«�
h=pt� o«fl«=flp«=s«� ft«=flp«=s«� ghtfl« v,p,m,«s=flp« 
that=M betel=GOAL=& vine=GOAL=& eye 3-act-DETR-3S/IRR=GOAL 
Destination  V 
p«tp«� x«stflp«� «hj«pd-�
p«tp«� x«=st=flp«� «,x,j,p«p«=h
forest up=LOC=GOAL ASS-go.up-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He had gone up to the forest to look for betel nut and bush rope.’ 
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 23) V O Loc V 
®shl«t«pd+� j`sh� J`on�mct� dl«flh+---�
«,shl«t,«pd� j`s«=h J`on�m=st� d,l«=flh
ASS-arrive-3S/DSR car=DEF Kapo level=LOC put-SER/SEM=GVN 
‘He arrived and, having parked the car at Kapo,...’ 

 24) S Time V 
Rh� ghjfl«flf`� hjhs«p«fl« l`�lhjhp«� c`� hrflpd-�
rh� ghjfl«=flf`� hj«,«sp,«fl,fl« l`�l`,hj«,p«� c`� h,s=flp«=h
2S youth=TIME tour-PRGV-IPFV-2S/DSO like NEG-tour-DVZR indeed do-2S/IRR=GOAL=INDIC 
‘You are not to wander around as you wandered when a youth.’ 

2.3.4 Clause complexity 
Although the ‘normal’ order of the elements of a clause is subject-object-oblique-verb26, many of the 

examples in the preceding section are noteworthy in that they contain two or more nominal elements. In the 

758-clause text sample referred to above there is an average of 1.23 nominal elements per clause. Thus, 

even two nominal elements in a clause, while not rare, is significantly above the average. In order to 

maintain this controlled rate of information flow, one or more of the nominal elements are often specified 

within the sentence frame preceding the actual clause, or provided after the verb, as if they were 

afterthoughts. These devices are particularly frequent at sentence boundaries though they are by no means 

rare in the middle of a sentence. In (25), the two time phrases constitute the frame and three phrases follow 

the verb which still leaves three arguments within the clause27.

25) Time  Time S    O2 Instr 
on� hptdflh L`mcdflh+� Qtodm� hpts«� Inrdo«� hpts«� a`ktrh� lap«�
on� h=pt=d=flh L`mcd=flh Qtodm� h=pt=s«� Inrdo«� h=pt=s«� a`ktrh� lap« 
four that=M=OJ=GVN Monday=GVN Reuben that=M=& Joseph that=M=& plane money 
V O Destination Means�
«xdjhxh+� Rdl� hpts«� mxhs«+� M`r`op«� atflp«� idspdt-�
«,x`,h,j,hx«=h Rdl� h=pt=s«� mxh=s«� M`r`op«� l=st=flp«� idsp«=h=t
ASS-1D-do-PA/PFV-23D/DSO=IND Shem that=M=& 1S=& Nadzab below=LOC=GOAL jet=DEF=LOC 
‘...in the fourth week, on Monday, Reuben and Joseph bought Shem and me plane tickets, to 
Nadzab by jet.’ 

 
26 Order being determined by topicality factors (Halliday’s psychological) and their default assignment matching 

grammatical functions. 
27 This clause is still very heavy and could possibly be explained by claiming that a purpose clause ‘for Shem and I to 

go to Nadzab by jet’ has been postposed and its verb omitted leaving the three NPs stranded after the main clause. 
This would also explain why Rdl�hpt does not bear the object marker =d.
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By default, the most focal position in the clause is the immediate pre-verbal position. Accordingly, 

adverbials are almost always in this position, especially those of manner which are always focal, as in (26). 

Similarly, question words are almost always just before the verb, as in (27). 

 26) Ohx«� x`phxp`flf`flh+� xd� sm«fl«m«� pd� «odjtdd-�
ohx«� x`,p,p,`flf=flf`=flh xd� sm«fl«=m«� pd� «,o,x,j,td«=h
rain 1D-act-PFV-DR=TIME=GVN 1D quick=FCS CERT ASS-come-go.up-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘When it was raining on us, we travelled up quickly.’ 

 27) Mxh� x`sflp«� rflp«� mxhrflpd>�
mxh� x`sflp«� r=flp«� m,h,s=flp«=h
1S question what=GOAL 1S-do-2S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘Why are you asking me?’ OR ‘What are you asking me about?’ 

2.3.5 Tense, aspect, modality & negation 
Tense, aspect and modality are all marked on the verb in the form of suffixes, many of which are 

portmanteau28 morphemes. Three degrees of past tense are distinguished but only on finite verbs. They are 

encoded in the form of portmanteau morphemes (that also indicate aspect) in combination with two distinct 

sets of actor suffixes. These two sets of actor suffixes indicate a contrast in the degree of relevance of the 

event to the speech act, one application of this contrast being to encode the difference between present and 

near past predications.  

 28) Mxh� v«tfl« hp«-� ~ Mxh� v«tfl« hp«p«pd-�
mxh� v«tfl« h,p,« mxh� v«tfl« h,p,p«p«=h
1S work do-PFV-1S/ASO 1S work do-PFV-1S/DSO-IND 
‘I am working.’ ~   ‘I worked (within the last few days).’ 

The primary aspectual distinction is between perfective and imperfective, which reflects the speaker’s 

choice as to whether or not to focus attention on the internal temporal complexity of the proposition being 

encoded (Comrie 1976:21-24). All propositions about future events and generalizations about normal 

behaviour are in the irrealis mode, indicating a lack of certainty about the factuality of the proposition. 

Irrealis is indicated throughout the verb system (finite and non-finite forms) by a third set of actor suffixes. 

These distinctions will be further explained and illustrated in 4.2.2. 

 
28 The morphemes I am referring to here as portmanteau systematically encode two elements of meanings such as 1) 

tense and aspect and 2) person, number and irrealis. This is in contrast to morphemes which idiosyncratically encode 
two elements of meaning which are generally encoded in the language by separate morphemes such as French au and 
aux.
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Clausal negation is indicated by the prefix l`- on the verb. However, while this prefix can occur on 

any verb form, it almost always occurs on a deverbalized form which is followed by one of two verbs 

bearing the relevant further suffixation. The two verbs are h ‘do’, as in (29), or d ‘be’ and encode active and 

stative predications, respectively. Occasionally, as in (30), the inflected verb is not one of these generic 

verbs and the negated verb serves an adverbial function. 

 29) ...hpt� ghtmihflf`� l`shl«tp«� c`� hj«pd-�
h=pt� ghtmih=flf`� l`,shl«t,p«� c`� h,j,p«p«=h

that=M daytime=TIME NEG-arrive-DVZR indeed do-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘...he didn’t arrive in the middle of the day.’ 

 30) ...`o«j«� ht`pt� ---� l`pflp«� «tx«l`jhxh-�
`o«j«� h=h=`pt� Í l`,p,m,p«� «,tx«l`,j,hx«=h
woman that=F=DL – NEG-act-DETR-DVZR ASS-leave-PA/PFV-23/D=IND 
‘...the two women left unseen.’ 

Positive deverbalized forms can also be used adverbially, as in (31). The analysis that is proposed in 

4.3.3 is that the deverbal form (whether positive or negative) is the head of a deverbalized clause that 

functions as a manner adverb within its matrix clause, even in the regular negative construction where the 

matrix is one of the generic verbs. This analysis is reflected in the bracketing in the top line of examples 

(31) and (32). 

 31) S Manr[Manr V] V 
hpt� «o`j«m«� hp«� «x`olhflpd-�
h=pt� «o`j«=m«� h,p«� «,x`o,lhfl,p«p«=h
that=M slowly=FCS do-DVZR ASS-come.up-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘...he was coming up slowly.’  (lit. he was coming up while performing for a long time) 

 32) S Manr[Loc V] V 
Hpt`� hph� l«oldp«� hs`flftv«flf`+---�
h=pt=` h=ph� l`,ol`,p«� h,«s,`flf,tv«=flf` 
that=M=PL that-LOC NEG-be-DVZR do-IPFV-DR-23P/DSO=TIME 
‘They were not there and ...’ 

2.4 Clause linkage overview 
As is the case with most Papuan languages, the most distinctive features of the clause linkage system 

in Menya is the existence of MEDIAL verbs and a SWITCH REFERENCE system. That is to say, in the normal 

conjoining of clauses into a complex sentence, all but the last verb are forms which are non-finite in that 

they lack tense and mood markings. They are, however, marked to indicate the nature of the relationship 
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between the clauses, and whether the topical entity of the marked clause is the same as or different from 

that of the following clause on which it is dependent.  

Foley (1986:175-198) describes a variety of such systems found among Papuan languages. He 

distinguishes between non-final clauses as being (1) dependent on and subordinate to a main clause, that is 

embedded either as an argument of or within an argument of the main clause, or (2) dependent on but 

coordinate with a main clause, that is it depends on another clause for the specification of some categories 

of information but is not embedded within that clause in any way. Only the latter group are medial verbs in 

Foley’s categorization. He goes on to describe variation among languages according to the semantic 

distinctions encoded by the medial or coordinate-dependent verbs, including variation as to how this 

distinction interacts with a switch-reference system. Some languages have a medial verb system without 

having a switch-reference system, others have medial verbs only when the same referent is maintained 

across clause boundaries, and yet others have both same-referent and different-referent medial verbs. A 

further distinction which Foley makes that is pertinent to many Papuan languages is that between medial 

verbs and “serial or compound verb structures ... in which verb-stems are juxtaposed to form a complex 

predicate, which then takes a single set of core and peripheral arguments to form one clause” (1986:178).  

These distinctions are valid and useful, and generally match up with a scale of morphological complexity 

ranging from simple stems through finite verbs. However, as is to be expected of generalizations, these 

distinctions only partially match the features of Menya verb forms and clause linkage. Specifically, the 

syntactic criterion of embeddedness/subordinateness versus coordinateness does not parallel the 

morphological distinctions of Menya verbs. Therefore the verb forms that will be classified as medial for 

Menya are morphologically distinct from final verbs but they do not all meet Foley’s coordinate-dependent 

definition. 

2.4.1 Serialization 
At the less finite end of the scale, Menya contrasts the compounding of verb roots to yield a complex 

verb stem (33), with the serial verb pattern (5.3) of juxtaposing a verb without an actor suffix and a more-

fully-inflected verb (34). There are significant lexically-based restrictions on each of these kinds of 

construction, however. Compounding (4.1.3) is only allowed with certain semantically compatible verb 
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roots, and serialization (5.3) normally only combines two verbs, the second of which is always a motion 

verb. 

 33) ...md� ptd`� pd� «sp«l`mlhflptd-�
md� ptd`� pd� «,s,p«l`,m,lhfl,p«pt=h
1P story CERT ASS-say-remain-DETR-PA/IPFV-1P/DSO=IND 

‘...we remained there telling stories.’ 

 34) Ahflrt� hpt� ---� j`s«� «m«l`� «odj«pd-
ahflrt� h=pt� j`s«� «,m`,l`� «,o,x,j,p«p« 
mission that=M car ASS-1P-get ASS-come-go.up-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The missionary picked us up and took us up by car.’ 

2.4.2 Different-referent medials 
All non-final verb forms in Menya, other than the serial verbs, bear an actor suffix making the same 

seven-way person-number distinctions that have already been described for final verbs (Table 6). Those 

which indicate a change in topical entity (DR) use the same three sets of actor suffixes as the final verbs do, 

and they also make the same aspectual distinctions. They differ primarily in that they bear a specific 

different-referent suffix -`flf between the aspect and actor suffixes but do not indicate absolute tense or 

mood. The perfective forms generally indicate a sequential relationship between the marked and the matrix 

clause (35) and the imperfective forms indicate simultaneity (36). This is in accord with Foley’s statement 

(1986:180) that “Normally, they [dependent verbs] encode differences of temporal relations between the 

clauses … and the one which underlies all more complex ones is between simultaneous and sequential 

actions”. The most frequent different-referent medials (4.2.4.1.1) bear a subordinator which indicates the 

relevant semantic relationship with their matrix clause (the default case being time as in (35) and (36)). The 

other main set of DR forms, however, does not bear any indicator of the semantic relationship with its 

matrix clause but coordinates the clause with that which follows (4.2.4.1.2). This is most clearly shown in 

(37) which reports the split in activities in what has to this point been a single group. Among its other uses 

are (i) as the equivalent to a complement within another clause (38) and (ii) sentence finally as a mild form 

of command (39)29. These two sets will be labelled as subordinate and coordinate DR medials respectively. 

The meaning of the terms ‘coordinate’ and ‘subordinate’ as used in this presentation of Menya grammar 

will be explained in the introduction to chapter 5. 

 
29 It is proposed that the missing matrix verb in such examples is an irrealis final form of the verb ‘be’. 
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35) Pt� sh� shl«tp`flftv«flf`� hpt� sh� «stj«pd-�
pt� sh� shl«t,p,`flf,tv«=flf`� h=pt� sh� «,v,s,j,p«p«=h
3P thus arrive-PFV-DR-23P/DSO=TIME that=M thus ASS-3-tell-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘When they thus arrived, he told them this.’ 

 36) ...hpt`pt� jtjflt«� s«sp«s`flfhx«flf`� «vhldpd+---�
h=pt=`pt� jtjflt«� s,«sp,«s,`flf,hx«=flf`� «,v,hl`,«pd 
that=M=DL talk say-PRGV-IPFV-DR-23D/DSO=TIME ASS-3-meet-3S/DSR 
‘...while they two were talking he came upon them then...’ 

 37) «l`p«� gflpt`� l«flh sp«t«s`flf«+ gflptmd� ghxp«flp«�
«l`p«� gm=pt=` l=flh sp«t,«s,`flf,«� gm=pt=tmd� ghxp«=flp« 
person INDEF=M=L below=LOC stand-IPFV-DR-23P/ASO INDEF=M=1P urine=GOAL 
«odxtptd- 
«,o,x,p,p«pt=h
ASS-come-go.up-PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘…some people stood below and we others went up to urinate.’ 

 38) “Rh�mxh� sh� s«p`flf«� «x«� «mxhx«flhmx«-�
rh� mxh� sh� s,p,`flf,«� «x«� «,m,h,h,«fl,m=x« 
2S 1S thus say-PFV-DR-3S/ASO just ASS-1S-do-BEN-IPFV-2S/ASO=QT 
‘ “You’ve just heard me say this.” ’ 

 39) …rtp«� htflh jflflt«� «flft«m«fl« lds`flfot-
rtp«� h=t=flh jflflt«� «flft«,m«fl« l`,«s,`flf,o 

custom that=LOC=GVN thought good-very get-IPFV-DR-23P/CSR 
‘…keep those customs well in mind.’ 

2.4.3 Same-referent medials 
The various same-referent medials, on the other hand, while using the same irrealis actor suffixes for 

uncertainty, use two distinct sets of actor suffixes for their realis forms (4.2.4.3). These two sets of suffixes 

interact with the presence/absence of an additional morpheme to yield four sets of SR medial forms, the 

grammaticality of one of them being suspect. No SR medial form requires an aspect marker and the 

sequential-simultaneous contrast is not generally coded. The most common set of forms, as used in (40), 

would fit Foley’s definition of dependent coordinates and cover as broad a range of logical and temporal 

relationships as ‘and’ does in English. They can, however, be case-marked which subordinates them to the 

clause on which they are dependent. A second set of forms coordinates two or more clauses into a clause 

complex (41); this complex as a whole can be questioned or negated by a single matrix verb to which it is 

subordinated. Again, the range of temporal and logical relationships which can exist between the members 

of the complex is quite broad. The third set of realis same-referent medials also coordinates the clause with 
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that which follows but it is semantically constrained, in that the two situations predicated must be 

simultaneous, as in (42). These three sets will be labelled as dependent, coordinate and simultaneous SR 

medials respectively. 

 40) ®lnptldpd+ hph� «ol`lhflptd-�
«,lnptl`,`pd� h=ph� «,ol`,lhfl,p«pt=h
ASS-find-1P/DSR that=LOC ASS-be-PA/IPFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘We found them then remained there.’ 

 41) ...j`mhptd� «vhlds«� sh� «stj«pd-�
j«,`m=h=pt=d «,v,hl`,«s,«� sh� «,v,s,j,p«p«=h
3-father=DEF=M=OJ ASS-3-meet-SR-3S/CSR thus ASS-3-tell-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘...he came to the man’s father and told him this.’ 

 42) Hpt� a`ktrhflp«� ghtfl« «p«m«� «ol`lhflpd-�
h=pt� a`ktrh=flp«� ghtfl« «,p,m,«� «,ol`,lhfl,p«p«=h
that=M plane=GOAL eye ASS-act-DETR-3S/CSR ASS-be-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He was watching for the plane.’ 

In summary, then, the various forms of the same-referent medials are syntactic packaging devices more 

than indicators of different temporal or logical relationships between the clauses. The different-referent 

medials, on the other hand, are more explicit regarding the temporal or logical relationship that exists 

between the propositions being encoded. These differences will be more fully explained and exemplified in 

4.2.4 and 5. 

2.4.4 Finite forms used non-finally 
Fully inflected forms, in addition to being used sentence finally, where they also normally bear one of 

the mood clitics presented in 2.2, are also used within a sentence in various ways. The most common of 

these is in relative clauses (5.4.2.1) but they are also used within the sentence ‘frame’ which was described 

above as setting the context within which the asserted portion of the sentence pertains (. A third non-final 

use, quite common in non-narrative discourse, is in the non-final conjuncts of what Longacre (1985:238) 

and Farr (1999:248ff) call co-ranking structures, in which two or more finite clauses (including any medials 

clauses dependent on them) are juxtaposed in a coordinate relationship (5.5.2). 
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3 NOMINAL EXPRESSIONS 
This chapter will present the morphology and syntax of nominal expressions, beginning with pronouns 

(3.1) and moving on to nouns (3.2) and noun phrases (3.3), and then to the (case-)marking of these 

expressions to indicate their role in the clause (3.4). The last section will present the structure and use of 

coordination of nominal expressions (3.5). 

As was explained in 2.3, the Menya verb in almost all its forms indicates the person and number of the 

ACTOR (which is generally also the SUBJECT). Many verbs also indicate the person and number of the most 

salient affected entity (generally the primary OBJECT) when its referent is human (occasionally extended to 

non-human). This permits the omission of NPs and pronouns referring to these core arguments; 

accordingly, the ratio of nominal expressions to verbal expressions is considerably lower30 than in 

languages such as English where there is almost no such agreement between the verb and its arguments. 

The vast majority of noun phrases in Menya are, therefore, either introducing new participants or else 

referring to peripheral arguments.  

3.1 Pronouns 
Three types of pronouns are available in Menya, varying in the degree of refinement of identification 

and of morphological complexity. 

3.1.1 Personal pronouns 
By far the simplest pronouns in terms of both morphological complexity and refinement of 

identification are the personal pronouns, which are presented in Table 8. In this set of pronouns, Menya 

distinguishes singular (one referent only), dual (two referents only), and plural (more than two referents) 

and the three universal persons (speaker, addressee and other). These three persons and three numbers are 

distinguished throughout the personal reference systems of Menya though, as is the case here with second 

and third dual, there is usually some degree of conflation of categories. There is no gender differentiation  

in these pronouns and no inclusive/exclusive distinction for the first person non-singular forms. 

 
30 In a 758-clause text sample, the average number of nominal elements per clause is 1.23, as discussed in 2.3.4. 
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Table 8 Personal pronouns 
 singular dual plural 
first mxh� xd� md�
second rh� pd� gd�
third jh� 'pd( pt�

In (43), the subjects of the clauses use one of these forms and have been highlighted. In (44), it is the 

object that is represented as a pronoun. Note that in each of these instances virtually the same information 

is also provided via the verbal affixes, which are underscored. 

 43) Pt� x`sflp«� d «mdxp`flftv«flf`+� md� xdp«� hs`m
pt� x`sflp«� d «,m`,h,h,p,`flf,tv«=flf`� md� xdp«� h,«s,`m�
3P question thus ASS-1P-do-BEN-PFV-DR-23P/DSO=TIME 1P greet do-SR-1P/CSR 
jhl`flh sh� pd� «stjtptd-�
jhl`flh sh� pd� «,v,s,j,p«pt=h
respond thus CERT ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘When they asked this, we greeted them and responded like this.’ 

 44) “Mxh� «la«rhj«ptvhp«-0
mxh� «,m,o«j,hj,p,tv«=h=p« 
1S ASS-1S-hit-cook-PR/PFV-23P/DSO=IND=QT 

‘ “You killed and cooked me (a mythical snake).” ’  

The forms given in Table 8 are the unmarked forms, which are used for core arguments and to which 

the various case markers are attached for non-core arguments. The third person forms are rarely used, 

relative to the demonstrative pronouns introduced below. The third dual form pd, which is identical to and 

probably and extended use of the second dual, has never been observed in the unmarked form but is used in 

the emphatic forms given below. (Table 9 provides the various genitive forms of the personal pronouns. 

Based on observed usage and native speaker evaluation, there is no discernable difference between the 

forms with =p« and those with =x`p« but the former are far more frequent, especially in the non-first 

persons. 
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Table 9 Personal pronouns – genitive & emphatic forms 
 first 

sing. 
second 
sing. 

third sing. first dual second or 
third dual 

first 
plural 

second 
plural 

third 
plural 

basic mxh� rh� jh� xd� pd� md� gd� pt�
genitive 
=p« 

flp«�
m=p«�

sp«�
s=p«�

jhp«�
jh=p«�

xdp«�
xd=p«�

pdp«�
pd=p«�

mdp«�
md=p«�

ghp«�
gd=p«�

ptvp«�
pt=p«�

genitive 
=x`p« 

mx`p«�
m=x`p«�

r`p«�
s=x`p«�

jdx`p«�
'jhx`p«20(
jh=x`p«�

xdx`p«�
xd=x`p«�

pdx`p«�
pd=x`p«�

mdx`p«�
md=x`p«�

gdx`p«�
}ghx`p«�
gd=x`p«�

ptx`p«�
pt=x`p«�

emphatic
=t« 

m«t«�
m=t«�

s«t«�
s=t«�

jht«�
jh=t«�

x«t«�
xd=t«�

pdt«�
pd=t«�

m«t«�
md=t«�

ght«�
gd=t«�

ptv«�
pt=t«�

The genitive pronouns can function as either the pre-head possessor within an NP (45) or stand alone 

as an NP in their own right (46). The forms in the last row, labelled emphatic32, do not occur in isolation 

but follow the first of the two genitive forms to provide an emphatic, often contrastive, focus on the 

referent (47). Based on the evidence presented here, it is quite likely that the 1st and 2nd singular basic forms 

derive from the root consonant (m- and s- respectively) followed by a marker -h which triggers palatalization 

,yielding the forms shown in the table. Irregular morphophonemic processes are in evidence in some of the 

other forms also. 

 45) …mdp«� `fl«l«p«� p`fl« pd� «v«jtptd- 
md=p«� `fl«=l=flp«� p`fl« pd� «,v«,j,p«pt=h

1P=POSS house=unseen=GOAL walk CERT ASS-go.down-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘…we walked down to our far away home(s).’ 

 46) @fl« m«flh+� mx`pd-
`fl« m=flh m=x`p«=h
house level=LOC 1S=POSS=IND 
‘The house over there is mine.’ 

 47) Hflf`flh+� v«tflh Cdvhsh� hpt� jhp«� jhth� hj«pd.
h=flf`=flh v«tfl«=h Cdvhsh� h=pt� jh=p«� jh=t«=h h,j,p«p«=h
that=TIME=GVN work=DEF David that=M 3S=POSS 3S=POSS=DEF do-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
Mxh� flp«� jhth� hj«pd.
mxh� m=p«� jh=t«=h h,j,p«p«=h
1S 1S=POSS 3S=POSS=DEF do-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘At that time, David did his own work. I did my own.’ 

 
31 Some younger speakers are regularizing to this but more mature speakers do not like it. 
32 The suffix =t« will be shown below to be a possessive suffix in its own right. 
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Both components of the emphatic pronoun generally agree in person and number with the referent, as is 

expected. The second instance in (47) is therefore unusual and the expected flp«�m«th would be acceptable 

in that context. 

3.1.2 Demonstrative pronouns 
For reference to a ‘third person’ as opposed to one of the speech act participants, the personal pronouns 

given above are rarely used, to the extent that they are not even mentioned in Jordan’s 1963 manuscript. 

Instead, pronominal forms based on the demonstrative roots are used. These roots are displayed in Table 

10, where the asterisk33 indicates that the root is a bound form and, therefore, cannot stand alone. The near 

and far neutral roots have very general meanings, roughly equivalent to ‘this’ and ‘that’ in English, as in 

(48) and (49). The overall structure of the demonstrative pronouns as they will be presented in this section 

is given first. (The double parentheses at the end indicates that the object clitic is required with any of the 

oblique case clitics.) 

dem. pronoun � dem. root (gender) (person/number) (object case (oblique case)) 

Table 10. Demonstrative roots 
 near far indefinite exactive 
neutral s«� h )gm� )p«�
level � )m�
above � )x«
below � )l�

48) “S«� jhp«� j«m`hodxp«-0
s«� jh=p«� j,m`=h=o`=h=p« 

this 3S=POSS 3-mother=DEF=HON=IND=QT 
‘ “This is his mother.” ’ 

 49) H p«ot� gds`flf`+---�
h p«ot� g,d,«s,`flf=flf` 
that CMPL NEU-be-IPFV-DR=TIME 
‘That being completed, …’ 

When referring to people, the demonstrative roots normally bear enclitics that, in addition to the three-

way number distinction, indicate a four-way gender/class distinction – masculine/neutral, feminine, 
 
33 This usage is borrowed from the SIL-produces LinguaLinks Dictionary tool and is an extension of the normal use of 

the asterisk to indicate ungrammaticality. The use of such roots without affixes is ungrammatical. 
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honorific and diminutive. Appendix 2.1 displays the resultant forms for all the roots. Table 11 provides the 

forms that are based on the most frequent of the roots, h ‘that’, which is also the most neutral semantically. 

In terms of deictic reference, this root indicates only that the referent is not near the speaker. The 

morphemic analysis of the gender and number categories is given in the label rows. 

Table 11. Demonstrative personal pronouns based on neutral h ‘that’ 
 masculine

=pt 
feminine
=h ~ =t

honorific
=o` 

diminutive
=ot ~ =rt 

singular hpt�
h=pt�

hh�
h=h

ho`�
h=o`�

hot�
h=ot�

dual  
 =`pt

hpt`pt�
h=pt=`pt

ht`pt�
h=t=`pt

hodpt�
h=o`=pt

hrt`pt�
h=rt=`pt�

plural 
 =`

hpt`�
h=pt=`

ht`�
h=t=`

hod�
h=o`=`

hrt`�
h=rt=`

The masculine forms are used when all the referents are male (50) or when gender is deemed 

unimportant. The feminine forms are used when any of the referents are female and gender is deemed 

important (51). The honorific forms are used primarily to refer to older people, and the diminutive 

primarily to children, but only when the speaker chooses to be specific. Effectively, therefore, the 

masculine is the ‘unmarked’ form and can be used for any referent when the speaker chooses not to specify 

gender. 

 50) Hpt� rtvh� p«ot� dm«pd+---�
h=pt� rtv«=h p«ot� d,m,«pd 
that=M shoe=DEF CMPL be/put-DETR-3S/DSR 
‘He finished putting his shoes on …’

51)  …ht`pt� at`x«� ghj«� hjhjhxh-�
h=h=`pt� at`x«� ghj«� hjh,j,hx«=h
that=F=DL sweet.potato stone cook-PA/PFV-23D/DSO=IND 

‘…they (two women) cooked the sweet potato in a ground-oven.’ 

Whereas the personal pronouns given in Table 8 are used for both subject and object arguments, the 

unmarked forms of the demonstrative pronouns given in Table 11 are only used for subject NPs. For the 

object, a clitic is added which varies according to number: generally =d ‘SG’, =h ‘DL’ and =t ‘PL’, as in 

(52). These object forms are used as the base for the genitive forms (53) and for other case-marking clitics 
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which will be introduced later (3.4). Table 12 gives the object and genitive equivalents of the masculine 

forms from Table 11. It will be noted that there are again two genitive suffixes but that the second is =t« 

rather than =x`p«. The differences between the two genitive suffixes are not clearly delineated but there 

are contexts where one is preferred. For example, when the head noun is jtjflt« ‘talk’, the =t« form is 

preferred, as in (54). The emphatic pronoun is again formed by the juxtaposition of two forms, the first 

being the ,p« genitive and the second being the emphatic form of the personal pronoun, jht« etc. 

Table 12. Object and genitive forms of neutral masculine demonstrative pronouns 
 singular dual plural 
object 
 =V 

hptd�
h=pt=d

hpt`pth�
h=pt=`pt=h

hpt`t�
h=pt=`=t

genitive
=p«

hptdp«�
h=pt=d=p«

hpt`pthxp«�
h=pt=`pt=h=p«

hpt`tp«�
h=pt=`=t=p«

genitive
=t«

hptdt«�
h=pt=d=t«

hpt`ptht«�
h=pt=`pt=h=t«

hpt`t«�
h=pt=`=t«�

52) Rtp«� ``fl« x«fl«m«pflp«� shfl« hpt`t� «tx«sflpd-�
rtp«� ``fl« x«fl«m«pflp«� sh=flh h=pt=`=t «,v,h,«sp,«fl,p«p«=h
custom truly strong thus=GVN that=M=PL=OJ ASS-3-do-PRGV-IPFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I give them the strongest instructions in this way.’ 

 53) …hpt`� hpt`tp«� xldp«� ct� lnstp`omtv«flp«-�
h=pt=` h=pt=`=t=p«� xldp«� m=ct� v,l«stp`,o,mh,tv«=flp« 

that=M=PL that=M=PL=OJ=POSS child level=LOC 3-show-23P/IRR-FUT-23P/DSO=GOAL 
‘… they will teach their (own) children.’ 

 54) Rh� hptdt«� jtjflt«� ctflh+� p«m`jm«� hsm+---�
rh� h=pt=d=t«� jtjflt«� m=st=flh p«m`jh=m«� h,«s,m 
2S that=M=OJ=POSS talk level=LOC=GVN follow=FCS do-SR-2S/CSR 
‘You are to follow in his instructions and…’ 

The demonstrative personal pronouns shown so far are those based on the most neutral demonstrative 

root h ‘that’. This set of demonstrative pronouns is by far the most frequent but, nevertheless, only one of 

eleven sets, all of which can potentially occur in all the forms that have been introduced. Table 13 provides 

the masculine singular form of each of the demonstrative pronoun sets. The nominative form for all 

person/number/gender combinations is given in Appendix 2.1. Nine of them are deictically based, 
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indicating degrees of distance and/or elevation relative to the speaker.34 The additional two are the 

indefinite and the 'exactive', which indicates roughly ‘the very one(s)’. It should be noted that the root h
‘that’ neutralizes both the degrees of removal (mid and far) from the speaker and the elevation distinctions 

and that there are two forms having the ‘mid, below’ meaning. Note also that the masculine clitic for the 

‘far’ roots is =flt rather than =pt; this pattern extends also to the dual and plural forms yielding, for 

instance, x«flt`pt ‘the two way up there’ and l«flt` ‘those way down there’.  

Table 13. Masculine singular demonstrative pronouns. 
 near mid far indefinite exactive 
neutral stpt�

s«=pt�
this one 

hpt�
h=pt�

that one 

gflpt�
gm=pt�
someone 

p«pt�
p«=pt�
the very one 

level � mdpt�
m=d=pt�
the one there 

m«flt
m=flt
the one way over there  

�

above � xdpt�
x=d=pt�
the one up there 

x«flt
x«=flt
the one way up there 

�

below � ldpt�~ ahpt�
l=d=pt�~ l=s=pt�
the one down there 

l«flt
l=flt
the one way down there 

�

The seven sets that specify elevation are only used with literal, spatial reference as in (55). 

 55) X«flt s«phr`mih-�
x«=flt s«=ph=s`=mih 
up=M this=LOC=ORIG=IND 
‘The fellow up there is from here.’ 

The four neutral forms on the other hand are frequently (exclusively for the indefinite and exactive forms) 

used with textual (anaphoric or cataphoric) reference or with what has elsewhere been called psychological 

reference. As is the case in many languages, the near demonstrative forms are often used cataphorically, 

pointing forward in the text to a referent that is about to be identified. In Menya, they are also used as 

interrogative pronouns when a human referent is expected as in (56). 

 
34 The mid-distance elevational roots are derived from the elevational roots presented in Table 10. See 3.3.3.1 for 

further evidence of these forms, including the source of the –sh in the second ‘mid-below’ form. 
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 56) Lapd+� rh� stptd� «vhjfl«v«>�
lap«=h rh� s«=pt=d «,v,h,j,fl«=v« 
money=DEF 2S this=M=OJ ASS-3-do-PA/PFV-2S/DSO=INFOQ 
‘To whom did you give the money?’ 

As will become clear in the section on NP specification (3.3.3), the demonstrative pronominal forms 

discussed here function not only as free-standing pronouns but also as the post-head specifiers in noun 

phrases. Especially in that context but also occasionally when used as pronouns, a further enclitic can be 

added to the demonstrative to indicate that the NP/pronoun is identifying one of the speech act participants; 

these will be referred to as the PERSONALIZING CLITICS. In (57) the speaker wishes to refer to any one of the 

addressees and so uses the second singular form of the indefinite demonstrative; the regular second singular 

or plural pronoun from Table 8 would refer to one specific member of the audience or all of the audience 

collectively rather than the generic ‘any one of you’ desired here. Examples (58)35 and (59) provide further 

instances of using the first and second person clitics on demonstratives used as specifiers rather than as 

pronouns. 

 57) Gflptjh� ptv«� «l`spd+---�
gm=pt=jh� ptv«� «,l`,s,p«=h
INDEF=M=2S steal ASS-get-2S/IRR-GEN=DEF 
‘Should one of you steal something,...’ 

 58) Mxh� s«flf`flh L`sht� hptjh� jtjflt«� gth� x`sflp«�
mxh� s«=flf`=flh L`sht� h=pt=j=h jtjflt«� gm=h x`sflp« 
1S this=TIME=GVN Matthew that=M=2S=OJ talk INDEF=F ask 
jhlpd- 
j,h,l=flp«=h
2S-do-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘I'm now going to ask you Matthew something.’ 

 59) Md� «l`p«� pnj«� hptmd� xh«lhr`fl« gthxhm«� pd� «flftptd-�
md� «l`p«� pnj«� h=pt=md� xh«lhr`fl« gthxh=m«� pd� «,m,j,p«pt=h
1P person man that=M=1P food other=FCS CERT ASS-eat-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘Then we men ate some other food.’ 

Table 14 shows the masculine and feminine form for all persons, based on the neutral demonstrative 

root, h ‘that’, with the personalizing clitic highlighted in the morphemic analysis. The third person forms 

 
35 The demonstrative pronoun attached to a proper name here should not be confused with a vocative which would not 

have the demonstrative or the personal suffix. 
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are, of course, those introduced earlier in Table 11. The first person clitics are recognizable as the personal 

pronouns from Table 8 but the second person forms are unique. 

Table 14. Masculine and feminine neutral demonstratives – subject form. 
 m/sing m/dual m/plural f/sing. f/dual f/plural 

first 
person 

hptm'«(
h=pt=m

hptxd�
h=pt=xd�

hptmd�
h=pt=md�

hmx«�
h=h=m

ht«xd�
h=t=xd�

hmd�
h=u=md�

second
person 

hptjh�
h=pt=jh

hpt`flft�
h=pt=`flft

hptdm'x«(
h=pt=dm�

hjh�
h=h=jh

ht`flft�
h=t=`flft

htdm'x«(
h=t=dm�

third 
person 

hpt�
h=pt�

hpt`pt�
h=pt=`pt�

hpt`�
h=pt=`

hh�
h=h

ht`pt�
h=t=`pt�

ht`�
h=t=`

3.1.3 Dyadic kin pronouns 
The third subclass of pronouns refers to combinations of specific kin and, therefore, occurs only in 

dual and plural forms. They consist of the appropriate personal (1st & 2nd persons) or demonstrative 

pronoun root (3rd person), a kin pronoun root specifying the relationship, and a variation of the appropriate 

person-number clitic (as in Table 14). There is not a kin pronoun root for every combination of kin and 

they do not vary according to the deictic referent – that is, ‘I and my son’ is the same as ‘I and my father’ 

for a male speaker since both denote the father-son relationship. The relationships for which there are 

dyadic pronouns are: husband/wife, parent/child as in (60), father/son, brother/brother, sister/sister, 

brother/sister, grandfather/grandson, grandparent/grandchild, man/parent-in-law, and man/wife’s-brother. 

The gender-neutral parent/child and grandparent/grandchild forms are only used when at least one female is 

included. The nominative forms for each dyad are given in Appendix 2.2. 

 60) “Ghla«ptdm� l`xp«� hotmtvhp«-0
gh,la=pt=dm� l`,x,p«� h,o,m,tv«=h=p« 
2P-parent.child=M=2P NEG-go.up-DVZR do-23P/IRR-FUT-23P/DSO=IND=QT 
‘ “You and your family will not go up.” ’ 

The use of these pronouns is not obligatory. Thus, the referent of pd ‘you two’ in (61) is a man and his 

father-in-law so the more specific pdm`hr`flfh would have been equally acceptable. 

 61) “Pd�mx`p«� at`x«� ghjh� ghtfl« ptmxhx«flp«� ahmxp« 0
pd� m=x`p«� at`x«� ghj«=h ghtfl« v,p,m,hmx=flp«� o,hmx=p« 
2D 1S=POSS food stone=DEF eye 3-act–DETR-23D/IRR=GOAL come-23D/IRR=QT 
‘ “You two come to see my ground oven!” ’ 
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As is the case with the personal and demonstrative pronouns, an emphatic pronoun phrase can be 

formed by the combining of a =p«�possessive form of a kin pronoun with a =t«�possessive form of the 

personal pronoun. This is not possible with kin nouns, as will be shown in 3.2.3. 

 62) Pdla`flf«p«� pdt«� x`p«� pdxp`flf`flh+---�
pd,la=`flfh=p«� pd=t«� x`p«� pd,h,p,`flf=flf`=flh
2D-parent/child=2D=POSS 2D=POSS sick 2D-do-PFV-DR=TIME=GVN 
‘Only you two (mother & daughter), when you are sick,…’ 

3.2 Nouns 
The largest word class in Menya is that of nouns. They can be possessed and modified, and they occur 

as the head of noun phrases. They can be divided on a morphological basis into simple, complex and kin 

nouns, the first being by far the largest sub-class. 

3.2.1 Simple nouns 
The simple noun stems are monomorphemic free forms and refer to a wide range of entities: abstract 

and concrete, common and proper. The following sample illustrates this formal simplicity and semantic 

variety. 

 63) ghj«� ‘stone’ `fl« ‘house, village, place’ 
jflflt«� ‘thought’� pttxp«� ‘human spirit’ 
J`on� (the name of a village)� V`oh� (the name of a river) 

3.2.2 Complex noun stems 
Three types of complex noun stems are distinguishable: compound stems consisting of two simple 

roots conjoined, derived stems consisting of a verb root (or stem) plus a derivational suffix, and a small set 

of stems consisting of a bound root plus what appears to be a residual noun class suffix. 

3.2.2.1 Compound stems 
Compounding of noun roots to form complex stems is rare and coining of new compounds does not 

appear to be an active process. In this formation of compound stems, as opposed to the formation of 

compound NP heads (3.3.1.1), the nouns do not each retain their stress. For example,  x«lat`x« has stress  

only on the second syllable lat`. It would appear that in the early days of contact with the outside world, 

the process was productive, hence the existence of such words as xtpt`j«,g«j« 'shotgun' (literally: bow-
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bamboo) and xh,g«j«,s«fl« 'policeman' (literally: arrow-bamboo-owner).  However these words are now 

replaced by loan words from English or Tok Pisin. 

Morphologically, there are two types of compounds: those that make no change to either of the parts 

and those which do make changes.  Examples of the former, in addition to those given above, are: 

(i) x«� * at`x«� � x«lat`x« 
tree + sweet potato  manioc, cassava (a shrub with edible roots) 

(ii) x« + ptvp«� � x«ptvp« 
tree + leaf  leaf of a tree 

In the above instances, both members of the compound are common nouns in their own rights. In the 

following instances, the first lexeme, pth+�can be used alone only as an adjunct nominal (4.3.4.1) meaning 

‘bad, destroyed’ though it is historically also the root of the adjective (pt)ptxp« ‘bad’ that is used in (65). 

As will be described in 3.3, noun modifiers in Menya follow the head whereas here the head is clearly last, 

conforming to dominant right-headedness of Menya. 

(iii) pth� * a«� � pthla«�
bad + mushroom  inedible mushroom 

(iv) pth� * m`flt«� � pthm`flt«�
bad  meat  inedible insect 

In the second type of compound noun stems, the first root is reduced36 as illustrated by the following: 

(i)  at`x«� + ptv«p«� � adptv«p« 
sweet potato + leaf  sweet potato leaf 

(ii) s`rhodpt + flftdpt� � s`rhflftdpt 
older brother + younger brother  friend 

3.2.2.2 Derived nouns 
The addition of the deverbalizer -p«�to what is here being called the verb nucleus (4.2.1) yields a form 

that can be used as a noun. In (64) and (65), the verb s ‘say’ is derived to form the nouns ‘speaker’ and 

 
36 According to Neville Bourne (personal communication), Safeyoka, the neighbouring language to the north-west, 

makes extensive use of compound nouns, usually dropping the class marker of the first. 
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‘speech’. As is the case in these examples, it is generally some form of verbal phrase or even full clause 

that is derived rather than the verb alone, yielding a derived NP head (3.3.1.2). The details of the form and 

uses of deverbalization will be presented in 4.2.1 and 5.4.3. 

 64) …jtjflt«�sp«� hpt`� lnmh� jl`hoflp«m«-�
jtjflt«� s,p«� h=pt=` lnmh� j,l`,h,o=flp«=m« 
talk say-DVZR that=M=PL money 2S-get-BEN-23P/IRR=GOAL=FCS 

‘…the adjudicators (lit: talk sayers) are sure to get money for you.’ 

 65) Ghflfh� spd+ ptptxpd-�
ghflfh� s,p«=h ptptxp«=h
merely say-DVZR=DEF bad=IND 
‘Merely saying something (without evidence) is bad.’ 

3.2.2.3 Residual class markers 
Some of the other Angan languages (e.g. Baruya, see Lloyd 1969) have a noun class system with 

recognizable class markers on the root and concord between the noun and modifying elements. No such 

system exists synchronically in Menya though there is residual evidence of its prior existence, most 

strongly in the terms referring to adult humans and their gender. (The nouns in the first column also 

function as modifiers to specify the gender of humans and animates generally.) 

 mature adult adult advance in age young mature adult 
female `o«j«� `o«x`fl« `o«gtdp«�
male pnj«� pnx`fl« ,,�

These words are readily recognizable as containing two morphemes but none of the morphemes are 

recognizable in other forms and, for most nouns, no such structure is in evidence. In the adjacent language, 

known as Yagwoia or Kokai, the equivalent terms for ‘male’ and ‘female’ are pnk« and `o«k« suggesting 

that there was historically a shift in the form of the classifiers37.

3.2.3 Kin nouns 
The roots for most kin terms are bound forms requiring a prefix agreeing in person (and number to a 

limited degree) with the person(s) to whom the referent is related (‘possessor’ loosely speaking). In most 

occurrences, the kin root also bears one or more clitics specifying the person, number and gender of the 

 
37 Yagwoia also does not have a synchronic noun class marking system; the /k/ - /l/ correspondence is not sytematic 

throughout the vocabulary. 
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referent. These kin nouns constitute a closed class; a partial paradigm for each member is given in 

Appendix 2.3. The analysis of kin nouns is complicated by a high degree of suppletion and/or allomorphic 

variation. For most of them, the root indicating a first-person possessor is different from that for a second 

or third person possessor and there is therefore no need for a prefix to indicate first person38. For example, 

the root for ‘my/our father’ is `o- but, for other persons, it is -m- with a prefix identifying the possessor. 

The prefix for the first person is, therefore, quite rare. Some roots consistently use singular forms regardless 

of the number of the ‘possessor’; other roots reference number for second person possessors only. Table 15 

and Table 16 show the possessor prefixes and the third-person enclitics respectively; their relatedness to the 

personal pronouns (Table 8) and the demonstrative gender/number clitics Table 11 is  transparent. The 

parentheses in Table 15 reflect the limited usage of those prefixes, whereas those in Table 16 indicate 

variation in the form of the enclitics. 

 

Table 15. Person-number prefixes for kin nouns 
 singular dual plural 
my/our 'm,(�
your s, 'pd,( 'gh,(�
her/his/their j, ~ j`,

Table 16. Kin term gender/number enclitics for 3rd person referents 
 singular plural 

male ='h(pt� ='hpt(jt`�~ =«j`�~ =tflt`�
female =h'o`(� ='ho(`p«�

The variations in the form of the person-number clitics, for both male and female relatives, show no 

readily-discernable pattern in their distribution. Much of the specific information about the form of kin 

nouns will, therefore, need to be given in the lexicon. Appendix 2.3 displays the nominative (subject) form 

of all the kin nouns. Table 17 displays the forms of the root `o- } -m- ‘father’ where the referent is a third 

person. 
 
38 Reesink (1987:49) indicates that Usan also has suppletive stems based on the person of the possessor but the split 

there is 1st/2nd vs 3rd.
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Table 17. Third person referent forms of `o- } -m- 'father' 
 my/our your (sing) your (dual) your (plural) her/his/their 

singular
“father”  

`ohpt�
`o=h=pt�
‘my/our father’ 

smhpt�
s,m=h=pt�
‘your father’ 

pdmhpt�
pd,m=h=pt�
‘you2’s father’ 

ghmhpt�
gh,m=h=pt�
‘y’all’s father’ 

j`mhpt�
j`,m=h=pt�
‘3’s father’ 

plural 
“fathers” 

`o(hp)tjt`�
`o=t=jt`�
‘my/our fathers’

smtflt`�
s,m=flt=`
‘your fathers’

pdmtflt`�
pd,m=flt=`
‘you2’s fathers’

ghmtflt`�
gh,m=flt=`
‘y’all’s fathers’

j`mtflt`�
j`,m=flt=`
‘3’s fathers’

Where the referent is other than third person, the same clitics given in Table 14 are added, as in (66). 

 66) Mxh� ghp«� ghmhptm� mxt«flhptmih- 
mxh� gh=p«� gh,m=h=pt=m mxt«fl«=h=pt=m=ih�
0R 2P=POSS 2P-father=DEF=M=1S head=DEF=M=1S=IND 
‘I your father am the head (of you).’ 

Where the referent is indefinite, as in (67), the indefinite demonstrative root bears the gender and 

number enclitics. 

 67) ¿p«� `o«� gflpt� gt«ph� «o«jnflf«pd-�
m=p«� `o� gm=pt� gt«ph� «,o«jnm,p,p«p«=h
1S=POSS 1st’s.father INDEF=M yesterday ASS-die-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘One of my fathers died yesterday.’ 

Some of the most common kin relationships, however, are encoded by simple nouns or phrases rather 

than kin nouns so not all kin terms are members of the kin sub-class of nouns. The most common of these 

are: 

 68) pnj«� ‘man, male, husband’ 
`o«j« ‘woman, female, wife’
xldp«�pnj«� ‘male child, son’
xldp«�`o«j« ‘female child, daughter’

As was shown at the end of 3.1.3, the dyadic kin pronouns can function as the first member within the 

emphatic pronoun phrase, such as pdla`flf«p«�pdt« ‘only you two (mother & daughter)’ in example (62) 

given there. By contrast, the kin nouns cannot participate in that construction. Attempts to elicit such 

phrases, as in (69a), are corrected to (69b) in which the emphatic pronoun phrase is given in apposition to 

the kin noun. 
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69a) *@flh+� `ohptdp«� jht«� «l«sj«pd-�
`fl«=h `o=h=pt=d=p«� jh=t«� «,l«s,j,p«p«=h
house=DEF 1st’s.father=DEF=M=OJ=POSS 3S=POSS ASS-build-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 

b) @flh+� `ohpt� jhp«� jht«� «l«sj«pd-�
`fl«=h `o=h=pt� jh=p«� jh=t«� «,l«s,j,p«p«=h
house=DEF 1st’s.father=DEF=M 3S=POSS 3S=POSS ASS-build-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The house, my father built himself.’ 

3.3 Noun phrases 
While pronouns and nouns can and frequently do stand alone and bear a function at a higher level of 

structure, nouns are generally modified or specified in one or more ways. The general structure of the 

Menya NP is given below. 

NP � (possessor)  (head)  (qualifier)  (quantifier)  (determiner)  (personal clitic)  (role clitic) 

No single element of the phrase is obligatorily present in the phrase and any element (other than the 

clitics) can stand alone. As is typical of verb-final languages, the possessor precedes the head whereas the 

role of the phrase in the higher structure is in the form of enclitics that attach to whatever is the last word of 

the phrase. All other elaboration, however, occurs between the head and the postpositional clitics. This 

includes qualifiers and quantifiers providing information about the nature of the referent plus deictic 

information in the form of demonstratives and gender/person/number enclitics. Each element of the noun 

phrase will be elaborated upon in the subsequent sections of this chapter. as the chapter will conclude with 

a section about coordination within the noun phrase. The following examples provide initial illustration of 

the ordering of the noun phrase components. 

 70) possessor head qual quant determiner 
Mdx`p«� «l`p«� m`p«� ddp«m«� hpt`� `h� «vptvh-�
md=x`p«� «l`p«� m`p«� ddp«=m«� h=pt=` `h� «,v,p,tv«=h
1P=POSS person big all=FCS that=M=PL done ASS-go-PFV-23/DSO=IND 
‘All our important men have already gone.’ 

 71) poss head qual quant determiner 
…flp«� xldp«� v«flp«� gthxh� hrtdmc«flh shfl« dslpd-�
---m=p«� xldp«� v«flp«� gthxh� h=ot=dm=s«=flh sh=flh d,s,l=flp«=h
1S=POSS child small other that=DIM=2P=&=GVN this=GVN 2P-tell-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘… (you my firstborn son) and you my other small children, I’m going to tell you this.’ 
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3.3.1 Head 
The typical head of a noun phrase is, of course, a single noun such as «l`p«� ‘person’ and xldp«�

‘child’ in the above examples. With some semantically-based restrictions, kin term nouns (72), and to a 

lesser extent proper nouns (73), can also fill this position and be modified. 

 72) mxhs«� flp«� `l«� gflpts«� xd� «o«tvdxh+---�
mxh=s«� m=p«� `l«� gm=pt=s«� xd� «,o,v«,`xh 
1S=& 1S=POSS uncle INDEF=M=& 1D ASS-come-descend-1D/DSR 
‘I and an uncle of mine, we went down and…’ 

 73) ...flp«� @jv`mi`� «shl«j«pd-�
m=p«� @jv`mi`� «,shl«t,j,p«p«=h

1S=POSS Akwanja ASS-arrive-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘… I arrived (at) my (home village) Akwanja.’ 

3.3.1.1 Compound heads 
Quite frequently, however, the head of the noun phrase is a complex of two or more nouns in which 

there is a progression from more general to more specific identification of the referent. This differs from 

the formation of compound noun stems (3.2.2.1) in that here the nouns retain their status as separate words, 

each retaining its own stress pattern, rather than merging into one word. The most common relationships 

are type-species and whole-part, both of which are illustrated in the three-noun head of (74). 

 74) type species part 
…x«� lhflhtmcp«� gthv«�gflpt� «rt«sl+---�
x«� lhflhtmcp«� gthv«�gm=pt� «,rt,«s,l 

tree species skin INDEF=M ASS-remove-SR-1S/CSR 
‘…I removed a (length) of bark from a lhflhtmcp«�tree and…’ 

Another frequently used pattern combines the names of two or more members of a class to represent 

the class as a whole. In (75) the juxtaposition of xldp« ‘child’ and `o«j« ‘woman’ could mean ‘female 

child’ but in this instance (and indeed normally) the meaning for this combination is ‘family’. (Note that 

this combining of nouns is distinct from coordination, which will be presented in 3.5, in that this NP is in 

turn one member of a coordination.) 
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75) …mdp«� xldp«� `o«jhs«+ pnx`fl« ghx`pts«� ghtfl« «m`p«lahxh+---�
md=p«� xldp«� `o«j«=h=s«� pnx`fl« gm=h=`pt=s«� ghtfl« «,m`,p,m,ohxh 

1S=POSS child woman=DEF=& old.man INDEF=F=DL=& eye ASS-1P-act-DETR-23P/DSR 
‘…our families and two old women39 saw us ...’ 

A third pattern, seemingly contradictory to the first, has the first noun restricting the reference of the 

second, which is the primary identifier of the referent. Thus in (76), the first noun refines the meaning of 

‘house’ by specifying its purpose and in (77) the first limits the identity of the referent by specifying an 

activity. 

 76) Xh«� `fl« jhthfl« «l«sjtvh-�
xh«� `fl« jh=t«=h=fl« «,l«s,j,tv«=h
dung house 3=POSS=DEF=FCS ASS-build-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘They built a separate toilet.’ 

 77) @op«� «l`p«� pt`� hph� o«jflf`flf«p«<ptdmxp«�
`op«� «l`p«� pt`� h=ph� o«j,m,p,`flf,p«p«<pt=d=flp«�
song person ground that=LOC hit-DETR-PFV-DR-3S/DSO=M=OJ=GOAL 
p`xtvp«� ` «p«s«ot� «oldfltvh�
p`xtvp«� ` «,p«s,«s,ot� «,ol`,«fl,tv«=h
nettle hand ASS-hold-SR-23P/CSR ASS-sit-RPA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘They were sitting holding nettles for (any) singer who fell down.’ 

3.3.1.2 Derived heads 
As was stated in 2.1, the only derivation from one word class to another is that of verb to non-verb by 

adding the suffix ,p« ‘DVZR’ to the verb root yielding the meaning ‘the act or state of __’. More precisely, 

however, it is not the verb that is being derived but the entire clause of which the verb is the head40. Most 

Menya verbs are quite general in meaning, specific verbal concepts being produced by noun-verb 

combinations, and therefore it is difficult to find or create examples such as (78)41 of a derived verb 

standing alone as the head of a NP. In the coordinated NP at the beginning of (79), the head of the first 

conjunct is a compound NP containing the derived expression dmxp«� hp« and the head of the second 

conjunct is the derived expression ptv«�ldp«.

39 It will be noted that the term for ‘old man’ is used even though the referent is to old women, as shown by the use of 
the feminine clitic on the demonstrative. In Menya ideology, gender is not as rigidly assigned as in Western culture. 
Women become more masculine in old age and the term for ‘barren’, pnjhsp«, is a derivation of the root for ‘male’. 

40 Since it is a clause that is being derived into a nominal function, it may be more accurate to reclassify Íp« as a clitic; 
its distribution being limited to verbs would be an artefact of clauses being verb final. 

41 The concept of ‘desire/will’ in Menya is expressed by an impersonal, detransitivized form of the verb ‘do’. (See 
4.2.1.3) 
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 78) Md� hptdp«� «vhflf«� ctm«� hl«j`stflpd-�
md� h=pt=d=p«� «,v,h,m,p«� m=st=m«� hl«j,`st=flp«=h
1P that=M=OJ=POSS ASS-3-do-DETR-DVZR level=LOC=FCS make-1P/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘We’re going to do his will.’ 

 79) Rtp«� dmxp«� hp«s«+ ptv«� ldpds«� hl«j«lhopd+---�
rtp«� dmxp«� h,p«=s«� ptv«� l`,p«=h=s«� hl«j,lhs,o,p«=h
custom laziness do-DVZR=& theft get-DVZR=DEF=& make-DUR-23P/IRR-SR/GEN=DEF 
‘If ever you keep on practicing laziness and theft, … ’ 

The addition of person/number/gender clitics, whether directly to the derived form or to a 

demonstrative root, changes the referent to ‘the person doing or being __’.  

 80) ...m«pflp«� txp«� hpt� «ldstpdp`flftsp«� ctflh...�
m«pflp«� v,h,p«� h=pt� «,d,l«stp`,p,`flf,t,sp«� m=st=flh

knowledge 3-do-DVZR that=M ASS-2P-show-PFV-DR-3S/IRR-DR/GEN level=LOC=GVN 
‘...in whatever the knowledge giver (=teacher) shows you…’ 

In the above examples, the predications that have been deverbalized are all timeless, ongoing events or 

states. In (81) on the other hand, the referent is identified as someone who was working at that specific 

time. 

 81) O«v«�hl«j«sp«fltv«� gflpt� pd� «m«sl`� «odxpd-�
o«v«�hl«j,«sp,«fl,tv«� gm=pt� pd� «,m`,sl`�«,o,x,p,p«p«=h
power make-PRGV-IPFV-23P/DSO INDEF=M CERT ASS-1P-get ASS-come-go.up-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘One of the men making power (operating the power station) led us up.’ 

It is debatable whether the embedded clause in this instance is best analyzed as the head of the clause 

or as a relative clause modifying a covert head, ‘man’. The discussion of these options in 5.4.2.1 favours 

the former. 

3.3.2 Modification 
Modification, as used in this work, refers to those elements describing the nature of the referent itself. 

The first component, qualification, is in the form of an adjective, or an adpositional phrase describing 

various inherent and transient properties. The second component, quantification, provides information 

about the quantity and order of the referent relative to other like items. The two types of modification are 

presented separately because of the consistent ordering when they co-occur. 
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3.3.2.1 Qualification 
The simplest form for qualification is the use of descriptive adjectives providing information such as 

size (82), evaluation (83) and colour (84). Any of these adjectives can be intensified by the addition of the 

suffix –m«fl« as in (82). 

 82) “Md�`fl« m`p«m«fl« gflpt� «l«s`m«-�
md� `fl« m`p«,m«fl« gm=pt� «,l«s,`m,« 
1P house big-very INDEF=M ASS-build-1P/IRR=QT 
‘ “Let’s build a very large house.” ’ 

 83) “@fl« «tflft«� v«lp«m«-�
`fl« «tflft«� v«,l=flp«=m« 
place good lie-1S/IRR=GOAL=QT 
‘ “I’m going to lie/sleep (in) a good place.” ’ 

 84) “X`ptdp«� gh`vhp«� gflpt� o«jhx« 0
x`ptdp«� gh`vhp«� gm=pt� o«j,s=x« 
pig black INDEF=M kill-2S/IRR=QT 
‘ “Kill a black pig!” ’ 

Adpositional phrases are also frequently used to identify the referent in terms of its location (85), 

purpose (86), etc.  

 85) @fl« x«o«� hp«l=pt31� f`m«� «l«sjtvh-�
`fl« x«o«� h=p«=l=pt� f`m«� «,l«s,j,tv«=h
house inner that=LOC=far=M first ASS-build-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘They first built the inner house.’ 

 86) Rh� m«sl`sp«� m«flp«� l`flp«� hrt`tflp«� «v`� hsm+---�
rh� m«sl`sp«� m=flp«� l`=flp«� h=ot=`=t=flp«� «v`� h,«s,m 
2S thing eat=GOAL get=GOAL that=DIM=PL=OJ=GOAL lack do-SR-2S/CSR 
‘You will lack the things for getting food, ...’ 

Though sentences with more than one qualification component in a single NP can be understood and 

accepted, no instances have been encountered in spontaneous language use. 

3.3.2.2 Quantification 
The quantification component provides information relative to other members of a larger group of 

similar items. It therefore includes quantifiers equivalent to ‘all’ (88) and ‘many’ and also ordinal 

information such as ‘first’ and ‘last’ (87). As will be shown in the next section, cardinal numbers are 

traditionally encoded using demonstrative specification. 
 
42 The reason for the clitic marker in the first line is given in the discussion prior to (105). 
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 87) …at`x«� g«fl« x«o`jh� «lds`m+---�
at`x«� g«fl« x«o`j«=h «,l`,«s,`m 

sweet.potato fresh last=DEF ass-get-SR-1P/CSR 
‘we got the last of the sweet potato and …’ 

 88) M«sl`sp«� ddp«om«� «tflft«m«� «x«� gds`flf`flh+---�
m«sl`sp«� ddp«=ot=m«� «tflft«=m«� «x«� g,d,«s,`flf=flf`=flh
thing all=DIM=FCS well=FCS just NEU-become-IPFV-DR=TIME=GVN 
‘When everything was well (ready), …’ 

3.3.3 Specification 
Further identification of the referent is given in the form of a deictic component pointing to the 

physical or textual location of the referent relative to the speech act, and specification of an entity 

(normally animate) who/which owns or is in some other way associated with the referent, loosely called 

‘possession’.  

3.3.3.1 Demonstrative 
The deictic component is based on any of the roots for the demonstrative pronouns (see Table 10 in 

section 3.1.2). The use of  s«�and h alone as pronouns with very general reference was introduced in that 

section. The elevational demonstratives in Table 18 are formed by the addition of a clitic (=d or =sh) to one 

of the elevational roots (m, x« or l), which are also the root for numerous locatives (3.4.2).  The (morpho-) 

phonological processes whereby m + =sh → ch and l + =sh → ah are not unique to the present context but 

also apply with other locative clitics (again, see 3.4.2). The oddity here is that the form ah�appears to be a 

case of diachronic reanalysis in that it is formed with the ‘far’ morpheme =sh�but has the meaning ‘mid-

distance’ and an anomalous form�lt has become the ‘far below’ variant.   

Table 18. Non-personal demonstratives 
 near mid 

 =d
far 

 =sh�
neutral s«� h
level  m md� ch�
above  x« xd� x«sh�
below  l ld.ah� lt�
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These demonstratives, including the two neutral forms, are used as the last component of a noun phrase 

to ‘point to’ the location of its referent when that referent is non-human or its humanity is not significant at 

that point of the communication. With the exception of ch�however, the elevational forms have only rarely 

been observed in spontaneous usage as opposed to their appearance in elicitation sessions, and only in a 

spatial deictic sense (89); the referent needs to be in sight of the speaker and hearer for appropriate usage. 

 89) @fl« x«sh� mx`pd-�
`fl« x«=sh� m=x`p«=h
house up=far 1S=POSS=IND 
‘That house up there is mine’ 

The ‘far-level’ form ch is frequently used in a non-spatial sense, especially at the end of an NP 

containing an embedded clause (90). 

 90) ®l`p«� x`mcp«� s«fl« ch� p«txp«� hot+---�
«l`p«� x`mcp«� s«fl« m=sh� p«txp«� h,«s,ot 
person scabies have level=far search do-SR-23P/CSR 
‘Those people with scabies were searching and...’ 

When the neutral demonstrative h ‘that’ is used alone as the deictic component in a NP, it cliticizes to 

the preceding word and is semantically equivalent to the definite article in English, whether in reference to 

specific instances of an object designated by a noun (91) or to the entire class of objects designated by it 

(92). In these instances it is glossed as ‘DEF’ rather than ‘that’ even though it is recognized as being the 

same morpheme. 

 91) …at`x«� g«fl« x«o`jh� «lds`m+---�
at`x«� g«fl« x«o`j«=h «,l`,«s,`m 

sweet.potato fresh last=DEF ASS-get-SR-1P/CSR 
‘…we got the last of the sweet potato and …’ 

 92) ®jdvh� xflfl« m`p«� gl`mih-�
«jdv«=h xflfl« m`p«� gl`=mih 
bird.sp=DEF bird big not=IND 
‘The «jdv« is not a large bird.’ 

Note that in this cliticization process, the «-elision and h-lowering processes apply just as they do with 

the indicative mood clitic, =h (2.2.1). This use of h ‘that’ is the normal form of identification for an NP that 

is definite and non-human but it can also be used with human referents when they are not significant 
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characters in the text (93). In this example, a father is giving instructions to his son and daughter-in-law just 

after their marriage about appropriate behaviour. Among these instructions is this exhortation to pass these 

instructions on to their children who will in turn pass them on to theirs. 

 93) …pd� pdp«� xldpdt� «lnstp`x«flp«m«-�
pd� pd=p«� xldp«=h=t «,v,l«stp`,hmx=flp«=m« 
2D 2D=POSS child=DEF=LOC ASS-3-show-23D/IRR=GOAL=FCS 

‘… you two are going to teach your children.’ 

Far more frequently with human referents, however, the demonstrative root bears the appropriate 

person/number/gender clitics that were introduced in Table 11 and Table 14. Effectively, therefore, the 

demonstrative personal forms (3.1.2) function both as pronouns replacing NPs and as the demonstrative 

element at the end of NPs. The examples already given in this section on NPs have illustrated a variety of 

these demonstratives. Examples (19) and (20) are repeated here showing third person and second person 

demonstratives, respectively. 

 94) Mdx`p«� «l`p«� m`p«� ddp«m«� hpt`� `h� «vptvh-�
md=x`p«� «l`p«� m`p«� ddp«=m«� h=pt=` `h� «,v,p,tv«=h
1P=POSS person big all=FCS that=M=PL done ASS-go-PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘All our important men have already gone.’ 

 95) ¿p«� xldp«� ghslp«� hptjhs«� flp«� xldp«� v«flp«� gthxh�
m=p«� xldp«� ghslp«� h=pt=j=s«� m=p«� xldp«� v«flp«� gthxh 
1s=POSS child eldest that=M=2S=& 1S=POSS child small other 
hrtdmc«flh shfl« dslpd-�
h=ot=dm=s«=flh sh=flh d,s,l=flp«=h
that=DIM=2P=&=GVN this=GVN 2P-tell-1S/ISS=GOAL=IND 
‘You my firstborn son and you my other small children, I’m going to tell you this.’ 

Quantification (3.3.2.2) includes ordinal concepts such as ‘first’ and ‘last’. Cardinal number 

information, however, is provided using the demonstratives in a traditional two-based system, up to nine, 

using whichever demonstrative root is appropriate. That is, ‘four’ is ‘two two’, ‘seven’ is ‘two two two 

one’, etc. The numbers one through four using the indefinite root are listed below and are still regularly 

used, as in (96). The numbers ‘five’ and ‘ten’ are expressed by NPs making reference to hands and the 

numbers ‘eleven’ through ‘nineteen’ by reference to hands and feet. 
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gflpt� Ïone’  
gflpt`pt ‘two’ 
gflpt`pt�gflptd ‘three (literally two one)’ 
gflpt`pth�gflpt`pth ‘four (literally two two)’ 
gho`�gflfh�ddp« ‘five (lit: all the hand on one side)’ 
gho`�gflfh�gflfh�ddp« ‘ten (lit: all the hand on both sides)’ 
gho`�ddp«�rtj«�atflh gflpt`pt� ‘twelve (lit: all the hand (and ) two on the feet below)’ 

 96) ...hpt� gh`� gflpt`pth� gflpt`pth� «v«j«p«pd-�
h=pt� gh`� gm=pt=`pt=h gm=pt=`pt=h «,v«,j,p«p«=h
that=M night INDEF=M=DL=OJ INDEF=M=DL=OJ ASS-lie-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 

‘… he slept (there) four nights (=stayed four days).’ 

Visual motions often accompany counting by this traditional system. Starting with the thumb of the left 

hand, the finger tips are brought together for numbers one through five. Six through ten would add the 

finger tips of the right hand to the clustered tips of the left, again starting with the thumb and ending with 

all ten finger tips together. People seated while counting beyond ten have been observed to touch the 

clustered fingers to the required number of toes.  

More recently, however, these traditional numbers are falling out of use and are being replaced with 

numbers borrowed from English via Tok Pisin. Not only are the forms borrowed, however, but so is their 

pre-head position, effectively creating a new phrase structure or head type. The following example contains 

two such instances with the full phrase highlighted. 

 97) Stdmch� jhm`� pdmih� --� hodp«s«m«� mxh� o`ho«� jhm«� gth�
stdmch� jhm«� pd=mih� h=o`=d=p«=s«=m«� mxh� o`ho«� jhm«� gm=h
twenty kina CERT=IND that=HON=OJ=POSS=&=FCS 1S five kina INDEF=F

«l`lhflpds«m«- 
«,l`,lhfl,p«p«=h=s«=m« 
ASS-have-PA/IPFV-1S/DSO=DEF=&=FCS 
‘There was twenty kina – hers plus the five kina I had.’ 

3.3.3.2 Possessive 
Possession is the only element of the NP which precedes the head noun. It takes the form of any NP or 

pronoun marked with one of the three possessive enclitics introduced in 3.1. Several examples given earlier 

in this NP section have illustrated the use of possessive pronouns, beginning with (70) to (73). The 

following examples show NPs of increasing complexity in the possessive role, including recursive 

possession in (99). 
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 98) …ghjfl« gflptd«� `fl« hph� «oldm� ptd`� «s«s`m---�
ghjfl« gm=pt=d=t«� `fl« h=ph� «,ol`,`m� ptd`� «,s,«s,`m 
lad INDEF=M=OJ=POSS house that=LOC ASS-be-1P/CSR story ASS-say-SR-1P/CSR 

‘…we were in the house of one of the young men and telling stories...’ 

 99) I mx`p«� `vhptdp«� v«tfl« pt`h-�
h m=x`p«� `v=h=pt=d=p«� v«tfl« pt`=h
that 1S=POSS ancestor=DEF=M=OJ=POSS garden ground=DEF 
‘That is my grandfather’s garden plot.’ 

 100) …g«fldrp«� hl� hl32 «ol`jtvnfltv«� hpt`tp«� `ptx«�
g«fldrp«� h=l h=l «,ol`jtvn33,«fl,tv«� h=pt=`=t=p«� `ptx« 
red that=far that=far ASS-converge-IPFV-23P/DSO that=M=PL=OJ=POSS join 

pflp«flf`--- 
p,m,p«=flf` 
do-DETR-DVZR=TIME 
‘…at the gathering time of Europeans (lit. red) who were from various far away places…’ 

Though the possessor precedes the head by default and in almost every instance, this is not invariable. 

In the following instance, the author is relating how the making of the men’s traditional grass skirt was 

passed down to his generation and that they haven’t abandoned the technique but have passed it on to their 

sons.  

 101) ...s«flf`flh xldp«�mdx`p«� pt`t� l«flfh+� md� d «lt«stpdsp«flt-�
s«=flf`=flh xldp«�md=x`p«� pt=`=t l=flfh� md� d «,v,l«stp`,«sp,«fl,t 
this=TIME=GVN child 1P=POSS M=PL=OJ below=LOC 1P thus ASS-3-show-PRGV-IPFV-1P/ASO 
‘…today, we are teaching this to our children, in turn.’ 

3.3.3.3 Personalizing clitics 
The clitics (Table 11 and Table 14) which identify the gender, number and person of the referent occur 

on demonstrative pronouns (3.1.2), kinship pronouns (3.1.3), kin terms (3.2.3), and demonstratives within 

the NP (3.3.3.1). All that remains to be added here is that whereas the above contexts cover most instances 

of their usage, they can also be used with NPs without a demonstrative. In (102), the clitic is attached to an 

intensified modifier, in (103) to a proper name, and in (104) to an inflected verb form. 

 
43 The repetition of a demonstrative has a distributive function, in this instance effectively meaning ‘each from his own 

far away place.’ 
44 This verb stem is clearly either a compound or derivative of the root ol` ‘be’ but the second part has not been 

identified. 
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102) Hflhflpd� sp«� smhptm� «lnstpdp«� jhflf`m«fl«ptm�
h=flh=flp«=d s=p«� s,m=h=pt=m «,v,l«stp`,p«� jhflf`,m«fl«=pt=m
that=GVN=GOAL=DEF 2S=POSS 2S-father=DEF=M=1S ASS-3-show-DVZR before-very=M=1S

d«l+---�
d,l�
be-1S/CSR 
‘Therefore, I, being your father and first teacher,…’ 

 103) Rh� s«flf`flh L`shtjh� `o«j«� «x«� «ldm«-�
rh� s«=flf`=flh L`sht=jh� `o«j«� «x«� «,l`,p,m 
2S this=TIME=GVN Matthew=2S woman just ASS-get-PFV-2S/ASO 
‘Today, you Matthew have just taken a wife.’ 

 104) G`p«� x«st� «l«m«pt`s«p«ptmd+ pd� «odxptd-�
g`p«� x«=st� «,m`,l«pt`s,p,p«p«=pt=md� pd� «,o,x,p,p«pt=h
above up=LOC ASS-2P-bring-PFV-3S/DSO=M=1P CERT ASS-come-go.up-PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘Those of us who were brought up above, went up.’ 

In such circumstances, and especially when the preceding word is a verb (105) or a locative used as a 

modifier (106), the encliticization does not as clearly take place. The evidence for this is that some speakers 

will separate them in either dictation-speed pronunciation or in writing. This is probably an instance of an 

incomplete diachronic process, with pressure to avoid the combining of varied morpheme types (verbal 

affixes or locative clitics with nominal clitics) either hindering the completion of the cliticization process or 

else starting a decliticization process. 

 105) ÔP«l`j«� «o«r«p«pt� pt+ «o«r«s`m«---”
p«l`j«� «,o«j,p,p«pt� pt� «,o«j,«s,`m 
snake ASS-kill-PFV-1P/DSO M ASS-kill-SR-1P/CSR 

‘ “The snake which we killed, we killed it and…”’ 

 106) …`fl« x«odp«l«� pt� f`m«� «l«sjtvh-�
`fl« x«o«=h=p«=l pt� f`=m«� «,l«s,j,tv«=h
house inside=DEF=LOC=far M TIME=FCS ASS-build-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘…they built the inner house first.’ 

3.3.4 Ellipsis within the NP 
None of the elements in the NP formula (3.3) are obligatorily present, and any of the elements can 

stand alone. The following examples illustrate each of possessor, qualifier and quantifier standing as head 

of the NP where the noun has been omitted but is readily identifiable in the context. Examples of nouns 

alone were given in 3.3.1 and, as has been stated, the demonstrative alone serves regularly as a pronoun. 
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 107) ...Ï®l`phxp«� ch� ptv«� «l`l«Ì� jflflt«� jhx«mhpd-�
«l`p«=h=p«� m=sh� ptv«� «,l`,l� jflflt«� j,h,«,mh,p«p«=h

person=OJ=POSS level=far theft ASS-get-1S/IRR thought 2S-do-3S/IRR-FUT-3S/DSO=IND 
‘…the thought will come to you, “I can steal another person’s”.’ 

 108) …sp«� sm`op`� hrt`ts«� sp«� stflftdptdr«flh+�
s=p«� s,m`o=`p«� h=ot=`=t=s«� s=p«� s,flft`=pt=d=s«=flh

2S=POSS 2S-yngr.sis=F/PL that=DIM=PL=OJ=& 2S=POSS 2S-yngr.bro=M=OJ=&=GVN 
m`p«� rt`� dp`flftv«flf`flh+---�
m`p«� ot=` d,p,`flf,tv«=flf`=flh
big DIM=PL become-PFV-DR-23P/DSO=TIME=GVN 
‘…your younger sisters and brother, when they’ve become big ones, …’ 

 109) …ddp«m«fl« hrt`� p«xtm«� «l«m«stpdpd+---�
ddp«,m«fl« h=ot=` p«xt=m«� «,m`,l«stp`,«pd 
all-very that=DIM=PL correct=FCS ASS-1P-show-3S/DSR 
‘…he showed us everything correctly,…’ 

3.4 Role specification (case-marking clitics) 
The role of a noun phrase is indicated primarily by one or more enclitics which attach to whatever is 

the last word in the phrase. In the presentation of pronouns, 3.1, it was stated that the personal pronouns 

were the same for both subject and object roles whereas the demonstrative personal pronouns bear a clitic 

in the shape of a vowel to indicate a non-subject role. Since those same demonstrative pronouns are used as 

the final potential element in the NP, the same distinction applies: where a demonstrative personal pronoun 

is used, subject and object roles can and usually are distinguished by the presence of an extra vowel. In this 

section, the other case-marking clitics will be presented. The organization will be based primarily on 

common semantic domains. Section 3.4.2, for example, will present a variety of clitics that mark an 

argument as specifying the location of the situation predicated. Where a single clitic functions in what 

would normally be considered distinct domains, there will be a single section, recognizing the unity 

encoded in the language. Section 3.4.3, therefore, presents a range of semantic domains (destination, 

purpose, beneficiary, etc) that are all encoded by a single clitic. 

3.4.1 Time 
Two types of time arguments can be recognized in a sentence – those positioning the situation in time 

and those elaborating the nature of the situation through the time of its existence. This difference is 

comparable to that between tense and aspect. The latter of these are not case-marked but function within 

the verbal phrase as adverbials (see 4.3.2). 
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There is a small group of lexemes that have temporal meaning and are here considered a sub-class of 

nouns. These include the following as well as loan words for the days and months: 

gt«ph� yesterday�
ghtmih� daytime 
gh`� nighttime  

A similar group of words are compounds or derivatives but the etymology is not always clear. 

x«ghflths«� morning ~ tomorrow45 compound of x« ‘light’ and ghtfl« ‘eye’�
`vhxp«� afternoon derived from `v«�‘middle’ 
pt`hrp« pre-dawn compound of pt` ‘ground’ and hhrp« ‘cold’ 
gh`hs« dusk ~ afternoon derived from gh` ‘nighttime’ 
gh`sp« evening derived from gh` ‘nighttime’ 
p«m`jmc`flh later, after derived from p«m`jh ‘follow’ 
ghflflthp« before possibly derived from ghtfl« ‘eye’ 

Those referring to a fixed time reference (such as ghtmih ‘day’ and gh`sp« ‘evening’) exhibit more 

noun properties than those with a relative meaning (such as gt«ph ‘yesterday’ and ghflflthp« ‘before’) in 

that they can be counted or modified by the reduplication of the demonstrative hptd to indicate all-

inclusiveness, as in gh`�hptd�hptd ‘every night, always’. 

The largest group of time words, however, are formed using the enclitic =flf` ‘time’. Some such 

words are so long-established that they have achieved lexical status. 

s«flf`� today, now derived from s« ‘this’ 
hflf` then derived from h ‘that’ 
gflf` sometime derived from *gm ‘indefinite’  
p«flf` long ago derived from *p«�‘the very one’ 
«jflf` when derived from *«j ‘which’ 
`r«flf` same time derived from *`j ‘same’�
`hflf` long ago derived from `h ‘done’�
jhflf` first, long ago possibly derived from jhfl« ‘far’  
g«fl«flf` first of several derived from g«fl« ‘new’ 
ghtmihflf` midday derived from ghtmih ‘daytime’ 
`vhflf` tomorrow derived from `v« ‘middle’ 

 
45 The variation in meanings is primarily dialectal, with ‘tomorrow’ being the preferred meaning in the Sdo`shp« 

(Western) area. 
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As the last two words in this list show, =flf` can be added to temporal nouns as well as to the 

demonstrative roots. It can also be added to common nouns where semantics permit, as in (110) and (111). 

 110) Hpt`� l«j«flf`flh l«jh� gthts`� l`tflp«� pt`h-�
h=pt=` l«j«=flf`=flh l«j«=h gm=h=t=s`� l`,t,m,p«� pt=`=h
that=M=PL fight=TIME=GVN fight=DEF INDEF=F=LOC=SRC NEG-shoot-DETR-DVZR M=PL=IND 
‘In the time of fighting, men were not ones who fought each other for just any reason.’ 

 111) L`shtjh+� rh+� ghjfl«flf`� hjhsp«flh-�
L`sht=jh� rh� ghjfl«=flf`� hj«,«sp,«fl,fl«=h
Matthew=2S 2S lad=TIME tour-PRGV-IPFV-2S/DSO=IND 
‘Matthew, you used to wander around as a youth.’ 

The same clitic, =flf`, will be seen in the formation of the most common different-referent medials 

4.2.4.1 and this usage, as in (112) accounts for the vast majority of occurrences of this clitic. 

 112) Pt� sh� «shl«tp`flf`+ hpt� sh� «stj«pd-�
pt� sh� «,shl«t,p,`flf=flf`� h=pt� sh� «,v,s,j,p«p«=h
3P thus ASS-arrive-PFV-DR=TIME that=M thus ASS-3-tell-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘They thus arrived, then he told them this.’ 

3.4.2 Location 
As is the case for time, two kinds of location arguments need to be recognized. In this case, the 

difference is between peripheral and core locative arguments. The former can occur in any predication 

identifying the location at which the situation takes/took place, whereas the potential existence of the latter 

is specified in the case frame of the verb used in the predication. Thus, in the sentence He shot him in the 

arm in the forest the first locative phrase, in the arm, is sanctioned as part of the case frame because to 

shoot a person implies that a part of that person’s anatomy was hit. The second locative phrase, in the 

forest, specifies the location where the act of shooting occurred.46 

As the above English example illustrates, the two types of locative arguments are not necessarily 

different in form and Menya, like English, does not differentiate. Most of the following examples of 

locatives are of the core variety and are clearly within the clause. Peripheral locatives are frequently 

relevant to a complex of clauses and therefore occur at the boundary of, if not outside of, any single clause. 

 
46 There are instances where the distinction is not clear. For example, an existential statement may or may not include 

specification of a relevant location but such a location could be both part of the case frame for the existential verb and 
at the same time the locale for the whole predication. 
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There are numerous locative clitics in Menya differing in the nature of the locale they specify, but not 

all clearly delineated hence the three forms with the more general ‘at a specified location’ meaning. 

=l at a distant location and/or unseen from a point of reference 
=flfh� at a location somewhat beyond the speaker but within sight 
=flfhr`� in a region adjacent to a reference point 
=flh at the specified location (extended to use as a givenness marker) 
=flhr`� within a region 
=ph�~ =p«� at the specified location 
=sp«� at a very specific location47�
=st� at the specified location 
=t within a range or area that includes the specified location; 

path along which a motion takes place 
 

These clitics attach to any nominal expression that refers to a physical location. Most frequently they 

attach to one of the demonstrative roots (Table 10) to form locative words which can either stand alone as 

locative pronouns (113) or occur at the end of a NP as postpositions (114). It is in these locative words that 

the elevational demonstratives are used extensively. Table 19 displays the resultant forms, most of which 

are attested in the texts that are currently prepared for the concordance programme. The question marks 

indicate the need to further verify whether the form would be acceptable. 

Table 19. Locative words based on the demonstrative roots. 
 s« ‘this’ h ‘that’ l ‘below’ m ‘level’ x« ‘above’ 
=l s«l� hl� l«l� m«l� x«l�
=flfh s«flfh� hflfh� l«flfh� m«flfh� x«flfh�
=flfhr` s«flfhr`� hflfhr`� l«flfhr`� m«flfhr`� x«flfhr`�
=flh s«flh hflh l«flh m«flh x«flh
=flhr` ? ? l«flhr`� m«flhr`� x«flhr`�
=ph�~ =p«37 s«ph� hph�~ hp«� ? ? x«ph�~ xdph�
=st -- -- at� ct� x«st�
=t s«t� ht� -- -- -- 

47 This is almost certainly the same morpheme found in the word gh`sp« ‘evening’ (derived from gh` ‘nighttime’) in 
the previous section. It can also be added to some of the other temporal expressions yielding, for example,  `hflf`sp« 
‘long ago’ which is considered synonymous with the base form. 

48 The =p« variant only occurs with the neutral root h where it is in free variation with the more common =ph.
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 113) S«� «vhmxt«jhx«s`� hph� «ol`lhfltdd+---�
s«� «,v,h,mxt«j,h,«s,`� h=ph� «,ol`,lhfl,td«=h
wood ASS-3-do-split-BEN-SR-1D/CSR that=LOC ASS-be-PA/IPFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘We2 remained there splitting firewood,…’ 

 114) Xdp«� `fl« at� ghp`p«� «v«jtdd+---�
xd=p«� `fl« l=st� ghp`p«� «,v«,j,td«=h
1D=POSS place down=LOC sleep ASS-lie-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=DEF 
‘(After) we2 slept at our house, …’ 

In (115), the nominal is a medial clause that has been nominalized by the ‘definite’ clitic =h+ which was 

described in 3.3.3.1 as a variant of the demonstrative ‘that’. Rarely, as in (116), a locative clitic attaches 

directly to a preceding noun where no demonstrative is needed. 

 115) ®l`p«� gflpt� olds`flf«pdt� pd� «m«pt`sl«tpd-�
«l`p«� gm=pt� ol`,«s,`flf,p«p«=h=t pd� «,m`,pt`s,l«t,p,p«p«=h
person INDEF=M be-IPFV-DR-3S/DSO=DEF=LOC CERT ASS-1P-deliver-go-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He left us where a man was sitting.’ 

 116) Hptdp«� `d+� pthjt«flfhr`flh+ g«fldrpd-�
h=pt=d=p«� `=h pthjt«=flfhr`=flh g«fldrp«=h
that=M=OJ=POSS feather=DEF chest=side=GVN red=IND 
‘Its feathers, on the breast, are red.’ 

Place names can be used with a locative function without a locative clitic, especially if the place is 

known to the addressee. This is the case in (117), which was spoken to a pilot when asking for a ride. 

 117) “Mxh�G`mitv«� «flpt`sl«� gthrflpdp«-0
mxh� G`mitv«� «,m,pt`s,l«� g,x,s=flp«=h=p« 
1S Hanjuwa ASS-1S-deliver-SER/SEM IRR-go.up-2S/IRR=GOAL=IND=QT 
‘ “Deliver me (at) Hanjuwa and go on up.” ’ 

There are also a small set of locative words which generally co-occur with a nominal to indicate a 

location that is relative to the nominal. Some of these locatives are: 

`s«tp«� on top of� `v«� middle 
g`p«� above� jhfl« afar 
l«mc`� beyond� p«p«� near 
x«o`p«� outside� x«o«� inside, under 

These words are followed by one of the demonstrative-based postpositions already illustrated in this 

section. However, there is not always an overt noun before the locative word (120), and in some instances 

the locative word is possessed (121), leading to the classification of these locatives as (perhaps defective) 

nouns. 
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118) Mdp«� xtpt`xh+� md� a`ktrh� `fl« x«o«� x«mfhr`� djtptd-�
md=p«� xtpt`x«=h md� a`ktrh� `fl« x«o«� x«=flfhr`� d,j,p«pt=h
1P=POSS cargo=DEF 1P plane place inside up=side put-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘We placed our cargo inside the plane.’ 

 119) …`jt«p«� g«j«� g`p«� hp«� pd� «js«xtdjtptd-�
`jt«p«� g«j«� g`p«� h=p«� pd� «,js«xtd,j,p«pt=h
pandanus new.leaf above that=LOC CERT ASS-put-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 

‘…we put (them) on top of the new leaves of the pandanus palm.’ 

 120) X«� `fl« gflpt� g`p«� x«flh l«s`flptm«-�
x«� `fl« gm=pt� g`p«� x«=flh l«s,`m=flp«,t=m« 
tree house INDEF=M above up=LOC build-1P/IRR=GOAL-1P/ASO=FCS 
‘We must build a wooden house on top.’ 

 121) Hpt� mdx`p«� `v«� hph� pd� «sp«tpd-�
h=pt� md=x`p«� `v«� h=ph� pd� «,sp«t,p,p«p«=h
that=M 1P=POSS middle that=LOC CERT ASS-stand-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He stood in our midst.’ 

3.4.3 Goal 
This section will present the various uses of a single clitic =flp« which is glossed as ‘GOAL’ and 

indicates an entity to which the predicated situation is directed in one of several ways. It corresponds to  

many of the uses of the English prepositions to, for and about. Probably the most basic and certainly the 

most common use of =flp«�is to indicate the destination of a predication involving motion. On the basis of 

i) this distinction between the basic use and the extended uses and ii) the fact that an extended use can co-

occur with the destination use in a motion clause, two cases are recognized and are here presented as the  

destination (3.4.3.1) and the goal (3.4.3.2). 

3.4.3.1 Destination 
In this function, the clitic is normally attached to one of the locative elements (3.4.2), such as a place 

name (122), a possessed NP (123), or a locative phrase (124). Where the destination is a person rather than 

a place, there will not be a locative element, as in (125). 

 122) Md� `fl« x«flhr`flh+� Vnl«pt`flp«� «o«tjtptd-�
md� `fl« x«=flh=s`=flh Vnl«pt`p«=flp«�«,o,v,j,p«pt=h
1P village up=LOC=ORIG=GVN Kapo=GOAL ASS-come-go-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘From up at (our) village, we journeyed to Kapo.’ 
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 123) …mdp«� `fl« htflp«� pd� «tvdjtptd-�
md=p«� `fl« h=t=flp«� pd� «,vd,j,p«pt=h
1P=POSS house that=LOC=GOAL CERT ASS-disperse-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 

‘…we dispersed to our houses.’ 

 124) “Md� g`p«� x«flfhr`flp«� «x`stflptdp«-0
md� g`p«� x«=flfhr`=flp«� «,x,`st=flp«=h=p« 
1P above up=side=GOAL ASS-go.up-1P/IRR=GOAL=IND=QT 
‘ “We’re going to go up above (from underground).” ’ 

 125) Sp«� smhptdmxp«� t �
s=p«� s-m=h=pt=d=flp«� v
2S=POSS 2S-father=DEF=M=OJ=GOAL go 
‘Go to your father!’ 

3.4.3.2 Goal 
In its other functions, =flp«�attaches directly to any nominal element without the locative clitic 

intervening. In each case, the predicated action is performed with the referent of the marked NP in mind as 

potentially affected by the action. The range of uses include at least the following meanings. 

Topic of conversation: 
 126) Mxh� xflfl« `l«flp«� jtjflt«� slpd-�

mxh� xflfl« `l«=flp«� jtjflt«� s,l=flp«=h
1S bird `l«=GOAL talk say-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘I am going to talk about the `l« bird.’ 

Intended object: 
 127) Mxh� x`ptdp«flp«� xh� «tj«pd-�

mxh� x`ptdp«=h=flp«� xh� «,t,j,p«p«=h
1S pig=DEF=GOAL arrow ASS-shoot-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I shot at the pig (uncertain as to whether the pig was hit).’ 

Purpose: 
 128) …md� gflptmd� ghxp«flp«� pd� «odxtptd-�

md� gfl=pt=md� ghxp«=flp«� pd� «,o,x,p,p«pt=h
1P INDEF=M=1P urine=GOAL CERT ASS-come-go.up-PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘…some of us went up to urinate (literally for urine).’ 

Object of a search or wait: 
 129) …hpt� a`ktrhflp«� ghtfl« «ptm«� «ol`lhflpd-�

h=pt� a`ktrh=h=flp«� ghtfl« «,v,p,m,«� «,ol`,lhfl,p«p«=h
that=M plane=DEF=GOAL eye ASS-3-act-DETR-3S/CSR ASS-be-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘…he waited (literally ‘sat looking’) for the plane.” 
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Object of desire: 
 130) “Mxh�̀ o«j«flp«� mxhflf`flfhxp«+0 «stj«pd-�

mxh� `o«j«=flp«� m,h,m,p,`flf,h=xp«� «,v,s,j,p«p«=h
1S woman=GOAL 1S-do-DETR-PFV-DR-3S/ASO=QT ASS-3-tell-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘ “I want a woman” he told them.’ 

Object of an emotion: 
 131) …mxh�rhmxp«� vht«flp«m«fl« «s«p«p«� chflp«---�

mxh� rh=flp«� vht«flp«,m«fl« «,s,p,p«p«� m=sh=flp« 
1S 2S=GOAL anger-very ASS-say-PFV-1S/DSO level=there=GOAL 

‘…about (the fact that) I was angry at you.’ 
Beneficiary or maleficiary: 

 132) @op«� «l`p«� pt`� hph� o«jflf`flf«p«<ptdmxp«�
`op«� «l`p«� pt`� h=ph� o«j,m,p,`flf,p«p«=pt=d=flp«�
song person ground that=LOC hit-DETR-PFV-DR-3S/DSO=M=OJ=GOAL 
p`xtvp«� ` «p«s«ot� «oldfltvh-�
p`xtvp«� ` «,p«s,«s,ot� «,ol`,«fl,tv«=h
nettle hand ASS-hold-SR-23P/CSR ASS-sit-RPA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘They were sitting holding nettles for (any) singer who fell down.’ 

The labels for these different uses are derived from the meaning of the verb and participants involved 

in the predication as an aid to understanding the meaning of the examples. However, they are considered 

here to be variants of a single case role – the goal. Significantly, no instances have been encountered in 

spontaneous usage or accepted in elicitation sessions in which two NPs can occur marked as referent in a 

single clause unless they are coordinated and have the same meaning interpretation as in (133). 

 133) Hpt� o«fl«flp«s«� ft«flp«s«� ghtfl« ptm«sflpd---�
h=pt� o«fl«=flp«=s«� ft«=flp«=s«� ghtfl« v,p,m,«s=flp«=h
that=M betel=GOAL=& vine=GOAL=& eye 3-act-DETR-3S/IRR=GOAL=DEF 
‘He (went up to the forest) to look for betel nut and vines.’ 

Two NPs marked with =flp« and different role meanings can occur in a single clause only if the verb 

implies motion and one of the NPs is the destination. This is also the case when both the NPs marked with 

=flp« have human referents as in (135)49.

49 This example was supplied as the translation for the English given here as the meaning of the sentence. In natural 
speech, some of the NPs would be omitted as redundant and/or the information would hyave been split between two 
clauses. 
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 134) Destination Purpose 
…xdp«� `flhtflp«� ghp`p«flp«� «tjtdd-�
xd=p«� `fl«=h=t=flp«� ghp`p«=flp«� «,v,j,td«=h

1D=POSS house=DEF=LOC=GOAL sleep=GOAL ASS-go-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘…we went to our house to sleep.’ 

 135) S O Referent Destination  
Hpt� mxh� rhmxp«� cts`� hptdmxp«� «m«mcnvp`s«ph-�
h=pt� mxh� rh=flp«� cts`� h=pt=d=flp«� «,m,cnvp`s,p,h 
that=M 1S 2S=GOAL doctor that=M=OJ=GOAL ASS-1S-send-PR/PFV-3S/ASO 
‘He sent me to the doctor for you.’ 

In some instances, such as (136), there is ambiguity as to whether the NP is intended as a destination or 

a goal (in the narrower sense). In this case, if the actual school were significant, a demonstrative and 

locative clitic would be used but this is not the case and ambiguity results. The ambiguity is of little 

significance, however, since the basic meaning remains the same. 

 136) Mxh� rh� rtjtsp«flp«� «jtmcnvp`sj«pd+---�
mxh� rh� rtjtsp«=flp«� «,j,cnvp`s,j,p«p«=h
1S 2S school=GOAL ASS-2S-send-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=DEF 
‘That I sent you for schooling/to school,…’ 

The =flp« clitic is also frequently used in verb forms, as in (124) and (126). These are forms indicating 

an intention to perform an action in the near or more remote future, as will be illustrated in 4.2.3.3 and 

4.2.3.5. 

3.4.4 Source 
As a counterpart to the clitic =flp« indicating an entity to which the situation is in some way directed, 

the clitic =s` indicates an entity from which the situation is in some way derived. Paralleling =flp«+ the 

most basic and most frequent meaning of =s` is to indicate the point of origin of a predication involving 

motion but there is also a range of extended meanings. It is roughly equivalent to the English from in its 

various uses. 

3.4.4.1 Origin of motion 
The most basic usage of =s`�is with a verb of motion to indicate the point of origin. As was the case 

with =flp«� to indicate destination, this directional clitic normally follows one of the locative clitics. 

Example (122) is repeated here as (137), providing an initial illustration. The majority of instances of this 
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case are actually extracted from the clause into the frame, presumably to avoid having too many NPs in a 

single clause. As (138) shows, however, there is no rule preventing its occurrence within the clause proper. 

 137) Md� `fl« x«flhr`flh+ Vnl«pt`flp«� «o«tjtptd-�
md� `fl« x«=flh=s`=flh Vnl«pt`p«=flp«�«,o,v,j,p«pt=h
1P village up=LOC=ORIG=GVN Kapo=GOAL ASS-come-go-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘From up at (our) village, we journeyed to Kapo.’ 

 138) ...mdp«� g«fl«flf`� g`p«� x«flfhr` «o«vhp«ptdt-�
md=p«� g«fl«=flf`� g`p«� x«=flfh=r`� «,o,v«,p,p«pt,h,t 

1P-POSS new=TIME above up=LOC=ORIG ASS-come-go.down-PFV-1P/DSO-DEF-LOC 
‘…(he left us) at our (elevator) in which we had first come down from above.’ 

 139) ÔGd� v«tflh «jhs`fltdflf«>0 «m`s«s«---�
gd� v«tfl«=h «jh=s`=pt=dm=j«� «,m`,s,«s,« 
2P work=DEF where=ORIG=M=2P=INFOQ ASS-1P-tell-SR-3S/CSR 

‘…saying to us, “What workplace are you from?”...’ 

3.4.4.2 Non-spatial source 
As has already been stated, the use of =s` can be extended from the ‘point of origin’ meaning to any of 

several non-locative meanings, which include the following. 

The rational source or reason for a subsequent event or state of being: 
 140) Hpt`� l«j«flf`flh l«jh� gthts` l`tflp«� pt`h-�

h=pt=` l«j«=flf`=flh l«j«=h gm=h=t=s`� l`,t,m,p«� pt=`=h
that=M=PL fight=TIME=GVN fight=DEF INDEF=F=LOC=SRC NEG-shoot-DETR-DVZR M=PL=IND 
@o«j«flp«+� x`ptdp«� ptv«flp«+� ---l«jh� hs` gtflp«� pt`h-�
`o«j«=flp«� x`ptdp«� ptv«=flp«� l«j«=h h=s`� g,t,m,p«� pt=`=h
woman=GOAL pig theft=GOAL fight=DEF that=SRC NEU-shoot-DETR-DVZR M=PL=IND 
‘In the time of fighting, men were not ones who fought each other for just any reason. About 
women, about pig-theft,… they were fighters because of those things.’ 

Note in this example how =flp« on the noun phrases and� =s` on the anaphoric pronoun are working 

together both pointing to the same referent. Presumably in such instances, the fact of the fighting both 

originated from and was directed towards a solution to the same problems. 

Source of knowledge or instructions: 
 141) Qtodm� hpt� stv`flt«� «plhflp«� hohr`+ p`flh

Qtodm� h=pt� stv`flt«� «,p,lhfl,p«p«� h=ot=h=s`� p`fl«=h
Reuben that=M writing ASS-act-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO that=DIM=OJ=SRC walk=DEF 
hj«lhflpd-�
hj«,lhfl,p«p«=h
tour-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘From (=following) the little letter Reuben wrote, I made the journey.’ 
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Temporal sequence: 
 142) @fl« p«ot� «l«s`mhs`flh dp«� pd� «os«p«jtptd-�

`fl« p«ot� «,l«s,`mh=s`=flh dp«� pd� «,os«p«,j,p«p«=h
house CMPL ASS-build-1P/DSR=SRC=GVN water CERT ASS-cover-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘After we finished building the shelters, we covered the water.’ 

The clitic sequence =s`flh serves to subordinate a clause with either a same-referent medial verb, as in 

(142), or a final verb. More will be said about this construction in 5.4. 

3.4.5 Association 
The case-marking clitic =s« can generally be translated as ‘with’. It differs from the other clitics in that 

the relationship which it specifies is not one between the marked NP and the verb (or from a semantic 

perspective, between the referent and the situation predicated) but a relationship between the referent of the 

marked NP and either the SUBJECT or an OBJECT.

A single NP referring to an animate entity and bearing the clitic =s« generally indicates the person(s) 

who participated the predicated action in accompaniment with the actor.  

 143) S«ph� Nj`knla`� s«t� rhs«m«� `m«� «oldflptd-�
s«=ph� Nj`knla`� s«=t rh=s«=m«� `m«� «,ol`,«fl,p«pt=h
this=LOC Ukarumpa this=LOC 2S=with=FCS with ASS-be-IPFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘We’ve been staying here together with you at Ukarumpa.’ 

Note that in (143) the verb form is plural indicating the ‘actor’ involves at least three people. In the 

preceding sentence, the speaker had identified himself and a third person together in a role distinct form 

that of the addressee. I interpret the subject in this sentence to be those two persons but all three are 

referenced as co-actors by the verb suffix. By contrast, in (144) the marked person is again being associated  

with the speaker and another person in a conversation, as indicated by the dual actor suffix in the first 

clause, but the verb only indicates two actors in this instance. Thus, when persons who are referred to by an 

NP marked by =s« are accompanying the subject in the performance of the proposition, the actor marking 

on the verb may or may not co-reference those additional actors. 

 144) …«shl`xh+� pnx`fl« gflpts«� ptdx`� «slhfltdd-�
«,shl«t,`xh� pnx`fl« gm=pt=s«� ptdx`� «,s,lhfl,td«=h
ASS-arrive-1D/DSR old.man INDEF=M=with converse ASS-say-PA/IPFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘…we arrived then spoke with an old man.’ 
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It is not always the case, however, that a =s«-marked animate NP is in association with the subject. In 

(145), the referent of the NP is in association with the object of the clause, which has been dislocated into 

the sentence frame. 

 145) Mdrnm� hptdflh+� Qtodm«� hpts«� «vpt`sl«tj«pd-�
Mdrnm� h=pt=d=flh Qtodm«� h=pt=s«� «,v,pt`s,l«t,j,p«p«=h
Nathan that=M=OJ=GVN Reuben that=M=with ASS-3-deliver-go-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I left Nathan with Reuben.’ 

When the referent of the =s«-marked NP is inanimate, the default role is that of instrument – the entity 

used by the actor to perform the event, as in (146). The entity is not always used by the actor to perform the 

event, however, as in (147) where the point being made is that the item that was seen falling was quite hot.  

 146) Hs`+� g«m`p«� lap«s«+ M`r`op«� atflp«� «x`otjtptd-�
h=s`� g«m`p«� lap«=s«� M`r`op«� l=st=flp«� «,x`o,j,p«pt=h
that=SRC road money=with Nadzab down=LOC=GOAL ASS-come.up-PA/PFV-
1P/DSO=IND 
‘After that, using the trip money, we came up (and down) to Nadzab airport.’ 

 147) …«ptflf«pd+� s«s«flh «x«� o«vhp`flfh-�
«,v,p,m,j,p«p«=h s«=s«=flh «x«� o,v«,p,`flf,h 
ASS-3-act-DETR-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND fire=with=GVN just come-go.down-PFV-DR-3S/ASO 
‘…he saw it, that it was coming down with fire.’ 

Parallel to the use of =s« with animate referents in (145), an inanimate marked NP is not always in 

association with the actor. In (148), the object (a collection of birds that have just been shot) are being put 

together with those shot previously. 

 148) …xflfl« x«o`j«�`ptx«� «phx`pd+� gthxhs«� gt«p«� pd�
xflfl« x«o`j«�`ptx«� «,p,`pd� gthxh=s«� gt«p«� pd 
bird last join ASS-act-1P/DSR other=with wrapping CERT 

«t«sdjtptd- 
«,t«s,d,j,p«pt=h
ASS-cover-put-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘…we combined the last birds we’d shot, and wrapped and put them with the others.’ 

Clearly, then, while accompaniment and instrument are included within the range of meaning of =s«+ 
they do not constitute the total of that range. Hence the decision to simply present the range of meanings 

with the unified explanation that the =s«-marked NP is in association with another NP within the clause. 
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This same clitic can also be used to mark both (or all) NPs that are in a coordinated phrase in any role of 

the clause, as will be illustrated in 3.5.1. 

3.5 Coordination 
Two or more arguments can be coordinated in any role of a clause. Conjunction of arguments (and) is 

far more common than disjunction (or). The individual members in a conjunctive coordinate structure are 

either all marked as coordinate using =s« or all unmarked. 

3.5.1 Conjunctive coordination marked by =s« 
The clitic =s« does not only indicate an association of the marked NP with either the ACTOR or OBJECT 

(3.4.5). The same clitic is used to mark each of the individual conjuncts in a coordination of NPs in any 

clause role and is, therefore, equivalent to the English ‘both…and’ construction except that the Menya is 

not limited to two conjuncts. 

In (149), two named men are conjoined in the actor and subject role; as expected, the actor suffix on 

the verb is a dual form. When the speaker is involved, there is generally a summary pronoun agreeing in 

number either preceding or following the coordination, thus yielding an appositional construction, as in 

(150).  

 149) Qtodm«� hpts«� Inrdo«� hpts«� a`ktrh� lap«� «xdjhxh-�
Qtodm«� h=pt=s«� Inrdo«� h=pt=s«� a`ktrh� lap«� «,x`,h,h,j,hx«=h
Reuben that=M=& Joseph that=M=& plane money ASS-1D-do-BEN-PFV/23D/DSO=IND 
‘Reuben and Joseph bought plane (tickets) for us.’ 

 150) Mxhs«� flp«� `l«� gflpts«� xd� «o«vdxh+---�
mxh=s«� m=p«� `l«� gm=pt=s«� xd� «,o,v«,`xh 
1S=& 1S=POSS uncle INDEF=M=& 1D ASS-come-descend-1D/DSR 
‘I and one of my uncles went down and… 

In (151), the presence of this pronoun serves to indicate that the marked NP is in coordination with the 

speaker even though the first person conjunct is not overt. That is, the pronoun serves to place both persons 

on an equal, coordinate footing as opposed to (152), where the construction is that described in 3.4.5 and 

the marked NP is less prominent than the unmarked. 
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151) Xd� J`kn� hpts«� @jt`mi`s`flh L`o«p`o«flp«� «tjtdd-�
xd� J`kn� h=pt=s«� @jt`mi`=s`=flh L`o«p`o«=flp«� «,v,j,td«=h
1D Carl that=M=& Akwanja=ORIG=GVN Mapaqapa=GOAL ASS-go-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘We two, both Carl (and I), went from Akwanja to Mapaqapa.’ 

 152) Mxh� J`kn� hpts«� @jt`mi`s`flh L`o«p`o«flp«� «tjtdd-�
mxh� J`kn� h=pt=s«� @jt`mi`=s`=flh L`o«p`o«=flp«� «,v,j,td«=h
1S Carl that=M=& Akwanja=ORIG=GVN Mapaqapa=GOAL ASS-go-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘I, with Carl, went from Akwanja to Mapaqapa.’ 

The following examples illustrate conjoined NPs in various non-subject roles. 

Animate Object: 
 153) …“j«m`s«m«� j«m`ohs«m«� «stl`� «ptxdo«p«m«-0

j«,m`=s«=m«� j«,m`o=h=s«=m«� «,v,sl`� «,ptxdo,p,«=m« 
3-mother=&=FCS 3-yngr.sis=F=&=FCS ASS-3-get ASS-come.down-PFV-1S/ASO=QT 
‘ …“It’s his mother and younger sister I brought down.” ’ 

Inanimate Object: 
 154) Xd� xdp«� xtpt`j«s«� xhpt`mfl«s«� ghnm`p«s«� «ldxh---�

xd� xd=p«� xtpt`j«=s«� xhpt`mfl«=s«� ghnm`p«=s«� «,l`,`xh 
1D 1D=POSS bow=& arrows=& machete=& ASS-get-1D/DSR 
‘We two got our bows, arrows and machetes and then …’ 

Predicate Nominal: 
 155) Pdp«� xnpd+� Ghro`hr«m«� @m«p«ohr«m«-

pd=p«� xnp«=h Ghr`oh=s«=m«� @m«p«oh=s«=m« 
2D=POSS name=DEF Hisapi=&=FCS Anaqapi=&=FCS 
‘Their names are Hisapi and Anaqapi.’ 

Instrumental Association: 
 156) Mxh� hv«lh� xhflhs«� ghjthr`flhs«� «o«s«tlhflpd-�

mxh� hv«l«=h xhflh=h=s«� ghjthr`fl«=h=s«� «,o«s«t,lhfl,p«p«=h
1S lizard=DEF forked.arrow=DEF=& blunt.arrow=DEF=& ASS-shoot-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I was shooting lizards with forked arrows and pronged arrows.’ 

Goal (Object of Search): 
 157) Hpt� o«fl«flp«s«� ft«flp«s«� ghtfl« ptm«sflpd---�

h=pt� o«fl«=flp«=s«� ft«=flp«=s«� ghtfl« v,p,m,«s=flp«=h
that=M betel=GOAL=& vine=GOAL=& eye 3-act-DETR-3S/IRR=GOAL=DEF 
‘He (went up to the forest) to look for betel nut and vines.’ 

The fact that the possessive in (154) applies to each of the three nominals may indicate that the 

coordination in this instance is of NP heads rather than of full NPs. Alternatively, the possessor could be 

elided from the second and third phrases. By contrast, however, note that in (157) the conjunctive =s« 
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follows the case clitic�=flp« in both conjuncts indicating that in this instance it is full, case-marked NPs that 

are being coordinated rather than just NP heads. 

3.5.2 Unmarked conjunctive coordination 
Conjunctive coordination of unmarked NPs is also quite frequent and is found in a wide range of 

arguments. Whereas marking the conjuncts is more common with animate referents, and the lack of 

marking more common with inanimate ones, neither pairing is absolute. Even animate subjects can be 

joined by the juxtaposition of NPs as in (158), where it is probably significant that the clause is a 

nominalized clause. 

 158) …slpd+� J`kn� hptd� mxh� Cdvhsh� hptd� md�
s,l=flp«=h J`kn� h=pt=d mxh� Cdvhsh� h=pt=d md 

say-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND Carl that=M=OJ 1S David that=M=OJ 1P

«tjtptptdflp«- 
«,v,j,p«pt=h=flp« 
ASS-go-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=DEF=GOAL 
‘…I’m going to talk, about (when) Carl, myself and David went.’ 

Animate Object: 
 159) …`ohptjt`� mho`p«t`� pd� «vhjtdd-�

`o=h=pt=j`� m`=h=rt=`p«=` pd� «,v,h,j,td«=h
father=DEF=M=PL mother=DEF=HON=PL=PL CERT ASS-3-do-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘…we two gave our fathers and mothers (some).’ 

Inanimate Object: 
 160) …at`x«� g«fl« ghno«� ghno«� x«ptvp«� ghtj«� p`� «l`tmx`pd+---�

at`x«� g«fl« ghno«� ghno«� x«ptvp«� ghtj«� p`� «,l`,lh,`pd 
sweet.potato new tobacco tobacco leaf lime bag ASS-get-bag-1P/DSR 
‘…we got fresh sweet potato, tobacco, paper for cigarettes and lime powder into (our) bags 
and…’ 

Referent (Object of Search): 
 161) …x`ptdp«flp«+� s«fl«flp«+� xflfl«flp«� p«txp«� hot+---�

x`ptdp«=flp«� s«fl«=flp«� xflfl«=flp«� p«txp«� h,«s,ot 
pig=GOAL possum=GOAL bird=GOAL search do-SR-23P/CSR 
‘…they looked for pigs, possums and birds then …’ 

3.5.3 Disjunctive coordination 
In elicitation of data without context, the disjunction of NPs, or elements of NPs, is achieved by a 

coordination of full clauses with the relevant NP changed, as in (162). In recorded spontaneous text, 
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however, a few instance of disjunction of nominals do occur, some with the conjuncts marked with the 

particle pd�and some without any marking, as in (163) and (164) respectively. 

 162) Rh� jnohflp«� «jhflfh+� khoshflp«� «jhflfh>�
rh� jnoh=flp«� «,j,h,m,p,h� khosh=flp«� «,j,h,m,p,h 
2S coffee=GOAL ASS-2S-do-DETR-PFV-3S/ASO tea=GOAL ASS-2S-do-DETR-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘Do you want coffee, or tea?’ 

 163) “Rh� rtjtsp«� V«tfl« pd+� A«knknfl« pd� hrflp«m«mx«-0
rh� rtjtsp«� V«t=fl« pd� A«knkn=fl« pd� h,s=flp«=m«mx« 
2S school Wau=LOC but Bulolo=LOC but do-2S/IRR=GOAL=FCS 
‘You can do school either in Wau or in Bulolo.’ 

 164) Sdm� jhm`� stvdmch� jhm`� stvno«� jhm`� d tx«sp«s`flf«�
sdm� jhm`� stvdmch� jhm`� stvno«� jhm`� d v,h,«sp,«s,`flf,« 
ten kina twenty kina twelve kina thus 3-do-PRGV-IPFV-DR-23P/ASO 
«ptm«sflpd- 
«,v,p,m,«sp,«fl,p«p«=h
ASS-3-act-DETR-PRGV-IPFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I see people giving ten, twenty or twelve kina (as fines).’ 

In this last example, the meaning could be ‘I see people giving ten, twenty or twelve kina on each occasion’ 

or ‘I see people giving ten, twenty or twelve kina on different occasions’. Therefore, it is not a clear case of 

disjunction but neither is it conjunction of the NPs. Under both interpretations it would be more normal for 

the full clauses to be repeated. 
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4 PREDICATE STRUCTURE 
This fourth chapter will describe the form and uses of verbal portion of the clause. The first section 

begins (4.1) with a classification of verb roots, primarily according to their case frame which specifies the 

number and nature of arguments that need to be identified for the predication to be complete, and concludes 

with the features of verb root compounding. 

The verbs are the morphologically most complex part of the language, as was stated in the overview of 

word classes(2.1). The morphological structure of the verb is presented in 4.2 as layered, with the 

innermost layer being the root, and the second being the ‘nucleus’. The verb nucleus (4.2.1) is that part of 

the verb which is common to all its uses, including nominalization, and consists of a polarity prefix, the 

affectee agreement prefix, suffixes that change the valence or case frame of the verb, and suffixes that 

indicate certain aspectual modifications of the root meaning. Along with the description of the valence-

changing suffixes will be a presentation of the associated changes within the overall clause structure. 

The third layer of the verb consists of suffixes with a fairly wide range of meanings that are 

typologically common verbal categories, including tense, aspect, modality and status. The final verb 

morphology is presented first, beginning with the realis forms (past and present 4.2.2) and followed by the 

irrealis modality forms (4.2.3). The presentation of the final forms is relatively brief, given that this portion 

of verbal morphology formed the bulk of my MA thesis and has already been published (Whitehead 1991). 

Sufficient detail is provided, however, to allow the this reference grammar to stand as a coherent whole 

and, where the analysis has changed, those details are explained in full. The description of medial 

suffixation (4.2.4) begins with the different-referent forms since they involve many of the same suffixes 

that the final verbs use. The morphology presentation ends with the same-referent medial forms which, 

unlike those of many other Papuan languages, are inflected to agree with the person and number of their 

ACTOR, albeit with distinct sets of suffixes. The fourth and final layer of verb morphology is in the form of 

clitics which properly pertain to a higher-level structural unit. This includes the sentential clitics that 

encode illocutionary force (as presented in 2.2) and, for subordinate and nominalized forms (5.4), the 

nominal specifier and case-marking clitics indicating their relationship in the matrix clause. 
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The final section of the chapter (4.3) presents four categories of verbal modification – aspectual 

particles, adverbs, negation and nominal adjuncts. 

4.1 Verb classification 
A sub-classification of the verbs of a language’s can be established on one or more of several 

parameters that include phonological, semantic and morphosyntactic criteria. In this section, I will first 

describe the variations in form of the verb root that is found in Menya, without proposing a classification 

system, since there are no morphosyntactic reflexes of the patterns exhibited. I will then describe a 

classification of verb roots according to their case frame which specifies the number and nature of 

arguments expected, and the potential for a person/number prefix agreeing with the affectee. 

4.1.1 Allomorphic variation 
Variation in the form of verb roots and/or stems is not unusual for Papuan languages. Foley  

(1986:128-32 & 147-8) describes alternants for several languages with various semantic-based differences 

for the alternants. These alternations are not systematic in that many verbs do not exhibit an alternation and, 

while there are sometimes recognizable patterns to the forms of the alternations, there is nevertheless a 

great deal of irregularity and even suppletion in many instances.  

In Menya, most verb roots have at least two50 forms, but the conditioning factor for their distribution is 

phonological rather than semantic. As a generalization51, the environments for the two basic forms are: 

Basic: before a consonant other than p
Derived: before a vowel or p. (the initial vowel of the adjacent suffix deletes after a vowel-final 

root)52 

As Foley noted for Papuan languages generally, there are some recognizable patterns and even some 

variations that look as though they could be phonologically motivated but there is a considerable amount of 

irregularity and some suppletion. For example, several verbs are like o«j ~ o«r ‘hit/kill’ in Table 20, in 

 
50 There are some regular phonological processes that create additional surface variants of some roots. 
51 Some verbs follow this distrubution pattern with all but a few suffix combinations. The second person singular 

present and near past perfective forms are particularly problematic. The perfective morpheme -q normally deletes 
before the actor suffixes -m ‘2S/ASO’ and -flh ‘2S/DSO’; some verbs use the basic root for these forms, suggesting 
that root selection follows the deletion, whereas others use the derived root suggesting selection before the deletion. 

52 The inclusion of p with the vowels can be explained by positing that the epenthetic vowel is inserted between some 
consonant clusters before the weakening and voicing of p. Both these processes were mentioned in 1.4. 
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which the change is palatalization, but palatalization before all vowels would not be a well-motivated rule. 

Some other verbs ending in j, however, do not vary at all, while the verb ‘tear cloth’ exhibits a o«j ~ ohr 
alternation. It is, therefore, more practical to enter both forms in the lexical entry for all verbs that vary, 

rather than creating a collection of poorly motivated rules and then having to mark in the lexicon which 

verb follows which rule and which are irregular. In the morpheme analysis line of the examples throughout 

this grammar, the basic form of the verb root is given, regardless of the form that surfaces in the top line. 

Table 20. Some examples of verb root variations. 
Gloss Basic

root 
‘they’re going to __’ 
__-o=flp«=h
__-23P/IRR=GOAL=IND

Derived
root 

‘not ___-ing’
l`,^^,p«�
NEG-__-DVZR

‘We’re going to __’ 
^^,`st=flp«=h
^^,1P/IRR=GOAL=IND 

get/have l`� l`oflpd� ld� l«ldp«� ldstflptd�
tour hj«� hj«oflpd� hjh� lhjhp«� hjhstflptd�
enter o`pt o`ptoflpd� o`ptx� l«o`ptxp« o`ptx`stflptd�
cut up s«vh� s«vhoflpd� s«tx� l`s«txp« s«tx`stflptd�
hear it vh� vhoflpd� vhx� l`vhxp« vhx`stflptd�
act p poflpd� phx� l`phxp« phx`stflptd�
hit/kill o«j� o«joflpd� o«r� l`o«rp«� o«r`stflptd�
birth lh� lhoflpd� mxt«� l`mxt«p«� mxt`stflptd�
harvest o ooflpd� rt«� l`rt«p«� rt`stflptd�

4.1.2 Transitivity-based verb and predicate classes 
The verb classes presented in this section are established for Menya on the basis of the number of 

arguments that are expected in a clause containing a member of the class, and the nature of those 

arguments. This information constitutes the CASE FRAME for the verb class and determines the type of 

clause it will occur in. I have established the set of relevant argument types on the basis of the way they are 

encoded in the language rather than according to a pre-determined, putatively universal set. Transitivity is 

here recognized as a scale with many potentially significant points along it (as argued in Hopper & 

Thompson 1980). Thus not all Menya intransitive verbs, for example, occupy the same point on the scale, 

and the division between intransitive and transitive is somewhat artificial in that the class that I am calling 
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Directed Intransitives is similar to ‘transitive’ verbs of other languages that require a dative case for their 

object rather than the normal accusative case. 

Many verbs have more than one sense, with potentially different class membership and therefore 

different case frames. They are, therefore, entered in the lexicon as a single lexeme with the senses 

differentiated and each coded for  its appropriate verb class. For example, the verb d is both an intransitive 

verb ‘be’ and a transitive verb ‘put’ and the verb v« is an existential verb ‘be horizontal’, an intransitive 

verb ‘lie down’, and a motion verb ‘go down’. Derivation (4.2.1.3) of verb roots yields a verb stem which 

is generally of a different class, as is often the case also with adjunct+verbal phrases (4.3.4). Compounding 

(4.1.3) of verb roots results in a case frame that is a combination of those of its component root(s). Some of 

the classes established here are only exemplified by these complex constructions though most are also 

exemplified by simple roots; the full range of case frames, both basic and derived, is presented here for the 

sake of completeness. 

All verbs require an ACTOR – the entity performing the event or state predicated. There is a verb suffix 

which indicates the person and number of this entity. Most verbs require that the ACTOR be the SUBJECT and 

therefore an overt noun phrase or pronoun will not bear any case marking, as described in 2.3.2. 

Most verbs allow at least one AFFECTEE argument – an entity, other than the actor, that is affected by 

the event predicated. There is a verb prefix which indicates the person and number of an animate 

(especially human) affectee. It is normally the OBJECT and does not bear a case marker unless it is encoded 

by a demonstrative pronoun or specifier,  in which case it bears the object marker described in 3.1.2. 

The nature of the ACTOR and the number of AFFECTEE arguments determine the transitivity of the verb 

as intransitive (no affectee), transitive (one affectee), ditransitive (two affectee arguments) or impersonal 

(unidentified or dummy actor encoded as 3SG). 

The additional diagnostic arguments are an ATTRIBUTIVE (nominal or adjectival), a LOCATION, a

DESTINATION, and a GOAL. The attributive is a non-case-marked argument that provides an attribute of the 

actor. The location argument indicates the position either of the actor (intransitive) or of an affectee that is 

being repositioned by the actor; it bears a locative enclitic, as introduced in 3.4.2. The destination argument 
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indicates the endpoint of a motion verb and is encoded by a locative phrase with the addition of the goal 

enclitic (3.4.3.1). The goal argument indicates an entity that is potentially but not necessarily affected by 

the predicated event; it is encoded as a pronoun or noun phrase bearing the goal clitic (3.4.3.2).  

Table 21. Subclasses of verbs and their diagnostic arguments 
 Actor Affectee Attributive Location Destination Goal 
Intrans. event +      
Intrans. attribution +  +    
Intrans. position +   +   
Intrans. motion +    +  
Directed intrans. +     + 
Trans. event + +     
Trans. attribution + + +    
Trans. position + +  +   
Trans. motion + +   +  
Ditransitive + ++     
Impersonal experience (+) +     
Directed impersonal (+) +    + 

4.1.2.1 Intransitive verbs 
Intransitive verbs encode an event in which there is not an entity or argument, other than the actor, that 

is affected by the event.  

Intransitive event 
The simplest of case frames is that of the intransitive event which predicates that the actor did 

something, whether consciously or otherwise. The verb p ~ phx glossed as ‘act’ in (166) is one of the 

‘generic’ verbs that has very little semantic content in its own right but combines with various nominals to 

provide a specific meaning53. In combination with the noun ‘rain’ it can bear an affectee prefix to yield the 

meaning ‘rain on someone’, as is shown in (180) below. Similarly, the verb in (167) can be a transitive root 

with an affectee prefix, yielding the meaning ‘ridicule someone’. Rather than classifying these verbs as 

 
53 These verbs were first mentioned in 2.1 and their interaction with adjunct nominals will be presented in 4.3.4.1. The 

verb p ‘act’ has a more restricted range of uses than does h ‘do’ and the gloss ‘act’ is an attempt to reflect both the 
similarity but non–identity in the meaning of the two verbs.  
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transitive with an object rarely expressed, I am treating the transitive uses as a second sense of the basic, 

intransitive meaning. 

 165) X`ptdp«pt� pd� «o«jnflf«p«pd-�
x`ptdp«=pt� pd� «,o«jnm,p,p«p«=h
pig=M CERT ASS-die-PR/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The pig died.’ 

 166) Ohx«� «phxph-�
ohx«� «,p,p,h�
rain ASS-act-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘It’s raining.’ 

 167) Hpt� s«43� «rjpd-�
h=pt� s«� «,r,j,p«p«=h
that=M teeth ASS-tooth.do-PA/PFV-3DSO=IND 
‘He laughed.’ 

Intransitive attributive 
The intransitive attributive verbs predicate an attribute, either adjectival or nominal, that is true of the 

actor. Many of the existential verbs of the next sub-section can also be used with this function. The most 

frequent member of the class is the verb root d ‘be, become’ which is neutral in terms of physical 

orientation. The verb in (169) is the detransitivized (4.2.1.3) form of the verb ‘build’ and functions as the 

stative/existential for houses; it appears to be the only verb that undergoes this derivation. 

 168) Md� «l`p«� m`p«� d«flt-�
md� «l`p«� m`p«� d,«fl,t 
1P person big be-IPFV-1P/ASO 
‘We are important people.’ 

 169) ¿p«� `ohptdp«� `flh m`p«m«fl«
m=p«� `o=h=pt=d=p«� `fl«=h m`p«,m«fl«
1S=POSS 1’s_father=DEF=M=OJ=POSS house=DEF big-very 
«l«smlhflpd- 
«,l«s,m,lhfl,p«p«=h
ASS-build-DETR-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘My father’s house was very large.’ 

 
54 As will be explained in 4.3.4.1, the word s« is a verbal adjunct distinct from the noun meaning ‘teeth’. It is not, 

therefore, a object or instrument as might be suspected. 
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The verbs are equivalent to copula verbs and, generally, the verb is omitted in a predication of this type 

in the present tense, yielding a non-verbal clause. Thus, the denotation of (168) above would more 

frequently be expressed as (170).  

 170) Md� «l`p«� m`p«ptmd-�
md� «l`p«� m`p«=pt=md 
1P person big=M=1P
‘We are important people.’ 

Intransitive positional (existential) 
The intransitive positional verbs predicate the existence of the actor and readily allow specification of 

its location. Most of these verbs indicate a specific physical orientation (such as sp«t ‘be vertical’ or v«�
‘be horizontal’) and most inanimate objects can only collocate with the verb specifying the appropriate 

orientation. Animate entities, especially humans, can freely occur with whichever verb is appropriate for 

their orientation at the time at which the predication applies. 

 171) Hphflh+� x«� m`p«m«fl« gflpt� «sp«t«-�
h=ph=flh x«� m`p«,m«fl« gm=pt� «,sp«t,«fl44,« 
that=LOC=GVN tree big-very INDEF=M ASS-stand-IPFV-3S/ASO/IPFV 
‘There, a very large tree is standing (= There, there is a very large tree.)’ 

 172) ¿p«� `ohpt� J`on� ht� «ol`lhflpd-�
m=p«� `o=h=pt� J`on� h=t «,ol`,lhfl,p«p«=h
1S=POSS 1’s_father=DEF=M Kapo that=LOC ASS-be-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘My father used to live in Kapo.’ 

Intransitive motion 
The motion verbs (both transitive and intransitive) do not require the specification of a destination but 

are the only ones which allow it. The most common motion verbs, including some compounds, are: 

o ‘come’ v ~ t ‘go’ 
x`o ‘come up’ x ‘go up’ 
ptxdo ‘come down’ v« ~ vh ‘go down’ 
o«t ‘pass by’ o«v« ‘pass going down’�

As (174) and (175) illustrate, these verbs also allow specification of the source (3.4.4.1) and path (3.4.2) of 

the motion, though these are less frequent. 

 
55 The imperfective morpheme deletes before the 3S/ASO suffix as described in 4.2.2.5. 
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173) xdp«� `fl«lp«� «o«tjtdd-�
xd=p«� `fl«=l=flp«� «,o,v,j,td«=h
1D=POSS village=unseen=GOAL ASS-come-go-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘We (two) came home.’ 

 174) Md� `fl« x«flhr`flh Vnl«pt`p«flp«� «o«tj«ptd�
md� `fl« x«=flh=s`=flh Vnl«pt`p«=flp«� «,o,v,j,p«pt=h
1P village up=LOC=ORIG=GVN Kapo=GOAL ASS-come-go-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘From up at (our) village we went to Kapo.’ 

 175) Xd� gt«m`p«� s«t� vdflpd-�
xd� gt«m`p«� s«=t v,d=flp«=h
1D road this=LOC go-1D/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘We’re going to go along this path.’ 

Directed intransitive 
The directed intransitive frame includes a goal (marked by =flp«) as a second argument towards which 

the event is directed but which is not necessarily affected. To date, I have found no simple verb root that 

requires this argument combination but some common roots in conjunction with a verbal adjunct require or 

can bear this frame. The most generic verb h ‘do’ in combination with the adjunct p«txp«�‘seek’ predicates 

a search and the object of the search is marked as a goal. 

 176) Hpt� `fl« «flfthflp«� p«txp«� hj«p«pd-�
h=pt� `fl« «flft«=h=flp«� p«txp«� h,j,p«p«=h
that=M place good=DEF=GOAL seek do-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He sought a good place (to build).’ 

The combination of the adjunct ` ‘hand’ and s«t ‘cut’ means ‘count’ or ‘read’ and the item being 

counted or read is normally encoded as an object. The item can, however, be marked as a goal rather than 

as an affected object with the meaning changes as indicated in the translations of (177). The verbal phrase `

s«t is another instance of two senses of a word or phrase belonging to different classes. 

 177) Hpt� xflfl« gths`flh gths`flhflp«� ` «s«t«sp«-�
h=pt� xflfl« gths`flh gths`flh=flp«� ` «,s«t,«sp,«fl,« 
that=M bird different different=GOAL hand ASS-cut-PRGV-IPFV-3S/ASO/IPFV 
‘He is reading about the different kinds of birds.’  
OR ‘He is (mentally, without seeing) counting the different kinds of birds.’ 
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4.1.2.2 Transitive verbs 
Transitive verbs are those which have a second argument indicating the entity affected by the event.  

The same range of variations exists as for intransitive verbs. Most of these verbs require a person/number 

prefix agreeing with the affected entity when it is human or otherwise highly salient. 

Transitive event (including perception)
This is the largest of the sub-classes of verbs. The verb in (179) is one that requires a human affectee 

and, accordingly, a person/number prefix indicating the referent. 

 178) ®l`p«� hpt� `fl« «l«sj«pd-�
«l`p«� h=pt� `fl« «,l«s,j,p«p«=h
person that=M house ASS-build-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The man built a house.’ 

 179) Gt«ph� hpt� «mxhldp«pd-�
gt«ph� h,pt� «,m,hl`,p,p«p«=h
yesterday that-M ASS-1S-meet-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘Yesterday he came to me’ 

A comparison of (180) and (166) shows that some verb roots can be either transitive or intransitive, 

depending on the situation.  

 180) Ohx«� «x`p«j«pd-�
ohx«� «,x`,p,j,p«p«=h
rain ASS-1D-act-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘It rained on us two.’ 

The expression of  the common perceptions, ‘see’ and ‘hear’, are encoded transitively in Menya, using 

derivations (4.2.1.3) of the generic verbs p ‘act’ and h ‘do’ respectively56. In the full expressions, the 

appropriate body part (‘eye’ and ‘ear’) are used as verbal adjuncts (4.3.4.2) but these can be omitted 

whenever the correct meaning is determinable from context. Example (181) illustrates the full expression 

for ‘see/look at’; the verb ‘act’ is obligatorily marked with the detransitivizer -m and the affectee prefix 

agrees with the entity seen, even if it is inanimate; without the verb prefix, the meaning would be the 

intransitive ‘look’. For ‘hear’ or ‘listen to’, the verb ‘do’ is obligatorily marked with the benefactive suffix 

–h and an affectee prefix. 

56 An alternative would be to propose distinct transitive verb roots pm ‘see/look’ and vh ‘hear/listen’, and consider the 
correspondence of forms to be accidental. 
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181) Dp«� x`j«� ghtfl« «ptflp«p«ptd-�
dp«� x`j«� ghtfl« «,v,p,m,p,p«pt=h
water bridge eye ASS-3-act-DETR-PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘We recently saw the bridge over the water.’ 

 182) Rh� p«s«� «mxhx«flm>�
rh� p«s«� «,m,h,h,«fl,m 
2S ear ASS-1S-do-BEN-IPFV-2S/ASO 
‘Are you listening to me?.’ 

Transitive attributive 
The transitive attributive verb predicates that the actor has brought about a change of state of the 

affected argument. 

 183) ®l`pd� mx`p«� `ohptdflh+� «l`p«� m`p«� hl«jjtvh-�
«l`p«=h m=x`p«� `o=h=pt=d=flh «l`p«� m`p«� hl«j,j,tv«=h
person=DEF 1S=POSS 1’s.father=DEF=M=OJ=GVN person big make-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘The people made my father an important man.’ 

 184) … jtjflt«�ch� i«m«� hl«joflp«-�
jtjflt«�m=sh� i«m«� hl«j,o,flp« 
talk level=that straight make-23P/GOAL 

‘…they will straighten the talk (dispute).’ 

Transitive positional 
This verb type indicates that the actor has positioned the affected argument in a particular location. The 

most common such verb, illustrated in (185), is d ‘put’ which was introduced in 4.1.2.1 as an intransitive 

attributive verb; this is the transitive sense of the same lexeme. 

 185) Mdp«� xtp`xh+� md� a`ktrh� `fl« x«o«� x«flfhr`� djtptd-�
md=p«� xtp`x«=h md� a`ktrh� `fl« x«o«� x«=flfhr`� d,j,p«pt=h
1P=POSS baggage=DEF 1P plane place inside up=side put-PA/PFV-1P/DSP=IND 
‘Our cargo, we put up inside the plane.’ 

 186) “Gd�x«� hp«� dp«johx«-0
gd� x«� h=p«� dp«j,o=x« 
2P post that=LOC lean-23P=QT 
‘ “Lean the posts over there!” ’ 

Transitive motion 
A transitive motion verb indicates that the actor has initiated a movement of the affectee in the 

direction of the destination. The primary member of this class is cnvp`s ‘send’. 
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 187) Mxh� hptdflh rhstv«� ctflp«� «mcnvp`sp«pd-�
mxh� h=pt=d=flh rhstv«� m=st=flp«� «,cnvp`s,p,p«p«=h
1S that=M=OJ=GVN store level=LOC=GOAL ASS-send-PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I sent him to the store.’ 

4.1.2.3 Ditransitive event 
The prototypical ditransitive verb, in languages that have them, is that of ‘giving’, in which an item is 

transferred from the possession of one person to that of another. In Menya, both the gift (xdp«�`fl« gflpt 

‘a house for us’ in (188)) and the recipient (hpt`t ‘them’ in (189)) are coded as OBJECTS, with no NP 

marking other than the clitic on human objects. Typical of Papuan languages, the recipient must be given 

greater prominence, and this is indicated in Menya by the verb prefix agreeing in person and number with 

the recipient rather than with the patient. 

 188) S O2 O1
Hpt� xdp«� `fl« gflpt� «x«s`oj«pd-�
h=pt� xd=p«� `fl« gm=pt� «,x`,s`o,j,p«p«=h
that=M 1D=POSS house INDEF=M ASS-1D-give-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He gave us a house to stay in. (Lit: he gave us our house.)’ 

 189) O2 Manr O1 O1
Rtp«� ``fl« x«fl«m«pflpd+� shfl« hpt`t� «tx«s«flpd-�
rtp«� ``fl« x«fl«m«pflp«=h sh=fl« h=pt=`=t «,v,h,«sp,«fl,p«p«=h
custom true strong=DEF this=GVN that=M=PL=OJ ASS-3-do-PRGV-IPFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘The strongest of customs, I give (= teach) them (=my children) this way.’ 

The verb s+� though generally glossed as ‘say’, covers a wide range of events that produce noise, 

including the vocalizations of various animals and insects and the noise of a tree cracking (190). The word 

or phrase specifying the noise made is an object but when an utterance is addressed to a person, that person 

is the primary object and referenced by the affectee verb prefix, as in (191). By analogy, a speech is being 

transferred to a recipient. 

 190) S O 
X«� j`p«� «sph-�
x«� j`p«� «,s,p,h 
tree crack ASS-say-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘The tree just cracked.’ 
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191) S O2 O1
Mxh� jtjflt«� s«� «pdrpd-�
mxh� jtjflt«� s«� «,pd,r,p,p«p«=h
1S talk this ASS-2D-say-PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I have given (lit: said) this talk to you.’ 

The objects of a ditransitive are not always the transferred item and the recipient. The normally 

transitive verb l`� ‘get/have’ is modified by the verbal adjunct ptv«� ‘by stealth’ to yield the concept 

‘rob/steal’. In (192), the person who has been robbed is referenced by the verb prefix making it the primary 

object and the item stolen the secondary object. English correlates the choice of object in this context with a 

choice of verb (‘rob’ versus ‘steal’) and requires that the second argument be oblique. Menya uses the same 

phrasal verb but differs in whether or not there is verb prefix agreeing with the person robbed, reflecting a 

difference between transitive and ditransitive senses of the verb. The ditransitive sense is that exemplified 

by (192), and the possessive pronoun mx`p« could be omitted without changing the meaning.  In the 

transitive sense, the verb would be «ldp«pdp«, with no affectee prefix, and the possessive pronoun could 

not be omitted without changing the meaning. 

 192) ®sph “O`shptpt�mx`p«� o«fl« p`fl« ptv«� «mldp«pdp«-0
«,s,p,h� O`shpt=pt� m=x`p«� o«fl« p`fl« ptv«� «,m,l`,p,p«p«=h=p« 
ASS-say-PFV-3S/ASO Patiqu=M 1S=POSS betel pepper steal ASS-1S-get-PFV-3S/DSO=IND=QT 
‘ He says “Patiqu robbed me (of) my betel nut and betel pepper.” ’ 

4.1.2.4 Impersonal experience verbs 
The impersonal experience verbs encode a variety of states and are marked as having a third person 

singular actor but there is no referent to whom responsibility for the event is attributed. The affected entity, 

who is necessarily an animate experiencer, is referenced by the verb prefix but is clause initial and in the 

unmarked case when overtly specified. By the criteria presented in 2.3.2, this animate experiencer is the 

CLAUSE TOPIC (initial position) and SUBJECT (not case-marked) of the impersonal experience clause rather 

than the non-referential third singular ACTOR.

193) Hpt� s«fl« jt`o«� «vtflfh-�
h=pt� s«fl« jt`o«� «,v,t,m,p,h�
that=M pain many ASS-3-shoot-DETR-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘He is experiencing great pain.’ 
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 194) Mxh� x`p«� «mxph-�
mxh� x`p«� «,m,h,p,h 
1S sickness ASS-1S-do-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘I am sick.’ 

Such constructions are common in Papuan languages and often labelled as experiential clauses57. I am 

opting for the term impersonal experience because it focusses on the essential element of an impersonal, 

non-referential actor whereas there are some ‘experiences’ that can be expressed either impersonally or by 

a normal event clause. Each of the following three clauses illustrate different senses of the phrasal verb 

xdp«� h ‘happiness do’. They are an intransitive event, an impersonal experience, and a transitive event, 

respectively. In each case, the one(s) experiencing happiness are both clause topic and subject. (In the third, 

the experiencer is being instructed to share the experience.) In the first and third, the experiencer is also 

coded on the verb by the actor suffix, presumably indicating a more controlled event. In the impersonal 

experience variation (196), the verb is detransitivized and the experiencer is coded as the affectee. 

 195) ...md� «vp«� xdp«� hs`m� jhl`flh «stjtptd-�
md� «vp«� xdp«� h,«s,`m� jhl`=flh «,v,s,j,p«pt=h
1P abdomen happy do-SR-1P/CSR answer=GVN ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘...we were happy and answered them.’ 

 196) Md�«vp«�xdp«�«mdflf«pd-�
md�«vp«�xdp«�«,m`,h,m,j,p«p«=h
1P abdomen happy ASS-1P-DO-DETR-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘We were happy.’ 

 197) rh� xdp«� «flft«m«� «tx«sm«---�
rh� xdp«� «flft«=m«� «,v,h,«s,m 
2S happy good=FCS ASS-3-do-SR-2S/CSR 
‘you are to welcome them and...’ 

Directed impersonal verbs 
The directed impersonals differ from the other impersonals in that the feeling or emotion experienced 

by the affectee is directed towards another entity, who is encoded as a Goal NP, marked with =flp«�
‘GOAL’.  

 
57 Farr (1999:126) calls them impersonal experiential predicates. 
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198) Mxh� rhmxp«� gt«p«� «mtflfh-�
mxh� rh=flp«� gt«p«� «,m,t,m,p,h 
1S 2S=GOAL pity ASS-1S-shoot-DETR-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘I’m sorry for you. (Lit: I’m pity-shot concerning you.)’ 

 199) Mxh� `o«j«flp«� «mxhflf«p«pd-�
mxh� `o«j«=flp«� «,m,h,m,j,p«p«=h
1s woman=GOAL ASS-1S-do-DETR-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘I wanted (a) woman.’ 

4.1.3 Compound stems 
The combining of verb roots to form a compound verb stem is a more frequent and productive process 

than is the compounding of noun roots to form noun stems (3.2.2.1). The verbs j« ‘grab’ and�p«s ‘hold’ are 

seen individually in (200a and b) but as a compound stem in (200c). Both component verbs being transitive 

events, the compound is also transitive. The word ` ‘hand’ is a verbal noun (4.3.4.1) and cannot be 

modified, whereas gho`, being a noun, has no such restrictions. 

 200) a. Mxh� hptd� ` «j«j«pd-�
mxh� h=pt=d ` «,j«,j,p«p«=h
1S that=M=OJ hand ASS-grab-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I grabbed him.’ 

 b. Md� hptd� ` x«p«m«� «p«s«flt-�
md� h=pt=d ` x«p«=m«� «,p«s,«fl,t�
1P that=M=OJ hand still=FCS ASS-hold-IPFV-1P/ASO 
‘We are still holding him.’ 

 c. Mxh� x«tjh� gho`� gflptm«� «jhp«sp«-�
mxh� x«tj«=h gho`� gm=pt=m«� «,j«,p«s,p,«�
1S ball=DEF hand INDEF=M=FCS ASS-grab-hold-PFV-1S/ASO 
‘I (just now) caught the ball with one hand.’ 

The resultant meaning of a compound, however, is sometimes extended beyond the literal meaning of 

the parts and, as in (202), even contrary to the meaning of the parts. What Shem did was sufficient to stop 

the bus but he neither grabbed nor held it. 

 201) Hpt� mxhmp«� ghtxdp«� ` «jhp«sph-�
h=pt� mxh=flp«� ghtxdp«� ` «,j«,p«s,p,h�
that=M 1S=GOAL dog hand ASS-grab-hold-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘He is taking care of (my) dog for me.’ 
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 202) A`rh� gflpt� «ptm`xh+� Rdl� hpt� ` jhp«sp`flf`---�
a`rh� gm=pt� «,v,p,m,`xh� Rdl� h=pt� ` «,j«,p«s,p,`flf=flf` 
bus INDEF=M ASS-3-act-DETR-1D/DSR Shem that=M hand ASS-grab-hold-PFV-DR=TIME 
‘We saw a bus58 and Shem flagged it down then…’ 

Many of the compounds involve a positional verb and an activity verb indicating that the activity 

continued while the actor was in the specified position/location, as in (203). The positional verb in (203) is 

p«l` ‘be’ which is similar to the more frequent ol` ‘be/live’ but is only found in compound stems.  

 203) …ghno«� hs`m� ptd`� «sp«l`mlhflptd-�
ghno«� h,«s,`m� ptd`� «,s,p«l`,m,lhfl,p«pt=h
tobacco do-SR-1P/CSR story ASS-say-be-DETR-PA/IPFV-1P/DSO=IND 

‘(chewing) and smoking, we stayed there telling stories.’ 

Other compounds consist of two action verbs indicating that the actor was performing both actions 

simultaneously (204). Here a transitive action verb is joined to an intransitive motion verb and the resulting 

stem has a case frame containing both a location (specified by p«tp«� hl) and an affectee (specified by 

o«fl« p`fl«). 

 204) …p«tp«� hl� o«fl« p`fl« «mct«jhs`m48---�
p«tp«� h=l o«fl« p`fl« «,ct,hj«,«s,`m 
forest that=unseen betel.nut pepper ASS-harvest-tour-SR-1P-CSR 
‘…we went around in the forest harvesting betel nut and betel peppers…’ 

As the ‘grab-hold’ combinations showed, however, the events being combined can be sequential rather 

than simultaneous. In (205), the cooking has to precede the eating. 

 205) at`x«� g«fl« g«jhx«� «x«flf«ptptd-�
at`x«� g«fl« g«jhx«� «,x«,m,j,p«pt=h
sweet. potato new cook ASS-cook-eat-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘We cooked and ate fresh sweet potato.’ 

There are also numerous instances of verb roots appearing to be complex, with recurring partials 

among them, but for which a clear analysis cannot be provided because some of the parts do not appear to 

occur in isolation. 

 
58 The verb ‘see’ is marked has having a third person affectee yet ‘a bus’ is not animate to the Western mind. However, 

powered vehicles (planes, buses, etc) are apparently classified as animate in Menya, even requiring the animate 
positional verb ol` when their position or existence is being predicated. 

59 The verb hj« regularly metathesizes to «jh when compounded. 
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4.2 Verb morphology 
Menya verbs bear up to two prefixes and seven suffixes (2.1), in addition to the mood clitic (2.2) 

which occurs sentence-finally. The realis/irrealis distinction (2.3), and the final/medial and same-

referent/different-referent distinctions (2.4), are all reflected in the verb suffixes. The nature of this 

suffixation is such that it is natural to recognize different categories of verb forms in presenting the verb 

morphology. All of these categories have in common the potential for a polarity prefix, an affectee 

person/number prefix and a potentially complex verb stem, which collectively form the ‘verb nucleus’, as 

well as at least one actor person/number suffix. The structure of these verb categories is summarized in the 

following formulae60.

verb nucleus � (polarity) (affectee p/n) verb stem (valence) (aspectual) 

realis final � nucleus tense/aspect actor p/n (mood) 
irrealis final 1 � nucleus  (aspect) actor p/n1 (m) (flp« + actor p/n2)
irrealis final 2 � nucleus  (aspect) actor p/n1 (mh + actor p/n2) (flp«) (mood) 
realis DR medial � nucleus aspect     `flf actor p/n (case) 
irrealis DR medial � nucleus aspect     `flf actor p/n 'sp«( (subordinator) 
realis SR medial � nucleus                («s) actor p/n (case) 
irrealis SR medial � nucleus  (aspect) actor p/n p« (subordinator) 

The presentation of the morphology will begin with the common nucleus. It will continue with the 

realis final forms since the semantic domains encoded by them are the least exotic (from the perspective of 

English), even though the realis SR medial and some irrealis final forms are actually less complex 

structurally. Furthermore, since the morphology of Menya final verbs has previously been published in 

Whitehead 1991, the presentation of that portion of the structure will be somewhat less detailed, without 

omitting the essential features of this important part of the language. 

4.2.1 Verb nucleus 
The verb nucleus is that part of the verb morphology that is common to all uses of the verb – including 

serial verb forms (206) and deverbalized forms (207)-(208)61. It consists, as shown in the formula above, of 

 
60 The bold-face italic items in these formulae are specific Menya morphemes; � should be read ‘is composed of’; 

parentheses () indicate optionality; the ‘~’ indicates either of the two morphemes may occur; the ‘+’ within 
parentheses indicates that the morphemes must co-occur. 

61 The most common use of the deverbalized form is in the negative verbal phrase which was introduced in 2.3.5 and 
will be elaborated upon in 4.3.3. 
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a polarity prefix, an affectee person-number prefix, a verb stem consisting of one or more roots, a valence-

changing derivational suffix and an aspectual modification in the form of a suffix. 

 206) Nxh� «jtx«l`� tlpd-�
mxh� «,j,tx«l`� v,l=flp«=h
1S ASS-2S-leave go-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘I’m going to leave you.’ 

 207) Hpt� jhl`� l`mcp«� hpnm-�
h=pt� jhl`� l`,m,s,p«� h,p,«,m 
that=M answer NEG-1S-say-DVZR do-PFV-3S/IRR-FUT 
‘He will always be unable to answer me.’ 

 208) Hpt� s«� l«ldphr«p«� hph-�
h=pt� s«� l`,l`,phr«,p«� h,p,h 
that=M firewood NEG-get-to.fro-DVZR do-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘He’s not going back and forth bringing firewood.’ 

4.2.1.1 Polarity prefix 
The polarity prefix indicates the polarity of the proposition (positive or negative) and something of the 

strength of the assertion (strong or neutral). Givón (2001a:370) discusses the interaction of the four 

propositional modalities (presupposition, realis assertion, irrealis assertion and negative assertion) with 

subjective certainty or strength of assertion. He proposes the following as the “ranking of epistemic 

modalities by subjective certainty”. 

presupposition > { R-assertion 
NEG-assertion } > IRR-assertion 

Ignoring presupposition for the present, the Menya polarity prefix contrasts a strong and weak degree 

of certainty for positive assertions (which in final verbs exhibits a close correlation to the realis-irrealis 

contrast62) but does not extend this strength contrast to negative assertion. This yields the pattern presented 

in Table 22. 

 
62 When pressed to explain the difference between an irrealis final form with and without the assertion prefix, some 

speakers state that there is a greater degree of certainty when the prefix is present but generally they say they are the 
same. 
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Table 22. Polarity prefixes 
 strong weak 
positive «, ø ~ g,
negative l`,

The strong positive assertion prefix «- occurs in many of the examples to this point, including (198) 

and (199), and is glossed as ‘ASS’. It deletes before the high-front vowel and is therefore only covertly 

present with verbs such as h ‘do' in (209); in general, it is not included in the interlinearization of such verb 

forms. 

 209) Hh� v«tfl« hph-�
h=h v«tfl« «,h,p,h 
that=F work ASS-do-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘She is working’ 

The weak positive assertion most typical of irrealis propositions is the semantically and 

morphologically unmarked category. The g, alternant only occurs before vowels other than the high front h,
as in (210), and is glossed as ‘neutral’, which will be explained below.  

 210) Mxh� x`ptdp«� xh� gtlpd-�
mxh� x`ptdp«� xh� g,t,l=flp«=h
1S pig arrow NEU-shoot-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘I’m going to shoot a pig.’ 

The negative l`- is used whenever the truth value is negative, regardless of the strength of the 

assertion. Example (207) is an irrealis future proposition and (208) is a realis present proposition, for which 

a weak and strong assertion factor, respectively, would be expected. The vowel of l`- deletes before the 

high front vowel, as in (211) and reduces to « when the affectee prefix or verb stem contains an `, as in 

(208)-

211) Hpt� v«tfl« lhp«� hph-�
h=pt� v«tfl« l`,h,p«� h,p,h 
that=M work NEG-do-DVZR do-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘He is not working.’ 
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As has already been stated in 2.3.5 and will be discussed in more detail in 4.3.3, a negative proposition 

is normally encoded with a negated and deverbalized form of the semantically main verb followed by an 

auxiliary verb bearing the appropriate suffixes. 

negative verbal phrase� l`-{main verb}-p« {aux verb}-{suffixation} 

This is not always the case, however. In the following interchange (212), the primary speaker is telling the 

story of a journey he and others had taken some time earlier and at this point states that they remained for a 

while at an ‘empty’ house (or hamlet). The second speaker interrupts to ask whether there were no 

inhabitants, using a negated different-referent medial form of the verb. The answer indicates that the 

regular inhabitants were temporarily absent, using the more normal phrasal negative, though again with a 

DR medial. 

 212) A: @fl« `flp«ph� pd� «ol`lhflptd-�
`fl« `flp«=ph� pd� «,ol`,lhfl,p«pt=h
house empty=LOC CERT ASS-be-PA/IPFV-1P/DSO=IND 

A: ‘We stayed at an empty house.’ 

B: ®l`p«� l«olds`flf«>
«l`p«� l`,ol`,«s,`flf,«�
person NEG-be-IPFV-DR-3P/ASO 

B: ‘Did nobody live there?’ 

A: ®l`pd� l«oldp«� ghs`flf«-
«l`p«=h l`,ol`,p«� g,d,«s,`flf,«�
person=DEF NEG-be-DVZR NEU-be-IPFV-DR-23P/ASO 

A: ‘The people were not.’ 

Examples (213) and (214) also illustrate the contrast in form and meaning. In the former, the negated 

verb is inflected as a medial form and indicates that the speaker had no food that he could have eaten. In 

(214) with the deverbalized verb plus an inflected auxiliary, the implication is that there was food but the 

speaker had not yet eaten or had chosen not to eat. The normal deverbal plus auxiliary is, therefore, used 

when there is an actor who could potentially have performed the non-event. 

 213) Mxh� at`x«� l`flf`flf`� rh� «mxhldflh-�
mxh� at`x«� l`,fl,p,`flf=flf`� rh� «,m,hl`,p,fl«=h
1S food NEG-eat-PFV-DR=TIME 2S ASS-1S-meet-PFV-2S/DSO=IND 
‘You came to me when I had nothing to eat.’ 
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214) Mxh� at`x«� l`flp«� hp`flf`� rh� «mxhldflh-�
mxh� at`x«� l`,fl,p«� h,p,`flf=flf`� rh� «,m,hl`,p,fl«=h
1S food NEG-eat-DVZR do-PFV-DR=TIME 2S ASS-1S-meet-PFV-2S/DSO=IND 
‘You came to me when I hadn’t eaten.’ 

It is noteworthy that the DR medial contained in the response in (212) does bear the weak assertion 

prefix, g-, which is glossed as ‘neutral’ as in (210). Whereas with final verb forms there is a fairly close 

correlation between strong positive assertion and realis, and between weak assertion and irrealis, with 

medial verbs there is a correlation between strong assertion and Same-Referent forms and between weak 

assertion and Different-Referent forms. In neither case are the correlations absolute but at this stage of 

analysis I can only speculate as to why. DR medials are frequently marked as part of the presupposed frame 

against which the main proposition is asserted. Conversely, most instances of SR medials are part of the 

assertion. It is possible, therefore, that at one stage in the development of the language the strong assertion 

«, was contrasted with the weakly asserted irrealis and the non-asserted, presupposed ends of the Givón’s 

array given above. If this is the case, then in the current form of the language, the positive prefixes are 

becoming more grammatically rather than pragmatically controlled. 

Further evidence of the strong-weak contrast undergoing change is the fact that many younger speakers 

have a hard time recognizing and controlling its use; this is especially true with the irrealis finals. Another 

complication arises from the vowel-final nature of Menya words and the tendency towards vowel sequence 

reduction across word boundaries in normal speech. Since « is the weakest vowel it often only resurfaces in 

careful speech. 

4.2.1.2 Affectee prefix 
The AFFECTEE is defined as ‘an entity, other than the actor, that is affected by the predication’ (2.3.2). 

The affectee prefix, indicating the person and number of an animate (especially human) affectee, was 

introduced in 2.3 and was one of the factors in determining verb classes in 4.1.2. Table 7, giving the form 

of the prefixes, is reproduced here for the sake of convenience. 
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Table 23. Affectee prefixes 
 singular dual plural 
first m- x`- m`-
second j- pd- d-
third v- ~ ø

The underlying semantic role of the affectee is determined by the inherent property of the verb root, 

modifiable by the addition of one of the voice- or valence-changing suffixes (to be introduced in 4.2.1.3). 

The following examples demonstrate the range of semantic roles that can be considered, in Menya, as the 

affectee. The roles specified above the verb are approximations intended only to highlight the differences. 

 215)  Patient (physically affected) 
”Mxh�«la«rhjptvhp«-0
mxh� «,m,o«j,hj,p,tv«=h=p«�
1S ASS-1S-hit-cook-PFV-23P/DSO=IND=QT 
‘ “You recently killed and cooked me.” ’ (spoken by a mythical snake) 

 216)   Locative endpoint 
Hpt� dp«� «mxhpt`sph� ~ «mihpt`sph52-
h=pt� dp«� «,m,hpt`s,p,h 
that=M water ASS-1S-pour-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘He just poured water on me.’ 

 217)  Object of perception  Experiencer 
…ghtfl« «m`p«lahxh+� xdp«� «m«xdsldot� x`sflp«� sh�
ghtfl« «,m`,p,m,ohxh� xdp«� «,m`,xdsl`,«s,ot� x`spflp«� sh 
eye ASS-1P-act-DETR-23P/DSR happy ASS-1P-greet-SR-23P/CSR question thus 

Addressee 
«mdjtvh53-
«,m`,h,j,tv«=h
ASS-1P-do-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘…they saw us then welcomed us and asked us this.’ 

 218)  Locative origin 
Hpt� «m«tx«l`� «tj«pd-�
h=pt� «,m`,tx«l`� «,v,j,p«p«=h
that=M ASS-1P-depart ASS-go-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He departed from us.’ 

 
63 The m ,=�mx is a regular palatalization process before h but a few verbs also allow m ,=�mi.
64 Note that although the strong positive assertion «, does not occur before h ‘do’, it resurfaces when an affectee prefix 

intervenes. 
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219)   Experiencer of desire 
Rh� a`tx«flp«� «jhflfh>�
rh� at`x«=flp«� «,j,h,m,p,h 
2S food=GOAL ASS-2S-do-DETR-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘Do you want (some) food?’ 

 220)     Recipient 
Hpt� p`v«� gflpt`pt� pd� «x«s`ojpd-�
h=pt� p`v«� gm=pt=`pt� pd� «,x`,s`o,j,p«p«=h
that=M taro INDEF=M=DL CERT ASS-1D-give-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He gave the two of us two taros.’ 

 221)     Beneficiary 
M`lh� jflt«� gth� pd� «x`sthjp«pd-�
M`lh� jflt«� gm=h pd� «,x`,st,h,j,p«p«=h
Naomi sugar INDEF=F CERT ASS-1D-harvest-BEN-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘Naomi harvested some sugarcane for the two of us.’ 

 222)    Possessive source 
Hpt� flp«� lap«� «ml`j«p«pd-�
h=pt� m=p«� lap«� «,m,l`,j,p«p«=h
that=M 1S=POSS money ASS-1S-get-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He took my money.’ 

4.2.1.3 Valence-changing suffix 
Three suffixes are available to change the valency of a verb either by increasing (benefactive & 

causative) or decreasing (detransitivizer) the number of core arguments in the case frame. The first two are, 

and the third could be, verbs in their own rights, so this pattern probably began as instances of verb 

compounding. If this historical hypothesis is correct, the suffixes would be an instance of 

grammaticalization yielding a change in meaning of the morphemes.  

Table 24. Valence-changing suffixes with sample derivations. 
 Form Base form Derived form 
benefactivizer ,h� «l«sj«pd� ‘he built (a house)’� «m«l«rhj«pd ‘he built for me’�
causativizer ,sd� «sp«tjpd� ‘he stood up’� «sp«sdj«pd� ‘he erected (a post)’�
detransitivizer ,m� «l«sj«pd� ‘he built (a house)’� «l«sflf«pd ‘(a house) stood’�

Benefactive suffix 
A peripheral beneficiary argument, marked with the goal clitic =flp« (3.4.3.2), can potentially be added 

to any proposition without any necessary change in verb morphology or syntax. There is the option, 

however, of ‘promoting’ the beneficiary from being a peripheral argument to being the primary object. The 
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promotion is marked by the verbal suffix -h ‘BEN’, the NP loses its goal clitic, and an affectee prefix is 

added if the beneficiary is human. 

 223) Mxh `flh+� `ohptdmxp«� «l«s«sp«fl«-�
mxh� `fl«=h `o=h=pt=d=flp«� «,l«s,«sp,«fl,« 
1S house=DEF father=DEF=M=OJ=GOAL ASS-build-PRGV-IPFV-1S/ASO 
‘I am building a house for my father.65’

224) Mxh `flh+� `ohptd� «tl«rhx«sp«fl«-�
mxh� `fl«=h `o=h=pt=d «,v,l«s,h,«sp,«fl,« 
1S house=DEF father=DEF=M=OJ ASS-3-build-BEN-PRGV-IPFV-1S/ASO 
‘I am building my father a house.’ 

The following examples show beneficiary promotion with intransitive and ditransitive propositions, 

v« ‘lie/be’ and s ‘tell’, making them transitive and ditransitive respectively. 

 225) S«� flp«� r«lmhflpd� «m«vhm«55-
s«� fl=p«� r,l,mh,p«p«=flp«=h «,m,v«,h,«fl,«=m« 
this 1S=POSS chew-1S/IRR-FUT-1S/DSO=GOAL=DEF ASS-1S-lie-BEN-IPFV-3S/ASO/IPFV=FCS 
‘This is (here) for me, mine for chewing later.’ (About newly-made lime powder after 
relatives have procured most of the product.) 

 226) Kh rh� jtjflt«� «mihjpd-�
jh� rh� jtjflt«� «,m,s,h,j,p«p«=h
3S 2S talk ASS-1S-say-BEN-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He spoke to you on my behalf.’ 

The benefactive suffix is the same form as the verb ‘do’. Foley (1986:97-98) shows other Papuan 

languages using the verbs ‘give’ or ‘put’ in benefactive constructions. Menya uses the verb ‘do’ with an 

affectee prefix for ‘give to a third person recipient’, so the relationship between the verb ‘do’ and the 

benefactive construction is not unique. 

Causative suffix 
The causative suffix -sd�can be added to a positional intransitive verb and introduces the causer of the 

state as the SUBJECT and ACTOR; the positioned entity becomes the AFFECTEE.

65 A more literal translation, given the phraseology, would be ‘The house, I am building for my father,’ making ‘the 
house’ the topic of the sentence and the ‘father’ the focal new information. 

66 The deletion of the imperfective aspect morpheme, ,«fl, and use of –« as the 3S/ASO suffix instead of the normal –h is 
a consistent feature of the third, singular, stative present form for all verbs that allow stative forms. 
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227) X«� m«flh «sp«tlhflpd-�
x«� m=flh «,sp«t,lhfl,p«p«=h
tree level=LOC ASS-stand-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The tree was standing over there.’ 

 228) Mxh� x«� pt`� l«l� «sp«sdjpd-�
mxh� x«� pt`� l=l «,sp«t,sd,j,p«p«=h
1S post ground below=unseen ASS-stand-CAUS-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I erected the post in the ground.’ 

The verb ho ‘wear’ in (229) is one of a small group of verbs that seemingly can only occur in derived 

forms. When marked with the causative, the causer is the subject and actor, the person wearing the item is 

the primary object and affectee, and the item worn is the secondary object. Since the primary affectee is a 

person, an affectee prefix is required. (See the next section for other uses of this verb.) 

 229) Mxh� xldp«� hptdflh r«s«p«� «vhos«p«-�
mxh� xldp«� h=pt=d=flh r«s«p«� «,v,ho,sd,p,« 
1S child that=M=OJ=GVN shirt ASS-3-wear-CAUS-PFV-1S/ASO 
‘I just put a shirt on the child.’ 

The actual form of the causative suffix varies between -sd, -s« and -s- As a main verb, s means ‘make a 

vocal noise’67 and is generally glossed as ‘say/tell’. The use of the verb ‘say’ as a causative is fairly 

widespread among Papuan languages (Foley 1986:153), especially where the causer is making another 

animate entity perform. The oddity in Menya, if the causative suffix is a derivative of ‘say’, is that it can 

only have the ‘cause to be’ meaning rather than the ‘cause to do.’ Bruce (1984) describes Alamblak, a 

Papuan language unrelated to Menya, as not allowing causatives of transitive verbs but Menya is even more 

restrictive in only allowing causatives of intransitive positionals (e.g. ‘sit’, ‘stand’ ‘ lean), not of intransitive 

motion verbs (e.g. ‘flee’) or of intransitive events (e.g. ‘die’). 

Detransitivizing suffix 
The detransitivizing suffix -m covers a wider range of meanings than either of the two valence-

increasing suffixes. The dominant use is as a reciprocal/reflexive marker, where the affectee is the same as 

the actor instead of being distinct (compare (230) with (231)). The number of arguments normally 

associated with the verb root is reduced by one, producing the functional equivalent of a middle voice. 

 
67 Noises made by inanimate objects, such as a tree cracking or water boiling, also use this verb but these are being 

treated as metaphorical extensions of the basic meaning. 
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 230) actor  object 
@o«j«� gflpt`� pnoh� `rfl« «p«jtvh-�
`o«j«� gm=pt=` pnoh� `rfl« «,p,j,tv«=h
woman INDEF=M=PL coffee wash ASS-act-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘Some women washed the coffee.’ 

 231) actor 
…`o«j«� gflpt`� `rfl« p«m«sp«s`flf«---�
`o«j«� gm=pt=` `rfl« p,m,«sp,«s,`flf,« 
woman INDEF=M=PL wash act-DETR-PRGV-IPFV-DR-23P/ASO 
‘…some women were bathing…’ 

There is a single68 verb, l«s ‘build’ that allows this suffix with the effect of removing the actor and 

promoting the patient, (compare (232) with (223)). The meaning of the resultant verb also changes, from a 

transitive event to an existential, with the single argument necessarily being the subject and also being 

coded by the ACTOR suffix on the verb. Example (233) with a dual actor suffix clearly shows that it is the 

‘houses’ that are being referenced69. Since it is only this verb that exhibits evidence for a passive voice in 

Menya, and since passives are generally unknown in Papuan languages, this verb will be treated as 

idiosyncratic rather than indicative of a norm. 

 232) Hptdp«� `flh m«flh «l«smlhflpd-�
h=pt=d=p«� `fl«=h m=flh «,l«s,m,lhfl,p«p«=h
that=M=OJ=POSS house=DEF level=LOC ASS-build-DETR-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘His house stood (was built) over there.’ 

 233) Ghflflthp«m«flh+� `fl« gflpt`pt� hph� «l«sm«lhflhxh-�
ghflflthp«,m«fl«,h� `fl« gm,pt,`pt� h,ph� «,l«s,m,lhfl,hx«,h 
before-very-DEF house INDEF-M-DL that-LOC ASS-build-DETR-PA/IPFV-23D/DSO-IND 
‘A long time ago, two house stood there.’ 

Given that both these uses of this suffix operate on the affectee, one might expect that it could not 

occur with the affectee prefix. This is correct except for some seemingly idiomatic uses. Many of the 

impersonal verbs (4.1.2.4) are formally detransitive versions of transitive verbs, primarily h ‘do’ and t
‘shoot’, with the experiencer being the subject but also cross-referenced as the affectee by verb prefix.  

 
68 The verb p ‘act’ may be a second when used in conjunction with the noun s«jfl« ‘fence’. When a person erects as 

fence, the verb ‘act’ is used and ‘fence’ is the object. Subject to verification, I believe the detransitivized form of ‘act’ 
is used for the existential in ‘there is a fence.’ 

69 A third, singular actor suffix is also acceptable and perhaps even preferred since plurality is not normally indexed for 
inanimate referents even on existential verbs. 
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234) “Mxh�vnla`� m`p«m«fl« «mxhflfhxh-0
mxh� vnla`� m`p«,m«fl« «,m,h,m,p,h=xh 
1S shame big-very ASS-1S-do-DETR-PFV-3S/ASO=QT 
‘ “I am very ashamed.” ’ 

The verb used in the expression ‘see’ is analyzed (see 4.1.2.2) as the generic verb p ‘act’ marked with 

the detransitivizing suffix, with or without the overt mention of ‘eye’ (235). The one seeing is encoded as 

the actor and the one seen encoded as the affectee. Comparison of (235) with (231), where the verb ‘act’ is 

used in the expression meaning ‘wash’, shows that the only difference in the verb form is the presence of 

the affectee prefix; this difference disappears when the situation predicated is a general ‘looking’ without 

any significant item seen, as in (236).  

 235) @o«j«� gflpt`� ghtfl« flp«m«sp«s`flf«---�
`o«j«� gm=pt=` ghtfl« m,p,m,«sp,«s,`flf,« 
woman INDEF=M=PL eye 1S-act-DETR-PRGV-IPFV-DR-23P/ASO 
‘Some women were watching me…’ 

 236) Hpt� hph� ghtfl« «p«m«� «ol`lhflpd-�
h=pt� h=ph� ghtfl« «,p,m,«� «,ol`,lhfl,p«p«=h
that=M that=LOC eye ASS-act-DETR-3S/CSR ASS-be-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He waited there. (Lit: he remained there looking.)’ 

The morpheme m means ‘eat, drink, consume70’ when used as a verb root. I know of no other language 

that uses ‘eat’ as a detransitivizer but am told71 that the verb ‘eat’ in Persian is a generic verb with a wide 

range of meaning depending on the word that occurs with it. Though it would complete the pattern of 

valence-changing suffixes being the grammaticalization of main verbs, it might be wise to reserve 

judgment as to whether the detransitivizer is derived from ‘eat’. It could also be a reflex of a different verb, 

accidentally homophonous with ‘eat’,  that no longer exists in the language. 

4.2.1.4 Inner aspect suffix 
The final item that can occur within the verb nucleus is either one of two morphemes that modify the 

aspectual nature of the event being predicated. The suffix -phr« adds a component of cyclicness to the 

meaning, usually including a physical motion between two locations to perform the act. The suffix -l«t 

emphasizes the completion of the event. It is quite likely that these two suffixes were also, at least earlier in 
 
70 Fire is said to ‘consume’ when it burns something up. 
71 Jila Ghomeshi (personal communication). She uses the term ‘light’ verbs where I use ‘generic’. 
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the development of the language, verbs in their own right, though there are no clear candidates in the 

current verb inventory72.

In (237), the implication is that the new building is not near the builders residence, therefore, 

‘commuting’ to work is necessary. Since such propositions are inherently durative, there is a frequent co-

occurrence (238) of this morpheme with the imperfective (specifically progressive) aspect which will be 

described in 4.2.1.5. The speaker in (239)  is crediting a leader from a neighbouring village with having 

regularly over the years come to help settle disputes. The overall time frame referred to by –phr«, therefore, 

can vary considerably. 

 237) Mxh� `fl« «l«s«phr«p«-�
mxh� `fl« «,l«s,phr«,p,« 
1S house ASS-build-to.fro-PFV-1S/ASO 
‘I’m going back and forth house building.’ 

 238) Hpt� s«� «ldphr«sp«t«-�
h=pt� s«� «,l`,phr«,«sp,«fl,«=t« 
that=M firewood ASS-get-to.fro-PRGV-IPFV-3S/ASO/IPFV=FCS 
‘He is going back and forth getting firewood.’ 

 239) Hpt� x«s`l«jp«� «mdx«phr«sflpd-�
h=pt� x«s`l«jp«� «,m`,h,phr«,«sp,«fl,p«p«=h
that=m help ASS-1P-do-to.fro-PRGV-IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He regularly comes to help us.’ 

The suffix -l«t indicates the completion of a process and is often accompanied by the adverbial 

particle p«ot, as in (241). 

 240) …ghxp«� «flft«�dl«tv`� sh� o«vhp`flf«ptflf`---�
ghxp«� «flft«�d,l«t,v`� sh� o,v«,p,`flf,p«pt=flf` 
urine good put-CMPL-SER/SEM thus come-go.down-PFV-DR-1D/DSO=TIME 

‘we finished urinating well and thus came back down then…’ 

 241) …ghflftldsp«� p«ot� sh� «ml«t«pdflh---�
ghflftldsp«� p«ot� sh� «,m,l«t,«pd=flh
corn CMPL thus ASS-eat-CMPL-3S/DSR=GVN 

‘when he has thus finished eating the corn, …’ 

 
72 The form l«t does currently exist as a verb with such diverse meanings that they are treated as homophonous, none 

of them very common. These include ‘come down to earth’, ‘plant by burying’, ‘convulse’ and ‘wear a headband’. 
The form phr« does not seem to occur as a verb at this time. 
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4.2.1.5 Complexities within the verb nucleus 
The verb nucleus has thus far been presented as if the components were always clearly distinguishable 

and rigidly ordered. In reality, however, there are numerous complexities. 

Whereas in the overwhelming number of cases the affectee prefix occurs before the main verb root, 

there are some instances of derived roots where it can occur before the derivational suffix, with mixed 

opinions amongst speakers as to which is better and whether there is a meaning difference. In (242), the 

first variant is the non-derived form with the affectee being the addressee. In the other two variants, the 

beneficiary suffix has been added with the affectee prefix attached to the verb root in one variant but 

attached to the beneficiary suffix in the other. This specific example set and translation difference were 

elicited twenty years ago and may no longer reflect current usage. Similar examples have been elicited 

recently without meaning differences. 

 242) a. Hpt� jtjflt«� «mcph-�
h=pt� jtjflt«� «,m,s,p,h 
that=M talk ASS-1S-say-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘He just spoke to me.’ 

 b. Hpt� jtjflt«�«mihxph-�
h=pt� jtjflt«�«,m,s,h,p,h�
that=M talk ASS-1S-say-BEN-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘He just spoke for me.’ 

c. Hpt� jtjflt«� «s«mihxph62-
h=pt� jtjflt«� «,s,m,h,p,h�
that=M talk ASS-say-1S-BEN-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘He just spoke about me.’ 

There are verb roots that appear to be complex because of recurring partials, as was mentioned at the 

end of 4.1.3. One of the most frequent patterns is a number of verbs beginning with l«+ for which the 

affectee prefix occurs between this syllable and the remainder of the root, as in (243) where the verb root is 

entered as l«)stp` with the ‘*’ indicating where the affectee prefix actually occurs. A comparison of the 

two verbs in (244) with the single verb in (245) suggests that l« is the verb ‘get’ but this analysis is not as 

transparent for (243) and other complex verbs like it. 

 
73 The unexpected m,h -> mih seen here was also noted at (216). 
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 243) Hpt� dp«� x`j«� hrt`� pd� «l«m«stpdp«pd-�
h=pt� dp«� x`j«� h=ot=` pd� «,m`,l«)stp`,p,p«p«=h
that=M water bridge that=DIM=PL CERT ASS-1P-show-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He showed us the bridge, etcetera.’ 

 244) ®x«l`flh+� a`ktrh� ct� «x«pt`sp`flf`+---�
«,x`,l`=flh a`ktrh� m=st� «,x`,pt`s,p,`flf=flf` 
ASS-1D-get=GVN plane level=LOC ASS-1D-deliver-PFV-DR=TIME 
‘Having got us, he delivered us to the plane and (we…)’ 

 245) ---`r«� ct� pd� «l«m«pt`sp«pd-�
`r«� m=st� pd� «,l`,m`,pt`s,p,p«p«=h
same level=LOC CERT ASS-get-1P-deliver-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 

‘…he delivered us at the same place.’ 

In (246) there are two affectee prefixes referring to the same persons, one prefixed to the verb root and 

the other to what appears to be the beneficiary suffix. There is reason to believe that the verb ptl`s in 

(247) is a causative form of the verb p«l` ‘be’, in which case the structure in both these examples is the 

same. For this second instance at least, the simpler form with only the first affectee prefix, 

«m`ptl`sdj«pd, is also acceptable. 

 246) …`ohpt`� xldptmd� «m`sp«s«m`hjtvh-�
`o=h=pt=` xldp«=pt=md� «,m`,sp«t,s«,m`,h,j,tv«=h
1’s.father=DEF=M=PL child=M=1P ASS-1P-stand-CAUS-1P-BEN?-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘…our fathers stood us up in a line (at the initiation ceremony).’ 

 247) Fnsh� hpt� md� pt`� s«t� «m`ptl`s«m`hj«pd-�
Fnsh� h=pt� md� pt`� s«=t «,m`,ptl`s,m`,h,j,p«p«=h
God that=M 1P ground this=LOC ASS-1P-place-1P-BEN?-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘God put us on this ground.' 

4.2.2 Realis final verbs 
The realis final verbs encode the occurrence or non-occurrence of events in past or present tense. 

Realis final paradigms for the verbs s ‘say’ and l`� ‘get/have’ in appendix 2.4.1. The structure of these 

forms is summarized in the following formula, where the parentheses indicate potential occurrence: 

realis final � verb nucleus tense/aspect actor p/n (mood) 

The mood clitics are the same as those introduced in 2.2. The tense-aspect category is, in all but one 

instance, indicated by a single portmanteau morpheme. Aspect is the dominant category in that it permeates 

the verb system whereas tense specification is limited to the realis final verbs. The most common aspect 
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suffixes do not specify tense and are, therefore, labelled ‘neutral’. The primary aspectual distinction is 

perfective-imperfective but the neutral imperfective is subdivided by the addition of the progressive 

morpheme, ,«sp, before the imperfective morpheme. This three-way aspectual distinction, with minor 

variations in form and meaning, is also used in the irrealis final forms (4.2.3.6) and in the different-referent 

medials (4.2.4.1). The forms are given in the table below.  

Table 25. Tense-aspect suffixes 
 Imperfective 

Perfective 
Progressive Stative 

Neutral ,p� ,«sp�,«fl ,«fl
Past ,j�
Remote Past ,««fl ,lhfl

The person and number of the actor for realis finals is indicated by the appropriate member of one of 

the two sets of suffixes given in Table 26. These same two sets of actor suffixes are, like the neutral aspect 

suffixes, also used in the realis different-referent medials (4.2.4) and in the irrealis finals (4.2.3.4 & 

4.2.3.5).  (In the irrealis finals they are the second of two actor suffixes.) The terms ‘associative’ and 

‘dissociative’ indicate two degrees of relevance between the marked clause and i) the speech act situation 

for the final forms and ii) the matrix clause on which the DR medial is dependent74. Apart from the end-of-

quote clitic (5.5.1), no morphemes attach to the associative suffixes. 

Table 26. Realis actor suffixes75 
Dissociative (DSO) Associative (ASO) 

singular dual plural singular dual plural 
first ,p«p«� ,td« ,p«pt ,«� ,td� ,t�
second ,fl« ,m�
third ,p«p«� ,hx«� ,tv«� ,h� ,hmx ,«�

74 The differences in meaning and usage of these two actor sets is presented in more detail in Whitehead 1991:290-293 
and will be explained in the appropriate sections of this grammar. 

75 The seven-form pattern laid out here conforms to that presented in Table 6. It will be noted that the same form is 
used for 1S/DSO and 3S/DSO, and for 1S/ASO and 23P/ASO but these identities are considered accidental rather 
than systematic, since they each occur in only one of the actor suffix sets. 
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The mood clitics are the same as those introduced in 2.2. In accordance with the restriction on 

morphemes attaching to the associative suffixes, verb forms using them do not bear a mood clitic. Other 

notes on restrictions on the use of mood markers will be made at appropriate points in the following 

presentation. 

4.2.2.1 Present propositions 
Events happening at the time of the speech act are encoded using the associative actor suffixes in 

combination with the neutral aspect suffixes. This combination is, therefore, labelled as the present though 

there is no actual present tense morpheme. However, whereas an event that has just happened would be 

encoded as a past tense in most languages that mark tense, Menya encodes such events as present, using 

this combination of suffixes. Thus, (248) might be asked of a child who has just come from a fight. 

 248) Stpt� jo«rph>�
s«=pt� j,o«j,p,h 
this=M 2S-hit-PFV-3S/ASO 
‘Who (just) hit you?’ 

The lack of the assertion prefix on the verb in this example is systematic; it does not occur on the final verb 

of a polar question. 

4.2.2.2 Past tenses 
The neutral aspect suffixes in combination with the dissociative actor suffixes refer to an event that has 

happened within the past two or three days, and is therefore labelled the Near Past tense. 

 249) Dp«� x`j«� ghtfl« «ptflp«p«ptd-�
dp«� x`j«� ghtfl« «,v,p,m,p,p«pt=h
water bridge eye ASS-3-act-DETR-PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘We saw the bridge over the water. (Referring to an event the previous day.)’ 

In elicitation and discussion of sentences out of natural context, the Past tense is defined as referring to 

events more than two or three days and less than ten years prior to the time of utterance. Events more than 

ten years ago are Remote Past. In natural discourse, however, these time boundaries are not maintained; 

even legends and historical narratives often only begin in Remote Past tense then switch to Past, and events 

of the past week may alternate between Past and Near Past forms. The perfective forms of the three past 

tenses with the non-first plural dissociative actor are given as variants in (250). 
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250) Hpt`� v«tfl« hptvh-� ~ hjtvh-� ~ hhfltvh-�
h=pt=` v«tfl« h,p,tv«=h h,j,tv«=h h,««fl,tv«=h
that=M=PL work do-PFV-23D/DSO=IND do-PA/PFV-23D/DSO=IND do-RPA/PFV-23D/DSO=IND 
‘They worked a few days ago. ~ up to 10 years ago. ~ long ago.’ 

4.2.2.3 Perfective vs. imperfective 
The primary aspectual distinction, perfective versus imperfective, reflects the speaker’s choice as to 

whether to focus attention on the internal temporal complexity of the proposition being encoded (Comrie 

1976:21-24). The perfective presents the event as a whole without regard for any internal temporal 

complexity whereas the imperfective emphasizes the complexity. In (251), the speaker could have used the 

perfective form «s«tjtv«sh�but he is amazed at the work involved and, by using the imperfective, draws 

attention to the time that must have been involved. A more literal English translation would be ‘However 

were they cutting the rock!’ but the force of the English progressive is different from that of the Menya 

imperfective in final verbs. (The dubitative mood clitic used in this example was introduced in 2.2.4.) 

 251) Ghj«� lfl« «m«� hot� «s«tlhfltv«sh>�
ghj«� lfl« «m«� h,«s,ot� «,s«t,lhfl,tv«=sh 
stone axe76 how do-SR-23P/CSR ASS-cut-PA/IPFV-23P/DSO=DUBIT 
‘However did they cut the rock!’  (to install underground generators at a dam site.) 

In the second sentence of (252), the speaker elaborates the event predicated in the first. The focus is 

now on the details of the shooting process with the types of arrows being specified and the aspect being 

changed from perfective to imperfective. 

 252) Mxh� hvnl«� g`sfl« pd� «o«s«tjpd-� Hs`flf`flh+�
mxh� hvnl«� g`sfl« pd� «,o«s«t,j,p«p«=h h,«s,`flf=flf`=flh
1S lizard.sp many CERT ASS-shoot-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND do-IPFV-DR=TIME=GVN 
mxh� hvnlh� xhflhs«� ghjthr`flhs«� «o«s«tlhflpd-�
mxh� hvnl«=h xhflh=s«� ghjthr`fl«=h=s«� «,o«s«t,lhfl,p«p«=h
0R khy`qc=CDE� oqnmfdc-`qqnv=% rstm-`qqnv=CDE=% @RR,rgnns,O@.HOEU,0R.CRN=HMC 
‘I shot many lizards. And I was shooting the lizards with pronged arrows and blunt arrows.’ 

4.2.2.4 Progressive vs. stative 
Within the present and near past temporal domains, the imperfective is further divided into progressive 

and stative. The neutral, imperfective morpheme -«fl is common to both but the progressive is indicated by 

 
76 This term is used of any modern steel tool or machinery.  
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the addition of the morpheme -«sp. The stative refers to events that are unchanging through their duration 

(254), whereas progressive events either develop or are repeated through time (253).  

 253) Mxh� hpts«� vht«flp«� hmx«sp«fltdd-�
mxh� h=pt=s«� vht«flp«� h,m,«sp,«fl,td«=h
1S that=M=with anger do-DETR-PRGV-IPFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘We two were behaving angrily to each other.’ 

 254) …md�ghtfl« «ptm`m«� pd� «sp«tflptd-�
md�ghtfl« «,v,p,m,`m� pd� «,sp«tÍ«fl,p«pt=h
1P eye ASS-3-act-DETR-1P/CSR CERT ASS-stand-IPFV-1P/DSO=IND 

‘… we were recently standing and watching (= waiting).’ 

Generally only verbs whose aktionsart, or basic aspectual nature, is that of a state can occur in the 

imperfective without the progressive morpheme. When such a verb is used in the perfective and 

progressive forms, it refers to the initiation of the state, either as a complex whole or as an event in 

progress. Thus, the three forms of (255) refer to the act of sitting as a completed event, as an event in 

progress, and as a resultant state. 

 255) Xd� pt`l«� «oldptdd-� ~ «oldsp«fltdd-� ~ «oldfltdd-�
xd� pt`l«� «,ol`,p,td«=h «,ol`,«sp,«fl,td«=h «,ol`,«fl,td«=h
1D seated ASS-be-PFV-1D/DSO=IND ASS-be-PRGV-IPFV-1D/DSO=IND ASS-be-IPFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘We2 sat down. ~ We2 were (in the process of) sitting down. ~ We2 sat down (were seated).’ 

Perception verbs are quite frequently used statively, indicating that, to Menya speakers at least, events 

such as looking and hearing (256) can persist through time without change or development. Often, 

however, such perception predicates are given as dependent conjuncts with a positional verb, as in (254). 

 256) Rh� mxh� sh� sp`flf«� «x«� «mxhx«flm-�
rh� mxh� sh� s,p,`flf,«� «x«� «,m,h,h,«fl,m 
2S 1S this say-PFV-DR-1S/ASO just ASS-1S-do-BEN-IPFV-2S/ASO 
‘You’ve just heard (been listening to) me saying this.’ 

 Occasionally a dynamic verb can be used in stative form with the meaning that the iterative 

performance of the event is continuing without change, as in (257) which follows talk about the ancestor’s 

method of making grass skirts and the assertion that the custom has not been abandoned. This is in contrast 

to the normal expression of a habitual act, which uses the near past progressive for ongoing ‘habits’ (258) 

and the past imperfective for discontinued ones (259). 
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257) ...mdp«� x«p«m«� hl«jm«flt-�
md=p«� x«p«=m«� hl«j,m,«fl,t 

1P=POSS still=FCS make-DETR-IPFV-1P/ASO 
‘… we are still making our own.’ 

 258) Mxh� gh`� hptd� hptdflh pflp`fl« «l«xds«flpd-�
mxh� gh`� h=pt=d h=pt=d=flh pflp`fl« «,l«xd,«sp,«fl,p«p«=h
1S night that=M=OJ that=M=OJ=GVN door ASS-close-PRGV-IPFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I close my door every night.’ 

 259) Mxh� gh`� hptd� hptdflh pflp`fl« «l«xdlhflpd-�
mxh� gh`� h=pt=d h=pt=d=flh pflp`fl« «,l«xd,lhfl,p«p«=h
1S night that=M=OJ that=M=OJ=GVN door ASS-close-PA/IPFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I used to close my door every night.’ 

4.2.2.5 Contractions of aspect and actor suffixes 
Some combinations of neutral aspect and actor suffixes yield morphophonemic effects which mask the 

underlying morphemes. The neutral perfective -p deletes before a second-person singular actor so the 

present form for the verb s ‘say’, «,s,p,m becomes «sm and the near past «,s,p,fl«,h becomes «sflh. The 

imperfective progressive –«sp,«fl reduces to -«s«fl before  -p«p«�and -p«pt. Also, the first syllable of the 

morphemes -p«p«�and -p«pt are generally contracted in normal speech and therefore do not appear often 

in the surface forms. Thus, for instance, if the first-person-dual forms in (255) were changed to first-person-

plural, the progressive form «,ol`,«sp,«fl,p«pt=h would surface as «olds«flptd. Finally, in the third-

person-singular, present-stative form the imperfective aspect suffix ,«fl deletes and the expected actor 

suffix –h interacts with a preceding verb root vowel as if it were –«; for example, for ‘he/she is sitting’, «,

ol`,«fl,h (ASS-be-IPFV-3S/ASO) surfaces as «old and, for ‘he/she sees her/him’,  «,v,p,m,«fl,h (ASS-3-

act-DETR-IPFV-3S/ASO) surfaces as «ptm«.

4.2.2.6 Past with current relevance 
An associative actor suffix in combination with a tensed aspect suffix (past or remote past) is normally 

rejected and replaced with the equivalent dissociative suffix. In spontaneous text, however, forms with this 

suffix combination are encountered and the full paradigm can then be elicited. Examples (260) and (261) 

were both spoken as interruptions of a person telling a story. In the first case, the interrupter felt the need 

for extra information and, in the second, one of the participants in the narrated events (other than the 
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narrator) felt it necessary to interject some additional information. The past tense information is maintained 

but the high relevance to the telling of the story is brought out by using the associative form of the actor 

suffix. 

 260) Hpt� ghtfl« «ptflf`flh «jhl`jh>�
h=pt� ghtfl« «,v,p,m,j`=flh «,j,hl`,j,h 
that=M eye ASS-3-act-DETR-SER/DUR=GVN ASS-2S-meet-PA/PFV-3S/ASO 
‘After he had looked at it, did he come to you?’ 

 261) Hpt� `fl« gt«m`p«� hphr`� jtjflt«� «l«stjh-�
h=pt� `fl« gt«m`p«� h=ph=s`� jtjflt«� «,v,l«)s,j,h�
that=M house road that=LOC=from talk ASS-3-inform-PA/PFV-3S/ASO 
‘He corrected her from the doorway.’ 

4.2.3 Irrealis final: the modalities 
Irrealis is the modality of uncertainty (2.3) and is closely associated with weak assertion (4.2.1.1). 

Menya is one of many languages that does not have a grammaticalized future tense77. Rather, all future 

propositions are encoded as irrealis, capturing the fact that one cannot normally assert the factuality of a 

future event. Also included as irrealis in Menya are past and present possibilities, contrary-to-fact 

statements and generic (timeless) statements about classes of animate beings. This is presented 

symbolically in the following diagramme, where the vertical parameter represents degrees of factuality and 

the horizontal is the time line. The lower solid arrow represents true propositions about the present and 

past; the upper solid arrow represents false propositions about the present and past. In Menya these are 

encoded using positive realis finals and negative realis finals, respectively. Since propositions about the 

future cannot be definitely true or false, the limits of the factuality parameter are shown as broken lines. All 

propositions that are not definitely true or false, regardless of time, are within the realm of possibility and 

are encoded in Menya as irrealis. Irrealis is, therefore, represented in the diagramme by both the dotted 

lines and the shaded area between the lines. As will be illustrated in the following subsections, elements of 

both epistemic modality (degrees of possibility)  and deontic modality (obligation and necessity) are 

included under this definition of irrealis. 

 
77 There is a morpheme –mh which occurs in some of the irrealis paradigms and is glossed as ‘future’ but that 

morpheme is neither diagnostic of nor restricted to future meaning. 
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Figure 1. Irrealis in relation to time and factuality. 
false ←––––––––––––––––––––––—┼– – – – – – – – – – – – – –→
possible 
true ←––––––––––––––––––––––—┼– – – – – – – – – – – – – –→

Past Present Future 

The following formulae, repeated from the beginning of 4.2, show the structure of the irrealis finals78:

irrealis final 1 � verb nucleus  (aspect) actor p/n1 (mh) (flp« + actor p/n2)

irrealis final 2 � verb nucleus  (aspect) actor p/n1 (mh + actor p/n2) (flp«) (mood) 

The consistent indicator of irrealis modality is the use of a distinct set of actor suffixes occupying the ‘actor 

p/n1’ position in these formulae. The actor p/n2 suffix in these formulae are the associative and dissociative 

sets, respectively. The forms of the irrealis suffixes are given in Table 27. There is considerable variation in 

the form of these suffixes from one paradigm to another but not enough to warrant separating them into 

distinct sets. The intrusive s in three of the suffixes is required in some irrealis forms but not allowed in 

others. The -« of the third singular becomes -n or -t following perfective -p and a t is inserted between the 

perfective -p and the first person dual and plural suffixes79.

Table 27. Irrealis actor suffix forms. 
 singular dual plural 
first l d } ` `m�} `'st(
second 's(�
third «'s(�

h'mx(� o

Since aspect only occurs rarely in irrealis forms, the presentation here will begin with a description of 

the various modalities without aspect and conclude with a section about the addition of aspect. 

 
78 These could be combined into a single, longer formula without showing the concurrence requirements. The 

concurrence constraints (requirements and restrictions) would be considerably more complex with such a formula. 
79 As is pointed out in 4.2.4.2, these form variations are found following the different-referent morpheme, ,`flf, so it 

appears that both /q/ and /Ng/ condition the change. 
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4.2.3.1 Hortative80 
The structurally simplest of the modalities consists, minimally, of the verb root and an irrealis actor in 

any of the three persons. In the second singular, the -s actor suffix is omitted or has a zero allomorph, 

providing, for most verb roots, the only context in which they can occur in isolation. The hortative is the 

only modality which uses the ` variant of the first dual suffix. It will also be noted that the second person 

forms do not bear the «- prefix, but the first and third person forms do. The co-occurrence restriction 

preventing mood clitics from occurring on verb forms ending with an irrealis actor suffix (2.2) applies with 

these forms. 

Table 28. Hortative forms of the verb v 'go'81.
singular dual plural 

first «tl�
«,v,l�

«v`�
«,v,`�

«v`m�
«,v,`m

second t
v,'s(�

vhmx�
v,hmx�

tot�
v,o�

third «v«�
«,v,«�

«vhmx�
«,v,hmx

«tot�
«,v,o�

These forms communicate the speaker’s strong exhortation that the actor(s) should perform the event 

immediately. The second person actor forms are the closest equivalent to the imperative mood of other 

languages, whereas with first and third person actors they are somewhat equivalent to the hortative and 

jussive of other languages. The best explanation for distribution of the assertive prefix in this paradigm 

appears to be that the usage is a reflection of the strong individuality and lack of authority among the 

Menya. The prefix indicates that the speaker is making a strong positive assertion (4.2.1.1). When the 

addressee is not included among the exhorted party, the speaker can indicate this strength. When the 

addressee but not the speaker is the exhorted party, the weaker assertion is made out of deference to the 

individuality of the person(s). Therefore, the Menya hortative communicates less force than the English 

imperative mood but more than the English hortatory and jussive forms. 

 
80 In earlier writings about Menya I have called this modality ‘immediate’ (since it implies immediacy) to avoid 

confusion with imperative MOOD found in many languages. 
81 The verb root surfaces as v before vowel-initial and p-initial suffixes but elsewhere becomes syllabic. In this and 

subsequent paradigms this distinction helps to highlight the form of the irrealis actor suffix. 
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In the alternate verb forms in (262) and (263), an additional clitic has been added, giving more force to 

the exhortation. In form, this clitic is the same as the end-of-quote clitic (5.5.1). It is glossed here as ‘focus’ 

because of its different function which is more akin to the focus clitic that marks focal new information 

within sentences. As will be explained in 5.5.1, the end-of-quote clitic is seen as a special application of the 

focus clitic. 

 262) Rh� s«ph� ol` � ~ ol`x« �
rh� s«=ph� ol`,s� ol`,s=x« 
2S this=LOC be-2S/IRR be-2S/IRR=FCS 
‘Stay here!’ 

 263) Gd� s«ph� ol`ot � ~ ol`ohx« �
gd� s«=ph� ol`,o� ol`,o=x« 
2P this=LOC be-23P/IRR be-23P/IRR=FCS 
‘Y’all stay here!’ 

 264) Hpt`� pt`l«� «ol`ot-�
h=pt=` pt`l«� «,ol`,o 
that=M=PL seated ASS-be-23P/IRR 
‘(I insist that) They are to sit down.’ 

 265) Md� `fl« m`p«m«fl« gflpt� «l«s`m«-�
md� `fl« m`p«,m«fl« gm=pt� «,l«s,`m 
1P house big-very INDEF=M ASS-build-1P/IRR 
‘(I insist that) We are to build a very large house.’ 

It might be expected that a first person singular hortative should be anomalous since one does not 

normally exhort oneself to action. However, such forms do appear to exist, as in (266). As will be seen in 

the next section, these could be abilitative forms but the presence of the assertive prefix would lean towards 

their being interpreted as hortatives. 

 266) Ï®l`phxp«� ch� ptv«� «l`l«Ì� jflflt«� jhx«mhpd-�
«l`p«=h=p«� m=sh� ptv«� «,l`,l,«� jflflt«� j,h,«,mh,p«p«=h
man=OJ=POSS level=there steal ASS-get-1S/IRR-QT thought 2S-do-3S/IRR-FUT-3S/DSO=IND 
‘You will think, “I should steal another’s things.” ’ 

4.2.3.2 Abilitative 
The abilitative modality differs structurally from the hortative in that the morpheme -m is added after 

the irrealis actor suffix. At the present stage of analysis, the -m is being considered a contracted variant of 
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,mh which occurs in the future modalities (4.2.3.5) and is tentatively glossed as ‘future’82. In accordance 

with the morphophonemic rules given at the end of 1.4, the -m deletes following the first person singular 

-l, neutralizing the difference between the hortative and abilitative endings for that person/number. 

Although these forms do not end with the irrealis actor, they are like the hortatives in that they do not bear 

a mood clitic. 

Table 29. Abilitative forms of the verb v 'go'. 
 singular dual plural 
first tl�

v,l,m�
vdmx�
v,d,m�

v`m�
v,`m,m

second tsm�
v,s,m�

third v«m�
v,«,m�

vhmx�
v,hmx,m

tom�
v,o,m�

A considerable range of meanings are covered by these forms. In everyday conversation, they are used 

to express ability and willingness, as when acceding to a request. 

 267) Xd� d hl«jdmx-�
xd� d hl«j,d,m 
1D thus make-1D/IRR-FUT 
‘We’ll do that.’ 

In a negative verbal phrase (4.3.3) they communicate inability, regardless of the tense. Example (268) 

indicates a present inability whereas (269) relates to the recent past 

 268) Ghohs`� hptdflh+� «m«� lhsldp«� c`� x`m-�
Ghohs`� h=pt=d=flh «m«� l`,hsl`,p«� c`� h,`,m 
Hipita that=M=OJ=GVN how NEG-get-DVZR indeed do-1P/IRR-FUT 
‘And Hipita, we are not able to get (to help us).’ 

 269) L`sht� hpt+� ghjfl«flf`flh+� hptdp«� j«x«l`pd+� l«vhldp«�
L`sht� h=pt� ghjfl«=flf`=flh h=pt=d=p«� j«,x«l`p=h l`,v,hl`,p« 
Matthew that=M youth=TIME=GVN that=M=OJ=POSS 3-relative=DEF NEG-3-come.to-DVZR 

82 It could also be a distinct morpheme, possibly the same as that postulated in 4.2.3.7 to be underlying the prenasalized 
variants of the mood clitics 
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c`� hom:--- 
c`� h,o,m 
indeed DO-23P/IRR-FUT 
‘When Matthew was a youth his relatives couldn’t visit him;…’ 

In the description of the standard behaviour of animal species, these forms are used to convey a generic 

meaning, equivalent to the use of the so-called simple present in English. The use of irrealis forms for 

generalized truths reflects the fact that they are generally but not necessarily always true. 

 270) Gdp«� hh� pth� x«� gntxp«� ht� mxt«m-�
gdp«� h=h pth� x«� gntxp«� h=t lh,«,m 
Gdp« that=F egg tree hole that=LOC bear-3S/IRR-FUT 
‘The gdp« bird lays its egg in a hole in a tree.’ 

Frequently, having introduced a trait with an abilitative, the procedural details will be given using the 

intentive forms described in the next subsection. 

4.2.3.3 Intentive 
The intentive is the most frequently occurring of the modalities. It differs structurally from the 

abilitative in that, instead of  the -m suffix+ the goal clitic =flp« (3.4.3) is added after the irrealis actor 

suffix. The third singular and first plural forms use the s-variants of the irrealis actor suffixes. It will also be 

noted that, again in line with regular morphophonemic rules, the fl of�=flp« deletes after the -l of the first 

singular. These forms do frequently bear a mood clitic, as examples (271) through (273) show. 

Table 30. Intentive forms of the verb v 'go'. 
 singular dual plural 
first tlp«�

v,l=flp«�
vdflp«�
v,d=flp«�

v`stflp«�
v,`st=flp«

second tsflp«�
v,s=flp«�

third v«s«flp«�
v,«s=flp«

vhx«flp«�
v,hx=flp«

toflp«�
v,o=flp«�

As the label implies, the primary meaning of these forms is the expression of the intention of the actor 

to perform the event, generally within the next 24 hours.  
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 271) Mxh� xflfl« `l«flp«� jtjflt«� slpd-�
mxh� xflfl« `l«=flp«� jtjflt«� s,l=flp«=h
1S bird `l«=GOAL talk say-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘I’m going to talk about the `l« bird.’ 

 272) @vhflf`flh+� xd� xdp«� `fl«lp«� «jtx«l`� «xdflpd-�
`vhflf`=flh xd� xd=p«� `fl«=l=flp«� «,j,tx«l`� «,x,d=flp«=h
tomorrow=GVN 1D 1D=POSS place=unseen=GOAL ASS-2S-leave ASS-go.up-1D/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘Tomorrow, we’re going to leave you and go up to our home.’ 

 273) Mxh� «m«� slp«v«>�
mxh� «m«� s,l=flp«=v« 
1S how say-1S/IRR=GOAL=INFOQ 
‘How am I going to reply?’ (to an unsubstantiated accusation of theft) 

The intentives are frequently embedded within a matrix sentence to indicate the purpose of the actor of 

the main event. The actor of the embedded proposition can be different from that of the matrix proposition, 

in which case it is the higher actor’s intent that is being communicated, as in (275). 

 274) ...W`t� at� tpt`s«sflp«� «sl`� «vph-�
V`t� l=st� v,pt`s,«s=flp«� «,sl`� «,v,p,h 
Wau down=LOC 3-deliver-3S/IRR=GOAL ASS-get ASS-go-PFV-3S/ASO 

‘…he’s taken her to deliver her down at Wau.’ 

 275) “Mxh�glat� c`osflp«� «ptxdop«m«-0
mxh� gm=ot� m,s`o,s=flp«� «,ptxdo,p,«=m« 
1S INDEF=DIM 1S-give-2S/IRR=GOAL ASS-come-PFV-1S/ASO=QT 

‘ “I’ve come for you to give me some.” ’ 

These forms are also used extensively, along with the abilitatives, in descriptive passages. Frequently 

an introductory statement will be made using an abilitative followed by elaborative or sequential details of 

behaviour using the intentives. 

The second person forms frequently have the force of a request or mild instruction, as in (276), which 

is part of the instruction of a man to his new daughter-in-law concerning how to behave when the son’s 

relatives visit. 

 276) At`x«� «ldsm«+� «vhrflpd-�
at`x«� «,l`,«s,m� «,v,h,s=flp«=h
food ASS-get-SR-2S/CSR ASS-3-do-2S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘You are to get food and give it to them.’ 
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4.2.3.4 Obligative 
The obligative modality, like the intentive, has the goal marker =flp« after the irrealis actor suffix; it 

differs in that it adds the appropriate member of the associative actor suffix set at the end83. Normally the 

third singular and first plural irrealis actor suffixes without the s are used. As was the case with realis finals 

ending with an associative suffix, a mood clitic cannot be added to these forms. 

Table 31. Obligative forms of the verb w 'go'. 
 singular dual plural 
first tlp«�

v,l=flp«,«
vdflptd�
v,d=flp«,td�

v`flpt�
v,`=flp«,t

second tsflpm�
v,s=flp«,m�

third v«flph�
v,«=flp«,h�

vhx«flphmx�
v,hmx=flp«,hmx

toflp«�
v,o=flp«,«

The associative actor suffixes on a final verb form indicate a greater degree of association with the 

speech act situation than do the dissociative suffixes (4.2.2). The obligative modality predicates a 

proposition that is deemed inevitable, usually with implication for the immediate context. In (277) the pig 

referred to has died on the journey to the village; (278) was spoken to a child playing in the road, with 

obvious implication. 

 277) “X`ptdp«�g«jhx«� l`flp«� x`flptm«-
x`ptdp«� g«jhx«� l`,m,p«� h,`=flp«,t=m« 
pig cook NEG-eat-DVZR do-1P/IRR=GOAL-1P/ASO=QT 
Pt`� osd`flptm«-�”
pt`� os,d,`=flp«,t=m« 
ground dig-put-1P/IRR=GOAL-1P/ASO=QT 
‘ “We can’t cook and eat the pig. We must bury it.” ’ 

 278) J`s«� j«o«r«flphx« 
j`s«� j,o«j,«=flp«,h=x« 
car 2S-hit-3S/IRR=GOAL-3S/ASO=FCS 
‘A car will hit you! (so get off the road)’ 

 
83 Given that the goal marker –flp« has been analyzed as a clitic, it is anomalous to have it followed by the associative 

suffixes. For a suggested historical explanation of this dilemma and the possibility that in this context the goal 
morpheme has developed into a suffix, see 5.4.2.2. 
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4.2.3.5 Futures 
There are two sets of forms presented here because they are very similar in form, distribution and 

meaning. Both sets of forms consist of the verb nucleus followed by the appropriate irrealis actor suffix 

(non-/t/ variants), the morpheme -mh, and the appropriate dissociative actor suffix. They differ in that the 

‘future intent’ forms add the goal clitic =flp«�after the dissociative suffix. Both sets normally bear a mood 

clitic when in sentence-final position, and speakers consider them interchangeable in that usage. As is 

shown below, however, they are also embedded to express the purpose of the matrix event and, in this 

context, the future intent is far more common. 

Table 32. Future paradigm of the verb v 'go'. 
 singular dual plural 
first tlmhpd�

v,l,mh,p«p«=h
vdmxtdd�
v,d,mh,td«=h

v`mhptd�
v,`m,mh,p«pt=h

second tsflh
v,s,m,fl«=h

third v«mhpd�
v,«,mh,p«p«=h

vhmxhxh�
v,hmx,mh,hx«=h

tomtvh�
v,o,mh,tv«=h

Table 33. Future intent paradigm of the verb v 'go'. 
 singular dual plural 
first tlmhflpd�

v,l,mh,p«p«=flp«=h
vdmxtd«flpd�
v,d,mh,td«=flp«=h

v`mhflptd�
v,`m,mh,p«pt=flp«=h

second tsfl«flpd�
v,s,m,fl«=flp«=h

third v«mhflpd�
v,«,mh,p«p«=flp«=h

vhmxhx«flpd�
v,hmx,mh,hx«=flp«=h

tomtv«flpd�
v,o,mh,tv«=flp«=h

The morpheme -mh only appears in full before the dissociative suffixes that begin with p – the first and 

third singular and the first plural. In the other forms, the contracted variant -m occurs and even this deletes 

before the second singular actor suffix,  -fl«. The composition of the future intent forms is further masked 
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by the fact that the dissociative suffixes that begin with p normally84 delete before the =flp«+ but the t of 

the first plural is retained in the form of labialization of flp. The overall underlying composition of the 

future forms is, therefore, only determinable by analysis of the full paradigm in comparison with the other 

paradigms. 

Examples (279) and (280) are forms without =flp«; (281) and (282) include it. Both sets encode 

propositions that are to occur beyond the immediate future. This is normally explained by Menya speakers 

as meaning more than a day from the time of utterance. As (283) shows, however, the second of two events 

to occur within the more immediate future time frame can use a future form rather than an intentive. 

Example (282) also shows the use of both the intentive and the future intent forms but the temporal p«m`jh 
is not explicit about when the subsequent event will happen; it is noteworthy that the two events are out of 

chronological order, giving the focal, sentence final position to the event about the speaker himself. 

 279) Rtp«� hfl« cts`flh+� p«m`jmc`flh rh� pt`l«� «flft«m«fl«
rtp«� h=fl« m=st=s`=flh p«m`jm=s`=flh rh� pt`l«� «flft«,m«fl«
custom that=GVN level=LOC=ORIG=GVN later=ORIG=GVN 2S seated good-very 
ol`sflh-
ol`,s,mh,fl«=h
be-2S/IRR-FUT-2S/DSO=IND 
‘From that behaviour, later you will live well (=at peace).’ 

 280) Ï®l`phxp«� ch� ptv«� «l`l«Ì� jflflt«� jhx«mhpd-
«l`p«=h=p«� m=sh� ptv«� «,l`,l=« jflflt«� j,h,«,mh,p«p«=h
man=OJ=POSS level=there steal ASS-get-1S/IRR=QT thought 2S-do-3S/IRR-FUT-3S/DSO=IND 
‘You will think, “I should steal another’s things.” ’ 

 281) “Mxh� at`xh� «m«o«jnml«mhflpdp«0---�
mxh� at`x«=h «,m,o«jnm,l,mh,p«p«=flp«=h=p« 
1S food=DEF ASS-eat-die-1S/IRR-FUT-1S/DSO=GOAL=IND=QT 
‘ “I will eat the food and die”…’ 

 282) Rh� p«m`jh� xdl`s«fl«flp«: xd� `vhflf`� xdflpd-�
rh� p«m`jh� x`,hl`,s,mh,fl«=flp«� xd� `vhflf`� x,d=flp«=h
2S later 1D-meet-2S/IRR-FUT-2S/DSO=GOAL 1D tomorrow go.up-1D/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘You will come upon us two later; we two are going up tomorrow.’ 

 
84 See (284) for an exception to this norm. 
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 283) Mxh� Ldmx«l`flp«� v«lp«: `vhxp«� `flfh�
mxh� Ldmx«l`=flp«� v«,l=flp«� `vhxp«� `flfh 
1S Menyamya=GOAL go.down-1S/IRR=GOAL afternoon again 
x`ol«mhflpd-
x`o,l,mh,p«p«=flp«=h
come.up-1S/IRR-FUT-1S/DSO=GOAL=IND 
‘I am going to go to Menyamya; I will return this afternoon’ 

The paradigm with  =flp« is labelled as the future intent by analogy with the intentive form, which also 

ends with the goal morpheme, and because its forms are more frequently used for embedded purpose 

clauses than those without =flp«. Example (284) is an instance of this usage; its structure is unusual in that 

the first plural dissociative suffix has not elided as much as is normal for this paradigm. 

 284) “P«tp«�x«st� ghp`p«� vdm+� ---� o`mhptflpt«�
p«tp«� x«=st� ghp`p«� v«,`m� o,`,mh,p«pt=flp« 
forest up=LOC sleep go.down-1P/IRR-FUT come-1P/IRR-FUT-1P/DSO=GOAL 
«x`m«0 «stj«pd-�
«,x,`,m=« «,v,s,j,p«p«=h
ASS-go.up-1P/IRR-FUT=QT ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘ “We should go up in order for us to sleep in the forest, … and (eventually) come down,” I 

told them.’ 

4.2.3.6 Aspect in modality 
The formulae for the irrealis verb forms (4.2.3) include aspect as an optional element but forms with an 

aspect suffix are infrequent. All of the irrealis paradigms given above can add one of three aspect suffixes, 

which are formally and semantically related to the neutral forms and meanings presented in 4.2.2. Whereas 

the neutral-imperfective morpheme in realis final forms is -«fl, in the context of irrealis modality the 

morpheme is -«s, yielding the following forms. This second set of forms is also used in different-referent 

medials (4.2.4). 

Table 34. Aspectual morpheme forms 
 Perfective Progressive Imperfective Stative Imperfective 
realis final usage ,p� ,«sp�,«fl ,«fl
irrealis final usage ,p� ,«sp�,«s� ,«s�

Whereas the perfective-imperfective distinction in realis finals reflects the pragmatic choice of whether 

or not to focus on the internal temporal complexity of the event, that function in the irrealis finals is 
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captured by the optionality of use of these morphemes. That is, when the irrealis forms are used without an 

aspectual morpheme, the situation is presented as a unified whole regardless of internal complexity. In most 

instances, the use of an aspectual morpheme with irrealis medials i) indicates that the situation predicated 

persists in time and ii) focusses attention on the aspectual nature of the situation. The forms with the 

perfective suffix – by far the most frequent -- indicate multiple occurrences of an event through time; the 

progressive indicates an ongoing dynamic situation and the stative indicates an ongoing static situation85.

Most textual instances of these forms are in hortative text where the speaker is either exhorting the 

addressee(s) to habitually behave in a certain way or describing the lasting consequences of the exhorted 

behaviour. 

In (285), a father is addressing his newly married son and daughter-in-law. In the first sentence of this 

quote, he instructs them to teach their children (when they have some). In the second he emphasizes, using 

a perfective irrealis form, that this teaching is to be an ongoing process rather than a one time event. The 

main event in (286) is also a father’s instruction but in this instance referring to a state of mind which is to 

be ongoing and therefore is encoded with the stative aspect marker. 

 285) ...pd� pdp«� xldpdt� «lnstp`x«flp«m«- ®lnstptdrhm«+�
pd� pd,p«� xldp«,h,t� «,v,l«stp`,hmx=flp«,m«� «,v,l«stp`,«s,hm 
2D 2D-POSS child-DEF-LOC ASS-3-show-23D/IRR=GOAL-FCS @RR,2,rgnv,RQ.12C.BRQ 

gh`� hptd� hptd� d lnstpdphxflp«m«-
gh`� h=pt=d h=pt=d d v,l«stp`,p,hmx=flp«=m«�
mhfgs� sg`s=L=NI� sg`s=L=NI� sgtr� 2,rgnv,OEU,12C.HQQ=FN@K=EBR�
‘…you two are going to teach your children. Teaching, you are to go on teaching them every 
day.’ 

 286) md---�ds«stflpd+� p«tflf«� l`l«r«tot� oldsoflpd-
md� d,s,«sp,«fl,p«pt=h p«tflf«� l`,l«r«t,ot� ol`,«s,o=flp«=h
1P 2P-tell-PRGV-IPFV-1P/DSO=DEF memory get-fasten-23P/CSR be-IPFV-23P/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘What we now tell you, live with it fastened in your memory (lit. fasten it in your memory and 
live).’ 

These forms can also be used in the description of generic behaviour of animals. In examples (287) and  

(288), the same speaker is talking about the white cockatoo and the hawk, respectively. Note that, in the 

first, he uses an aspect-marked intentive form but, in the second, he uses a non-aspectual future form. In 

 
85 Jordan (ms. 30) analyzes what I am calling the perfective suffix in irrealis forms as being a ‘repetitive future 

tense/aspect indicator’ whereas in the realis final forms he analyzed it as the ‘present factual morpheme’. He gives no 
indication that imperfective variants of the irrealis finals exist. 
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both cases, the travels will continue for a time but, seemingly, only the first emphasizes this element of  

meaning. 

 287) M`p«� «x«� dp`flf`flh+� j«m`s«m� j`mc«m� `m«�
m`p«� «x«� d,p,`flf=flf`=flh j«,m`=s«=m«� j«,`m=s«=m«� `m« 
big just be-PFV-DR=TIME=GVN 3-mother=&=FCS 3-father=&=FCS with 
hjhp«oflp«m«-
hj«,p,o=flp«=m« 
tour-PFV-23P/IRR=GOAL=FCS 
‘When it’s grown big, the mother and father will travel around with it.’ 

 288) …m`p«� hl«m«pd+� j«m`s«flh `m«� hj«mxhx«flp«-
m`p«� hl«m,«pd� j«,m`=s«=flh `m«� hj«,mx,mh,hx«=flp« 
big be-3S/DSR 3-mother=&=GVN with tour-23D/IRR-FUT-23D/DSO=GOAL 

‘…it becomes big then will travel around with its mother. 

Permissive 
There are two other uses of the forms combining aspect suffixes with irrealis actor suffixes that do not 

fit with the preceding characterization. Intentive and abilitative forms with the perfective are sometimes 

used to predicate a single occurrence of an event in the future, frequently at a specified time. These forms 

convey a permissive function. In (289), a police officer is setting the time when a woman can travel, 

specifying that a dispute with her son (the actor referred to in the first clause) must first be settled. 

 289) Jhp«� jht«m«� «ptxdo«sp«m«+� hflf`� stp`flp«:
jh=p«� jh=t«=m«� «,ptxdo,«s,p«=m«� h=flf`� v,s,`m=flp« 
3S=POSS 3S=POSS=FCS ASS-come.down-3S/IRR-GEN=FCS that=TIME 3-tell-1P/IRR=GOAL 
hflf`� o«v«pnflp«-�
h=flf`� o,v«,p,«=flp«�
that=TIME come-go.down-3S/IRR=GOAL 
‘Whenever he himself comes, at that time we can talk with him; at that time she can go 
down.’ 

Present dubitative 
The other anomalous set of forms is used to express uncertainty about a present situation, hence the 

label ‘present dubitative’. They are similar in form to the realis present forms in that they use the assertive 

prefix and require an aspect suffix. They differ in that they use the irrealis actor suffixes and must bear the 

dubitative mood clitic. This is the only construction in which the irrealis suffix and a mood clitic occur 

without an intervening suffix. In (290) the speaker is talking about a mythical snake which left their area 

some years ago and was last known to be heading in the direction of Aiyura. 
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290) @xts«� s«fl« x«flh `rph� «vhs«sh+� s«flf`flh-�
@xts«� s«fl« x«=flh «j=ph� «,v«,«s,«=sh� s«=flf`=flh
Aiyura near up=LOC which=LOC ASS-lie-IPFV-3S/IRR=DUBIT this=TIME=GVN 
‘He may be up near Aiyura now.’ 

4.2.3.7 Contrary-to-fact 
Contrary-to-fact forms predicate events that might have happened had circumstances been different. 

That being the case, they fall clearly within the definition of Menya irrealis given at the beginning of 4.2.3. 

They consist of the verb nucleus (unmarked for positive polarity, as is the norm for irrealis forms), the 

perfective aspect suffix, an irrealis actor suffix, the -mh suffix (as found in the future modal forms) and 

usually a mood clitic. The mood clitic is always prenasalized (=mih+�=flf«+�=mc`+�=mch( possibly indicating 

the presence of an additional –m morpheme, which may be that which occurred at the end of the abilitative 

forms (4.2.3.2).  

Table 35. Indicative contrary-to-fact forms of the verb ma 'get'. 
 singular dual plural 
first ldp«lhmih�

l`,p,l,mh=mih
ldptdmxhmih�
l`,p,d,mh=mih�

ldpt`mhmih�
l`,p,`m,mh=mih

second ldp«smhmih�
l`,p,s,mh=mih�

third ldpnmhmih�
l`,p,«,mh=mih�

ldphmxhmih�
l`,p,hmx,mh=mih

ldp«omhmih�
l`,p,o,mh=mih�

The condition that would have enabled the contrary-to-fact event is encoded as a nominalized clause 

followed by the conjunction r«oh or r«ohp«l+ which is used only in this context. Example (291) is part of 

the defence of a man accused of stealing from another’s garden. In the absence of solid evidence he had 

refused to pay any compensation. The subsequent example is the corresponding question that could be 

asked of the man. 

 291) ---hpt� «mxhldp«� r«oh+� mxh� lnmh� txp«lhmih-
h=pt� «,m,hl`,p«� r«oh� mxh� lnmh� v,h,p,l,mh=mih 
that=M ASS-1S-meet-DVZR CTF 1S money 3-do-PFV-1S/IRR-FUT=IND 
‘…if he had come upon me..., I would have given him money.’ 
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 292) Hpt� «jhldp«� r«oh+� hptd� lnmh� txp«smhmc`>
h=pt� «,j,hl`,p«� r«oh� h=pt=d lnmh� v,h,p,s,mh,m=s` 
that=M ASS-2S-meet-DVZR CTF that=M=OJ money 3-do-PFV-2S/IRR-FUT-?=POLQ 
‘If he had come upon you, would you have given him money?’ 

4.2.3.8 Frustrative 
The frustrative irrealis finals predicate an unfulfilled intention. They are actually a composite of two 

verb forms which appear to have frozen and are now spoken, perceived and written as a single verb; there 

is no evidence that native speakers recognize the two components of these forms. The first component is a 

first person abilitative form (4.2.3.2) of the semantically main verb, agreeing only in number with the actor. 

The second component is a form of the verb ‘say’ also bearing an actor suffix but agreeing in both person 

and number with the actor. To this composite is added the appropriate mood clitic. In Table 36, the forms 

are shown broken down into these three components, rather than into individual morphemes. The first 

component is clearly the first person forms of the abilitative (Table 29). The second component bears a 

striking similarity both to the abilitative forms of the verb ‘say’ (Appendix 2.4.2) and to the SR coordinate 

simultaneous forms of the verb ‘say’ (Appendix 2.4.4). 

Table 36. Indicative frustrative forms of the verb v 'go’ 
 singular dual plural 
first tl«slmih�

tl�«sl�mih
vdmx«sdmih�
vdmx�«sd�mih�

v`m«s`mih�
v`m�«s`m�mih

second tl«smih�
tl�«sm�mih�

third tl«s«mih�
tl�«s«�mih�

vdmx«rhmih�
vdmx�«rhmx�mih

v`m«sohmih�
v`m�«so�mih�

In spontaneous usage, there is a clear inference that the event will not take place, hence the label 

‘frustrative’. In elicitation sessions, however, the indicative forms are treated as having the same meaning 

as the equivalent intentive form of the main verb and there is nothing in the composition of these forms to 

indicate that the intention is unfulfilled. 

Examples (293) and (294) show the frustrative in indicative and polar interrogative moods, 

respectively.  
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293) Hpt`pt� v«tfl« xdmx«rhmih-
h=pt=`pt� v«tfl« h,d,m,«,s,hmx=mih 
that=M=DL work do-1D/IRR-FUT=QT-say-23D/IRR=IND 
‘They two were intending to work today.’ (or ‘They said “we two are going to work today.”’) 

 294) Gflpt`t«� ch� ptv«� l`flh+� gflpt`t«�
gm=pt=`=t=t«� m=sh� ptv«� l`=flh gm=pt=`=t=t« 
INDEF=M=PL=OJ=POSS level=LOC steal get=GVN INDEF=M=PL=POSS 
vhl«smc`m«>
v,h,l,m=«,s,m=s`=m« 
3-do-1S/IRR-FUT=QT-say-2S/IRR=POLQ=FCS 
‘Having stolen some people’s (wives), were you intending to give them as others’ (wives)?” 

Just as the other intentive forms can be embedded within a clause to indicate its purpose, so the 

frustrative can be embedded to encode a frustrated purpose, as in (295).  

 295) ®l`p«� hpt� ghx`mcp«� hptd� xh� gtl«s«�
«l`p«� h=pt� ghx`mcp«� h=pt=d xh� g,t,l,m,«,s,«�
person that=M cassowary that=M=OJ arrow NEU-shoot-1S/IRR-FUT-QT-say-3S/IRR 
«olhflpd- 
«,o,lhfl,p«p«=h
ASS-come-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The man was coming intending to shoot the cassowary.’ 

This embedded use probably indicates the source of the frustratives. If the verb gtl«s« were to be 

pronounced and recognized as two verb forms rather than one, (295) could be reanalyzed as containing an 

embedded quote clause yielding (296). 

 296) ®l`p«� hpt� ÔGhx`mcp«� hptd� xh� gtl0 «s«�
«l`p«� h=pt� ghx`mcp«� h=pt=d xh� g,t,l,m� «,s,«�
person that=M cassowary that=M=OJ arrow NEU-shoot-1S/IRR-FUT ASS-say-3S/IRR 
«olhflpd- 
«,o,lhfl,p«p«=h
ASS-come-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘Saying “I can shoot the cassowary,” the man was coming.’ 

The frustratives would have originally been formed by the elision of the matrix final verb (perhaps the verb 

‘do’ in its pro-verb sense: ‘I did (what I did) saying “...”’)86. The sentential mood clitic would then attach to 

the medial form of the verb ‘say’, yielding what now functions as a final verb paradigm87.

86 A similar explanation for the historical development of the intentive and future intent forms (and subsequently the 
obligatives) is proposed in 5.4.2.2. 

87 In normal speech, there is no break between the head word of the quote and the speech verb following it (the gtl�
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4.2.4 Medial verbs 
The medial verbs are non-finite forms that are used as the primary means for combining clauses into 

complex sentences. They are dependent on the final verb in the sentence for tense and in some instances for 

mood. They are differentiated on three parameters: identity of reference, reality and structural relationship. 

The reference parameter (same referent vs. different referent) tracks the identity of the topical entity 

(which is generally but not always the CLAUSE TOPIC) by indicating whether or not the topical entity of the 

marked clause retains its topical status. (The details of this parameter are presented in 5.1.2.) 

The reality parameter (realis vs. irrealis) indicates the degree of certainty or specificity of the 

predication and is independent of the tense and reality status of the final clause; the realis forms are the 

unmarked or normal choice for individuated propositions regardless of tense, whereas the irrealis forms 

explicitly indicate either i) that there is some doubt as to whether a specific situation will actually occur or 

ii) that the situation is a generalization translatable by ‘whenever’, ‘wherever’, etc. 

The structural parameter (subordinate vs. dependent vs. coordinate) encodes the syntactic relationship 

of the marked clause with its matrix (normally the following) clause, indicating the relative prominence 

which the speaker assigns to the various clauses. 

4.2.4.1 Realis DR medials 
The different-referent medials use much of the same morphology as do the final verbs, for both realis 

and irrealis forms. The distinctive feature of DR medials is the addition of the morpheme –`flf77�between 

the aspect and actor suffixes, yielding the following formula: 

DR medial � verb nucleus aspect -`flf actor (subordinator) 

There are two sets of realis DR medials, differing in both morphology and syntax. The Subordinate DR 

medials, which are by far the more frequent (3:1 in a selection of varied texts), use the dissociative actor 

suffixes (Table 26 in 4.2.2) and are always subordinated by either a case-marking clitic or a case-marked 

 
«s« sequence of (296)); it would not then be a major phonological shift for them to become treated as one word. 

88 The southern, or Tnauyqa, dialect often reduces the DR morpheme -`flf to –`+�yielding, for example, the variant 
ldp`tv«flf` for the 23P form of the subordinate temporal in Table 37. 
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demonstrative showing the clause’s role in or relationship to its matrix clause89. The Coordinate DR 

medials use the associative actor suffix (reflective of the closer relationship between the marked and matrix 

clauses) and allow no further suffixation. The DR medial forms are, with few exceptions, not marked with 

the assertion prefix, «- (4.2.1.1), but those that would otherwise be vowel-initial are marked with the 

neutral prefix, g-, as is the case for the irrealis finals. 

Table 37. Perfective forms of realis subordinate DR medials for the verb l` ‘get’. 
 singular dual plural 

first ldp`flf«p«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,p«p«=flf`

ldp`flftd«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,td«=flf`

ldp`flf«ptflf`�
l`,p,`flf,p«pt=flf`

second ldp`flffl«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,fl«=flf`�

third ldp`flf«p«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,p«p«=flf`

ldp`flfhx«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,hx«=flf`�

ldp`flftv«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,tv«=flf`�

Table 38. Perfective forms of realis coordinate DR medials for the verb l` ‘get’. 
 singular dual plural 

first ldp`flf«�
l`,p,`flf,«

ldp`flftd�
l`,p,`flf,td�

ldp`flft�
l`,p,`flf,t

second ldp`flfm�
l`,p,`flf,m

third ldp`flfh�
l`,p,`flf,h�

ldp`flfhmx�
l`,p,`flf,hmx

ldp`flf«�
l`,p,`flf,«

4.2.4.1.1 Subordinate DR forms 
The subordinate forms in Table 37 bear the temporal clitic =flf` which is by far the most common 

subordinator for the DR medials and indicates that it is the temporal relationship between the clauses that is 

relevant. The first and third singular forms of the Subordinate temporal are often elided to ldp`flf`+ and 

the first plural to ldp`flft`8/.

89 By analogy with the irrealis DR forms 4.2.4.2, forms lacking a case-marker but bearing the ‘definite’ clitic –h would 
be expected but only one or two such forms have ever been recorded or elicited.  

90 Some younger speakers have also been heard eliding the second/third plural form to this form. These elisions could 
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The aspect morphemes used in all the DR medials are the variants used in the irrealis finals, displayed 

in Table 34. In these forms, the meaning of the three aspect categories indicate the temporal relationship 

with the matrix situation, in addition to the base meanings that they have in the realis finals. The perfective 

normally indicates that the matrix situation follows the DR event (297), the progressive imperfective that 

the matrix situation is simultaneous with a DR dynamic event (298), and the stative imperfective that the 

matrix situation is simultaneous with a DR state (299). Simultaneous here encompasses complete and 

partial overlap with, and containment within, the imperfective situation. 

 297) Pt�sh� shl«tp`flftv«flf`� hpt� sh� «stj«pd-�
pt�s«=h shl«t,p,`flf,tv«=flf`� h=pt� s«=h «,v,s,j,p«p«=h
3P this=DEF arrive-PFV-DR-23P/DSO=TIME that=M this=DEF ASS-w-tell-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘When they thus arrived, he told them this.’ 

 298) ...hpt`pt� jtjflt«� s«sp«s`flfhx«flf`� «vhldpd+---�
h=pt=`pt� jtjflt«� s,«sp,«s,`flf,hx«=flf`� «,v,hl`,«pd 
that=M=DL talk say-PRGV-IPFV-DR-23D/DSO=TIME ASS-3-meet-3S/DSR 
‘...when they two were talking he came upon them and...’ 

 299) Hpt`� p«s«� o«m«s`flftv«flf`� mxh� sh� «stj«pd-�
h=pt=` p«s«� o«m,«s,`flf,tv«=flf`� mxh� sh� «,v,s,j,p«p«=h
that=M=PL ear listen-IPFV-DR-23P/DSO=TIME 1S thus ASS-3-tell-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘While they were listening I said this to them.’ 

However, as (300) shows, this relative-tense element of meaning is secondary to the base meaning of 

the aspect morphemes; the speaker chooses to encode the rain as a perfective event even though it was 

ongoing through the journey encoded in the matrix clause. It appears that the speaker can only focus 

attention on the internal temporal complexity of the situation (by using an imperfective form) if the matrix 

event is to some extent simultaneous with it. But a durative situation can be presented as a whole (using a 

perfective form) regardless of the timing relationship between the marked and matrix clauses. In other 

words, a perfective form, being the default aspect, can be used regardless of the temporal relationship but 

an imperfective form can only be used when some degree of simultaneity is involved and the speaker 

wishes to emphasize that fact. 

 300) Ohx«� x`phxp`flf`flh+ xd� sm«fl« pd� «odjtdd-�
ohx«� x`,p,p,`flf=flf`=flh xd� sm«fl« pd� «,o,x,j,td«=h
rain 1D-act-PFV-DR=TIME=GVN 1D quickly CERT ASS-come-go.up-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘While it was raining on us, we went up quickly.’ 

 
be considered to involve the use of the –` variant of –flf` mentioned in fn.88. 
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Whereas the overwhelming majority (90% in a text count) of DR Subordinates are marked as 

temporally subordinate, there is actually a wide range of potential subordinators. In (301) the goal clitic 

=flp« indicates that the subordinated clause is the point of reference that motivates the actor of the matrix 

clause. In (302) the definiteness and locative suffixes combine to subordinate the medial clause as a 

locative within the matrix clause. 

301) “Mxh� lnmhflp«� stp`flf«p«flp«+ hpt� x«� hs«�
mxh� lnmh=flp«� v,s,p,`flf,p«p«=flp«� h=pt� x«� h,«s,« 
1S money=GOAL 3-tell-PFV-DR-1S/DSO=GOAL that=M fear do-SR-3S/CSR 
«sphx«-”
«,s,p,h=x« 
ASS-say-PFV-3S/ASO=QT 
‘ “Because I spoke to him about money, he is hiding the truth.” (Lit: afraid and talking.)’ 

 302) «l`p«� gflpt� olds`flf«pdt� pd� «m«pt`sl«tpd-�
«l`p«� gm=pt� ol`,«s,`flf,p«p«=h=t pd� «,m`,pt`s,l«t,p,p«p«=h
person INDEF=M be-IPFV-DR-3S/DSO=DEF=LOC CERT ASS-1P-deliver-CMPL-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He left us where a man was sitting.’ 

4.2.4.1.2 Coordinate DR forms 
The perfective forms of the coordinate DR medials were presented in Table 38 and equivalent 

paradigms for the progressive and stative forms are given in Appendix 2.4.3. The aspectual distinctions are 

the same as for the subordinate forms above. Whereas the semantic relationship between the subordinate 

DR medials and their matrix clause is always shown by a case marking clitic, that of the coordinate DR 

clauses is not shown. The associative actor suffix indicates that the two are in a close relationship (cf. 2.4 

and 5.2.3). The primary function of the coordinate forms is to present a series of clauses as a complex of 

equals, rather than subordinating all but one. In (303), the actors of the first clause (which has a dependent 

SR medial and is dependent on the complex that follows) split into three separate activities presented in a 

complex of three coordinated clauses. The coordinate medials in the first two clauses indicate the 

coordinate relationship and the final-verb suffixation on the verb of the last clause indicates the status of the 

whole complex. 
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 303) Md� p«tp«� x«st� «shl«t`mh+� «l`p«� gflpt`� `jt«p«flp«� ghtfl«
md� p«tp«� x«=st� «,shl«t,`mh� «l`p«� gm=pt=` `jt«p«=flp«� ghtfl«
1P forest up=LOC ASS-arrive-1P/DSR man INDEF=M=PL pandanus=GOAL eye 
ptm«jhsp«s`flf«+ gflpt`� s«�
v,p,m,hj«,«sp,«s,`flf,«� gm=pt=` s«�
2,`bs,CDSQ,sntq,OQFU,HOEU,CQ,12O.CRN� HMCDE=L=OK� wood 
ldphr«sp«s`flf«+ md� gflptmd� `fl« ghp`p«flp«�
l`,phr«,«sp,«s,`flf,«� md� gm=pt=md� `fl« ghp`p«=flp«�
get-to&fro,OQFU,HOEU,CQ,12O.CRN 1P INDEF=M=1P house sleep=GOAL 
«l«sjtptd-�
«,l«s,j,p«pt=h
ASS-build-PF/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘We arrived up in the forest and then some men went looking for pandanus nuts, some 
gathered firewood and some of us made a sleeping shelter.’ 

4.2.4.2 Irrealis DR medials 
The irrealis DR medials also come in subordinate and coordinate varieties, each potentially with any of 

the three aspects. They use the irrealis actor suffixes given in Table 27 but with the high back vowel 

modifications described there as occurring after perfective -p. The ‘generic’ DR medials in Table 39 are the 

subordinate forms, differing from their realis equivalents (Table 37) in that they add the suffix -sp« 

between the (irrealis) actor suffix and the subordinator. The range of subordinators is the same as for the 

realis subordinates. The ‘dubitative’ DR medials (Table 40) are the coordinate forms and, after the actor 

suffix, add the dubitative clitic =sh (2.2.4) from which they derive their label. 

Table 39. Perfective of the generic (temporal subordinate) irrealis DR forms of the verb l` 'get'. 
 singular dual plural 

first ldp`flflcp«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,l,sp«=flf`

ldp`flftdrp«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,d,sp«=flf`

ldp`flft`sp«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,`,sp«=flf`

second ldp`flf«sp«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,s,sp«=flf`�

third ldp`flftsp«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,«,sp«=flf`�

ldp`flfhrp«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,h,sp«=flf`�

ldp`flf«op«flf`�
l`,p,`flf,o,sp«=flf`
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Table 40. Perfective of the dubitative (coordinate) irrealis DR forms of the verb l` 'get'. 
 singular dual plural 

first ldp`flflch�
l`,p,`flf,l=sh

ldp`flftdrh�
l`,p,`flf,d=sh

ldp`flft`sh�~ ldp`flft`mch
l`,p,`flf,`'m(=sh�

second ldp`flf«sh�
l`,p,`flf,s=sh�

third ldp`flftsh�
l`,p,`flf,«=sh�

ldp`flfhrh�
l`,p,`flf,h=sh

ldp`flf«oh�
l`,p,`flf,o=sh�

The use of irrealis medial forms is not conditioned by the reality status of the matrix or final clause. 

When predicating specific future events, it is normally realis medials that are used, their future status being 

supplied by the final verb as in (304). Thus, the realis medials are the ‘unmarked’ choice (cf. 4.2.4), saying 

in effect that the marked clause is only as real as the final clause of the sentence. 

 304) Ohx«� gtj«� hp`flf`� «jhtx«l`� tlpd-�
ohx«� gtj«� h,p,`flf=flf`� «,j,tx«l`� v,l=flp«=h
rain stop do-PFV-DR=TIME ASS-2S-leave go-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘When the rain stops I’m going to leave you.’ 

The generic forms, as the name implies, can be used to predicate a generalization about future events 

that can occur repeatedly. These can usually be best translated using ‘whenever’, ‘wherever’, ‘whoever’, 

etc., depending on the form of the subordinator, indicating ‘on every occasion’. 

 305) …dsp`flft`sp«� ctflh+� p«s«� «mdx«ot�
d,s,p,`flf,`,sp«� m=st=flh p«s«� «,m`,h,h,«s,ot 

2P-tell-PFV-DR-1P/IRR-GEN level=LOC=GVN ear ASS-1P-do-BEN-SR-23P/CSR 
hl«jp«om«- 
hl«j,p,o,m 
make-PFV-23P/IRR-FUT 
‘…in whatever we teach you, you are to go on listening to us and doing it.’ 

 306) X`p«� m`xp`flftsp«flf`flh+---� «l`p«� otp«� spdtflp«�
x`p«� m`,h,p,`flf,«,sp«=flf`=flh «l`p«� otp«� s,p«=h=t=flp« 
sick 1P-do-PFV-DR-3S/IRR-GEN=TIME=GVN person blow say-DVZR=DEF=LOC=GOAL 
v`stflp«- 
v,`st=flp« 
go-1P/IRR=GOAL 
‘Whenever we get sick we will go to the healer (lit. person who blows).’ 

These forms are also used to specifically indicate that the likelihood of the marked situation is 

questionable, somewhat equivalent to ‘in the event that…’. In such cases there is no case or role marking 
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subordinator but the form ends in -spd rather than -sp«. This could be either a word-final variant of the 

same morpheme or the cliticization of the demonstrative =h comparable to the definite marking of NPs 

described in 3.3.3.191. The latter option will be taken here. The relationship between these clauses and their 

matrix will be described as dependent rather than subordinate, paralleling the situation for the same-referent 

medials (4.2.4.3). 

 307) “…”sp`flftspd+ ---� s«phmxp«� ptxdop«oflp«-�
s,p,`flf,«,sp«=h s«=ph=flp«� ptxdo,p,o=flp« 
say-PFV-DR-3S/IRR-GEN=DEF this=LOC=GOAL come.down–PFV-23P/IRR=GOAL 
‘in the event that he says “…”, …you should come down here.’ 

The dubitative forms also express doubt about the likelihood or reality of the situation, which is in 

accordance with other uses of the dubitative mood clitic. They differ from the use of the generic forms 

illustrated in (307) in that they coordinate the marked clause with their matrix just as the realis coordinate 

DR forms do. In (308), the speaker is talking about traditional fighting customs; a temporal generic form 

could be used in this sentence yielding ‘Whenever…’ which would subordinate the first clause to the 

second instead of keeping them in a more coordinate relationship. 

 308) Pt� gflpt� o«r«p`flf«oh+ pt� gflpt� o«jo«mtv«flp«-�
pt� gm=pt� o«j,p,`flf,o=sh� pt� gm=pt� o«j,o,mh,tv«=flp« 
they INDEF=M kill-PFV-DR-23P/IRR=DUBIT they INDEF=M kill-23P/IRR-FUT-23P/DSO=GOAL 
‘Supposing theyi killed one personj, theyj would kill one personi.’ 

A natural English equivalent of the uses of the irrealis medials is the conditional ‘if’ but generally the 

translation of English or Tok Pisin conditional clauses contain a realis medial as in (304), where the doubt 

is not made explicit but inferred from the irrealis final. A more accurate equivalent would therefore be a 

conditional with an emphatic “IF...” reflecting a serious doubt about the eventuality of the situation. 

4.2.4.3 Realis SR medials 
In contrast to the DR medials, the Same-Referent medials do not have much in common 

morphologically with the final verb forms. Following the verb nucleus there is generally no aspect suffix 

and the actor suffixes are one of two sets not used elsewhere. In the few forms that do bear an aspect suffix, 

 
91 It could also be the indicative mood clitic –h which would parallel the use of the dubitative mood clitic –sh in the 

formation of the coordinate irrealis DR medials. See Whitehead 1999ms for discussion of whether the various uses of 
the morpheme h constitute a case of homophony or polysemy. 
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it is distinct in both form and meaning from those introduced so far. There are four sets of realis SR medials 

distinguished primarily by the choice of actor suffix set (dependent SR suffixes vs. coordinate SR suffixes) 

and the presence or absence of an additional morpheme -«s immediately before the actor suffix. Two of the 

four sets, those using the DSR actor suffixes, allow a subordinator showing the relationship between the 

marked and matrix clauses, as did the subordinate DR medials. All the SR medial forms are, with few 

exceptions, marked with the assertion prefix, «, (4.2.1.1). 

Realis SR medial � verb nucleus (aspect) (-«s) actor (subordinator) 

The forms of the two sets of SR actor suffixes are given in Table 41. There are two variants of the 

Dependent SR (DSR) first person plural set with no functional difference given by speakers or detected in 

spontaneous usage. There are obvious parallels in form between these sets (especially the coordinate) and 

the irrealis actor set given in Table 27 but not enough to merge them. 

Table 41. Same-referent Actor Suffixes 
 Dependent SR (DSR) Coordinate SR (CSR) 

singular dual plural singular dual plural 
first -lh� -`xh -`mh�~ -`pd -l -` -`m�
second -flh -m
third -«pd� -hxh� -ohxh�

-« -(h(mx -ot�

4.2.4.3.1 Dependent & subordinate SR forms 
The four SR realis paradigms are given in Table 42. It will be noted that the DSR actor suffixes above, 

and therefore the dependent and fourth paradigms using them, all end in a front vowel, specifically h except 

after p in the third singular where it is an d, (309). It is most likely that these suffixes should be analyzed as 

being cliticized with the ‘definite’ morpheme =h and undergoing the same morphophonemic processes as 

have been noted earlier for that morpheme (3.3.3.1). When a subordinator occurs on these forms (only 32 

out of the 194 dependent SR medials in the sample text collection counted), the vowel is sometimes h } d

(310) and sometimes « (311). 
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Table 42. SR Medial forms of the verb s ‘say’. 
 Dependent Coordinate Simultaneous Fourth 
first sing. «slh�

«,s,lh�
«s«sl�
«,s,«s,l�

«sl�
«,s,l�

«s«slh�
«,s,«s,lh�

second sing. «sflh
«,s,flh

«s«sm�
«,s,«s,m�

«sm�
«,s,m�

«s«sflh
«,s,«s,flh

third sing. «s«pd�
«,s,«pd�

«s«s«�
«,s,«s,«�

«s«�
«,s,«�

«s«s«pd�
«,s,«s,«pd�

first dual «s`xh�
«,s,`xh�

«s«s`�
«,s,«s,`�

«s`�
«,s,`�

«s«s`xh�
«,s,«s,`xh�

second or  
third dual 

«rhxh�
«,s,hxh�

«s«rhm�
«,s,«s,hm�

«rhm�
«,s,hm�

«s«rhxh�
«,s,«s,hxh�

first plural «s`mh�
«,s,`mh�

«s«s`m�
«,s,«s,`m�

«s`m�
«,s,`m�

«s«s`mh�
«,s,«s,`mh�

second or 
third plural 

«sohxh�
«,s,ohxh�

«s«ot�
«,s,«s,ot�

«sot�
«,s,ot�

«s«ohxh�
«,s,«s,ohxh

As with the generic DR medials, when a subordinator is present, the marked clauses are considered to 

be in a subordinate relationship with their matrix but without a subordinator they are considered dependent 

but not subordinate to the matrix. Functionally, the dependent SR forms without a subordinator are the 

normal forms for a chain of mainline events by an actor, and are often best translated into English as ‘(and) 

then’. As (311) shows, however, sequentiality is not part of the meaning of these forms but merely an 

implication in the absence of evidence to the contrary. 

 309) ®lnptldpd+ hph� «ol`lhflptd-�
«,lnptl`,`pd� h=ph� «,ol`,lhfl,p«pt=h
ASS-find-1P/DSR that=LOC ASS-be-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘We found them and (then) remained there.’ 

 310) @fl« p«ot� «l«s`mhs`flh dp«� pd� «os«p«jtptd-�
`fl« p«ot� «,l«s,`mh=s`=flh dp«� pd� «,os«p«,j,p«pt=h
house CMPL ASS-build-1P/DSR=SRC=GVN water CERT ASS-cover-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘After we finished building the shelters, we covered the water.’ 

 311) Md� g«fl« sh� x«p«m«� «oldp«flf`� ds«stflptd-�
md� g«fl« sh� x«p«=m«� «,ol`,`pd=flf`� d,s,«sp,«fl,p«pt=h
1P alive thus yet=FCS ASS-be-1P/DSR=TIME 2P-tell-PRGV-IPFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘While we’re still alive in this way we are instructing you.’  
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4.2.4.3.2 Coordinate forms 
The coordinate SR forms combine the -«s morpheme with the coordinate SR actor suffixes and are 

used almost as frequently (183 instances) as the dependent forms (194 instances) in the text sample. The 

difference is that the coordinate forms join two or more clauses into a larger unit which relates to the larger 

context according to the form of the last verb in the unit. In (312), four clauses predicate events by a single 

group of actors but they are grouped into two sets of two. The first verb in each pair is a coordinate SR 

form grouping it with the following clause. The first pair is concluded with a dependent SR form further 

marked with =s`+ which is functioning as a temporal subordinator ‘from/after’, and =flh ‘given’. This unit is 

therefore subordinated92 and marked as the frame for the second unit which closes with a final verb form. 

In this instance, this grouping reflects the fact that the activities predicated fall naturally into distinct types 

of activity. Note that whereas the temporal relationship between the first pair is clearly sequential, that 

between the second pair is far more likely to be a simultaneous gathering and hunting. Other sentences 

within the same text demonstrate that the subordinating =s`�=flh could be omitted and that units of up to 

four activities can be constructed using a series of coordinate SR forms. (For further discussion and 

illustration, see (5.1).) 

 312) …s«�g«m`p«� hjds`m� at`x«� g«jhx«� «x«m`pds`flh p«tp«�
s«� g«m`p«� hj`,«s,`m� at`x«� g«jhx«� «,x«,d`s,`pd=s`=flh p«tp« 

fire flame light-SR-1P/CSR food cook ASS-cook-eat-1P/CSR=SRC=GVN forest 
hl� o«fl« p`fl« «mct«jhs`m� xflfl«flp«� st`p«� pd�
h=l o«fl« p`fl« «,ct,hj«,«s,`m� xflfl«=flp«� st`p«� pd�
that=unseen betel pepper ASS-pick-tour-SR-1P/CSR bird=GOAL hunt CERT 
hj«lhflptd-�
hj«,lhfl,p«pt=h
tour-PA/IPFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘…after we had lit a fire and cooked and eaten food, we went around in the forest gathering 

betel nut and pepper leaves and hunting for birds.’ 

4.2.4.3.3 Coordinate simultaneous forms 
The coordinate simultaneous SR forms are morphologically the simplest, consisting only of the verb 

nucleus and a coordinate SR actor suffix. The coordinated predications are simultaneous and, in most 

instances, one of them is a state and the other either a coterminal situation (with complete overlap) or an 

 
92 Note that this subordination is a relationship between clause units, not between individual clauses. 
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action taking place while the state exists (partial overlap). In the first case, the coterminal situation is 

predicated first, using a SR simultaneous form and the state is the matrix clause in whatever form is 

appropriate to the larger context, as in (313) where it is a final clause. In the latter case, the ongoing state is 

predicated first with a SR simultaneous form, and the contained action is in the matrix clause, as in (314) 

where the whole unit is nominalized as the topic of the following clause. 

 313) …hpt� a`ktrhflp«� ghtfl« «ptm«� «ol`lhflpd-�
h=pt� a`ktrh=flp«� ghtfl« «,v,p,m,«� «,ol`,lhfl,p«p«=h

that=M plane=GOAL eye ASS-3-act-DETR-3S/CSR ASS-be-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘…he remained watching for the plane.’ 

 314) Md� s«flf`� g«fl« x«p«m«� «oldm� ds«stflptd+---�
md� s«=flf`� g«fl« x«p«=m«� «,ol`,`m� d,s,«sp,«fl,p«pt=h
1P this=TIME alive yet=FCS ASS-be-1P/CSR 2P-tell-PRGV-IPFV-1P/DSO=DEF 
‘The things we still being alive are telling you now, …’ 

No instances have been found of multiple SR simultaneous forms being chained together in the way of 

the SR dependent and SR coordinate forms. However, the matrix conjunct, to which the simultaneous form 

is joined, can be complex (see 5.2.2). 

The primary exception to the restriction that one of the verbs be a state verb is an idiomatic expression 

meaning ‘think’, used as a quotative verb. This consists of a simultaneous SR form of the verb ‘say’ 

followed by the appropriate form of the verb ‘do’ as in (315). 

 315) Ô@fl« «flft«� v«lp«m«0 s«� h«pdflh+---�
`fl« «flft«� v«,l=flp«=m«� s,«� h,«pd=flh
place good lie-1S/IRR=GOAL=QT say-3S/CSR do-3S/DSR=GVN 
‘Having thought “I’m going to sleep in a good place,”…’ 

4.2.4.3.4 Fourth set forms 
These forms combine the suffix -«s82 with the dependent SR actor suffixes, and almost always bear an 

explicit subordinator. Their usage is highly marked, to the extent that they are not considered grammatical 

out of spontaneous discourse, as was indicated at the beginning of this section. When their occurrence in 

text is studied, however, there is no indication that they are performance errors needing to be corrected and 

the full paradigm can be elicited by changing the person and number of the ACTOR. In most instances where 

 
93 See footnote 125 for the suggestion that this might, in fact, be another use of the imperfective morpheme. 
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these forms occur, a dependent SR form with the same subordinator is acceptable; for example in (316) the 

highlighted SR verb could be replaced with hlhflp« (h,lh=flp«), with no discernable meaning change. 

 316) Mxh� xldp«�hptdflh+� s«ph� ghtfl« l`ptflp«� hslhflp«�
Mxh� xldp«�h=pt=d=flh s«=ph� ghtfl« l`,v,p,m,p«� h,«s,lh=flp« 
1S child that=M=OJ=GVN this=LOC eye NEG-3-act-DETR-DVZR do-SR-1S/DSR=GOAL 
hflp«� «s«p«-�
h=flp«� «,s,p,«�
that=GOAL ASS-say-PFV-1S/ASO 
‘Because I’ve not seen the boy here I’m talking about that.’ 

4.2.4.3.5 Aspect marking 
Aspect is rarely marked on SR medial verbs and is different, in form and meaning, from that occurring 

on final and DR medial verbs. The suffix -'ph(mi`p«m is added between the verb nucleus and the actor 

suffix to indicate the prolongation of a situation. Generally the longer form -phmi`p«m is used when a non-

stative verb is involved94, indicating the prolongation of a process (317), and the shorter -mi`p«m when a 

state verb or state-action compound is in the verb nucleus (318). 

 317) Adsp«� hl«j`mh+� hl«j«phmi`p«m`mh+ `vhxp«flh v«tflh p«ot�
adsp«� hl«j,`mh+� hl«j,phmi`p«m,`mh+� `vhxp«=flh v«tfl«=h p«ot 
bed make-1P/DSR make–DUR-1P/DSR afternoon=GVN work=DEF CMPL 
hj«ptd- 
h,j,p«pt=h
do-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘We made the bed and kept on making it and, in the afternoon we finished the work.’ 

 318) …jtjflt«� «sp«l`mi`p«m`pd� ghp`p«� «v«jtptd-�
jtjflt«� «,s,p«l`m,mi`p«m,`pd� ghp`p«� «,v«,j,p«pt=h
talk ASS-say-be-DUR-1P/DSR sleep ASS-lie-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 

‘…we went sitting and talking, and then slept.’ 

Example (319) is exceptional in that the shorter form is used with an ongoing process and also in that it 

is a simultaneous coordinate SR form whereas all other instances are of dependent SR forms. The more 

expected «tflphmi`p«lahxh is accepted as a substitute here. 

 
94 This meaning difference may indicate that the additional syllable (morpheme?) is related to the neutral perfective –p.
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 319) Xh� hl� «tlapdfl« hl�
Xh� h=l «,t,m,o,p«=h=flh h=l
arrow that=unseen ASS-shoot-DETR-23P/IRR-GEN=DEF=GVN that=unseen 
«tmi`p«lat--- 
«,t,m,mi`p«m,ot 
ASS-shoot-DETR-DUR-23P/CSR 
‘Whenever they would shoot each other, they would go on shooting each other…’ 

4.2.4.4 Irrealis SR medials 
There is only one set of irrealis SR medial forms and it parallels the generic DR medials in both form 

and meaning. The verb nucleus is affixed with the irrealis actor set followed by the morpheme =p« ‘GEN’ 

and an optional subordinating clitic. It also has in common the fact that, when there is no subordinating 

clitic, the final vowel is d rather than « which will be treated as the presence of the ‘definite’ clitic =h and 

these forms are considered dependent but not subordinate. Whereas the dependent variants were the 

exception for the generic DR forms, they are the norm for the generic SR forms. 

Irrealis SR medial � verb nucleus (aspect) actor -p« (subordinator) 

Table 43. Irrealis (generic) SR medial forms of the verb l` 'get'. 
 singular dual plural 

first «l`lpd�
«,l`,l,p«=h

«ldpd�
«,l`,d,p«=h

«ldpd�~ «ldstpd
«,l`,`'st(,p«=h

second «l`spd�
«,l`,s,p«=h

third «ldspd�
«,l`,«s,p«=h

«l`xpd�
«,l`,x,p«=h

«l`opd�
«,l`,o,p«=h

The same two variations in meaning that were found for the generic DR forms also exist for the irrealis 

forms. The warning in (320) is generic, applying to every time any of the addressees steal. The statement in 

(321) is referring to a specific event that might take place some time in the future, after which the latter two 

events can take place. 

 320) Gflptjh� ptv«� «l`spd+---� lap«� m`p«m«fl« vhrm«-�
gm=pt=jh� ptv«� «,l`,s,p«=h lap«� m`p«,m«fl« v,h,s,m 
INDEF=M=2S steal ASS-get-2S/IRR-GEN=DEF money big-very 3-do-2S/IRR-FUT 
‘If any of you ever steals,… you will give a large sum of money.’ 
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321) Jhp«� jht«m«� «ptxdo«sp«flf`� hflf`� stp`flf«+ 
jh=p«� jh=t«=m«� «,ptxdo,«s,p«=flf`� h=flf`� v,s,p,`flf,« 
3S=POSS 3S=POSS=FCS ASS-come.down-3S/IRR-GEN=TIME that=TIME 3-say-PFV-DR-1S/ASO 
hflf`� o«v«pnflp«-�
h=flf`� o,v«,p,«=flp«�
that=TIME come-go.down-PFV-3S/IRR=GOAL 
‘At whatever time he comes down, then I will talk to him and then she can come and go 
down.’ 

As with the realis SR medials, there is a unique aspect suffix -lhs that indicates a prolonged duration 

of the predicated situation. As (323) illustrates, the s of -lhs generally deletes before o but even this 

speaker, in the preceding sentence, uses the unshortened form ol`lhsopd�'ol`-lhs-o-p«=h( ‘if you keep 

on being …’. 

 322) D hlhrhxpd+---� rtp«� d «lnstp`lhrhxpd+
d h,lhs,h,p«=h+� rtp«� d «,v,l«stp`,lhs,h,p«=h
thus do-DUR-23D/IRR-GEN=DEF custom thus ASS-3-show-DUR-23D/IRR-GEN=DEF 
xldp«pt`� pdx`p«� rtp«� ct� p«m`jm«� hp«o«mtv«flp«- 
xldp«=pt=` pd=x`p«� rtp«� m=st� p«m`j«=m«� h,p,o,mh,tv«=flp« 
child=M=PL 2D=POSS custom level=LOC follow=FCS do-PFV-23P/IRR-FUT-23P/DSO=GOAL 
‘If you keep on doing this, if you (parents) keep on teaching (your children) behaviour in that 
way, the children will go on following in you behaviour.’ 

 323) ÔRtp«� dmxp«� hp«s«� ptv«� ldpds«� hl«jlhopd+
rtp«� dmxp«� h,p«=s«� ptv«� l`,p«=h=s«� hl«j,lhs,o,p«=h
custom laziness do-DVZR=& steal get-DVZR=DEF=& make-DUR-23P/IRR-GEN=DEF 
p«xtm«� l«oldp«� ho«mtvhp«-0
p«xt=m«� l`,ol`,p«� h,o,mh,tv«=h=p«�
correct=FCS NEG-be-DVZR do-23P/IRR-FUT-23P/DSO=IND=QT 
‘ “If you keep on practicing laziness and theft, you won’t live well.” ’ 

4.3 Verbal modification 
This section will present various aspects of verbal modification that can occur within what I am calling 

the verbal phrase95 – a group of words occurring and acting together to specify the nature of the predicated 

situation apart from the NP arguments that identify the participants and props of whom the situation is 

predicated. In keeping with the verb-final nature of Menya, but in contrast to the position of modifiers in 

the noun phrase (3.3.2), the modifiers to be presented here all precede their head. Modification is in the 
 
95 In his discussion of the term ‘verb phrase,’ Crystal (1997:41) contrasts the traditional use, defined as “a group of 

verbs which together have the same syntactic function as a single verb, e.g. is coming, may be coming, get up to”
with the more recent generative use that includes the NPs other than the subject. My ‘verbal phrase’ is between the 
two in terms of what it includes. 
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form of adjunct nominals, adverbs and adverbial particles which generally occur in that order preceding the 

verb, though there is some flexibility of order. 

Verbal Phrase � (adjunct nominal) (adverb) (particle) verb  

These three forms of verbal modification will be presented in the order of their relative proximity to the 

verb. Negation will also be discussed in this section following the presentation of adverbs because, in the 

most frequent expression of negation, the negated form functions as an adverbial modifier. 

4.3.1 Adverbial particles 
There are a limited number of particles which occur immediately preceding the verb and in some 

instances indicate an aspectual or modal component of meaning. The six clear members of this class are: 

`h ‘done, finished’ 
`m« ‘together’ 
«x« ‘just now, just then, as soon as’ 
p«ot ‘completed, finished’ 
p«x« ‘as is’ 
pd ‘certainty’ 

 324) “Jhx`o«�hpt� ghtfl« `h� «ptflp«pd:� p«x«� d«m« 0
jhx`o«� h=pt� ghtfl« `h� «,v,p,m,p,p«p«=h p«x«� d,«,m« 
officer that=M eye done ASS-3-act-DETR-PFV-3S/DSO=IND as.is be-3S/IRR-QT 
‘ “The officer has already seen it; let it be!” (i.e. do not try to explain to me.)’ 

Co-occurrence of these particles is rare but various combinations of two have been recorded in 

spontaneous text, and more accepted in elicitation. 

 325) Hflhflpd� mxh� `h� «x«� «js«sflpd-�
h=flh=flp«=h mxh� `h� «x«� «,j,s,«sp,«fl,p«p«=h
that=LOC=GOAL=DEF 1S done just ASS-2S-tell-PRGV-IPFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘About that, I’ve just finished telling you.’ 

The particles `h and p«ot overlap in meaning and can often be used interchangeably. The latter is far 

more common and has a wider range of uses. It often co-occurs with the verbal suffix -l«t (4.2.1.4) which 

also indicates completion of the event (326). It is also frequently used as a predicate to indicate that an 

event has been completed (327) or the supply of a product exhausted (328). 
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326) Ghflftldsp«� p«ot� sh� «ml«t«pdflh---�
ghflftldsp«� p«ot� sh� «,m,l«t,«pd=flh
corn CMPL thus ASS-eat-CMPL-3S/DSR=GVN 
‘When he has thus finished eating the corn, …’ 

 327) Mx`p«� shvhpd� p«ohxh-
m=x`p«� shvhp«=h p«ot=h=x« 
1S=POSS story=DEF CMPL=IND=QT 
‘My story’s ended’ 

 328) S`rh� p«ohmih-�
s`rh=h p«ot=mih 
rice=DEF CMPL=IND 
‘The rice is all gone.’ 

The most frequent of these particles is pd which increases the certainty of the assertion or, in native 

speaker terminology, “strengthens the talk” (329). It does not occur with medial forms of the verb and only 

rarely with final forms used medially (see 5.4.2). However, like p«ot+ it can be used as a predicate itself to 

assert factuality as in (330). 

 329) Gth� «m`xh+� gth� p`� pd� «lhjtdd-�
gm=h «,m,`xh� gm=h p`� pd� «,lh,j,td«=h
INDEF=F ASS-eat-1D/DSR INDEF=F bag CERT ASS-put.in-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘Some we ate and some we put in bags.’ 

 330) Stdmch� jhm`� pdmih� --� hodp«s«m«� mxh� o`ho«� jhm«� gth�
stdmch� jhm«� pd=mih� h=o`=d=p«=s«=m«� mxh� o`ho«� jhm«� gm=h
twenty kina CERT=IND that=HON=OJ=POSS=&=FCS 1S five kina INDEF=F

«l`lhflpds«m«- 
«,l`,lhfl,p«p«=h=s«=m« 
ASS-have-PA/IPFV-1S/DSO=DEF=&=FCS 
‘There was twenty kina – hers plus the five kina I had.’ 

The boundary between adverb and adverbial particle cannot be firmly drawn. The morpheme p«xt 

‘correct’ in many occurrences appears to be a seventh member of the class, as in (331) where it occurs 

between two other particles. However, it can also be used as an adjective and, in such instances, be 

intensified as in (332). It is therefore analyzed as a modifier (having both adjectival and adverbial 

functions) but may well be in the process of becoming a particle.  
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 331) …«ptm`m«� «sp«tflptd+� `h� p«xt� «x«�
«,v,p,m,`m� «,sp«t,«fl,p«pt=h `h� p«xt� «x« 
ASS-3-act-PFV-DETR-1P/CSR ASS-stand-IPFV-1D/DSO=DEF done correct just 
hsp`flf«p«flf`flh+--- 
hs,p,`flf,p«p«=flf`=flh
do-PFV-DR-3S/DSO=TIME=GVN 
‘…we were stood waiting then at just the right time…’ 

 332) Hpt� rtp«� p«xtm«fl« gtht� «l«mctp`j«pd-�
h=pt� rtp«� p«xt,m«fl« gm=h=t «,m,l«)stp`,j,p«p«=h
that=M custom correct-very INDEF=F=LOC ASS-1S-show-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He taught me correct behaviour.’ 

P«ot may also be in the process of change from an adverb to a particle in which case its predicate 

usage would be a vestige of its original adverb function. Givón (2001a:95) claims (in his discussion of 

adpositions) that the phonological size of members of minor word classes often coincides with their greater 

age in the class and degree of grammaticalization, which fits the features of p«xt and p«ot. The predicate 

use of pd, however, would be an exception in that it is shorter and has no features of a lexical adverb other 

than its predicate use. 

4.3.2 Adverbs and adverbial modification 
As was stated in the overview of Menya word classes (2.1), some adverbs are restricted to verbal 

modification while others can also be used adjectivally. They modify the nature of the proposition by 

specifying the manner (333), duration (334), frequency (335) or timing (336) of the situation. 

 333) Xd� sm«fl«m«� pd� «odjtdd-�
xd� sm«fl«=m«� pd� «,o,x,j,td«=h
1D hot=FCS CERT ASS-come-go.up-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘We passed on up quickly. (In Menya, ‘hot’ can mean ‘quickly’.)’ 

 334) Mxh� «o`j«m«� «ol`lhflpd-�
mxh� «o`j«=m«� «,ol`,lhfl,p«p«=h
1S prolonged=FCS ASS-be-PA/IPFV-1S/DSO=IND�
‘I stayed for a long time.’ 

 335) ®l`p«� mxt«fl« ct� jt`o«m«� o«joflp«m«�
«l`p«� mxt«fl« m=st� jt`o«=m«� o«j,o=flp«=m« 
person head level=LOC many=FCS hit-23P/IRR=GOAL=FCS 
‘They would hit a man on the head many times.’ 
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336) Hpt� f`m«� pd� «shl«tp«pd-�
h=pt� f`=m«� pd� «,shl«t,p,p«p«=h
that=M TIME=FCS CERT ASS-arrive-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He arrived first.’ 

As is evident in the above examples, adverbs are frequently marked as being significant new 

information by the focal clitic =m«. They can also be intensified by the addition of the suffix -m«fl« (337). 

 337) Pd� p«s«� «mxhx«rhmx«+� pt`l«� «flft«m«fl« ol`xflpd-�
pd� p«s«� «,m,h,h,«s,hm� pt`l«� «flft«,m«fl« ol`,hmx=flp«=h
2D ear ASS-1S-do-BEN-SR-23D/CSR seated well-very be-23D/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘You two are to listen to me and settle very well.’ 

In many (if not all) languages, adverbial phrases (and sometimes even clauses) can fill the same 

position and function as an adverb. Thus in (338), the frequency of the event is specified by a number 

phrase composed of demonstrative pronouns following the traditional, two-based system and, in (339), 

duration of the event is expressed by a noun phrase in which demonstratives similarly quantify the head 

(3.3.3.1). In both instances, the indefinite root gm is used because the quantity is new information. If (339) 

were followed by the statement ‘It didn’t rain on those four days’, the days would be encoded as gh`�

hpt`tflh ‘on those days’ or gh`�hpt`pth�hpt`pthflh ‘on those four days’, using the neutral demonstrative 

root h ‘that’. 

 338) ®l`p«� mxt«fl« ct� gflpt`pt� gflptd� o«joflp«m«-�
«l`p«� mxt«fl« m=st� gm=pt=`pt� gm=pt=d o«j,o=flp«=m« 
person head level=LOC INDEF=M=DL INDEF=M=OJ hit-23P/IRR=GOAL=FCS 
‘They would hit a man on the head three times.’ 

 339) Hpt� gh`� gflpt`pth� gflpt`pth� «v«j«p«pd+� G`mitv«flh-�
h=pt� gh`� gm=pt=`pt=h gm=pt=`pt=h «,v«,j,p«p«=h G`mitv«=flh
that=M night INDEF=M=DL=OJ INDEF=M=DL=OJ ASS-lie-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND Hanjuwa=LOC 
‘He stayed four nights, at Hanjuwa.’ 

Similarly, deverbalized clauses can have a manner adverbial function. This is true whether the 

deverbalized clause is positive (340-341) or negative (342). 
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 340) J`s«� «m«� l«x`op`flfh+� hpt� «o`j«m«� hp«�
j`s«� «m«� l`,x`o,p,`flf,h� h=pt� «o`j«=m«� h,p« 
car how NEG-come.up-PFV-DR-3S/ASO that=M slowly=FCS do-DVZR 
«x`olhflpd- 
«,x`o,lhfl,p«p«=h
ASS-come.up-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The car couldn’t come up (well) and so he was coming up performing slowly.’ 

 341) …hphmxp«� ghtfl« x«p«m«� ptflp«� pd� djtptd-�
h=ph=flp«� ghtfl« x«p«=m«� v,p,m,p«� pd� «,x,j,p«pt=h

that=LOC=GOAL eye still=FCS 3-act-DETR-DVZR CERT ASS-go.up-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘…we went up there with our minds (lit. eyes) fixed (on the place).’ 

 342) Hpt� s«jflh+� dmxp«� lhp«� «p«j«pd-�
h=pt� s«jfl«=h dmxp«� l`,h,p«� «,p,j,p«p«=h
that=M fence=DEF laziness NEG-do-DVZR ASS-act-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He built the fence without laziness.’ 

While the adverbial modification described here normally occurs immediately before the verb or 

adverbial particles, it can occur earlier, even within the sentence frame. 

 343) @flfh� hflf`flh mxh� «jhl`l«mhpd-�
`flfh� h=flf`=flh mxh� «,j,hl`,l,mh,p«p«=h
again that=TIME=GVN 1S ASS-2S-meet-1S/IRR-FUT-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I will come back to you at that time.’ 

On the other hand, location of an event in time or space, which is also adverbial in nature, is more 

normally expressed earlier in the clause or sentence as part of the setting (344) but will be placed in the 

preverbal position when it is focal new information as in (345), which would be in answer to a ‘when’ 

question and the time word could be further focussed using the =m«�clitic. 

 344) Jhs`vhph� R`mcdflh+� m«sl`sp«� hrt`� ddp«m«� m«vdmx«� pd�
Jhs`vhp«=h R`mcd=flh m«sl`sp«� h=rt=` ddp«=m«� m«vdmx«� pd�
Kitawiqa=F Sunday=GVN thing that=DIM=PL all=FCS ready CERT 
hl«j«j«pd- 
hl«j,j,p«p«=h
make-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘On Sunday, Kitawiqa prepared all the things (needed).’ 

 345) Ldmx«l`flpd+� mxh� `vhflf`� v«lp«-�
Ldmx«l`=flp«=h mxh� `vhflf`� v«,l=flp«- 
Menyamya=GOAL=DEF 1S tomorrow go.down-1S/IRR=GOAL 
‘To Menyamya, I’m going down tomorrow.’ 
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4.3.3 Negation 
Any form of the verb – final, medial, serial or deverbalized – can bear the negative prefix l`- but by 

far the most frequent pattern is for the semantically main verb to be marked as negative and deverbalized, 

with the appropriate generic verb h ‘do’ or d ‘be’ bearing any extra-nuclear affixation (cf. also 2.3.5 and 

4.2.1.1). As (346) shows, the affixation belonging within the verb nucleus (affectee agreement and inner 

aspect) remains with the main verb. 

 346) Sp«� smhpt� rjtsp«flp«� lhjsldphr«p«� hlhflp«s`>�
s=p«� s,m=h=pt� rjtsp«=flp«� l`,j,hsl`,phr«,p«� h,lhfl,p«p«=s` 
2S=POSS 2S-father=DEF=M school=GOAL NEG-2S-take-to.fro-DVZR do-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=POLQ 
‘Didn’t your father used to take you back and forth to school?’ 

This construction is used when the actor is in control whereas the rare single verb construction indicates 

that the situation was beyond the actor’s control, as in (213) repeated here from 4.2.1.1. 

 347) Mxh� at`x«� l`flf`flf`� rh� «mxhldflh-�
mxh� at`x«� l`,fl,p,`flf=flf`� rh� «,m,hl`,p,fl«=h
1S food NEG-eat-PFV-DR=TIME 2S ASS-1S-meet-PFV-2S/DSO=IND 
‘You came to me when I had nothing to eat.’ 

In the previous section, examples (340)-(342) illustrated that a deverbalized clause can function as an 

adverbial modifier embedded within a matrix clause. As (348) shows, the actor of the adverbial clause is 

not necessarily the same as that of the main clause. In this instance from Menya mythology, the two women 

were unseen as they escaped from their snake-husband; it is therefore the husband’s failure to see their 

departure that is being reported as significant. 

 348) ...`o«j«� ht`pt� `fl« hl«j«sp«s`flf`� l`pflp«�
`o«j«� h=`pt� `fl« hl«j,«sp,«s,`flf=flf`� l`,p,m,p« 
woman that=DL house make-PRGV-IPFV-DR=TIME NEG-act-DETR-DVZR 

«tx«l`jhxh- 
«,tx«l`,j,hx«=h
ASS-leave-PA/PFV-23D/DSO=IND 
‘...the two women left him unseen while he was house-building.’ 

It is proposed here that, in the normal negative construction, the semantically main predication is 

deverbalized and modifies the generic verb such that (346) would more literally be translated as “Did your 

father act in a manner of not taking you back and forth to school?” The destination phrase rjtsp«flp« is 

therefore within the negative, adverbially-embedded clause, rather than the matrix clause. 
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Though the particles p«ot ‘completed’, pd ‘certain’, and «x« ‘just now’ (4.3.1) have not been 

recorded or observed in spontaneous text co-occurring with negatives, experimentation in elicitation 

provides some significant insights. Subject to constraints that are seemingly more conditioned by inability 

to envision an appropriate context than by grammaticality, they can occur either before the negated, 

deverbalized form or before the matrix verb, with differences in meaning. The differing positions of pd in 

(349) alters the component of meaning being emphasized as really true. In sentences about house building 

the differences would be between not building a house properly (pd within the adverbial modifier) and not 

building one at all (pd with the matrix verb).�In (350) the ‘b’ variant is often rejected as “slightly incorrect” 

but sometimes a meaning is postulated. The particle «x« is consistently rejected within the adverbial 

modifier. 

 349 a: Mxh� at`x«� pd� l`flp«� hp«pd-�
mxh� at`x«� pd� l`,m,p«� h,p,p«p«=h
1S food CERT NEG-eat-DVZR do-PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I haven’t really eaten (just snacked). 

� b: Mxh� at`x«� l`flp«� pd� hp«pd-�
mxh� at`x«� l`,m,p«� pd� h,p,p«p«=h
1S food NEG-eat-DVZR CERT do-PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I really haven’t eaten (at all).’ 

 350 a: Mxh� at`x«� p«ot� l`flp«� hp«pd-�
mxh� at`x«� p«ot� l`,m,p«� h,p,p«p«=h
1S food CMPL NEG-eat-DVZR do-PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I haven’t finished eating.’  

� b:  ? Mxh� at`x«� l`flp«� p«ot� hp«pd-�
mxh� at`x«� l`,m,p«� p«ot� h,p,p«p«=h
1S food NEG-eat-DVZR CMPL do-PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I’ve been unable to eat for several days.’ 

Negatives are frequently emphasized by the addition of the emphatic particle c` following the 

negativized verb regardless of whether the matrix verb is a generic auxiliary (351) or the semantically main 

verb (352). 

 351) ...hpt� ghtmihflf`� l`shl«tp«� c`� hj«pd-�
h=pt� ghtmih=flf`� l`,shl«t,p«� c`� h,j,p«p«=h

that=M daytime=TIME NEG-arrive-DVZR indeed do-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘...he didn’t arrive in the middle of the day.’ 
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352) Md� xh«ghflths«flh at`x«� g«jhx«� l`x«flp«� c`� p`mx«�
md� xh«ghflths«=flh at`x«� g«jhx«� l`,x«,m,p«� c`� p`mx« 
1P morning=GVN food cook NEG-cook-eat-DVZR indeed as.is 
htx`stv«ml«� «ptxdotptd-�
htx`stv«,m,l«� «,ptxdo,p,p«pt=h
arise-DETR-SER/SEM ASS-come.down-PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘This morning we arose and came as is, without cooking and eating food.’ 

Prohibitives (negative commands) are also expressed periphrastically, with the semantically main verb 

being a deverbalized form followed by the hortative form of the prohibitive auxiliary o`�} o`m or l`�}

l`m. The prohibitive auxiliary in used only in this construction. 

 353) M«sl`sp«� ddp«m«fl« hrt`� ptv«� l«ldp«� o`lahx« 
m«sl`sp«� ddp«,m«fl« h=r=t`� ptv«� l`,l`,p«� o`m,o=x« 
thing all-very that=DIM=PL steal NEG-get-DVZR do not-23P/IRR=QT 
‘Do not steal anything!’ 

For some speakers, the forms o` and l` can also be used as an emphatic particle instead of c`, but c` has 

never been observed or accepted as a prohibitive auxiliary96.

4.3.4 Adjunct nominals 
Adjunct nominals combine with generic verbs to express specific verbal concepts. Many of these 

words are clearly nouns (2.1), but there are some which are not used other than in such verbal phrases and 

so cannot be given a meaning distinct from that of the whole. For example, the word `rfl« combines with 

the generic verb p}phx ‘act’ to form the traditional expression for ‘washing’ and is accordingly glossed as 

‘wash’. In the Menya lexicon, these adjuncts with limited distribution are classified as verbal nouns. The 

adjunct-nominal-plus-verb phrases form a phonological unit, with no pause within it and the verb bearing 

the phrasal stress. For those phrases where the adjunct is clearly a noun that is being incorporated, the 

argument/thematic relationship can be either instrumental or affected entity (patient/theme/object). This 

incorporation is only allowed, however, when the collocation is so common as to be almost a given within 

the culture and only if nothing further is being said about the referent. It is proposed that these phrasal 

 
96 The comparative subordinating particle (5.4.2.4) also has the two forms o` and l` but, as yet, I see no basis for 

uniting them with the prohibitive auxiliary. 
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predicates containing verbal nouns provide the structure which sanctions the incorporation of 

unindividuated nouns. 

4.3.4.1 Verbal noun + generic verb 
Among the most common of the generic verbs are: 

 354) h ‘do’ d ‘be’�
p act hl«j ‘make’ 
s ‘say’ m ‘eat’ 
s«t ‘cut’ o«j ‘hit’ 
l`� ‘get, have’ v ‘go’ 

As an example, the verb s+ which though glossed as ‘say’, is used to express almost any noise that can 

be made, including those by inanimate objects, such as: 

 355) `tp«�s ‘call out to the next village’� `v«�s ‘announce’�
«j`j«�s ‘croak (noise of frog or bird)’� ahp«�s ‘smack the lips�
g`p«�s ‘noise of rain’� ghp«�s ‘noise of water boiling’ 
gtp«�s ‘blow on as a means of healing’� s«tp«�s ‘call out to someone nearby’ 

Some of the verbal nouns can combine with more than one of these verbs to express different concepts, 

such that each combination needs to be entered in the lexicon. 

 356) «j`rtv«�s ‘scold someone’� «j`rtv«�h ‘be angry’’�
pt`flf«�s ‘lie’� pt`flf«�h ‘deceive (other than by word)’�
`ptx«�hl«j� ‘mix something’� `ptx«�pm ‘gather together’�
` s«t� ‘count, read’� ` p«s ‘hold’�
s«�s«t� ‘bite’� s«�r ‘laugh, smile’ 

In a few instances, such as ` and s« in the above examples, the verbal noun can be associated with a 

physical item but the word is distinct from the noun having the same referent; ` and s« refer respectively to 

‘hand’ and ‘teeth’ for which the full nouns are gho` and ghpt`fl«.

The adjunct nominal is the first element within the verbal phrase (357) and (358), in accordance with 

the formula at the beginning of 4.3. As with the verbal modifiers, they can be marked for  focal emphasis 

using the clitic =m« (359). 
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357) H stp`flf`+� «l`p«� s«tp«� pd� «sj«pd-�
h v,s,p,`flf=flf`� «l`p«� s«tp«� pd� «,s,j,p«p«=h
that 3-say-PFV-DR=TIME person call CERT ASS-say-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He said that to her then she called for (other) people.’ 

 358) Hpt� p`fl« jhp«� jht«m«� «tjtp«pd-�
h=pt� p`fl« jh=p«� jh=t«=m«� «,v,j,p«p«=h
that=M walk 3S=POSS 3S=POSS=FCS ASS-go-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He went on walking alone.’ 

 359) P`fl« «ojtvh-� P`fl«m« «ojtvh-�
p`fl« «,o,j,tv«=h p`fl«=m«� «,o,j,tv«=h
walk ASS-come-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND walk=FCS ASS-come-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘They came walking. They kept on coming walking.’ 

When such predications are deverbalized, the verbal noun is retained as in (360).  

 360) Rtp«� dmxp«� hp«s«� ptv«� ldpds«� hl«jlhopd+---�
rtp«� dmxp«� h,p«=s«� ptv«� l`,p«=h=s«� hl«j,lhs,o,p«=h
custom laziness do-DVZR=& steal get-DVZR=DEF=& make-DUR-23P/IRR-GEN=DEF 
‘Whenever you keep on performing laziness and theft,…’ 

These verbal nouns are sometimes used without the accompanying verb to refer anaphorically to a 

previously-mentioned predication (361) or as part of the frame for the sentence (362). These are considered 

to be examples of ellipsis, the inflected verb being omitted as redundant. 

 361) Md� s«flf`flh ptv«� ch+� l«ldp«� x`stflptd-�
md� s«=flf`=flh ptv«� m=sh� l`,l`,p«� h,`st=flp«=h
1P this=TIME=GVN steal level=LOC NEG-get-DVZR do-1P/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘Today this theft we are not to practice.’ 

 362) …pt� jhl`flh+ ÔH� «tflfhp«0 «mcjtvh-�
pt� jhl`=flh h «tflf«=h=p«� «,m,s,j,tv«=h
3P answer=GVN that good=IND=QT ASS-1S-say-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 

‘…they in answer said to me “That’s good.” ’ 

The question arises, though, as to whether in such instances they are not nouns or becoming more noun-

like. Though the words currently being classified as verbal nouns cannot be possessed and modified in the 

way full nouns are, there is evidence for diachronic change in that direction, with some words being further 

along the process. For example, the phrase `rfl« p ‘perform washing’ was mentioned above as being the 

traditional expression meaning ‘wash’. In recent years, following the introduction of Christian practices by 

the Lutheran church, this expression has been extended to also refer to baptism. Accordingly, new phrases 

have developed, such as `rfl« l` ‘get washing’ `rfl« vh ‘give/perform baptism’, and the word `rfl« is 
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sometimes possessed, as in flp«�`rfl« ‘my baptism’, with or without the appropriate deverbalized form of 

the verb. 

4.3.4.2 Incorporated instruments 
In the discussion following the examples in (356) it was pointed out that the verbal nouns ` and s« can 

be glossed as ‘hand’ and ‘teeth’ respectively but that there are separate nouns for both these items. Within 

their respective phrases the referents of those verbal nouns have an instrumental function. Following this 

pattern, Menya allows nouns referring to non-referential or insignificant instruments to be incorporated into 

the verbal phrase. 

 363) Pt� s«fl« hptd� xh� gtp`flftv«flf`+---�
pt� s«fl« h=pt=d xh� g,t,p,`flf,tv«=flf`�
3P possum that=M=OJ arrow NEU-shoot-PFV-DR-23P/DSO=TIME 
‘They arrow-shot the possum then …’ 

 364) Ghj«� lfl« «m«� hot� «s«tlhfltv«sh>�
ghj«� lfl« «m«� h,«s,ot� «,s«t,lhfl,tv«=sh 
stone axe97 how do-SR-23P/DSR ASS-cut-PA/IPFV-23P/DSO=DUBIT 
‘I wonder how they axe-cut the rock.’ 

When the instrument is considered significant and/or to be further identified, then the association clitic 

(3.4.5) is used in its instrumental function. Example (365) is about a snake species that is believed to kill by 

striking with its tail. The two sentences within this example contrast the unexpected and expected 

instruments which are accordingly encoded as separate argument and an incorporated nominal respectively. 

 365) Jhp«� g«vp«� chs«� j«o«r«m«-� Hpt`� s«� l`j«s«tp«�
jh=p«� g«vp«� m=sh=s«� j,o«j,«,m� h=pt=` s«� l`,j,s«t,p« 
3=POSS tail level=there=with 2S-hit-3S/IRR-FUT that=M=PL teeth NEG-cut-DVZR 
c`� ho«m-
c`� h,o,m 
indeed do-23P/IRR-FUT 
‘It kills you with its tail. They do not bite you.’ 

In (366), where the number of arrows used is in focus, the presupposed information is given first in the 

frame with the instrumental noun incorporated but the verb elided as in (361) and (362). In the asserted 

portion of the sentence, the instrument is elaborated on and marked as instrument. 

 
97 The word glossed ‘axe’ is used for any steel tool. 
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366) Mxh� x`ptdp«� xh+� xh� gflpt`pts«� «tj«pd-�
mxh� x`ptdp«� xh+� xh� gm=pt=`pt=s«� «,t,j,p«p«=h
1S pig arrow arrow INDEF=M=PL=with ASS-shoot-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I shot the pig with two arrows.’ 

4.3.4.3 Incorporated objects 
On the basis of phrasal phonology, it appears that a non-referential or insignificant 

object/patient/affected-entity can also be incorporated into the verbal phrase.  This is especially true when 

the verb is one of the generic verbs mentioned in 4.3.4.1 and the noun makes the nature of the act specific 

by identifying the object produced by the act without focussing on the object itself. For example, in (367) 

and (368), the noun jtjflt« identifies the generic act of ‘making a noise’ as an act of speech. In these 

instances the word jtjflt« is phonologically dependent on the following verb whereas in (369) the phrase 

jtjflt«�gth is phonologically and syntactically distinct from the verbal phrase. 

 367) Mxh� @xts`flp«� «tjtptdflp«� jtjflt«� slpd-
mxh� @xts`=flp«� «,v,j,p«pt=h=flp«� jtjflt«� s,l=flp«=h
1S Aiyura=GOAL ASS-go-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND=GOAL talk say-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘I’m going to talk about (when) we went to Aiyura.' 

 368) Hpt� ahflrt� hpts«� jtjflt«� «s«rhm� «ol`lhflhxh-�
h=pt� ahflrt� h=pt=s«� jtjflt«� «,s,«s,hm� «,ol`,lhfl,hx«=h
that=M missionary that=M=with talk ASS-say-SR-23D/CSR ASS-be-PA/PFV-23D/DSO=IND 
‘He remained talking with the missionary.’ 

 369) Mxh� s«flf`flh jtjflt«� gth� x`sflp«� jhlpd-�
mxh� s«=flf`=flh jtjflt«� gm=h x`sflp«� j,h,l=flp«=h
1S this=TIME=GVN talk INDEF=F question 2S-do-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘I’m going to ask you a question today. (literally ‘question you a talk)’ 

Similarly the details about the ‘money’ in (370) are insignificant and the noun is incorporated into the 

verbal phrase whereas in (371) the money is significant, the noun phrase is phonologically distinct from the 

verbal phrase and the noun phrase identifying the recipient is moved out of the clause proper into the 

sentence frame as part of the strategy to avoid having two expanded arguments in a single clause. 

 370) Mxh� xldp«� hptd� lap«� «vhj«pd-�
mxh� xldp«� h=pt=d lap«� «,v,h,j,p«p«=h
1S child that=M=OJ money ASS-3-do-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I gave the child (some) money.’ 
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 371) Mxh� xldp«� hptdflh+� lap«� jt`o«m«� «vhj«pd-�
mxh� xldp«� h=pt=d=flh lap«� jt`o«=m«� «,v,h,j,p«p«=h
1S child that=M=OJ=GVN money plenty=FCS ASS-3-do-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I gave the child a lot of money.’ 

It is not always easy to tell, especially with written text, whether a particular unmodified token of such 

a noun is incorporated or not. 
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5 INTERCLAUSAL RELATIONS AND SENTENTIAL STRUCTURE 
The preceding chapter focussed on the presentation of the various forms of the Menya verb and verbal 

phrase used to predicate individual events and states. The focus in this chapter will be on how Menya 

combines those forms into the complex, multi-propositional sentences that are the normal form of 

communication. 

In traditional grammar and in current formal theories of grammar, a strict distinction is made between 

coordination and subordination. This dichotomy has been much challenged in recent decades, especially by 

functional grammarians. Many have proposed either a third category for clauses that are in some way 

dependent on but not embedded within a main clause98 or else a continuum from coordination to 

subordination without sharp boundaries between categories anywhere along the continuum. Given that I am 

using the terms coordinate, dependent and subordinate in this presentation of Menya verb forms and inter-

clausal relationships, a discussion of the specific ways I am using the terms is in order. 

Haiman and Thompson begin their 1984 article with a summary of the problem of defining 

subordination: it has either been taken as “a primitive requiring no definition” or has been defined using 

criteria that “seem to be at best ex post facto rationalizations of our own (Western educated) “intuitions”, 

which renders them completely circular.” They also point out the lack of definition of ‘main’ clauses to 

which subordinate clauses are contrasted (and subordinated). Their proposal is that inter-clausal 

relationships need to be described in terms of a set of independent properties yielding a multi-dimensional 

array of clause types rather than points along a single dimension. They begin by proposing seven such 

formal properties typically associated with subordinate clauses, pointing out that some of them can equally 

characterize coordinate clauses. They also indicate the need and intent to “consider semantic and discourse 

relationships between clauses” (511). Agreeing with them that formal, semantic and discourse properties 

are all relevant to a categorization of clause types and believing that coordination needs to be added to the 

list of terms lacking clear definition, I will begin the explanation of my use of the terms with a discussion 

of the formal, semantic and pragmatic (≈ discourse) properties of coordination. 

 
98 Foley’s 1986 description of dependent coordinate clauses for Papuan languages, summarized in 2.4, is one such 

example. 
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Webster defines ‘coordinate’ as a verb meaning “to put in the same order or rank” and as an adjective 

meaning “equal in rank, quality, or significance”. It is well recognized that coordination is not limited to 

being a relationship between clauses but rather can take place at any level of structure in a language. 

Consider the following examples where the coordinated elements are highlighted: 

1. Some people brush their teeth before and after every meal. 
2. Red and green apples are equally delicious to some people. 
3. Some people prefer red apples; others prefer green apples. 
4. I like you and your being so easy to get along with.

In grammar, coordination is the joining of two or more units of the same type in a relationship of equality, 

but what constitutes sameness of type? As the last example shows, the units do not need to be formally 

similar to be coordinated – the coordinates in this instance are both nominal in the broadest sense of the 

word but are radically different in their internal make-up. When the units are very similar in form, as in the 

first three sample sentences, it is easier to determine sameness of type and the existence of coordination. 

Haiman, in his analysis of Hua (1980:391-439), differentiates between symmetrical and asymmetrical 

coordination, one of the differences being whether the verb forms of the conjuncts are both/all of the same 

verb type (either medial or final) or of different types (a mix of medial and final).  

As I am using the term here, the coordination of clauses is a syntactic strategy with the discourse-

pragmatic function of indicating that the clauses are equal in status and role in the development of the 

discourse and in their relationship with the rest of the sentence. Not only does such coordination not 

necessarily require that the coordinated elements be equal in form but it also does not necessarily tell 

anything of the semantic relationship between the components. Semantically, the relationship between two 

clauses can be described along at least two parameters – the temporal and the logical. Temporally, their 

relationship could be sequential (immediate or delayed), simultaneous (partial or complete overlap in time) 

or irrelevant (as in an unordered list). By logical relationship I mean the degree to which one event or 

situation impinges on the other, including various types of  cause and reasoning. Based on Grice’s (1977) 

maxim of relation, by virtue of their being predicated in a single sentence, coordinated clauses must have 

some semantic relationship. But by my definition of coordinated clauses, they could have any temporal or 
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logical relationship with each other, and those aspects of their relationship may or may not be made explicit 

by other lexical or syntactic means. 

I believe that the same is actually true of at least some clauses in English joined by the conjunction 

‘and’.  Accordingly, by way of illustration, consider the following examples: 

John went to the park and Mary went to the swimming pool. 
Because John has gone to the park and Mary (has gone) to the swimming pool, I am here alone. 

The first sentence does not explicitly tell us when these events happened relative to each other or whether 

one impinged at all on the other but they are equally asserted as being factual. Similarly, in the second 

sentence, the John and Mary clauses are treated equally as presupposed facts and explanations of the 

asserted main clause without anything further being said of the relationship between them. (By implication 

both John and Mary are simultaneously still absent but the temporal relationship of their respective goings 

is still unknown and irrelevant.) 

The above English examples also illustrate that such coordinated clauses form a more complex unit 

that may either stand alone as an independent sentence or be related in an unequal relationship with another 

clause. This packaging of clauses into larger units is an essential part of (at least) the Menya pattern of 

interclausal relationships. Menya speakers encode clauses with what I am calling coordinate medial verb 

forms (4.2.4.1.2 & 4.2.4.3.2) to indicate that they are equal in status (or role in the development of the 

discourse) with the clause or clauses to which they are coordinated. The coordinated clauses form a larger 

unit – a COORDINATED CLAUSE COMPLEX – and the last clause in the unit has a verb form indicating the 

relationship of the unit to the larger context. That last verb may be marked as a sentence-closing final verb, 

a dependent or subordinate medial form, a dependent final as in relative clauses, or even a deverbalized 

form used as a modifier, but that marking is operating on the coordinated clause complex rather than just on 

the last clause. The clause encoded with a coordinate medial verb is, therefore, dependent on the affixation 

on the last clause in the unit for specification of, at least, its role in the discourse. Clearly, then, dependency 

and coordinateness are distinct aspects of interclausal relationships, at least for Menya. 

Not all Menya medial verbs, however, are coordinate medials. In the construction of a discourse, the 

speaker develops a theme by presenting propositions in an orderly fashion. Some of the propositions are 
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presented as primary to the development of the theme and others as secondary or background information 

to elaborate one of the propositions or entities referred to in the main line of the discourse. The events or 

propositions that constitute the main line of the discourse build on the foundation of all that has gone before 

just as a new layer of bricks builds on all the previous layers in a house, not just on the foundation. In a 

language like English, the normal or default medium for developing the theme is the use of coordinated, 

finite clauses whereas the background or secondary information is normally in the various kinds of what 

are traditionally called subordinate clauses.99 This mapping of mainline propositions with coordinated, 

finite clauses is not the only theme-developing pattern exhibited in human languages, however. Many 

languages have been described as using a chaining strategy rather than a coordinating or co-ranking 

strategy. Givón (2001b:357) seeks to illustrate this alternative strategy using the English participial equi-

subject chain as in: 

Coming out of the house, stopping to check the mailbox, taking a look at the driveway and 
pausing to adjust his hat, Marvin turned around and froze. 

All of the propositions in this sentence appear to be new events in the sequence of Marvin’s activities but 

they are not all coordinated main clauses. The first four are reduced clauses building successively towards 

the pragmatic and structural head of the sentence – the final two coordinated clauses. There is considerable 

disagreement among linguists and grammarians as to how such participial clauses should be classified. The 

point here, for my purposes,  is that the four participial clauses, collectively if not individually, develop the 

theme line without being equal in status to the last two clauses.  Papuan languages with a medial verb 

system are considered prime examples of languages that use such a chaining strategy. Menya clauses 

encoded with what I am calling dependent medial verbs (4.2.4.3.1) indicate that the clause is developing 

the theme but they are not equal in status with the clause on which they are dependent in the way that 

coordinate medials are. 

Whereas the coordinate medials indicate ‘I’m still assembling this unit so do not assign it to a place in 

the discourse yet’, the dependent medial says ‘this is a unit that constitutes part of the main line’. Neither 

the coordinate nor the dependent medials (especially the SR forms) necessarily indicate anything of the 

 
99 I recognize that I run the danger of inconsistent reasoning by referring to the traditional distinctions of clause types 

while trying to explain the inadequacy of those distinctions. I also recognize that secondary information is often 
presented in the form of independent sentences containing main clauses, not only in ‘subordinate’ clauses. 
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temporal or logical relationship between the marked clause and the matrix clause to which it is related. By 

the principle of iconicity, the order of the clauses with dependent medials will normally reflect the 

chronological order of the events but this is not a necessary part of the meaning or function of these any 

more than it is of English coordinate main clauses. 

Traditionally, subordinate clauses are subcategorized into complement, relative and adverbial types, 

recognizing that they function as noun phrases, modifiers of nouns and modifiers of verbs or 

propositions100. Many recognize a significant difference between i) complement and relative clauses, which 

are embedded within their matrix clause, and ii) adverbial clauses, which are much more loosely connected 

to the clause to which they are related. Indeed, as Matthiessen and Thompson point out (1988:280) the so-

called adverbial clause is often in relationship with a combination of clauses rather than with a single clause 

and thus cannot be said to be embedded within or part of any one of the clauses. This distinction is 

significant for Menya in that most complement and relative clauses are nominalized variations of final 

clauses whereas most adverbial clauses use the case-marked variants of medial verbs which I have called 

subordinate medials (4.2.4.1.1 & 4.2.4.3.1). These clauses are used in the sentence frame and elsewhere to 

provide background or secondary information, rather than developing the theme. 

The distinction between Menya dependent and subordinate medials is not as sharp as that between 

them and the coordinate medials. The generalization can be made that subordinate medials are case-marked 

whereas dependent medials are marked as definite. (In the irrealis medial forms (4.2.4.2 and 4.2.4.4) this 

contrast is transparent. For the realis SR forms, as I stated at the beginning of 4.2.4.3.1, the DSR actor 

suffixes used most likely should be recognized as ending with the definite clitic =h101. For the realis DR 

forms, those marked with the time clitic =flf` are functioning as dependents but I have made reference to 

the existence of a few forms that have the definite clitic after the actor suffix instead of a case marker, 

completing the parallelism.) By contrast, the coordinate medials do not use the same actor suffixes as the 

dependent and subordinate forms and they bear no further markers. 

 
100 The specific terminology here is borrowed from Thompson & Longacre 1985:172. 
101 Future versions of this grammar will probably reflect that, including adjusting all the examples containing a 

dependent SR form. 
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In his discussion of subordination in Papuan languages, Foley (1986:198-205) summarizes the 

similarities and differences between three types of verbs: (coordinate-)dependent, subordinate(-dependent) 

and independent. The following table summarizes my understanding of his generalizations. 

Table 44. Foley's categorization of Papuan verb types 
 tense/(ir)realis illocutionary force discourse function general composition 
coordinate-
dependent 
(=medial) 

not marked; under 
the scope of the 
independent 

not marked; under 
the scope of the  
independent 

main, asserted lines 
of the discourse 

reduced; often SR/DR & 
sequential/simultaneous 
contrasts 

subordinate-
dependent 

marked; can be 
different from the 
independent 

not marked; 
always assertions, 
given, 
presupposed102 

background 
information out of 
the main line of 
discourse 

similar to independent 
but bearing subordinator 
instead of illocutionary 
force  

independent 
(=final) 

marked; applies to 
its coordinate 
dependents 

marked; applies to 
its coordinate 
dependents 

part of the ongoing 
development of the 
discourse 

fully inflected 

As should be clear by now, Menya does not have just these three distinctions and so does not fit this 

chart. For example, the features of Foley’s coordinate-dependent category are divided between the Menya 

coordinate and dependent medials. Only when a coordinate medial clause is joined to an independent final 

does it match the above features for coordinate-dependent quite closely. Dependent medials are only 

partially under the scope of the tense and realis status of the independent final, not under the scope of the 

illocutionary force but are nevertheless part of the main asserted lines of the discourse.  For the sake of 

clarification before elaborating the functions of the different verb forms and the clauses that contain them, 

they will be laid out in a table comparable to the above in order to highlight the ways Menya deviates from 

the generalized schema. 

 
102 Foley’s calling subordinate clauses ‘assertions’ yet ‘given and presupposed’ may appear contradictory especially 

when he also states that coordinate-dependent medials “constitute the main, asserted lines of the discourse” 
(1986:200). The crucial difference, I believe, is that while coordinate-dependents come under the scope of the 
illocutionary force of the sentence and so are being actively asserted, questioned, commanded, etc., subordinate 
clauses are always assertions, treated as pre-established facts. 
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Table 45. Adaptation of Foley's categorization to Menya verb forms 
 tense (ir)realis illocutionary 

force 
discourse 
function 

general 
composition 

coordinate 
medials 

not marked; 
under the 
scope of its 
matrix 

not marked; 
under the scope 
of its matrix 

not marked; 
dependent on 
its matrix 

dependent on its 
matrix 

SR/DR contrast; 
DR more similar 
to final 

dependent 
medials 

not marked; 
under the 
scope of the 
independent 

marked; 
partially under 
the scope of the 
independent 

not marked; 
always asserted 

main, asserted 
lines of the 
discourse 

marked as DEF; 
SR/DR contrast; 
DR more similar 
to final 

subordinate 
medials 

not marked; 
under the 
scope of the 
independent 

marked; 
partially under 
the scope of the 
independent 

not marked; 
always given, 
assertions, 
presupposed 

background 
information out 
of the main line 
of discourse 

marked for case; 
SR/DR contrast; 
DR more similar 
to final 

dependent 
finals 

marked; can be 
different from 
the 
independent 

marked; can be 
different from 
the independent 

not marked; 
always given, 
assertions 
presupposed 

background 
information out 
of the main line 
of discourse 

marked DEF or 
for case instead 
of illocutionary 
force  

independent 
finals 

marked; 
applies to its 
dependents 

marked; applies 
to its 
dependents 

marked; applies 
to its coordinate 
dependents 

part of the 
ongoing 
development of 
the discourse 

fully inflected 
for tense, aspect, 
status, 
illocutionary 
force 

The other factors relative to interclausal relations and sentential structure that will be presented in this 

chapter are the use of the ‘givenness’ clitic =flh and that of conjunctions. Reference has been made earlier 

(2.2) to the sentence frame, which serves as a frame of reference for the remaining ‘asserted’ portion of the 

sentence. The frame most frequently consists of specification of one or more of i) the topical entity, ii) the 

spatial setting and iii) the temporal setting for what follows. Very frequently the frame is overtly marked by 

the ‘givenness’ clitic =flh0/2- Even after some thematic information has been given, a nominal or clausal 

unit can be marked with this clitic, indicating that the marked unit, if not all that has gone before, is being 

set as the frame for the remainder of the sentence. Since the spatial and temporal setting are often specified 

using a subordinate medial clause, reference will be made to the use of =flh throughout this chapter. The 

form and use of conjunctions will be specifically presented in 5.6. 

 
103 In both form and function, Menya =flh is a close parallel of Usan dmf as described in Reesink 1987 and 1994. He 

identifies dmf, and equivalent forms in other Papuan languages, as a topic marker, using ‘topic’ in the way Haiman 
does in his 1978 article. I label and gloss =flh as a ‘given’ marker to avoid multiple uses of ‘topic’. 
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5.1 Medial clause chaining 
It was pointed out in the preceding introduction that Papuan languages that have a medial verb system 

are considered prime examples of languages that use clauses that are dependent, rather than co-ranked 

equals, in a chaining strategy to present mainline, thematic material. In this section I will outline the way 

dependent SR medials, temporal subordinate DR medials and their irrealis equivalents are used in the 

Menya clause chaining construction. 

5.1.1 Same-Referent chains 
Example (372) presents three ordered events near the beginning of a personal narrative about a hunting 

expedition. The sentence begins with the temporal setting marked off as the sentence frame. The first two 

mainline events are encoded as clauses with a dependent SR medial and the third with a past-tense final 

verb, all indicating a first person plural group as actor. The events are assumed to be sequential and the first 

two are dependent on the last for the specification of their tense. 

 372) X«ghflths«flh+� at`x«� «m`pd+ at`x«� g«fl« ghno«� ghjt«� p`�
x«ghflths«=flh at`x«� «,m,`pd� at`x«� g«fl« ghno«� ghjt«� p` 
morning=GVN food ASS-eat-1P/DSR sweet.potato new tobacco lime.powder bag 
«l`mxt`pd+ p«tp«� x«stflp«� p`fl« pd� djtptd-
«,l`,lh,`pd� p«tp«� x«=st=flp«� p`fl« pd� «,x,j,p«pt=h
ASS-get-put.in-1P/DSR forest up=LOC=GOAL walk CERT ASS-go.up-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘In the morning we ate, put fresh sweet potato, tobacco and lime powder into our bags, and 
walked up into the forest.’ 

Similarly, in (373) and (374) the future and immediate future tense of the final verb, respectively, 

applies to the dependent medial also. 

 373) “Xdp«� x«t«m«� «ptxdo`xh+ l`pflp«�
xd=p«� xd=t«=m«� «,ptxdo,`xh� l`,p,m,p« 
1D=POSS 1D=POSS=FCS ASS-come.down-1D/DSR NEG-act-DETR-DVZR 
o«vdmxtdp«-”
o,v«,d,mh,td«=p« 
come-go.down-1D/IRR-FUT-1D/DSO=QT 
‘ “We ourselves will come down and pass by unseen.” ’ 

 374) Mxh� at`x«� «mlh+ mxh� p`fl« tlpd-�
mxh� at`x«� «,m,lh� mxh� p`fl« v,l=flp«=h
1S food ASS-eat-1S/DSR 1S walk go-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘I will eat and (then) go walking.’ 
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As was pointed out in 4.2.4, the realis medial forms are the unmarked or normal choice for 

individuated propositions regardless of tense whereas the irrealis forms explicitly indicate either i) that 

there is some doubt as to whether a specific situation will actually occur or ii) that the situation is a 

generalization translatable by ‘whenever’, ‘wherever’, etc. In both (373) and (374) the speaker was talking 

about specific proposed acts to be performed by specific individuals, which are features of realis. The 

uncertain nature of all future events overrules those factors and necessitates an irrealis final form in the last 

clause. The medial clauses, however, while inheriting tense and the degree of uncertainty from the irrealis 

final, are nevertheless encoded as realis medials. 

By contrast, when the speaker is talking of more generalized situations or of more generic actors, as is 

common in didactic and hortatory discourse, an irrealis medial verb is the appropriate form for mainline, 

non-final clauses. As stated in 4.2.4.4, what I am calling the generic SR medial without a case marker is the 

irrealis equivalent of the dependent SR form. Thus, in (375) the speaker is addressing the crowd at a village 

court and uses the second singular form in the generic sense of ‘any of you’. The first two clauses contain 

dependent irrealis SR medials to indicate the generalized nature of the proposition while keeping them on 

the mainline of the discourse. The more natural English translation, ‘If/whenever you come upon the person 

and see his face…’ subordinates the earlier clauses rather than keeping them on the mainline104.

375) ...rh� «l`p«� hptd� «vhl`spd+ hptdp«� ghodflt«� ct�
rh� «l`p«� h=pt=d «,v,hl`,s,p«=h h=pt=d=p«� ghodflt«� m=st 

2S man that=M=OJ ASS-3-meet-2S/IRR-GEN=DEF that=M=OJ=POSS face level=LOC 
ghtfl« «ptmcpd+ «flft«� ssflh- 
ghtfl« «,v,p,m,s,p«=h «flft«� s,s,mh,fl«=h
eye ASS-3-act-DETR-2S/IRR-GEN=DEF good say-2S/IRR-FUT-2S/DSO=IND 
‘...should you come upon the man and should you see his face, you will speak well (in court).’ 

Though dependent on the final clause for the specification of tense, these chained clauses are 

independent in most other ways. In (376) the final clause contains a question but the first clause, containing 

a dependent SR verb form, is nevertheless an assertion; in fact the speech is an interjection addressed to the 

narrator who has just mentioned that he spent three weeks in the capital city. The asserted status of the 

 
104 The more marked translation using ‘should’ will also be considered subordinate by most speakers but it is not 

overtly marked that way. 
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medial clause is not, therefore, affected by the mood or illocutionary force of the final clause. Similarly, in 

(377) the negative in the final clause does not affect the dependent medial clause. 

 376) Hflh sqh� vhj«� «ol`ohxh� «m«� hjtvh>�
h=flh sqh� vhj«� «,ol`,ohxh� «m«� h,j,tv«=h
that=GVN three week ASS-be-23P/DSR how do-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘Okay, you stayed three weeks and what did you do?’ 

 377) “Rtp«� dmxp«� hp«s«� ptv«� ldpds«� hl«jlhopd+�
rtp«� dmxp«� h,p«=s«� ptv«� l`,p«=h=s«� hl«j,lhs,o,p«=h
custom lazy do-DVZR=& steal get-DVZR=DEF=& make-SR/DUR-23P/IRR-GEN=DEF 
p«xtm«� l«oldp«� homtvhp«-”
p«xt=m«� l`,ol`,p«� h,o,mh,tv«=h=p« 
correct=FCS NEG-be-DVZR do-23P/IRR-FUT-23P/DSO=IND=QT 
‘ “Should you go on practicing laziness and theft, you will not live properly.” ’ 

Example (377) also demonstrates again, as was stated in 4.2.4.3.1, that dependent SR verb forms do 

not indicate the relative tense relationship between the marked clause and its matrix proposition. Whereas 

the natural tendency toward iconic ordering of events produces the fact that most dependent SR medial 

clauses are sequential with and prior to the matrix event, the performing of bad behaviour and not living 

properly are simultaneous. Similarly, iconic ordering would lead one to believe that the eating and the 

going in (378) were sequentially ordered whereas in fact the actual events being referred to were 

simultaneous. 

 378) Jflt«� gth� x`sthxp`flf`+� jflth� «m`xh+� Ohohrh� s«tjnflh
jflt«� gm=h x`=st,h,p,`flf=flf`� jflt«=h «,m,`xh� Ohohrh� s«tjnfl«=h
sugar INDEF=F 1D-cut-BEN-PFV-DR=TIME sugar=DEF ASS-eat-1D/DSR Pipisi riverbed=DEF 
«ptxdpdjtdd- 
«,ptxdpd,j,td«=h
ASS-go.down-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘She cut us some sugarcane then we ate the sugar and (=while) went down the Pipisi 
riverbed.’ 

A common feature of sentence structure in Menya, especially in narrative discourse, is the repetition at 

the start of a sentence of the final clause from the previous sentence. This is often referred to as tail-head 

linkage or recapitulation105. As will be shown at various points in this chapter, the form of the verb used in 

this opening clause varies greatly. As is revealed by a comparison of (379), which contains a repetition, and 

 
105 The term tail-head recapitulation is the most widely accepted term but I find that term confusing in that it labels as 

‘tail’ the final (and often most important) clause from the previous sentence and as ‘head’ the initial clause of the new 
sentence. Given its joining function I would personally prefer a term such as conjunctive recapitulation. 
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(380), which does not, there is no significant difference in clause or sentence structure when the opening 

clause is repetitive. I interpret this to indicate that even when the first clause is a repetition of the last from 

the previous sentence and thus filling a conjunctive function, it can still be treated as a mainline event and 

encoded in the chaining structure106.

379) …Ldmx«l`� atflp«� pd� «o«v«j«pd-� Ldmx«l`�
Ldmx«l`� l=st=flp«� pd� «,o,v«,j,p«p«=h Ldmx«l` 
Menyamya down=LOC=GOAL CERT ASS-come-go.down-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND Menyamya 

atflp«� «o«vhpd+� Ldmx«l`� «shl«t«pd+--- 
l=st=flp«� «,o,v«,«pd� Ldmx«l`� «,shl«t,«pd 
down=LOC=GOAL ASS-come-go.down-3S/DSR Menyamya ASS-arrive-3S/DSR 
‘…he went down to Menyamya. He went down to Menyamya, arrived at Menyamya…’ 

 380) …ghtfl« «ptm«lhflhxh-� ®s«sphx«pd+� «shtx«pd+�
ghtfl« «,v,p,m,lhfl,hx«=h «,s«sph,«pd� «,stvh,«pd 
eye ASS-3-act-DETR-PA/IPFV-23D/DSO=IND ASS-cover-3S/DSR ASS-remove-3S/DSR 

md� pd� «flf«p«ptd- 
md� pd� «,m,j,p«pt=h
1P CERT ASS-eat-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘…they were watching her. She covered (food in the ground oven), uncovered it and we ate.’ 

Alternatively, the repeating clause can be marked with the givenness clitic =flh to indicate that the 

clause is given as the frame for the main part of the sentence and, arguably therefore, not as a mainline 

event.  

 381) Hs`flf`� x«m`mit«p«� hpt� `flfh� «ptxdo«j«p«pd-�
h,«s,`flf=flf`� x«m`mit«p«� h=pt� `flfh� «,ptxdo,j,p«p«=h
do-IPFV-DR=TIME sky.dweller that=M again ASS-come.down-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
@flft� «ptxdo«pdflh+ sh� «stj«pd-�
`flfh� «,ptxdo,«pd=flh sh� «,v,s,j,p«p«=h
again ASS-come.down-3S/DSR=GVN this ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘That being done, the sky-dweller came back down. Having come back down, he told them 
this.’ 

As (382) shows, however (and there is no repetition involved here), the givenness clitic can reoccur 

within the same sentence. In this and other such instances, the events predicated are new information and 

seemingly on the mainline. It would appear then that while the clitic marks its clause as being (part of) the 

 
106 In his typological overview of tail-head linkage, de Vries (to appear) contrasts linkage clauses that are chained with 

those that are subordinated in other Papuan languages. 
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frame of reference for the following predication(s), it does not necessarily affect the mainline status of its 

clause. It is not clear at this stage of analysis what factors condition the speaker’s decision in this regard. 

 382) Ô@fl« «flft«� v«lp«m«0 s«� hpdflh+ `fl« «m«�
`fl« «flft«� v«,l=flp«=m«� s,«� h,«pd=flh `fl« «m«�
house good sleep-1S/IRR=GOAL=FCS say-3S/CSR do-3S/DSR=GVN house how 
lhl«jp«� hpdflh+ «tj«p«pd- 
l`,hl«j,p«� h,«pd=flh «,v,j,p«p«=h
NEG-make-DVZR do-3S/DSR=GVN ASS-go-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He thought “I’m going to sleep in a good place” and didn’t make a house and went on.’ 

5.1.2 Switch-reference 
It may have been noted in (380) that, although dependent SR forms are being used, there is a change in 

ACTOR from third singular to first plural. In each case the actor is also SUBJECT and, as far as can be 

determined, CLAUSE TOPIC. This is not anomalous since the person preparing the food, the two mentioned 

as watching in the previous sentence, and the narrator were all included in the ‘we’ who ate. Papuan 

switch-reference systems vary greatly in which medials they require, allow or forbid when there is overlap 

but not identity between the tracked referent of the marked clause and that of the following clause107. Only 

when a significant change occurs will a different-referent form be used but the degree of flexibility and 

relevant contexts for determining significance vary greatly from language to language. Traditional analysis 

of Papuan switch-reference systems presents the switch as a change of subject (actor for Foley 1986) from 

one clause to another but then the analyst (beginning with Longacre 1972:7-15) has had to explain the 

circumstances in which exceptions can or must occur. I have found the exceptions for Menya to be such as 

to make it more insightful to present the sameness or difference as being in terms of the most topical entity 

which clearly designates it as a pragmatic rather than syntactic device. Roberts 1988 presents a similar 

conclusion for Amele and other Papuan languages108. The specific schema that I am proposing is that the 

topical entity being tracked and coded is, ideally, the clause topic (which, as was stated in 2.3.2, is also the 

subject and actor in most instances). When the clause topic is different from the higher level topic that is 

being maintained through a longer stretch of text, however, the speaker has options in how to code the 

conflict, yielding the various anomalies that occur. 
 
107 Reesink 1983 reports a detailed study of this aspect of the switch-refence system of a number of Papuan languages. 
108 Stirling (1993), building on Roberts and others, goes a step further and proposes that switch-reference is not 

primarily tracking participants at all but is an indicator of change in the flow of discourse triggered by any of several 
features; most such changes do involve a change of participant roles but many do not.  
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When a Menya speaker deems that a significant change is taking place at a certain point in the 

discourse, a DR medial will be used. Whereas there is a realis dependent SR verb paradigm used in the 

chaining of mainline clauses, there is not an equivalent DR paradigm in regular usage109. Rather, the 

subordinate DR forms bearing the temporal clitic =flf` are used in this function, as in (383) and (384). For 

the irrealis generic DR forms however, there is a contrast between the dependent paradigm bearing the 

definite clitic =h , as in (385), and the subordinate paradigm that bears a case clitic. It is debatable whether 

it is appropriate to differentiate between mainline DR predicate uses and temporal subordinate predicate 

uses for the realis DR forms. As will be shown in 5.4, there are examples of these forms that are quite 

clearly subordinated in contrast to the DR examples given in this section which are interpreted as being in a 

chaining relationship but which could also be translated by a ‘when’ clause and considered part of the 

setting for the next clausal unit. It is also distinctly possible that a diachronic shift is taking place, in which 

the temporal subordinate forms are expanding in use to fill this mainline chaining function, possibly 

replacing an older DR paradigm that was not case-marked. Given the strong tendency to iconic ordering of 

predications, it is natural that the temporal form be the one that expands to fill the gap. 

 383) Ddp«m«� p«otm«� «odx`mh+� `fl« x«o«� x«flfhr`� oldp`flf«ptflf`+
ddp«=m«� p«ot=m«� «,o,x,`mh� `fl« x«o«� x«=flfhr`�ol`,p,`flf,p«pt=flf`�
all=FCS CMPL=FCS ASS-come-go.up-1P/DSR place inside up=side be-PFV-DR-1P/DSO=TIME 
pd� «m«l`� «x`opd- 
pd� «,m`,l`� «,x`o,p,p«p«=h
CERT ASS-1P-get ASS-come.up-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘We all went up and were inside (the bus) and he took us.’ 

 384) ®o«v`mh+� md� ddp«m«� hpt� s«fl« p«p«m«flh sp«t«s`flf«ptflf`+
«,o,v,`mh� md� ddp«=m«� h=pt� s«fl« p«p«,m«fl«=h sp«t,«s,`flf,p«pt=flf`�
ASS-come-go-1P-DSR 1P all=FCS that=M near near-very=DEF stand-IPFV-DR-1P/DSO=TIME 
pd� «mdv«r«tp«pd- 
pd� «,m`,v«r«t,p,p«p«=h
CERT ASS-1P-decide-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘We went across and stood very near him and he divided us (into two groups).’ 

 385) “…”sp`flftspd+ ---s«phmxp«� ptxdop«oflp«-�
s,p,`flf,«,sp«=h s«=ph=flp«� ptxdo,p,o=flp« 
say-PFV-DR-3S/IRR-GEN=DEF this=LOC=GOAL come.down-PFV-23P/IRR=GOAL 
‘in the event that he says “…”, …you should come down here.’ 

 
109 As was stated in footnote 89, a few forms have been encountered that point to either a former or an emergent 

dependent DR paradigm that end with the ‘definite’ clitic =h without any of the case clitics. 
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In both (383) and (384), the first two events are performed by a group, and the last by another person. 

The choice of verb forms is as would be expected for a language with a switch-reference system: an SR 

form in the first clause but a DR form in the second clause to indicate that a change in referent is about to 

take place. This pattern is also exhibited in almost all elicited sentences. The main context for exceptions 

found in elicited examples occurs when an impersonal verb (4.1.2.4) is involved, as in (386). With an 

impersonal verb such as ‘be sick’, the actor suffix is always third singular (with no clear referent) and the 

sick person is denoted by the verb prefix as the most salient affected entity. In (386), the first and third 

predications are clearly performed by the old man. Since the different-referent verb form in the second 

clause indicates a change of referent, the verb in the first clause should also be a DR form, for the sake of 

consistency. Like many other Papuan languages, however, Menya uses an SR form in the clause preceding 

the impersonal clause and a DR form in the impersonal clause. 

 386) Pnx`fl« hpt� v«tfl« h«pd+ x`p«� tx«p`flf`+ hptdp«�
pnx`fl« h=pt� v«tfl« h,«pd� x`p«� v,h,p,`flf=flf`� h=pt=d=p« 
old.man that=M work do-3S/DSR sick 3-do-PFV-DR=TIME that=M=OJ=POSS 
`flhtflp«� «tj«pd- 
`fl«=h=t=flp«� «,v,j,p«p«=h
house=DEF=LOC=GOAL ASS-go-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The old man was working, became sick and went home.’ 

It will be noted that there is identity between the subject/actor of the first and the object/undergoer of 

the second but no such identity between the subject/actor of the second clause and any participant in the 

third and final clause. One possibility, advocated by Foley (1986:191), is that the switch-reference system 

is monitoring actor co-reference with any participant in the following clause.  

The same pattern of switch-reference usage is also found when a clause predicating the weather pattern 

(387) or time of day (388) is inserted into the chain of events. In these there can be no claim that there is 

identity between the subject/actor of the first clause and any participant in the second so Foley’s proposal 

does not work for these instances. 
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387) …at`x«� «m`xh+ ohx«� gtj«� hp`flf`flh+ xdp«�
at`x«� «,m,`xh� ohx«� gtj«� h,p,`flf=flf`=flh xd=p« 
food ASS-eat-1D/DSR rain stop do-PFV-DR=TIME=GVN 1D=POSS 
`flhp«flp«� pd� «x`ojtdd- 
`fl«=h=p«=flp«� pd� «,x`o,j,td«=h
place=DEF=LOC=GOAL CERT ASS-come.up-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘we ate and when the rain finished we came up to our place.’ 

 388) Hl� «oldmi`p«m`pd� ghtmih� ptdlhrp«� «x«� gdp`flf`+ xflfl« p`�
h=l «,ol`,mi`p«m,`pd� ghtmih� ptdlhrp«� «x«� g,d,p,`flf=flf`� xflfl« p` 
that ASS-be-DUR-1P/DSR day noon just NEU-be-PFV-DR=TIME bird string.bag 
«l`lhl«� «odx`pd--- 
«,l`,lh,l«� «,o,x,`pd 
ASS-get-put.in-SER/SEM ASS-come-go.up-1P/DSR 
‘We remained there (a long time) and when it was noon we gathered the birds into bags and 
went up…’ 

Furthermore, the inanimacy of the actor in these examples cannot be the conditioning factor because 

human referents can also be overlooked in the tracking as in (389) and (390). The first is from a text about 

the habits of a particular bird species. The two highlighted verbs are dependent SR medial forms (one 

realis, the other generic) but the actor in the sentence changes from the bird to a person and back to the 

bird, and a syntactically-based or semantically-based switch-reference system would require that both of 

these be DR forms. Similarly in (390) a newly married couple is being instructed on proper behaviour and 

in this sentence are being advised to teach their children proper behaviour so that they in turn will behave 

properly. The subject change from the parents to the children should require a DR form for the highlighted 

verb but an SR form is used instead. 

 389) P«otm«� hl«jd«pd+ hflf`flh «l`p«� gflpt� «o«x«s«�
p«ot=m«� hl«j,d,«pd� h=flf`=flh «l`p«� gm=pt� «,o,x,«s,« 
CMPL=FCS make-put-3S/DSR that=TIME=GVN person INDEF=M ASS-come-go.up-SR-3S/CSR 
pth� hl«j«spd� hpt� «l`p«� hptdp«� xnpd� «ts«m- 
pth� hl«j,«s,p«=h h=pt� «l`p«� h=pt=d=p«� xnp«=h «,v,s,«,m 
bad make-3S/IRR-GEN=DEF that=M person that=M=OJ=POSS name=DEF ASS-3-say-3S/IRR-FUT 
‘It finishes making (its house) that then should any person come and destroy it, he says the 
person’s name.’ 

 390) j«m`jhs«m«� j`mhptjts«m«� rtp«� d
j«,m`=jh=s«=m«� j«,`m=h=pt=jt=s«=m«� rtp«� d
3-mother=2S=&=FCS 3-father=DEF=M=2S=&=FCS custom thus 
«lnstp`lhrhxpd+ xldp«pt`� pdx`p«� rtp«� ct 
«,v,l«stp`,lhs,hmx,p«=h xldp«=pt=` pd=x`p«� rtp«� m=st 
ASS-3-show-DUR-23D/IRR-GEN=DEF child=M=PL 2D=POSS custom level=LOC 
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p«m`jm«� hp«omtv«flp«-�
p«m`jh=m«� h,p,o,mh,tv«=flp«�
follow=FCS do-PFV-23P/IRR-FUT-23P/DSO=GOAL 
‘Should you their mother and father go on teaching customs in this way, the children will 
follow in your customs.’ 

The most efficient explanation of the Menya switch reference system seems to be one based on the 

pragmatic factor of topicality with the recognition that there can be several levels of topicality operating at 

the same time. At the lowest level, the clause, the SUBJECT (who is for most verbs also its ACTOR) is the 

ideal entity to be chosen as the CLAUSAL TOPIC but there can be a different topic at each higher level of 

structure – the complex clause unit, the sentence and even the discourse. An SR form tells the addressee 

that the referent is retaining its topical status whereas a DR form says the referent is losing either the topical  

status that it has had or its claim to potential status as the subject of a clause. Being a pragmatic category, 

there is considerable flexibility for the author in the assignment of topicality. In the common pattern 

exhibited in (387) and (388), the speaker has used an SR form in the first clause to indicate maintenance of 

topic status. The appearance of a different entity as the subject of the next clause constitutes a potential 

conflict. Whether or not that entity does receive any degree of topical status is not necessarily an issue; 

using a DR form informs the hearer to ‘forget this guy’ as far as any ongoing topicality is concerned. 

Example (389) differs in that, because the subject/actor is the non-referential ‘any person’, the speaker does 

not consider the referent to pose a conflict and so uses the coordinate SR form, «o«x«s«, indicating the 

continuity of topic status. 

One of the topicality-assignment options for the speaker is to assign two participants equal status at 

any level, which results in the more expected use of the switch-reference system. This is particularly 

common when a dialogue is being reported, as in (391)110. The text is about a mythical snake and the 

conversation here is between the snake and the village men. The men are not mentioned further in the story 

so their topicality is purely local but nevertheless they share the snake’s topical status through this 

interchange, as shown by the use of DR medials at each change of speaker. 

 391) ÔRt«flp«� jhflf`flfhj«>0 stp`flf`+ sh� pd�
r«=flp«� j,h,m,p,`flf,h=j«� v,s,p,`flf=flf`� sh� pd�
what=GOAL 2S-do-DETR-PFV-DR-3S/ASO=INFOQ 3-say-PFV-DR=TIME thus CERT 

110 See the discussion following (423) regarding the use of coordinate DR forms without a final clause. 
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«stj«pd-� ÔMxh� `o«j«flp«� mxhflf`flfhxp«-0 D
«,v,s,j,p«p«=h mxh� `o«j«=flp«� m,h,m,p,`flf,h=p«� d
ASS-3-say-3S/DSO=IND 1S woman=GOAL 1S-do-DETR-PFV-DR-3S/ASO=QT thus 
stp`flf`flh+ `o«j«� gt`pth� «vhjtvh- 
v,s,p,`flf=flf`=flh `o«j«� gm=`pt=h «,v,h,j,tv«=h
3-say-PFV-DR=TIME=GVN woman INDEF=DL=OJ ASS-3-do-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘What do you want?” they said to him and he told them this. “I want woman.” He said that 
then they gave him two women.’ 

Example (392) comes about two-thirds of the way through a text about a hunting trip that lasted 

several days111. Prior to this point in the story, a group of men that includes the speaker have been away on 

a hunt and they have been the primary topic throughout. From this point on however the story relates the 

contrastive activities of the speaker and the family members introduced in this sentence. To show that the 

speaker’s group is no longer retaining its topical status, a DR medial is used in the first predication. 

 392) @fl«ph� shl«tp`tflf`� mdp«� xldp«� `o«jhs«+� pnx`fl«
`fl«=ph� shl«t,p,`flf,p«pt=flf`� md=p«� xldp«� `o«j«=h=s«� pnx`fl«
place=LOC arrive-PFV-DR-1P/DSO=TIME 1P=POSS child woman=DEF=& old.person 
ghx`pts«flh ghtfl« «m`p«lahxh+--- 
gm=h=`pt=s«=flh ghtfl« «,m`,p,m,ohxh 
INDEF=F=DL=&=GVN eye ASS-1P-act-DETR-23P/DSR 
‘We arrived home and our family and two old women saw us then…’ 

It was pointed out above, exemplified by (387), that weather predications do not normally displace the 

higher level topic. This is not always the case however. Example (393) is seven sentences earlier in the 

same text as (387), and introduces the same rainfall. Presumably because of its significant affect on the 

events being narrated, the rainfall is assigned topical status and the author and his companion are 

accordingly referenced by a DR medial even though they are still prominent in the next clause. 

 393) …s«jflht� shl«tp`flftd«flf`flh+ ohx«� pd� «x`p«j«pd-�
s«jfl«=h=t shl«t,p,`flf,td«=flf`=flh ohx«� pd� «,x`,p,j,p«p«=h

fence=DEF=LOC arrive-PFV-DR-1D/DSO=TIME=GVN rain CERT ASS-1D-act-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘…when we arrived at the cattle fence, it started to rain on us.’ 

The next clause begins with tail-head linkage using a DR form returning the topicality to the two people but 

the rain continues to be significant for several more clauses. 

Expansion or reduction of  the topical entity does not necessarily trigger the use of a DR form, as noted 

at the beginning of this section. Reesink (1983) and Roberts (1988) report that, in Papuan switch-reference 
 
111 The full text is one of those given as an appendix. 
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systems, a reduction from a larger group to an individual or smaller yet inclusive sub-group is less likely to 

require or allow a DR form than is the expansion of the original group. In the elicitation of isolated 

sentences, the pattern Menya shows is in agreement with this generalization: only an SR form is acceptable 

when reduction is involved but either SR or DR is allowed when the referent is expanding to include more 

people. In natural text however, an SR form is almost always used. If the argument I have made here is 

correct and switch-reference is a pragmatic (topical entity) rather than syntactic (subject) or semantic 

(actor) tracking device, then the pattern of overlap may not be significant except as it applies to sentences 

without a context. Example (394) provides an interesting case study. The first clause uses a dependent SR 

form to predicate that the group including the speaker remained for three weeks; the next clause informs 

that the two men that the speaker was visiting bought plane tickets home for him and the man travelling 

with him. Assuming that Reuben and Joseph were among the ‘we’ of the first clause, this could be taken as 

an example of the actor reducing from first plural to second dual and an SR form being used because of that 

referential overlap. In the analysis I am proposing, however, the SR form is appropriate, if not required, 

because the topical entity throughout the sentence is the speaker and his companion112.

394) Sqh� vhj«� «oldpd+ on� hptdflh L`cdflh+� Qtodm«� hpts«�
sqh� vhj«� «,ol`,`pd� on� h=pt=d=flh L`cd=flh Qtodm«� h=pt=s« 
three week ASS-be-1P/DSR four that=M=OJ=GVN Monday=GVN Reuben that=M=&
Inrdo«� hpts«� a`ktrh� lap«� «xdjhxh-
Inrdo«� h=pt=s«� a`ktrh� lap«� «,x`,h,j,hx«=h
Joseph that=M=& plane money ASS-1D-do-PA/PFV-23D/DOS=IND 
‘We remained for three weeks and on the Monday of the fourth week Reuben and Joseph 
bought plane tickets for the two of us.’ 

5.2 Medial clause coordination 
5.2.1 Coordinate SR medial construction 

Clauses encoded with a coordinate SR medial verb form are, in accordance with the definition given in 

the introduction to this chapter, equal in pragmatic status (or role in the development of the discourse) and 

syntagmatic relationship with the clause or clauses to which they are coordinated. That is, the coordinated 

clauses form a single complex unit whose relationship with the rest of the sentence is coded via the form of 

the last verb in the complex, whether it be a final, a dependent medial, a subordinate medial or a deverbal 

 
112 This is in essence the same conclusion Reesink (1983:229) reaches in stressing the importance of pragmatic 

considerations as “the decisive factor for choosing either SS or DS affixation on medial verbs.” 
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form. On the dependent-independent parameter, the coordinate medial clauses are actually more dependent 

than the dependent medials used in the chains described above and could more fully be labelled as 

coordinate-dependent clauses113.

In (395), the speaker reports three events that he had performed and chooses to code the first with a 

dependent SR form, but the second with coordinate SR form, the third being of necessity a final form. The 

overall sentence structure is, therefore, a two-unit chain with the first being a single clause and the second 

being a coordinate complex. The last two clauses in (396) similarly form a two-clause coordinated 

complex. 

 395) Mxh� s«fl«ptd� «o«jlh+� flp«� xtpt`x«� «ldsl«� flp«�
mxh� s«fl«=pt=d «,o«j,lh� m=p«� xtp`tx«� «,l`,«s,l� m=p« 
1S possum=M=OJ ASS-kill-1S/DSR 1S=POSS cargo ASS-get-SR-1S/CSR 1S=POSS 
`flhphmxp«� pd� «o«v«j«pd- 
`fl«=h=ph=flp«� pd� «,o,v«,j,p«p«=h
place=DEF=LOC=GOAL CERT ASS-come-go.down-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I killed the possum, got my belongings and went down to my home.’ 

 396) X«s`o«p`flf`� xd� «l`l«flh+� xdp«� `fl« at� oflp«�
x`,s`o,p,`flf=flf`� xd� «,l`,l«=flh xd=p«� `fl« l=st� oflp«�
1D-GIVE-PFV-DR=TIME 1D ASS-GET-SER/SEM=GVN 1D=POSS house down=LOC put 
d«s`+� ghp`p«� pd� «v«jtdd-�
d,«s,`� ghp`p«� pd� «,v«,j,td«=h
be-SR-1D/CSR sleep CERT ASS-go.down-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘He gave us (the things) and, having taken them, we put them in our house and slept.’ 

Whereas the coordinated events in (395) and (396) are sequential, those in (397) predicate a 

simultaneous going around and looking in the underground workings of a hydro-power plant. Thus the 

nature of the temporal relationship between the coordinated clauses is not a conditioning factor in the 

decision to use coordinate medials. 

 397) L«l� ghtfl« «ptm«s`m� l«l� hjhsptflptd-�
l=l ghtfl« «,v,p,m,«s,`m� l=l hj«,«sp,«fl,p«pt=h
down=unseen eye ASS-3-act-DETR-SR-1P/CSR down=unseen tour-PRGV-IPFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘We went around deep underground looking at (what was there).’ 

A third temporal relationship – unordered sequence – is also encoded in the coordinate medial 

complex. In (398) the actors remain in one location for a time while they chew betel nut, smoke and talk. 

 
113 This is the same expression that Foley coins (1986:177) but only in contrast with subordinate-dependents. 
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These events cannot all be simultaneous with each other and the three activities are in no fixed order. (The 

compounding of ‘say’ and ‘be’ may well imply that the talking was throughout the time.) 

 398) O«fl« «r«s`m� ghno«� hs`m� ptd`� «sp«l`mlhflptd-�
o«fl« «,r,«s,`m� ghno«� h,«s,`m� ptd`� «,s,p«l`,m,lhfl,p«pt=h
betel ASS-chew-SR-1P/CSR tobacco DO-SR-1P/CSR talk ASS-say-be-DETR-PA/IPFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘We were (there) chewing betel nut, smoking and talking for a while.’ 

For this unordered sequence relationship, the matrix clause is sometimes the verb h ‘do’ in a dummy 

function, as in (399), rather than predicating an additional event. This structure parallels one of the forms of 

symmetrical coordination that Haiman (1980:431) describes for Hua. 

 399) …xd�`fl« rt`� «l«xdstpds«+� v`rhflp«� rt`� «l«xdstpds«+�
xd�`fl« ot=` «,xd,l«stp`,«s,«� v`rh=flp«� ot=` «,xd,l«stp`,«s,« 
1D house DIM=PL ASS-1D-show-SR-3S/CSR wash=GOAL DIM=PL ASS-1D-show-SR-3S/CSR 

at`x«� g«jhx«flp«� «l«xdstpds«� pd� hj«pd- 
at`x«� g«jhx«=flp«� «,xd,l«stp`,«s,«� pd� h,j,p«p«=h
food cook=GOAL ASS-1D-show-SR-3S/CSR CERT do-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘…he showed us the house things, the things for washing and the things for cooking food.’ 

Whereas the dependent medial clauses are outside of the scope of mood, modality and polarity of their 

matrix clause, the coordinate medial clauses are not. In (400) the highlighted clauses both contain the 

question word «m« and are under the scope of the dubitative mood clitic =sh (2.2.4) on the following final 

verb, indicating that the speaker is not asking a question but expressing his own wonder. In (401) the 

imperative force of the hortative form in the final clause applies equally to the coordinate medial clause. In 

(402) the negative polarity as well as the deontic modality apply equally to all three clauses. 

 400) Ghj«� lfl« «m«� hot� «s«tlhfltv«sh:� l`rhm«p«�
ghj«� lfl« «m«� h,«s,ot� «,s«t,lhfl,tv«=sh� l`rhm«p« 
stone axe114 how do-SR-23P/CSR ASS-cut-PA/IPFV-23P/DSO=DUBIT machine 
«m«� hs«� «os«lhflp«sh> 
«m«� h,«s,«� «,os,lhfl,p«p«=sh 
how do-SR-3S/CSR ASS-dig-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=DUBIT 
‘I wonder how they used tools and cut the rock or how a machine cut the rock.’ 

 401) “Rh�x`ptdp«� gh`vhp«pt� «o«r«sm� s«� txdx«-0
rh� x`ptdp«� gh`vhp«=pt� «,o«j,«s,m� s«� tx,d,s=x« 
2S pig black=M ASS-kill-SR-2S/CSR fire burn-put-2S/IRR=QT 
‘ “Kill the black pig and put it in the fire.” ’ 

 
114 This term is used more generally for any steel tool. 
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402) Hfl« pd� l«j«� «tm«ot� «j`rtv«� «sm«ot�
h=flh pd� l«j«� «,t,m,«s,ot� «j`rtv«� «,s,m,«s,ot 
that=GVN but fight ASS-shoot-DETR-SR-23P/CSR anger ASS-say-DETR-SR-23P/CSR 
l`tx«pflp«� hp«om- 
l`,tx«pm,p«� h,p,o,mh 
NEG-divide-DVZR do-PFV-23P/IRR-FUT 
‘But y’all are not to fight, argue and divide yourselves.’ 

At least for negation, however, this transitivity is not obligatory. Two sentences before (402), the 

author used (403) to summarize what he had already said to his son and, rather than the negation in the 

latter clause applying to both members of the coordination, the positive-negative contrast is in focus. 

Conversely in (404)115 the same author in the same text chooses to specify both conjuncts as negative. 

 403) Rtp«� hflh hsm� hflh lhp«� o`� hp«sflp«-�
rtp«� h=flh h,«s,m� h=flh l`,h,p«� o`� h,p,s=flp« 
custom that=GVN do-SR-2S/CSR that=GVN NEG-do-DVZR do not do-PFV-2S/IRR=GOAL 
‘You are to do those customs and not do those (others).’ 

 404) ®l`p«� gthtflp«� stv«flfh� jtjflt«� l`sp«� o`� hot+�
«l`p«� gm=h=t=flp«� stv«=flfh� jtjflt«� l`,s,p«� o`� h,«s�,ot�
person INDEF=F=OJ=GOAL back=LOC talk NEG-say-DVZR do not do-SR-23P/CSR 
«j`rtv«� l`sp«� o`� hp«oflp«- 
«j`rtv«� l`,s,p«� o`� h,p,o=flp« 
anger NEG-say-DVZR do not do-PFV-23P/IRR=GOAL 
‘You should not gossip (talk behind the back) about other people or talk in anger.’ 

With the possible exception of (402)116, all the examples given so far in this section have shown 

coordination with a final clause. As was stated above in the introduction to 5.2.1 however, the matrix clause 

can be of any type, since it is encoding the relationship of coordinated complex to its context. The 

following examples show coordination with a dependent SR clause, a subordinate DR clause, a generic SR 

clause and a generic DR clause respectively. At appropriate points in the remainder of this chapter, 

examples will be given of such coordination within embedded constructions such as relative clause and 

nominalized clauses. 

 
115 The medial form hot in this example is ambiguous as to whether it is a coordinate SR form or the more explicit 

simultaneous SR form (4.2.4.3.3) since morphophonemic rules allow for the complete assimilation of the diagnostic 
Í«s�morpheme- Since the simultaneous SR form is a subset of the coordinate SR, the point made here about the 
optionality of the scope of negation remains valid. 

116 In presenting the normal negative construction in 4.3.3 I proposed that it was actually a clause that was being 
negated, deverbalized and embedded as an adverbial modifier to the matrix verb. If that is correct, then (402) is 
showing a three-clause coordinated unit being embedded as modifier to the final verb. 
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 405) …ptvp«� at`x«� «m«ot� «ol`ohxh� s«� ghtfl«
pt=p«� at`x«� «,m,«s,ot� «,ol`,ohxh� s«� ghtfl«
3P=POSS food ASS-eat-SR-23P/CSR ASS-be-23P/DSR this eye 

«ptflftvh- 
«,v,p,m,j,tv«=h
ASS-3-act-DETR-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘…they sat and ate their food and saw this.’ 

 406) Pt� at`x«� ghj«� «stx«ot� htp`flftv«flf`+ mxh� xflfl«
pt� at`x«� ghj«� «,stvh,«s,ot� ht,p,`flf,tv«=flf`� mxh� xflfl«
3P sweet.potato stone ASS-remove-SR-23P/CSR get-PFV-DR-23P/DSO=TIME 1S bird 
ptx`� «tsdsl--- 
ptx`� «,ts«,«s,l 
bark ASS-open-SR-1S/CSR 
‘They removed the cover and get the food from the ground oven, and I open the unwrapped 
birds and…’ 

 407) Rh� ghtfl« «ptm«sm«+ «l`p«� hptd� «vhl`spd+---�
rh� ghtfl« «,v,p,m,«s,m� «l`p«� h=pt=d «,v,hl`,s,p«=h
2S eye ASS-3-act-DETR-SR-2S/CSR person that=M=OJ ASS-3-meet-2S/IRR-GEN=DEF 
‘Should you see (someone) and come to the man,…’ 

 408) …ht`pt� ghp`p«� `m«� «vhrhmx� at`x«� gdtxp«�
h=`pt� ghp`p«� `m«� «,v«,«s,hmx� at`x«� gdtxp« 
that=DL sleep with ASS-go.down-SR-23D/CSR food leaf.plate 

«vhpts«tx«s«� «x«� hp`flftsp«flf`flh--- 
«,v,hpts«t,h,«s,«� «x«� h,p,`flf,t,sp«=flf`=flh
ASS-3-serve-BEN-SR-3S/CSR just do-PFV.DR-3S/IRR=TIME=GVN 
‘…whenever she and he are sleeping together and she is serving him food,…’ 

It is to be noted that in (408) the two coordinate medial clauses exhibit a change in actor/subject from 

dual to singular. The text is about the traditional marriage customs of the people and the preceding sentence 

states that ‘We men, when the woman is afraid, are not ones to put on the marriage symbols quickly.’ Even 

though (408) begins by referring to both the male and female, it is the female that is topical until she has 

done her part as signalled by the generic DR form, after which the higher level topic, ‘we men’, come back 

into focus. Thus, with coordinate SR medials as for dependent SR medials, it is the pragmatic 

considerations that determine the use of the switch-reference system. 

A further significant difference between the coordinate SR construction and the dependent chain 

construction is that whereas the medial clause in the latter cannot be postposed to come after its matrix, the 

coordinate SR clause can. In (409) the postposed clause is probably an elaboration of the matrix speech 
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event whereas in (410) the postposed event is clearly the cause of the matrix event. The reasons for the 

reordering are unclear. In these two instances the intonation on the final clause would indicate that the 

sentence is ended, in which case the postposed clause could simply be an afterthought, offerred in 

additional explanation. In (409) the narrator goes on to tell how they answered the question whereas after 

(410) the speaker declares ‘That’s the end’ as the conclusion of the entire narration117.

409) ...hpt� x`sflp«� pd� «mdxpd+� Gd� v«tflh
h=pt� x`sflp«� pd� «,m`,h,p,p«p«=h gd� v«tfl«=h
that=M question CERT ASS-1P-do-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 2P work=DEF 

«jhs`fltdflf«>0 «m`s«s«-
«j=h=s`=pt=dm=j«� «,m`,s,«s,« 
which=DEF=ORIG=M=2P=INFOQ ASS-1P-say-SR-3S/CSR 
‘…he asked us saying “What work place are you from?”’ 

 410) …Ldmcdfl« oldp«� gflptflh+� ghxp«� hsflpd+� pt`�
Ldmcdfl« ol`,p«� gm=pt=flh ghxp«� h,«sp,«fl,p«p«=h pt`�
Madang be-DVZR INDEF=M=GVN urine do-PRGV-IPFV-3S/DSO=DEF ground  
hph� «o«jflf«p«pd+� onon� hs«-
h=ph� «,o«j,m,p,p«p«=h onon� h,«s,« 
that=LOC ASS-hit-DETR-PFV-3S/DSO=IND dizzy do-SR-3S/CSR 
‘…a Madang man, (when) he had urinated, was dizzy and fell to the ground.’ 

The interaction of the dependent SR medials with the clitic =flh was earlier (5.1.1) presented as 

indicating that the marked unit is to be considered as part of the frame of reference for the subsequent text. 

By contrast, the coordinate SR clauses (and the medial verb forms that are diagnostic of them) are never 

marked with this clitic. This is taken as further evidence of the unitary nature of the coordinate medial 

construction. Since the use of the coordinate medial indicates that the marked clause is of equal status  with 

its matrix clause, it cannot be assigned a place in the discourse until the unit has been completed. 

5.2.2 SR simultaneous medial construction 
Whereas the coordinate SR medials do not inherently specify the nature of the temporal relationship 

between the marked and matrix predications, the simultaneous SR medials are specific, hence their label. 

As was stated in 4.2.4.3.3, the construction using these forms are also more restrictive in that i) multiple 

clauses using them cannot be strung together and ii) either the marked or the matrix clause is usually a 

 
117 This entire incident was a parenthetical addition after the main story had been concluded. 
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stative predication. Otherwise, many of the characteristics of the coordinate SR construction also apply 

here, such as the potential for negation to pass to the coordinate, as (411). 

 411) Rh� `o«jhjh� ghtflhm«� «ptm«m� l«oldp«� hrflpd-�
rh� `o«j«=h=jh� ghtfl«=h=m«� «,v,p,m,m� l`,ol`,p«� h,s=flp«=h
2S woman=DEF=2S eye=DEF=FCS ASS-3-act-DETR-2S/CSR NEG-be-DVZR do-2S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘You, woman, are not to just sit looking at them.’ 

Almost half the recorded instances of this construction combine a perception predication (seeing, 

listening or remembering) with an existential predication (be, sit, stand), and in most such instances the 

verbs are adjacent, as in (412). This could give the appearance of being a single clause with a complex 

verbal phrase rather than a coordination of clauses. Examples such as (413), with an additional participant 

introduced in the matrix clause, show that the coordination is of clauses rather than of verbs. 

 412) …hpt� p«s«� «tflf«m«� «mxhx«� oldsm-
h=pt� p«s«� «tflf«=m«� «,m,h,h,«� ol`,«s,mh 

that=M ear good=FCS ASS-1S-do-BEN-3S/CSR be-3S/IRR-FUT 
‘…he sits listening to me well.’ 

 413) A`ktrhflp«� ghtfl« «ptm`m+ ahflrt� hpts«� `m«�
a`ktr=h=flp«� ghtfl« «,v,p,m,`m� ahflrt� h=pt=s«� `m« 
plane=DEF=GOAL eye ASS-3-act-DETR-1P/CSR missionary that=M=with with 
«ol`jtptd-
«,ol`,j,p«pt=h
ASS-be-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘While we waited for the plane we were with the missionary.’ 

The other frequent pattern for this construction is for the coordinated clause to be a stative predication 

and the matrix clause to predicate an event that occurred during the state. In this variant the distinctiveness 

of the clauses is the rule rather than the norm. Example (414) is a case in point and also demonstrates that, 

as with the coordinate SR construction, the matrix clause is not necessarily a final clause. In this instance 

the coordinated complex is a single link in the chain of main-line events. 

 414) X«o`p«� l«flfhr`� «sp«t«� ÔD«� ddm«0 m`s«p`flf«p«flf`+---�
x«o`p«� l=flfhr`� «,sp«t,«� d«� d«=m«� m`,s,p,`flf,p«p«=flf` 
outside down=side ASS-stand-3S/CSR come come=QT 1P-say-PFV-DR-3S/DSO=TIME 
‘He stood outside saying “Come, come!” to us and…’ 

Whereas a multiplicity of simultaneous SR clauses are not found in a coordinated clause complex, the 

matrix clause can be quite complex. In (415) the first clause states that the actors will sleep in the forest and 
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the latter two clauses indicate the activities that they will perform during their stay in the forest. The latter 

two clauses form a coordinate SR complex clause unit which is the matrix for the simultaneous SR clause 

at the beginning. 

 415) …p«tp«� x«st� ghp`p«� vdm+� `r«jthx«� l«s«s`m� xflfl«flp«�
p«tp«� x«=st� ghp`p«� v«,`m� `r«jthx«� l«s,«s,`m� xflfl«=flp« 
forest up=LOC sleep go.down-1P/CSR blind build-SR-1P/CSR bird=GOAL 
s«tp«ldstflpd- 
s«tp«l`,`st=flp«=h
watch.for-1P/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘…we’re going to sleep in the forest and build blinds and watch for birds.’ 

5.2.3 Coordinate DR medial construction 
The coordinate DR medials are equivalent to the coordinate SR medials in that they indicate that the 

marked clause has the same status as its matrix clause, even though the topical entity changes. Thus, as was 

the case with the coordinate SR construction, it is proposed that the coordinated clauses form a single, 

complex unit whose structural and semantic relationship with the larger context is only indicated on the last 

verb in the unit. The logical relationship (cause-effect, etc.) between the clauses within the unit is not 

specified and varies greatly. However, the temporal relationship between them can be indicated by the 

aspect suffixes, as explained in 4.2.4.1.1 and again illustrated below. This feature of not necessarily 

providing any indication of the semantic relationship with its matrix clause is one of the reasons for 

determining that these are coordinate DR clauses. As will be shown, the range of uses of this construction 

varies considerably in terms of their functional equivalents in other languages. The other major evidence 

for this analysis is the number of properties that they share with the coordinate SR medials, to the exclusion 

of the dependent and subordinate forms. The fact that they use the associative actor suffixes rather than the 

dissociative ones shows that a closer relationship exists between the coordinate DR clause and the one to 

which it is related, than exists between a subordinate DR and its matrix. The nature of that closer 

relationship is not the same in the various uses of the two actor suffixes sets (cf. 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.4) and the 

equal status of the conjuncts is, I believe, the relevant factor in this use118.

118 This is a change from the interpretation presented in Whitehead 1991 where I considered the DR medials with 
associative actor suffixes to be emphasizing a logical relationship rather than the temporal relationship that is 
generally in focus for the DR medials with a dissociative actor suffix. 
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One of the topicality-assignment options for the speaker, given in 5.1.2, is to assign two participants 

equal status at any level, which results in the more expected use of the switch-reference system – topic 

coinciding with the clause SUBJECT. It is a common use of the coordinate DR medial construction to inform 

of the activities of the component members of a larger group who are no longer acting in a unified manner. 

In (416), which is the full sentence from which (37) was taken, a group of people including the speaker are 

beginning a tour of a hydro-electric plant. The entire group is the topical entity but in this sentence they are 

split into two groups: ‘some people...we others’. The first two clauses are links in the chain of mainline 

events and the highlighted clauses are coordinated to form a third unit in the chain. The use of imperfective 

aspect makes explicit the fact that the coordinated predications were simultaneous. 

 416) ®mx«� «vdpd+� ÔGhtfl« ptlahx«0 m`s«p`flf«p«flf`+�
«mx«� «,v«,`pd� ghtfl« v,p,m,o=x«0 m`,s,p,`flf,p«p«=flf` 
new ASS-go.down-1P/DSR eye 3-act-DETR-23P/IRR=QT 1P-say-PFV-DR-3S/DSO=TIME 
«l`p«� gflpt`� l«flh sp«t«s`flf«+� md� gflptmd� ghxp«flp«�
«l`p«� gm=pt=` l=flh sp«t,«s,`flf,«� md� gm=pt=tmd� ghxp«=flp« 
person INDEF=M=L below=LOC stand-IPFV-DR-23P/ASO 1P INDEF=M=1P urine=GOAL 
pd� «odxtptd-
pd «,o,x,p,p«pt=h
CERT ASS-come-go.up-PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘When we were newly gone down and were told “Look!”, some people stood below and we 
others went up to urinate.’ 

Similarly, (417) specifies the individual activities of the two topical participants on the one day on 

which they were separated. In this instance, however, the perfective aspect is used even though the two 

events were simultaneous. This is in accord with i) the definition of perfective as presenting a situation as a 

unified whole regardless of any internal temporal complexity, and ii) the statement (4.2.4.1.1) that the 

perfective forms of the DR medials can be used regardless of the temporal relationship but an imperfective 

form can only be used when some degree of simultaneity is involved and the speaker wishes to emphasize 

that fact. 

 417) Hpt� A`ho«s«� rs`sp«� hp«� `fl« htflp«� «vp`flfh+---�
h=pt� A`ho«s«� rs`sp«� h,p«� `fl« h=t=flp«� «,v,p,`flf,h 
that=M Bible start do-DVZR house that=LOC=GOAL ASS-go-PFV-DR-3S/ASO 
mxh� p«s`p«� o«s«fl« «tj«pd- 
mxh� p«s`p«� o«s«fl« «,v,j,p«p«=h
1S grass mow ASS-shoot-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘He went to the print shop (lit. house for starting Bibles); I cut grass.’ 
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On other occasions, the speaker contrasts the activities of two participants (or groups) without them 

having been combined into one entity elsewhere in the discourse. Example (418) is the response that the 

speaker, who is defending himself in a village court session, reports as having happened after he had 

approached a school teacher and asked him a question. Whereas the coordinated events in (416) and (417) 

were simultaneous and without any causal relationship, in this example they are sequential and the second 

is a logical consequence of the first. 

 418) F`� hptflh rhj`m«p«� «mx«pd� ÔL`shm«jhs`m«>0 mc«p`flfh�
f`� h=pt=flh rhj`m«p«� «,m,h,«pd� L`shm«=jh=s`=m«� m,s,p,`flf,h 
then that=M=GVN shake ASS-1S-do-3S/DSR Martin=2S=POLQ=QT 1S-say-PFV-DR-3S/ASO 
Ô@np«0 «stp«- 
`n=p«� «,v,s,p,« 
yes=QT ASS-3-say-PFV-1S/ASO 
‘Then he shook my hand, and he said to me “Are you Martin?” and I told him “Yes.” ’119 

In (419) the consequential relationship is even stronger, such that a natural English translation would 

be “Because the car was unable to come up well, he came up slowly”. 

 419) J`s«� «m«� l«x`o«p`flfh01/+ hpt� «o`j«m«� hp«�
j`s«� «m«� l`,x`o,p,`flf,h� h=pt� «o`j«=m«� h,p« 
car how NEG-come.up-PFV-DR-3S/ASO that=M slowly=FCS do-DVZR 
«x`olhflpd- 
«,x`o,lhfl,p«p«=h
ASS-come.up-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The car couldn’t come up well and so he came up slowly.’ 

Another frequent use of the coordinate DR construction is to express the equivalent of a perception 

predicate and its complement – the ‘complement’ being the coordinate DR clause. Reesink (to appear) 

discusses the use in several languages (Usan, Amele, Hua, Koromu) of the coordinate chaining construction 

to encode an act of perception and the act perceived (in reverse order to maintain iconicity). The only 

significant difference in Menya is that the verb forms used for the perceived event, and that I am calling the 

coordinate medials, are not those used in the chaining construction. His explanation of the rationale – that 

the perceived event and the act of perception are distinct events and natural candidates for encoding as 

 
119 There were no pauses or clear intonation breaks in this sentence, hence the lack of punctuation. 
120 The adverbial�«m« regularly combines with a negated verb to indicate inability. 
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separate links in the chain (my terminology) – is valid for the use of either construction. The most frequent 

perception predicate is, not unexpectedly, ‘see’ (420), but ‘hear’ (421) also enters into this construction121.

420) A`rh� gflpt� op`flfh� «ptm`xh---�
a`rh� gm=pt� o,p,`flf,h� «,v,p,m,`xh 
bus INDEF=M come-PFV-DR-3S/ASO ASS-3-act-DETR-1D/DSR 
‘We saw a bus coming ... (Lit: A bus came and we saw it...)’ 

 421) Rh� mxh� sh� sp`flf«� «x«� «mxhx«flm«-�
rh� mxh� sh� s,p,`flf,«� «x«� «,m,h,h,«fl,m 
2S 1S thus say-PFV-DR-1S/ASO just ASS-1S-do-BEN-IPFV-2S/ASO 
‘You just heard me say this. (Lit: I said this and you just heard me.)’ 

Example (420) serves to introduce the bus and this presentational function is quite common, regardless 

of whether the introduced participant plays a role in the ongoing discourse. The bus in (420) does have an 

ongoing role but the women in (422) do not. 

 422) O`j«ohflh+� `o«j«� gflpt`� `rfl« p«m«sp«s`flf«�
O`j«oh=flh `o«j«� gm=pt=` `rfl« p,m,«sp,«s,`flf,« 
O`j«oh=GVN woman INDEF=M=PL wash act-DETR-PRGV-IPFV-DR-23P/ASO 
«x«�«vhl`jtdd- 
«x«�«,v,hl`,j,td«=h
just ASS-3-meet-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘At the (River) O`j«oh, some women were bathing and we came upon them.’ 

Conversely, a participant who does have an ongoing role can be introduced in less prominent ways. 

Example (423) is from the same text as (422), and the person here does have a short active role in the 

subsequent events. 

 423) …s«tjnflh «vdxhs`flh+� M`lh� «vhl`jtdd-�
s«tjnfl«=h «,v«,`xh=s`=flh M`lh� «,v,hl`,j,td«=h

riverbed=DEF ASS-go.down-1D/DSR=ORIG=GVN Naomi ASS-3-meet-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘...as we went along the riverbed, we come upon Naomi.’ 

Coordinate DR medial clauses can also be used alone in truncated sentences, whereas the other DR 

medials have not been observed without a matrix clause. Following (423), the speaker identifies Naomi as 

the mother of Amos at which point the addressee interrupts with (424a), which could refer to either Naomi 

or Amos. The narrator responds with (424b). Both the question and the initial response are coordinate DR 

medial clauses without their matrix which is, presumably, ‘you/we came upon her/him.’  
 
121 Note that in both these examples the instrumental nouns ‘eye’ and ‘ear’ are omitted from the matrix clauses but the 

context is sufficiently clear to allow correct interpretation of the intended meaning of the generic verb. 
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424) a) Hph� olds`flfh>�
h=ph� ol`,«s,`flf,h 
that=LOC be-IPFV-DR-3S/ASO 
‘He/she was there?’ 

b) Hh hph� olds`flfh-� Ô@lnrh� hpt� hph� «oldm«0
h=h h=ph� ol`,«s,`flf,h� @lnrh� h=pt� h=ph� «,ol`,«fl,«=m« 
that=F that=LOC be-IPFV-DR-3S/ASO Amos that=M that=LOC ASS-be-IPFV-3S/ASO/IPFV=QT 
s`� hjtdd+� hpt� hph� l«oldp«� hs`flfh- 
s,`� h,j,td«=h h=pt� h=ph� l`,ol`,p«� h,«s,`flf,h 
say-1D/CSR do-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND that=M that=LOC NEG-be-DVZR do-IPFV-DR-3S/ASO 
‘She was there. We thought “Amos is there” – and he wasn’t.’ 

The second part of the answer in (424b) illustrates one of the features that the coordinate DR medials 

have in common with the coordinate SR medials – the ability to be postposed after the matrix clause. In 

five of the seven instances that have been observed, the postposed clause is specifying what was seen and 

the text goes on to narrate a significant change in action that results from what was seen. The postposing is 

not, therefore, simply an afterthought addition but a stylistic device to highlight a significant sighting. The 

other two instances of a postposed coordinate DR clause, one of which is in (424b), are followed by an 

explanatory statement about earlier actions (therefore out of chronological order) by the actor of the 

postposed clause. In each case, therefore, the occurrence of a coordinate DR clause after its matrix clause is 

an indication that a significant break in the natural flow of discourse is taking place. 

These DR clauses also have in common with the coordinate SR medial clauses the fact that they can 

come under the scope of the question mood particle, as in (425). Here, the speaker is asking the addressee 

to explain his reasons for writing a letter which resulted in the speaker being in court. The construction, 

with the question words within the medial clause and the WH-question mood clitic on the final verb, is 

comparable to (400). 

 425) ®m«� «m«� gds`flfh� «pfl«v«� stv`flth>�
«m«� «m«� g,d,«s,`flf,h� «,p,p,fl«=v«� stv`flt«=h
how how NEU-be-IPFV-DR-3S/ASO ASS-act-PFV-2S/DSO=INFOQ letter=DEF 
‘What was happening that you wrote the letter?’ 

They can also come under the scope of a negative in the matrix clause as in (426). This example is 

from an elicitation session in which the Menya sentence was presented to the native speaker, who accepted 
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it and translated it into Tok Pisin as Mi harim, yu no tok olsem (literally, I heard; you didn’t say that) which 

clearly transfers the negative to the speech-related clause. 

 426) Mxh� rh� d sp`flfm«� p«s«� l`jhxp«� hp«m«-�
mxh� rh� d s,p,`flf,m� p«s«� l`,j,h,h,p«� h,p,«=m« 
1S 2S that say-PFV-DR-2S/ASO ear NEG-2S-DO-BEN-DVZR do-PFV-1S/ASO=FCS 
‘That’s not what I heard you say.' 

The final point of comparison with the coordinate SR medial clause is the fact that these DR clauses 

cannot be marked by the clitic =flh to indicate that the marked unit is to be considered as part of the frame 

reference for the subsequent text. Since it is the function of the coordinate medial is to indicate equal status 

with its matrix, it cannot itself be assigned a status. 

The coordinate DR medials may not completely parallel the SR equivalents, however, since the DR 

construction may be coordination at a higher level. Example (427) begins with a subordinated  SR medial 

clause indicating that the group had completed their prior activities. This is followed by the statement of the 

next activities of the two components of the ‘we’ in the opening clause – the women and the narrator. This 

constitutes a further instance of the tracking of two topical entities (cf. (416) and (417)), with a coordinate 

DR medial marking the boundary between them. The complication is that the women’s activity consists of 

the three highlighted clauses, the first two being encoded with coordinate SR forms. Potentially, therefore, 

these three clauses constitute a coordinate SR construction with the coordinate DR clause as its matrix. This 

unit is, in turn, the first member of a coordinate DR construction. 

 427) Ddp«o«m«� p«ot� hl«j`mhs`flh+� `o«jhpt`� ghj«� ststvp«� hot�
ddp«=ot=m«� p«ot� hl«j,`mh=s`=flh `o«j«=h=pt=` ghj«� ststvp«� h,«s,ot 
all=DIM=FCS CMPL make-1P/DSR=SRC=GVN woman=DEF=M=PL stone arrange do-SR-23P/CSR 
xh«lhr`fl« oflp«� d«ot� gdtxp«� o`sp«xp`flf«� mxh� v`flhs« 
xh«lhr`fl« oflp«� d,«s,ot� gdtxp«� o`s,p,p,`flf,«� mxh� v`fl«=h=s« 
food put put-SR-23P/CSR leaf cover-act-PFV-DR-23P/ASO 1S greens=DEF=&
xflflhs«� ptx`� ht� ddp`� ddp`� «odj«pd-�
xflfl«=h=s«� ptx`� h=t d,p`� d,p`� «,o,x,j,p«p«=h
bird=DEF=& bark that=LOC put-SER/SIM put-SER/SIM ASS-come-go.up-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘After we finished doing all that, the women arranged the stones, placed the food (on them) and 
covered it with leaves and/while I piled up the greens and birds on the bark pieces.’ 

Sentences like (428) could further complicate the picture. Again there is contrast between the activities 

of two entities (some boys versus the narrator) in a coordinate DR construction. In this example, the first 
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conjunct is a single clause but the second conjunct could either be the highlighted, dependent SR clause or 

everything after the coordinate medial vhs`flf«. This would include two more coordinate SR clauses in the 

ellipsis. If the first alternative is correct then the coordinate DR construction, ending with the dependent SR 

medial, is the first unit in a mainline chained construction and the four-clause coordinate SR construction is 

a second unit. If the latter alternative is correct, then the second conjunct of the coordinate DR construction 

would itself be a chained construction consisting of two units – the first a single clause and the second the 

four-clause complex. 

 428) Pt� ghp`p«� vhs`flf«+� mxh� v«tflftv«� `fl« s«fl« p«p«� hphmxp«�
pt� ghp`p«� v«,«s,`flf,«� mxh� v«tflftv«� `fl« s«fl« p«p«� h=ph=flp« 
3P sleep lie-IPFV-DR-23P/ASO 1S regrowth house near near that=LOC=GOAL 
«ptxdp«lh+ v«fl« «mxt«sl---� «l`� «x`oj«pd- 
«,ptxdpd,lh� v«fl« «,lh,«s,l� «,l`� «,x`o,j,p«p«=h
ASS-go.down-1S/DSR greens ASS-harvest-SR-1S/CSR ASS-get ASS-come.up-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘They slept and I went down to the old garden near the house and harvested greens and 
...brought them back up.’ 

5.3 Serial verb construction 
Verb serialization, as it has been variously described for languages of Africa (e.g. Givón 1975), Asia 

and Melanesia, generally involves i) a merging of two or more predicates into a single complex unit with 

all but the last verb reduced morphologically to (little more than) a verb stem and ii) one or more core 

arguments shared. A close English equivalent may be found in the dialectal variant Let’s go watch a movie 

in which go watch  functions as a single predicate in contrast to the more formal, coordinated Let’s go and 

watch a movie.

Universally, predications involving motion are the most likely to be serialized (Foley and Olson 

1985:41) and Menya is no exception in this regard. As was stated in 2.4.1, verb serialization in Menya 

typically involves the juxtaposition of two verbs, one that is stripped of all the suffixation normally 

associated with verbs and the other an inflected verb of motion. No instances of serial verb forms (that is, 

without an actor suffix) have been found without motion being involved, and that motion is almost always 

overtly expressed as the matrix verb; the exceptions will be addressed in 5.3.3. Only a few verbs, however, 

can occur as the first member of the serial construction without any suffix at all; others require one of 

several serializing suffixes that additionally indicate the nature of the relationship between the serial verb 
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and the motion. The serial verb construction in Menya is seen as a specialized variant of the coordinate SR 

construction, only available when the semantic constraints on the verbs involved are met. 

5.3.1 Verbs with no suffixation 
The only  verbs that appear to be able to occur without further affixation are the verbs l` ‘get/have’ 

(429), sl`011 ‘get/lead’ and tx«l`�‘leave behind/depart from’ (430) and these are followed by a motion 

verb referring to an actual motion. At first glance, the events predicated by the two verbs appear to be 

distinguishable and arguably sequential – the ‘getting’ and the ‘leaving’ preceding the actual motion. The 

verb l`, however, means ‘have’ in its stative forms and, with that sense, the ‘having’ and the ‘ascending’ 

of (429) are simultaneous events, as are the progressive separation and the journey in (430). As (431) 

shows, the act of getting and the state of having can be encoded separately but in all likelihood the normal 

two-verb complex encompasses the whole. Note also in this example that the motion verb does not need to 

be a final verb form. 

 429) …j`s«�«m«l`� «odj«pd+ okdr«�a`ktrh� x«stflp«-�
j`s«� «,m`,l`� «,o,x,j,p«=h okdr«�a`ktr=h x«=st=flp« 
car ASS-1P-get ASS-come-go.up-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND place airplane=DEF up=LOC=GOAL 

‘… he took us by car up to the airstrip.’ 

 430) …hpt� «m«tx«l`� «tj«pd-
h=pt� «,m`,tx«l`� «,v,j,p«=h

that=M ASS-1P-depart ASS-go-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘…he went leaving us behind’ 

 431) ...xd�«o«vdxh+� p«m`jh� «lds`� «l`�
xd�«,o,v«,`xh� p«m`j«=h «,l`,«s,`� «,l` 
1D ASS-come-go.down-1D/DSR pandanus=DEF ASS-get-SR-1D/CSR ASS-get 

«o«x`xh---�
«,o,x,`xh�
ASS-come-go.up-1D/DSR 
‘…we went down, got the pandanus nuts and brought them up, then…’ 

5.3.2 Verbs with suffixation 
The other serializing construction also requires a verb of motion in the second position but allows a 

broader range of verbs as the first. In this construction the serial verb is marked with a serializing suffix 

 
122 This verb is only used with animate affectees and indicates ‘get and lead under their own power’; getting someone 

and taking them in a car would require the verb l`. Most likely sl` is a compound of  s ‘say’ and ‘get’. 
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that does not vary according to person and number of the actor. There are four such serializing suffixes 

depending on the nature of the relationship between the events predicated and the actual verbs used. 

The durative suffix -j` indicates that the event predicated by the verb that it marks is repeated or 

prolonged for some time and, normally, that it is terminated before or by the motion predication. The 

motion verb can refer to a literal motion (432), or be euphemistic for death (433). 

 432) Gd� p`flh «tflf«� hj«j`� «ptxdo«sp«fl«+ «
gd� p`fl«=h «tflf«� hj«,j`� «,ptxdo,«sp,fl,«� «
2P walk=DEF good walk-SER/DUR ASS-come–PRGV-IPFV-23P/ASO or 
ptxp«s`mn?
ptxp«=s`=m«=n
bad=POLQ=FCS=EMPH 
‘Have you had a good trip and now come, or was it a bad one?’ 

 433) Md� d «l«m`stpt`j`� «tjtvh-�
md� d «,m`,l«stp`,j`� «,v,j,tv«,h�
1P that ASS-1P-show-SER/DUR ASS-go-PA/ACT-3P-IND 
‘They showed us (how to make grass skirts) and went (=died).’ 

The simultaneous suffix -p` similarly indicates that the event predicated is repeated or prolonged but 

in this instance the event is normally simultaneous with the motion verb (434), and sometimes the motion 

verb has the aspectual force of emphasizing the duration (435) rather than encoding a literal motion. 

 434) …hpt`� «l`ohxh+� ` «p«sp`� hj«lhfltvh-
h=pt=` «,l`,ohxh� ` «,p«s,p`� hj«,lhfl,tv«=h

that=M=PL ASS-get-23P/DSR hand ASS-hold-SER/SIM tour-PA/IPFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘…they used to retrieve them (palm wood clubs) and then go around holding them.’ 

 435) Hs`flf`� xldp«�hpt`� p«m`jm«flh hp`� «v«sp«fl«-
h,«s,`flf=flf`� xldp«�h=pt=` p«m`jh,m«fl«=h h,p`� «,v,«sp,«fl,«�
do-IPFV-DR=TIME child that=M=PL follow-very=DEF do-SER/SIM ASS-go-PRGV-IPFV-23P/ASO 
‘And the children are now going on following (those customs).’ 

The serialized verb can, in this construction, be repeated to further emphasize the duration of the 

process, as in (436). In this particular instance, the next sentence speaks of the process of fastening the piles 

that have been created, without any indication of a change in location. The motion indicated in the final 

verb is that of the progressive heightening of the pile of wrapped birds and edible leaves. 
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 436) Mxh� v`flhs«� xflflhs«� ptx`� ht� ddp`� ddp`�
mxh� v`fl«=h=s«� xflfl«=h=s«� ptx`� h=t d,p`� d,p` 
1S greens=DEF=with birds=DEF=with bark.wrap that=LOC put-SER/SIM put-SER/SIM 
pd� «odj«pd-
pd� «,o,x,j,p«=h
CERT ASS-come-go.up-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘I was wrapping the greens and birds in bark and piling them up.’ 

There are some examples, however, where the difference between -j`�and -p` is not so clear. Thus, in 

(437) Íj`�is used where the events are simultaneous rather than sequential. 

 437) Hpt� s«jfl« «p«j`� «tj«pd-�
h=pt� s«jfl« «,p,j`� «,v,j,p«p«=h
that=M fence ASS-act-SER/DUR ASS-go-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He moved along fence-building.’ 

The remaining two serializing suffixes, -l« and -v`, both seem to indicate that the first event is a 

single, short-duration action, hence ‘semelfactive’, followed immediately by a motion event, as in (438) 

and (439). The difference between the two is unclear. 

 438) Md� x«ghflths«flh p`mx«� htx`stv«ml«� «ptxdoptd-�
md� x«ghflths«,flh p`mx«� htx`stv,m,l«� «,ptxdo,p,p«pt,h 
1P morning-GVN freely awaken-DETR-SER/SEM ASS-come.down-PFV-1P/DSO-IND 
‘In the morning we just woke up and came down here.’ 

 439) Hpt� f`m«� pd� «shl«v`� «v«p«pd+ x«o`p«�l«flfhr`flh-�
h,pt� flf`,m«� pd� «,shl«t,v`� «,v,p,p«p«,h� x«o`p«�l,flfhr`,flh
that-M TIME-FCS CERT ASS-arrive-SER/SEM ASS-go-PFV-3S/DSO-IND outside down-side-GVN 
‘He was the first (of us) to arrive and go outside (the bus).’ 

5.3.3 The nature of serialization 
On the basis of the examples of serialization given so far, one could argue that the serial construction 

forms a complex verbal phrase within a single clause, rather than being an interclausal construction. As was 

the case for the simultaneous SR construction (5.2.2), however, the verbs can be separated as in (440) and 

(441). Thus, although the clauses in this construction have to have a common actor, they do not necessarily 

share all arguments. 

 440) S«phr`flh mxh� «sl`+ V`t� atflp«� pd� «tj«pd-
s«=ph=s`=flh mxh� «,sl`� V`t� l=st=flp«� pd� «,v,j,p«p«=h
this=LOC=ORIG=GVN 1S ASS-get Wau down=LOC=GOAL CERT ASS-go-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘From here I got (him) and went down to Wau.’ 
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441) …«l`p«� ddp«m«md� ddp«m«fl« «flft«� hj«j`� ghxp«�«flft«� dl«tv`�
«l`p«� ddp«=m«=md�ddp«,m«fl« «flft«� hj«,j`� ghxp«�«flft«� d,l«t,v` 
man all=FCS=1P all-very good tour-SER/DUR urine good put-CMPL-SER 
sh�o«vhp`flf«ptflf`--- 
sh�o,v«,p,`flf,p«pt=flf` 
this come-go.down-PFV-DR-1P/DSO=TIME 
‘…when all of us having walked around well and urinated well had come down 
immediately,…’ 

Quite frequently, as in (442) and (443), a serialized verb form occurs marked by =flh as being part of 

the sentence frame or given setting for the remainder of the sentence. In all such instances the following 

text either predicates a motion event or implies that a change of location takes place, as do the verbs 

‘arrive’ and ‘come to’ in these examples.  

 442) X«jdo«� at� «o«jm«l«flh+ flp«� ®jt`mi`�
X«jdo«� l=st� «,o«j,m,l«=flh m=p«� ®jt`mi` 
Yagepa down=LOC ASS-hit-DETR-SER/SEM=GVN 1S=POSS Akwanja 
«shl«tj«pd- 
«,shl«t,j,p«=h
ASS-arrive-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘After landing at Yagepa, I arrived at my Akwanja.’  

 443) Hpt� ghtfl« «ptflf`flh+ «jhl`jh>�
h=pt� ghtfl« «,v,p,m,j`=flh «,j,hl`,j,h 
that=M eye ASS-3-act-DETR-SER/DUR=GVN ASS-2S-come.to-PA/PFV-3S/ASO 
‘Having looked at (that building), did he come back to you? 

By contrast, there are no recorded instances of a fully overt, serial-verb-plus-motion-verb construction 

marked by =flh. The debatable point, then, is whether the following verb that implies motion is the 

‘required’ motion verb or whether the actual motion verb is elided in the context of =flh, since the fact of 

the motion is readily understood from the context. On the basis of examples such as (444) where the 

following verb does not in and of itself imply motion but a change of location has nevertheless taken place, 

I incline toward the option of an deleted motion verb.  
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 444) X«s`op`flf`� xd� «l`l«flh+ xdp«� `fl« at� oflp«�
x`,s`o,p,`flf=flf`� xd� «,l`,l«=flh xd=p«� `fl« l=st� oflp« 
1D-give-PFV-DR=TIME 1D ASS-get-SER/SEM=GVN 1D=POSS house down=LOC put 
d«s`+� ghp`p«� pd� «v«jtdd- 
d,«s,`� ghp`p«� pd� «,v«,j,td«=h
be-SR-1D/CSR sleep CERT ASS-go.down-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘When he gave us (the equipment), having received (it), we put (it) in our house and slept.’ 

Like all other non-finite verb forms, the serial form is dependent on a final form for the specification of 

tense but when these forms are serialized to a sentence final verb they are also under the scope of the mood 

or illocutionary force marked on that verb as in (445) and (446). The first is a request to a pilot to deliver 

the addressee to an airstrip along his intended route so the focus of the request is on the leaving rather than 

on the going on to the ultimate destination. The second is a question in which both the actions are in focus. 

 445) Mxh� G`mitv«� «flpt`sl«� gthrflpdp«-�
mxh� G`mitv«� «,m,pt`s,l«� g,x,s=flp«=h=p« 
1S Hanjuwa ASS-1S-deliver-SER/SEM NEU-qo.up-2S/IRR=GOAL=IND=FCS 
‘Leave me off at Hanjuwa and go on.’ 

 446) @hlnrh� hptdp«� `o«jh+� rh� r«flp«� ptv«� «sl`� tmx«>�
@hlnrh� h=pt=d=p«� `o«j«=h rh� r«=flp«� ptv«� «,sl`� v,p,m=x« 
Amos that=M=OJ=POSS woman=DEF 2S what=GOAL steal ASS-get go-PFV-2S/ASO=FCS 
‘Regarding Amos’ wife, why did you steal her and take her away?' 

Negation is unusual in that it is specified on both verbs as in (447) and (448) even though the serial 

verb might be expected to be within the scope of the polarity marked on the matrix verb. Note that in (448) 

the plane explicitly ‘got’ the passenger and they did depart but, due to bad weather, not deliver him to his 

desired destination. In effect then, as in (431), the act of ‘getting’ and the state of ‘having’ are being 

separated even though the normal expression conflates them.  

 447) Hptop«� l«l`� l`op«� hpd-�
h=pt=op«� l`,l`� l`,o,p«� h,p,p«p«=h
that=M=also NEG-get NEG-come-DVZR do-PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘That one also I haven’t brought.’ 

 448) …«l`l«flh+� G`mitv«flp«� l«l`� l`hxp«� c`�
«,l`,l«=flh G`mitv«=flp«� l`,l`� l`,x,p«� c` 
ASS-get-SER/SEM=GVN Hanjuwa=GOAL NEG-get NEG-go.up-DVZR indeed 
hj«p«pd- 
h,j,p«p«=h
do-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘…having got (him), it (the plane) didn't take him up to Hanjuwa.’ 
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In summary, the serial form of the verb (uninflected for person and number of the actor) requires the 

involvement of a motion. In the basic or prototypical usage, that motion is literal and explicit, and the two 

verbs share all arguments, giving the appearance of being a complex predicate in a single clause. However, 

the motion verb can be used aspectually to indicate the passing of time (as in the English expression ‘go on 

doing’) or euphemistically for death, and the motion verb can take additional arguments, indicating that 

serialization is clausal union rather than complex predicate formation. In situations when the motion is not 

in focus, that verb can be omitted, leaving the serial form of the verb without an overt motion verb though 

the fact of the motion will still be recoverable from the context. Where a more individuated focus on the 

events involved is desired, an inflected form of the verb can be used rather than the serial form. 

5.4 Clausal subordination 
In his overview of subordination in Papuan languages, Foley discusses the use of subordinate clauses 

as i) tail-head linkage123 to join sentences, ii) adverbial modification to “provide a temporal setting or a 

background condition or cause for the asserted new information in the main clause” (1986:201) and iii) 

relative clauses to “provide crucial information for the identification of the referents of their head nouns” 

(1986:201). Menya does not assign these functions with just one of the five categories of verb-form type. 

This section will present the different verb forms (and hence the clauses encoded with them) and their 

intersection with the different subordinate or background uses. It should be pointed out here that  

background information is not always subordinated; it is often provided in separate sentences or even 

paragraphs. 

5.4.1 Medial clause subordination 
As I have defined them, subordinate medial verbs are those which bear a case marker indicating their 

clause’s role and relationship in their context and generally provide background or secondary information 

rather than developing the theme. It was pointed out in 5.1.2 that the realis DR medials used in mainline 

chains are actually those that I am calling subordinate DR medials bearing the temporal clitic, =flf`. I also 

pointed out that the distinction between the mainline chain uses and the subordinate uses was perhaps 

artificial and inappropriate. 
 
123 De Vries (to appear) describes tail-head linkage, in Papuan languages generally, as being much broader in form and 

function than Foley’s characterization of it. 
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In examples like (449) the highlighted clause is clearly not the next event on the mainline but is 

provided as the temporal setting for the matrix predication of ‘leaving’124. In the first part of (450) the 

highlighted clause is new information, the rain not having been mentioned before, but it is presented only 

as background information and is contained within its matrix clause. This containment is evidenced by i) 

the fact that a`ktrh� ohx«� phxp`flf`� «shl«tj«pd constitutes a single phonological phrase, and ii) its 

inclusion in the repetition at the start of the next sentence, given that tail-head linkage consists of the (often 

reduced) repetition of only the last chain unit of the previous sentence. For these reasons, these clauses are 

taken as examples of temporal adverbial clauses modifying their matrix rather than as separate units in the 

mainline chaining structure. 

 449) @fl« hl«j«pd+� `o«j«� ht`pt� `fl« hl«j«sp«s`flf`� l`pflp«�
`fl« hl«j,«pd� `o«j«� h=`pt� `fl« hl«j,«sp,«s,`flf=flf`� l`,p,m,p« 
house make-3S/DSR woman that=DL house make-PRGV-IPFV-DR=TIME NEG-act-DETR-DVZR 
«tx«l`jhxh- 
«,tx«l,j,hx«=h
ASS-leave-PA/PFV-23D/DSO=IND 
‘He built a house and the two women, while he was house-building, left unseen.’ 

 450) ...a`ktrh� ohx«�phxp`flf`� «shl«tj«pd-� Ohx«� phxp`flf`�
a`ktrh� ohx«�p,p,`flf=flf`� «,shl«t,j,p«p«=h ohx«� p,p,`=flf` 
plane rain act-PFV-DR=TIME ASS-arrive-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND rain act-PFV-DR=TIME 

«shl«t«pd+--- 
«,shl«t,«pd 
ASS-arrive-3S/DSR 
‘...the plane arrived while it has raining. It arrived while it was raining and...’ 

Given that there are distinct dependent forms of irrealis DR and both realis and irrealis SR medials, all 

without a case marker, the contrast between chained and subordinated uses are more readily determinable. 

Though rare, the time clitic =flf` can be affixed to some SR medial forms to indicate that the marked 

clause is predicating the temporal setting for the matrix clause. Examples (451) and (452) provide an 

interesting contrast in that they both come from the same written text (the second occurring five sentences 

before the first) yet the highlighted predication of still being alive is given as a temporal adverbial clause in 

 
124 It will be noted here that the first clause has a SR form even though the two women are immediately reintroduced 

and become topical for the remainder of this sentence and all of the next. The exact structure of this sentence is 
difficult to determine because in the recorded version the speaker repeated `o«j«�ht`pt after the DR medial verb 
and, in the editing process, it was that second NP that the Menya assistant chose to omit. Given the tendency to left 
dislocate the topic the DR medial clause is not as clearly embedded as that in (450) is.  
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the first but as a coordinated medial clause in the second. There is no apparent semantic difference in the 

propositions being communicated or their relationship to each other but the same speaker has chosen to 

package them differently, giving greater prominence to the importance of his ongoing but limited existence 

in (452) by placing it on a par with the speech act. 

 451) Mxh� g«fl« sh� x«p«m«� «ol`l«flf`� ds«sflpd+---� p«s«�
mxh� g«fl« sh� x«p«=m«� «,ol`,lh=flf`� d,s,«sp,«fl,p«p«=h p«s«�
1S new thus still=FCS ASS-be-1S/DSR=TIME 2P-say-PRGV-IPFV-1S/DSO=DEF ear 
«x«�mxhx«sp«fl«+--- 
«x«�m,h,h,«sp,«fl,« 
just 1S-do-BEN-PRGV-IPFV-23P/ASO 
‘You’ve just listened to what I’ve been telling you while still alive and...’ 

 452) Md� s«flf`� g«fl« x«p«m«� «oldm� ds«stflpd+�
md� s«=flf`� g«fl« x«p«=m«� «,ol`,`m� d,s,«sp,«fl,p«pt=h
1P this=TIME new still=FCS ASS-be-1P/CSR 2P-tell-PRGV-IPFV-1P/DSO=DEF 
p«tflf«� l`l«r«tot� oldsoflpd- 
p«tflf«� l`,l«r«t,ot� ol`,«s,o=flp«=h
memory get-fasten-23P/CSR be-IPFV-23P/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘What we being still alive have been telling you today, live with it fastened in your memory 
(lit. fasten it in your memory and live).’ 

In (453) the highlighted verb is an instance of the fourth set of SR medials (4.2.4.3.4) cliticized by 

=flf`+�creating a temporal adverbial clause. By using this form rather than a chaining dependent medial, the 

speaker may be assigning a greater degree of certainty to the prospect of the addressee coming to the point 

of great need. 

 453) Rh� m«sl`sp«� m«flp«� l`flp«� hrt`tflp«� «v`� hsfl«flf`flh+
rh� m«sl`sp«� m=flp«� l`=flp«� h=ot=`=t=flp«� «v`� h,«s,flh=flf`=flh
2S thing eat=GOAL get=GOAL that=DIM=PL=OJ=GOAL lack do-SR-2S/DSR=TIME=GVN 
Ï®l`phxp«� ch� ptv«� «l`l«Ì� jflflt«� jhx«mhpd-�
«l`p«=h=p«� m=sh� ptv«� «,l`,l=« jflflt«� j,h,«,mh,p«p«=h
man=OJ=POSS level=there steal ASS-get-1S/IRR=QT thought 2S-do-3S/IRR-FUT-3S/DSO=IND 
‘When you are short of things for getting for eating, you will think, “I should steal another’s 
things.” ’ 

In all recorded instances of =flf` with an SR medial, the temporal relationship between the marked clause 

and its matrix appears to be one of simultaneity. There seems to be no logical reason for this restriction 

given that the same clitic occurs with DR medials in both simultaneous and sequential temporal 

relationships. 
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More common as a subordinating clitic with SR medials is =s` which was introduced in 3.4.4 as the 

marker of an entity from which the situation is in some way derived – the source of a motion or an idea, or 

the reason for an action. In contrast to =flf`, it specifies the relationship as one of temporal sequence, as in 

(454) and (455). It is always followed by the ‘given’ clitic, =flh. The stative verb in (455) may look as 

though it could be translated as simultaneous ‘while’ but the author translated it into Tok Pisin as mipela 

kamap na stap liklik pastaim which is literally ‘we arrived there and stayed a little first’, making it clear 

that, even though the subsequent actions took place while they were still in the same location, this clause 

refers only to the time of inactivity before they prepared their meal. The first verb is a coordinate SR form 

illustrating that a coordinated clause complex can be in a subordinate relationship with its matrix. 

 454) ...md� d hl«j`mhs`flh+ gh`p«p«� «v«jtptd-�
md� d hl«j,`mh=s`=flh gh`p«p«� «,v«,j,p«pt=h
1P thus make-1P/DSR=ORIG=GVN sleep ASS-go.down-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 

‘…after we made (ready) in that way, we slept.’ 

 455) Hph� «shl«t`m� «oldmhs`flh+ xflfl«---� `ptx«�«phx«s`m---�
h=ph� «,shl«t,`m� «,ol`,`mh=s`=flh xflfl« `ptx«�«,p,«s,`m 
that=LOC ASS-arrive-1P/CSR ASS-be-1P/DSR=ORIG=GVN bird gather ASS-act-SR-1P/CSR 
‘After we arrived there and were there for a while, we pooled the birds (we’d shot) and...’ 

Parallel to its uses on noun phrases, the goal clitic =flp« can be added to a medial clause to subordinate 

it as cause or referent, yielding an event or situation to which the matrix event is directed. Example (456) is 

another instance of the fourth SR set and (457) of a realis DR medial. 

 456) Mxh� xldp«� hptdflh+� s«ph� ghtfl« l`ptflp«� hslhflp«�
mxh� xldp«� h=pt=d=flh s«=ph� ghtfl« l`,v,p,m,p«� h,«s,lh=flp« 
1S child that=M=OJ=GVN this=LOC eye NEG-3-act-DETR-DVZR do-SR-1S/CSR=GOAL 
hflp«� «sp«- 
h=flp«� «,s,p,« 
that=GOAL ASS-say-PFV-1S/ASO 
‘I’m talking about (the fact that) I haven’t seen the boy here.’ 

 457) Hpt+� mxh� d mc«p`flf«pdflp«+ x`sflp«� hflp«�
h=pt� mxh� d m,s,p,`flf,p«p«=h=flp«� x`sflp«� h=flp« 
that=M 1S thus 1S-say-PFV-DR-3S/DSO=DEF=GOAL question that=GOAL 
«jhxp«- 
«,j,h,p,« 
ASS-2S-do-PFV-1S/ASO 
‘I’m asking you about what he said to me.’ 
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In rare instances, the subordinated medial clause is used to identify a person or a place, similar to the 

relative clause uses of final verbs (to be described in 5.4.2.1). In (458) the subordinator is not actually 

cliticized to the verb form because the elevational demonstrative root x ‘up’ does not cliticize; the locative 

clitic attaches to the demonstrative as the last morpheme in the clausal unit, as it does when relating an NP 

to its context. In the opening clauses of (459) and (460), with DR and SR medials respectively, the referents 

are people. In (459) the NP containing the medial clause is indefinite but there is no demonstrative for the 

clitics to attach to and there are differences of opinion as to whether the clitic cluster is part of the verb 

form or separate. In (460), by contrast, the NP containing the medial clause is appositional to the initial 

indefinite NP, and since its provides definition for the referent there is a demonstrative. In the case of this 

last example, the medial verb could be replaced (without changing the meaning according to the speaker) 

with the near past progressive/habitual final form, «ldsp«fltv« (4.2.2.4), yielding the more normal form 

for relative clauses125.

458) Mxh� «ldsp«s`flf«p«� x«l+ hpt� «mxhldp«� r«oh+� mxh�
mxh� «,l`,«sp,«s,`flf,p«p«� x=l h=pt� «,m,hl`,p«� r«oh� mxh 
1S ASS-get-PRGV-IPFV-DR-3S/DSO up=unseen that=M ASS-1S-meet-DVZR CTF 1S

lnmh� txp«lhmih- 
lnmh� v,h,p,l,mh=mih 
money 3-do-PFV-1S/IRR-FUT=IND 
‘If he had come upon me where I was getting (=stealing), I would have given him money.’ 

 459) @op«� «l`p«� pt`� hph� o«jflf`flf«p«=ptdmxp«�
`op«� «l`p«� pt`� h,ph� o«j,m,p,`flf,p«p«=pt=d=flp«�
song person ground that-LOC hit-DETR-PFV-DR-3S/DSO=M=OJ=GOAL 
p`xtvp«� ` «p«s«ot� «oldfltvh-�
p`xtvp«� ` «,p«s,«s,ot�«,ol`,«fl,tv«=h
nettle hand ASS-hold-SR-23P/CSR ASS-sit-RPA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘They were sitting holding nettles for (any) singer who fell down.’ 

 
125 It could not, however, be replaced with the dependent SR form «l`ohx«. This suggests the possibility that the Í«s 

suffix that distinguishes the fourth SR paradigm from the dependent SR paradigm might be the imperfective 
morpheme rather than the morpheme found in the coordinate SR paradigm. Conceivably they could both be 
derivatives from the imperfective but this would be the only place where the imperfective Í«s occurs without the 
progressive morpheme –«sp�yet has a dynamic sense. 
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 460) ®l`p«� gflpt`+� ptv«� «ldohx«� hpt`+ lnmh� m`p«m«fl«
«l`p«� gm=pt=` ptv«� «,l`,«s,ohxh� h=pt=` lnmh� m`p«,m«fl«
person INDEF=M=PL steal ASS-get-SR-23P/DSO that=M=PL money big-very 
tx«sp«s`flf«� «ptm«sflpd- 
v,h,«sp,«s,`flf,«� «,v,p,m,«sp,«fl,p«p«=h
3-do-PRGV-IPFV-DR-23P/ASO ASS-3-act-DETR-PRGV-IPFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘Some men, those who steal, I’ve seen given large payments (as fines).’ 

5.4.2 Dependent final clauses 
The terms ‘final’ and ‘medial’ as applied to both verbs and clauses derive from their primary 

distribution feature of being the last versus other-than-the-last verb or clause in the sentence. A few 

instances have been presented, however, in which ‘medial’ verbs occur at the end of a sentence. There are 

far more contexts in which a clause encoded with a ‘final’ verb occurs other than as the last clause in the 

sentence. In some of these contexts, the ‘final’ verb is fully inflected, including for mood or illocutionary 

force; these will be presented in 5.5.2. In the other contexts, the ‘final’ verb is not inflected for mood and 

the clause is subordinated to or embedded in another clause; these will be presented in this section. It would 

be legitimate to argue that it is inappropriate to use the term ‘final’ when the verb is not inflected for mood 

and therefore not fully finite. The alternatives would then be to extend the term ‘medial’ to include 

everything that is not fully finite or to use a third, distinctive term126. I have chosen to restrict the term 

‘medial’ to those verb forms that are involved in the switch-reference system. The rationale for extending 

the term final to include those verb forms that are fully inflected apart from mood is that mood in Menya is 

not a verbal affix but a sentential or predicate clitic; thus in sentences without a verb, the mood clitic will 

attach to whatever word constitutes the head of the clause whereas the morphemes indicating tense are 

affixes occurring only on verbs. 

When final clauses are embedded within a matrix clause, they generally bear the same definiteness, 

personalizing clitics and case markings that equivalent nominals do, indicating that these are in effect 

nominalized clauses. The referent of the clause may be one of the arguments (person or thing) within the 

proposition or the proposition itself yielding the equivalent of relative clauses and complement clauses  

respectively. 

 
126 Farr (1999:220) also uses the phrase ‘dependent final’. 
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5.4.2.1 Relative and complement clauses 
Menya relative clauses are headless or internally headed though in many instances a noun referring to 

the ‘head’ is the first word in the clause, either as its natural position or due to the tendency to omit 

nominals that are otherwise identifiable from the larger context. In (461) the referent is the people who had 

been passed earlier in the narrative, referenced initially here by the nominal «l`p«, and further identified 

by the near-past perfective form of the verb which is followed by the demonstrative pronoun that is typical 

of any NP referring to a human participant (3.3.3). 

 461) ®l`p«� «l«m«p«s«tptv«� hpt`+ x«flh ghs`flftv«flf`�
«l`p«� «,m`,l«p«s«t,p,tv«� h=pt=` x«=flh g,d,«s,`flf,tv«=flf` 
person ASS-1P-pass-PFV-23P/DSO that=M=PL up=LOC NEU-be-IPFV-DR-23P/DSO=TIME 
pd� «vhldptd- 
pd� «,v,hl`,p,p«pt=h
CERT ASS-3-meet—PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘The men who had passed us were up there and we met them.’ 

The structure here appears to be a perfect fit with the formula for noun phrases given in 3.3, with the 

verb form filling the position of qualifier: 

 (possessor)  (head)  (qualifier)  (quantifier)  (determiner)  (personal clitic)  (role clitic) 

In (462), however, this is not the case since the noun referring to the head,  `fl«, is in the default position 

for objects – between the subject and the verb. This is an elicited example judged as good but improvable 

by fronting of the ‘head’ noun yielding (463)127. Fronting of a non-actor topic is the prime source for OSV 

ordering, which is listed as a rare alternative to SOV in Table 4 (2.3.1), and explains the preference for 

(463). 

 462) Ahkh� hpt� `fl« «l«sj«p«� hpt� gt«ph� s«� «flf«pd-�
Ahkh� h=pt� `fl« «,l«s,j,p«p«� h=pt� gt«ph� s«� «,m,p,p«p«=h
Bill that=M house ASS-build-PA/PFV-3S/DSO that=M yesterday fire ASS-eat-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The house that Bill built burned yesterday.’ 

 463) @fl« Ahkh� hpt� «l«sj«p«� hpt� gt«ph� s«� «flf«pd-�
`fl« Ahkh� h=pt� «,l«s,j,p«p«� h=pt� gt«ph� s«� «,m,p,p«p«=h
house Bill that=M ASS-build-PA/PFV-3S/DSO that=M yesterday fire ASS-eat-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The house that Bill built burned yesterday.’ 

 
127 Note that in both of these examples the second hpt refers to the house rather than the man. This is in accord with the 

statement in 3.3.3.3 to the effect that the masculine gender is the default and can be applied to any referent deemed 
by the speaker to be important in the context. 
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The more common patterns found in text are those where the ‘head’ noun is either i) clause initial 

because it is the subject (461) or as a result of ellipsis of the subject (464), or ii) is itself omitted (465). As 

(464) shows, when no additional clitics are required, the demonstrative cliticizes to the verb form just as it 

does to whatever is last in the phrase elsewhere. As with any other NP referring to a speech act participant, 

the appropriate personalizing clitics (3.3.3.3) are attached to the end of the phrase, as in (466). 

 464) Hph� «shl«t`m� «oldmhs`flh+� xflfl« «o«s«tjtptd�
h=ph� «,shl«t,`m� «,ol`,`mh=s`=flh xflfl« «,o«s«t,j,p«pt=h
that=LOC ASS-arrive-1P/CSR ASS-be-1P/DSR=ORIG=GVN bird ASS-shoot-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=DEF 
`ptx«� «phx«s`m--- 
`ptx«� «,p,«s,`m 
gather ASS-act-SR-1P/CSR 
‘After we arrived there and were there for a while, we pooled the birds we’d shot and...’ 

 465) Hs`flh+� o«v«� hl«j«sp«fltv«� gflpt� pd� «m«sl`�
h=s`=flh o«v«� hl«j,«sp,«fl,tv«� gm=pt� pd� «,m`,sl` 
that=SRC=GVN power make-PRGV-IPFV-23P/DSO INDEF=M CERT ASS-1P-get 
«odxpd- 
«,o,x,p,p«p«=h
ASS-come-go.up-3S/DSO=IND 
‘After that, one of the power makers (electricity plant workers) led us up.’ 

 466) G`p«� x«st� «l«m«pt`s«p«ptmd+ pd� «odxptd-�
g`p«� x«,st� «,m`,l«pt`s,p,p«p«=pt=md� pd� «,o,x,p,p«pt=h
above up-LOC ASS-2P-bring-PFV-3S/DSO=M=1P CERT ASS-come-go.up-PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘Those of us who were brought up above, went up.’ 

In a few instances there appear to be both a normal NP plus an appositional, nominalized clause 

referring to the same entity, as in (467)128. In each case, however, there is an alternative analysis that would 

avoid postulating this variation. In this instance the initial NP could still be within the nominalized clause 

but fronted as its topical entity. 

 467) Mx`p«� jtjflt«� ddp«om«flh flp«� xldp«� ghslp«� hptjh� rh�
m=x`p«� jtjflt«� ddp«=ot=m«=flh m=p«� xldp«� ghslp«� h=pt=jh� rh 
1S=POSS talk all=DIM=FCS=GVN 1S=POSS child firstborn that=M=2S 2S

«js«sflpd+---� d stp«sm- 
«,j,s,«sp,«fl,p«p«=h d v,s,p,s,m 
ASS-2S-say-PRGV-IPFV-1S/DSO=DEF thus 3-say-PFV-2S/IRR-FUT 
‘All my talk, what I’ve been saying to you my firstborn son, tell to (your younger siblings).’ 

 
128 Foley (1986:204-5) documents this variation for Yimas, another Papuan language, where the two NPs need not even 

be adjacent. 
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In the examples thus far, the referent has been either the subject/actor or the object/patient of the 

clause. Nominalized clauses can also have, as their referent, recipient-objects (468), raised-benefactive-

objects (469), and oblique arguments such as locatives (470) and goals (471). 

 468) Xldp«� mxh� ghtxdp«� «txp«p«� hpt� x«� «v«p«pd-�
xldp«� mxh� ghtxdp«� «,v,h,p,p«p«� h=pt� x«� «,v,p,p«p«=h
child 1S dog ASS-3-do-PFV-1S/DSO that=M fear ASS-go-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The child I gave the dog to ran away.’ 

 469) ®l`p«� Ahkh� hpt� `fl« «tl«rhj«p«� hpt+ gt«ph�
«l`p«� Ahkh� h=pt� `fl« «,v,l«s,h,j,p«p«� h=pt� gt«ph 
person Bill that=M house ASS-3-build-BEN-PA/PFV-3S/DSO that=M yesterday 
«o«jnflf«pd- 
«,o«jnm,p,p«p«=h
ASS-die-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘The man Bill built the house for died yesterday.’ 

 470) ...«odx`pd� `fl« gh`p«p«� «tv«lhflpt«� hph�
«,o,x,`pd� `fl« gh`p«p«� «,v«,lhfl,p«pt� h=ph 

ASS-come-go.up-1P/DSR place sleep ASS-lie-PA/IPFV-1P/DSO that=LOC 
«shl«tjtptd- 
«,shl«t,j,p«pt=h
ASS-arrive-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘...we went up and arrived at the place where we were sleeping.’ 

 471) Mxh� m«sl`sp«� p«txp«� hsflp«� hpt+ flp«� jhflp«�
mxh� m«sl`sp«� p«txp«� h,«sp,«fl,p«p«� h=pt� m=p«� jh=flp« 
1S thing search do-PRGV-IPFV-1S/DSO that=M 1S=POSS key=GOAL 
hsp«fl«- 
h,«sp,«fl,« 
do-PRGV-IPFV-1S/ASO 
‘The thing I’ve been looking for, I’m looking for my key.’ 

It should be noted in (470) and (471) that the nouns referring to the referential entities, `fl« ‘place’ and 

m«sl`sp« ‘thing’, have lost the case-marking that they require when they are not the head of the 

nominalized clause. This provides further evidence that the argument to which the nominalized clause 

refers has to have been ‘promoted’ to topic of its clause but, as (471) shows, it does not also have to be 

fronted. This contrasts with the nominalized clause in (472) where the NP headed by rtjtsp« is case-

marked and the clause is only marked as definite. The clause could be taken as identifying the school as the 

one at which Reuben placed the boy, but these structural differences are taken to indicate that the referent 
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of the clause is the event itself, providing an explanation for how the child came to be in school. Rather 

than being an argument of the following clause, this instance it is seemingly a parenthetical insertion in the 

middle of a coordinate SR structure. This usage of nominalized clauses providing background information 

is a variation of the frame function that will be presented in 5.4.2.3. 

 472) Hpt� rtjtsp«� hs«+� Qtodm«� hpt� rtjtsp«� ht�
h=pt� rtjtsp«� h,«s,«� Qtodm«� h=pt� rtjtsp«� h=t
that=M school do-SR-3S/CSR Reuben that=M school that=LOC 
«vpt`sl«tj«pd+ rtjtspdt� «old- 
«,v,pt`s,l«t,j,p«p«=h rtjtsp«=h=t «,ol`,«fl,« 
ASS-3-deliver-go-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=DEF school=DEF=LOC ASS-be-IPFV-3S/ASO 
‘He is studying and, Reuben having taken him to school, he’s in school.’ 

The referent of a nominalized clause can be the event itself rather than one of the nominals within it (as 

mentioned at the end of the introduction to 5.4.2) and this is proposed as the correct interpretation for (472). 

Example (473) is the opening sentence of a text, identifying what its topic will be. It is indeterminate 

whether the pronoun mxh is within the nominalized clause or not, given that it is the subject of both the 

matrix and the embedded clauses. The topic of conversation, marked by the goal clitic =flp«, is the fact of 

the actor group going to Aiyura and all that happened there. This pattern of speech verb plus nominalized 

clause marked by the goal clitic =flp«, is the closest Menya comes to indirect speech. 

 473) Mxh� @xts`flp«� «tj«ptdflp«� jtjflt«� slpd-�
mxh� @xts`=flp«� «,v,j,p«pt=h=flp«� jtjflt«� s,l=flp«=h
1S Aiyura=GOAL ASS-go-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=DEF=GOAL talk say-1S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘I am going to talk about (the fact that) we went to Aiyura.’ 

Frequently when the event itself is the referent of the nominalized clause, it will be marked with the 

demonstrative ch rather than the neutral h ‘that’ or its cliticized variant, =h ‘DEF’. Being a more marked 

demonstrative, it appears to be more forceful or emphatic, and is used far more extensively in 

argumentative and didactic discourse than in narrative. Example (474) is spoken by a village official at a 

meeting discussing an accusation of theft. 
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474) D «s«sp«flt ch+ gd� p«s«� m`vhoflpd018-
d «,s,«sp,«fl,t� m=sh+� gd� p«s«� m`,v,h,h,o=flp«=h
thus ASS-say-PRGV-IPFV-1P/ASO level=there 2P ear 1P-3-do-BEN-23P/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘What we are thus saying to you, you should listen to us.’ 

Tense sequencing 
Since these clauses are embedded as arguments within their matrix clause, they are not directly 

dependent on the sentence-final clause for their tense specification. Rather, they are marked for tense 

themselves to indicate the time of their occurrence relative to the time of their matrix clause. The above 

examples have all been past or near past forms indicating that the events or situations they encode occurred 

prior to the events within which they are encoded. However, if the sentence final verb is in the past, rather 

than the near past or present, then a past form must be used in the nominalized clause even if the two events 

are within the two to three days that would normally determine use of the near past. Thus, in (475) the in-

the-ground cooking that was observed was made earlier that day but a past tense form is used because of 

the past tense of the sentence-final clause. Similarly, the birds referred to in (464) were shot earlier the 

same day but a past tense verb is used in the nominalized clause. 

 475) Hpt`pt� «o«vhxh+� hh� at`x«� ghj«� hjhj«p«pd�
H=pt=`pt� «,o,v«,hxh� h=h at`x«� ghj«� hj,j,p«p«=h
that=M=DL ASS-come-go.down-23D/DSR that=F food stone cook-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=DEF 
ghtfl« «ptm«lhflhxh- 
ghtfl« «,v,p,m,lhfl,hx«=h
eye ASS-3-act-DETR-PA/IPFV-23D/DSO=IND 
‘They two went down and looked at the mumu130 she had made.’ 

If the sentence-final verb is not in the past tense, however, then either a near past or a past tense verb can be 

used in the nominalized clause, depending on the actual time difference between the events. Thus, if the 

nominalized event preceded the matrix event by more than two or three days, a past tense form in the 

nominalized clause is appropriate, as in the elicited examples (462) and (469) above. And if the 

nominalized event is within two or three days prior to the matrix event, a near past form is appropriate, as 

in (461). 

 
129 This clause and its conjunctive recapitulation in the next clause are the only instances encountered where what 

appears to be two object prefixes are allowed – one agreeing with the speakers who are to be listened to and the other 
agreeing with the speech itself. 

130 A mumu is a cooking technique whereby stones are heated in a hollow in the ground then the food is placed on the 
hot stones and covered with large leaves and dirt creating a pressure cooker. 
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The verb in nominalized clauses can be an irrealis form to indicate an event that is future relative to the 

matrix event. In (476) the descent referred to in the nominalized clause is subsequent to the delivery in the 

matrix clause but prior to the speech act time so the irrealis intentive form is indicating the relative timing 

of the encoded events. 

 476) Md� pt`� x«o«� l«flhr`� vdstflpt«� ctflp«� pd�
md� pt`� x«o«� l«=flhr`� v«,`st=flp«� m=st=flp«� pd�
1P ground inside down=region go.down-1P/IRR=GOAL level=LOC=GOAL CERT 
«l«m«pt`s«pd- 
«,m`,l«pt`s,p,p«p«=h
ASS-1P-bring-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He brought us to where we were going to go down inside the ground.’ 

When the nominalized situation and the matrix situation are at the same time (relative present) a 

variety of strategies is used. As mentioned in 4.2.2 , affixation and cliticization following the associative 

suffixes is limited to the end-of-quote clitic. Accordingly, present tense verb forms are rarely used in 

nominalized clauses since they use the associative person/number affixes. One of the few apparent 

examples is (477) where the present perfective verb is followed by a variant of the demonstrative ‘that’. 

Example (474) was a similar instance but with the nominalized clause being the object of the matrix clause. 

 477) Gl«l«� ``fl« pt`� ftv«� m`p«�l«lp«� «sp«�
gm=l=l ``fl« pt`� ftv«� m`p«�l=l=flp«� «,s,p,« 
INDEF=down=unseen true ground meat big down=unseen=GOAL ASS-say-PFV-1S/ASO 
d+� pt`l«� p«p«� l`mih- 
d+� pt`l«� p«p«� l`=mih 
that seated near NEG=IND 
‘What I say about far down in the real meat of the ground, it isn’t close.’ 

When the nominalized clause encodes a state or event that is temporarily in effect at the time of the 

matrix event, a subordinate medial form is used, (cf. the end of 5.4.1). Example (458) is repeated here as 

(478) illustrating an event in progress, and (479) shows a temporary state131.

131 The verbal noun oflp« ‘put’ is normally used with the verb d ‘be/put’ in its transitive sense. Its use here with the 
verb v«�} vh ‘go down/lie’ in its stative sense is unusual and creates the equivalent of a passive. 
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478) Mxh� «ldsp«s`flf«p«� x«l+ hpt� mxhldp«� r«oh+� mxh�
mxh� «,l`,«sp,«s,`flf,p«p«� x=l h=pt� «,m,hl`,p«� r«oh� mxh 
1S ASS-get-PRGV-IPFV-DR-3S/DSO up=unseen that=M ASS-1S-meet-DVZR CTF 1S

lnmh� txp«lhmih- 
lnmh� v,h,p,l,mh=mih 
money 3-do-PFV-1S/IRR-FUT=IND 
‘If he had come upon me where I was getting (=stealing), I would have given him money.’ 

 479) …mdp«� xtpt`x«� oflp«� vhs`flf«p«� hph� «shl«tjtptd-�
md=p«� xtpt`x«� oflp«� v«,«s,`flf,«p«� h=ph� «,shl«t,j,p«pt=h

1P=POSS cargo put lie-IPFV-DR-3S/DSO that=LOC ASS-arrive-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND 
‘…we arrived where our belongings were stored (while we were on our hunting trip).’ 

When the nominalized event is a contemporaneous habitual (hence intermittent) situation or more 

permanent state, an imperfective form of the verb is used. Examples (470) and (479) illustrate the contrast 

between an intermittent situation and a temporary state. Both are from the same text and refer to arrival at 

the temporary camp set up during a several-day hunt. The former example identifies the site as ‘where we 

were sleeping’ but they were not actually sleeping at that moment so the medial construction used in (479) 

would be inappropriate. A past progressive form, rather than a near-past, is used because the matrix verb is 

in the past tense. 

In (465) repeated here as (480), a final form is used in preference to a medial because the man being a 

power-worker is more permanent or habitual than the situations in examples (478) and (479).  

 480) Hs`flh+� o«v«� hl«j«sp«fltv«� gflpt� pd� «m«sl`�
h=s`=flh o«v«� hl«j,«sp,«fl,tv«� gm=pt� pd� «,m`,sl` 
that=SRC=GVN power make-PRGV-IPFV-23P/DSO INDEF=M CERT ASS-1P-get 
«odxpd- 
«,o,x,p,p«p«=h
ASS-come-go.up-3S/DSO=IND 
‘After that, one of the power makers (electricity plant workers) led us up.’ 

In the first sentence of (481), the process of generating power is encoded using an independent final 

verb in the present progressive tense/aspect. In the second sentence, the same process is encoded as a 

nominalized clause using a near-past progressive form because of the constraint on clitics attaching to the 

associative suffixes. 
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 481) @`fl« pt`� l`dp«� hl«j«sp«fl«-� O«v«� hl«j«sp«fltvh+
``fl« pt`� l`,d,p«� hl«j,«sp,«fl,«� o«v«� hl«j,«sp,«fl,tv«=h
true ground NEG-be-DVZR MAKE-PRGV-IPFV-23P/ASO power make-PRGV-IPFV-23P/DSO=DEF 
ghj«m«flh- 
ghj«,m«fl«=h
stone-very=IND 
‘They are making (power where there is) no true ground. (Where) they are making power, it’s 
stone indeed.’ 

The examples below illustrate that clause complexes can be nominalized and embedded, reinforcing 

the analysis of these complexes as unitary. Example (482) shows a coordinate SR complex nominalized 

and marked as the source of information that guided the journey in the matrix predication. A serial verb 

complex is nominalized and personalized in (483), where the resultant NP is the subject/actor of the final 

clause. 

 482) Hpt� stv`flt«� h «s«s«� «p«lhflp«� hohr`flh
h=pt� stv`flt«� h «,s,«s,«� «,p,lhfl,p«p«� h=oh=s`=flh
that=M writing thus ASS-say-SR-3S/CSR ASS-act-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO that=DIM=SRC=GVN 
p`fl« hj«lhflpd- 
p`fl« hj«,lhfl,p«p«=h
walk tour-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘From the little (instruction) that he spoke in writing, I travelled around (=found my way).’ 

 483) ...«m«sl`� hjhsflp«� hpt+ sh� pd� «m`sp«pd-�
«,m`,sl`� hj«,«sp,«fl,p«p«� h=pt+� sh� pd� «,m`,s,p,p«p«=h
ASS-1P-take tour-PRGV-IPFV-3S/DSO that=M thus CERT ASS-1P-say-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘... the one leading us around said this to us.’ 

5.4.2.2 Purpose clauses 
The use of the intentive (4.2.3.3) and future intentive (4.2.3.5) in clauses to indicate the purpose of the 

matrix event is a special case of clause embedding. It differs from the uses outlined in 5.4.2.1 in that there 

is usually no additional marking on the verb to indicate that it is embedded. The ‘goal’ clitic (3.4.3) 

indicates the destination of a movement and various other ‘referential’ arguments to which the event is 

directed. This same morpheme is also a distinctive part of the formation of the intentive (4.2.3.3) and future 

intent (4.2.3.5) forms of the verb, which can be used to encode the purpose of a matrix event. The four 

instances of this clitic in example (484) have been highlighted in the middle line and illustrate each of the 

categories of usage – destination in ‘up to the forest’, referential in ‘for betel nut and vine-rope’ and 

purpose on the verb of the highlighted clause. 
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484) Hpt� o«fl«flp«s«� ft«flp«s«� ghtfl« ptm«sflp«+021� p«tp«�
h=pt� o«fl«=flp«=s«� ft«=flp«=s«� ghtfl« v,p,m,«s=flp«� p«tp« 
that=M betel=GOAL=& vine=GOAL=& eye 3-act-DETR-3S/IRR=GOAL forest 
x«stflp«� «hj«pd- 
x«=st=flp«� «,x,j,p«p«=h
up=LOC=GOAL ASS-go.up-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He had gone up to the forest to look for betel nut and vine-rope.’ 

As is the case with the other uses of dependent finals in nominalized clauses, the tense indicated by 

these verb forms is relative to the matrix event rather than to the speech act. In example (485) there are 

three clauses, the middle one being highlighted. The first clause is the independent main, bearing the 

indicative mood clitic, and the other two encode the purpose of the dispersing, presumably postposed 

because of its complexity. The highlighted clause is embedded in the last clause as the purpose of the 

preparations. Since there is an embedding of purposes here, the preparation clause uses the intentive form 

hl«j`stflp«�and its embedded purpose clause uses the future intent form x`mhtflpt« to indicate that the 

event is future relative to the preparation event.  

 485) ...mdp«� `fl« htflp«� pd� «tvdjtptd+� `vhflf`� p«tp«�
md=p«� `fl« h=t=flp«� pd� «,vd,j,p«pt=h `vhflf`� p«tp« 

1S=POSS house that=LOC=GOAL CERT ASS-disperse-PA/PFV-1P/DSO=IND tomorrow forest 
x«stflp«� x`mhtflpt«� chflp«� m«sl`sp«� m«vdmx« 
x«=st=flp«� h,`,mh,p«pt=flp«� m=sh=flp«� m«sl`sp«� m«vd=m« 
up=LOC=GOAL go.up-1P/IRR-FUT-1P/DSO=GOAL level=LOC=GOAL thing ready=FCS 
hl«j`stflp«-�
hl«j,`st=flp«�
make-1P/IRR=GOAL 
‘...we dispersed to our homes to get things ready for us to go up to the forest the next day.’ 

It should be noted that the doubly embedded clause in (485) is marked as subordinate by chflp«�which, 

as was stated in the previous section, appears to be more emphatic than the neutral h ‘that’. Example (486) 

presents another instance of chflp« being used to mark a purpose clause, this time with complexity in the 

matrix clause, in that it is a coordinate medial construction. 

 
132 At some point in the analysis of this text, ptm«sflp« was changed to ptm«sflpd+ which would indicate the addition 

of the definiteness marker. Since this change was a later modification of the original and is the only instance in text 
of the definiteness clitic added to a purpose clause, the original form is being used here. The addition of the clitic may 
relate to the fact that the clause is also set off from what follows by a pause. 
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 486) ...mxh� ptx`� ghflt«� pt`lp«� chflp«� x«� v«flp«� htx`022�
mxh� ptx`� ghflt«� pt`,l=flp«� m=sh=flp«� x«� v«flp«� h=tx=`
1S bark skewer pierce-1S/IRR=GOAL level=there=GOAL tree little that=NEU=PL 

«s«l«j«sl� m«vdmx«� hl«tlhflpd- 
«,s«l«j,«s,l� m«vd=m«� h,l«t,lhfl,p«p«=h
ASS-cut&make-SR-1S/CSR prepare=FCS ASS-do-CMPL-PA/IPFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘...and I cut and prepared small sticks in order to skewer the bark (bundles).’ 

If the intentive and future intent forms which have the goal morpheme as the distinctive feature of the 

construction are sufficient to indicate purpose when embedded, what is the need and effect of the 

demonstrative with a recurrence of the goal marker? The answer may lie within the historical development 

of these forms. Ger Reesink (personal communication) has suggested that the sentences which have an 

intentive form as an independent final verb (4.2.3.3) may actually be truncated sentences, implying that the 

embedded purpose function of these forms is their primary function. Instances of intentive forms with the 

neutral verb h ‘do’ as its matrix serving almost as a semantically empty auxiliary may reinforce this idea. In 

(487) the opening temporal subordinate clause with an embedded intentive seems to imply imminency of 

the ‘purpose’ event rather than the performance of any act intended to bring about that event. Similarly, in 

(488), though the actor has purposed to speak, it is not clear what action the verb ‘do’ is referring to. 

 487) Hflh md� «o«jnm`stflp«� hs`p«flf`flh+ rtp«� «flft«m«fl«
h=flh md� «,o«jnm,`st=flp«� h,«s,`p«=flf`=flh rtp«� «flft«,m«fl«
that=GVN 1P ASS-die-1P/IRR=GOAL do-SR-1P/DSR=TIME=GVN custom good-very 
gth� l`dsp«� c`� h`mhptd+--- 
gm=h l`,d,s,p«� c`� h,`,mh,p«pt=h
INDEF=F NEG-2P-say-DVZR indeed do-1P/IRR-FUT-1P/DSO=IND 
‘And so given that we will not tell you any good customs when we are about to die, ...’ 

 488) “Mxh�jtjflt«� gflpt� slp«� hp«p«� p`h� gd� ddp«m«�
mxh� jtjflt«� gm=pt� s,l=flp«� h,p,p«p«� p`h� gd� ddp«=m« 
1S talk INDEF=M say-1S/IRR=GOAL do-PFV-1S/DSO since 2P all=FCS 
p«s«� mxhohx«-”
p«s«� m,h,h,o=x« 
ear 1S-do-BEN-23P/IRR=QT 
‘ “Because I’m going to speak to you, all of you listen to me.” ’ 

 
133 This appears to be a demonstrative form that is rarely used and seemingly only for inanimates, hence the tentative 

gloss ‘neutral’ for the gender morpheme. The singular non-subject form is hjth yielding the variants =jt and =tx for 
this gender. 
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It is possible that the intentive-final and future-intent-final verb forms have derived from an original 

embedded-purpose-plus-auxiliary-‘do’ construction. The intentive and future intent forms would have 

developed by the embedding of the abilitative and future forms, their role being marked by the goal clitic 

=flp«. With the dropping of the sentence-final auxiliary, the embedded forms become ‘final’ and, over 

time, come to be used as independent finals in their own right. The =flp« may no longer be recognized as 

the goal clitic and, indeed, may have been reanalyzed as a suffix. This raises a possible explanation for the 

otherwise anomalous occurrence of the associative actor suffix set after the goal clitic in the construction of 

the obligative paradigm (4.2.3.4) – the obligative could be an even more recent development occurring only 

after the reanalysis of the clitic as a suffix. 

As was the case with the other instances of nominalized clauses, the nominalized unit may itself have a 

clause embedded within it, as in (485), or be a coordinated clause complex, as in (489). 

 489) …ghp«tp«flp«s«� hvnl«flp«s«� xflfl«flp«s«� st`p«� «v«s`m�
ghp«tp«=flp«=s«� hvnl«=flp«=s«� xflfl«=flp«=s«� st`p«� «,v,«s,`m 
possum=GOAL=& lizard=GOAL=& bird=GOAL=& hunt ASS-go-SR-1P/CSR 
`r«jthx«s«� p«o`j«s«� s«tp«ldstflp«� v`stflp«flf`flh+---�
`r«jthx«=s«� p«o`j«=s«� s«tp«l`,`st=flp«� v,`st=flp«=flf`=flh
blind=with noose=with night.hunt-1P/IRR=GOAL go-1P/IRR=GOAL=TIME=GVN 
‘… when we’re going to go in order to day-hunt for possums, lizards and birds and to night-
hunt using blinds and traps...’ 

Finally, the actor of the embedded purpose clause does not have to be the same as that of the matrix 

clause (cf. 4.2.3.3). In (490) the purpose clause with a first-person dual actor is embedded within a 

nominalized clause with a third-person singular actor. 

 490) …`fl« xdp«� ghpflp«� xdp«� ghp`p«� vdflp«� «x«s`oj«p«�
`fl« xd=p«� ghpflp«� xd=p«� ghp`p«� v«,d=flp«� «,x`,s`o,j,p«p« 

house 1D=POSS signal 1D=POSS sleep lie-1D/IRR=GOAL ASS-1D-give-PA/PFV-3S/DSO 
hptd� oldp`flftd«flf`+--- 
h=pt=d ol`,p,`flf,td«=flf` 
that=M=OJ be-PFV-DR-1D/DSO=TIME 
‘…we two remained at the room he had given us for us to sleep in and...’ 

5.4.2.3 Tail-head linkage &/or topicalized clauses 
The last uses of dependent final clauses to be presented are those instances where dependent medial 

clauses would be expected – in tail-head linkage and in the mainline chaining structure. The conditions 
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controlling the choice between dependent finals and dependent medials are far from clear. In the 

presentation that follows, some suggestions are made but these by no means account for every choice that 

the speakers make. 

Although tail-head linkage normally uses clauses with dependent medial verb forms, dependent final 

forms can be used. In a selection of eleven texts with a total of 400 sentences, there are approximately 30 

instances of a final form being used in this joining strategy (as well as an additional 50 final forms used in 

sentence medial clauses that are neither clearly embedded in the ways described in 5.4.2.1 nor one of these 

repetitive links). In about two-thirds of these 30 instances, there is a change of actor. One possible function 

of dependent finals being used as the tail-head link is to avoid using a DR form which, according to my 

analysis, would remove the referent from topical status. In (491), the speaker is addressing his new 

daughter-in-law and the first sentence of the example is the fourth relating to his son Matthew’s relatives. 

The second sentence begins with a dependent final verb restating the event of the previous sentence that 

predicted the visit of the relatives. The following two clauses instruct the addressee on how to respond. In 

the first of these two clauses, the addressee is the actor and the relatives are the object (affected entity) but 

in the second they are combined as actor. The use of the final verb rather than a DR medial in the opening 

clause does not remove the relatives’ topical status but does prepare the addressee for herself resuming 

centre stage. 

 491) Hpt`� L`sht� hptdp«� `fl« hph� shl«toflpd-�
h=pt=` L`sht� h=pt=d=p«� `fl« h=ph� shl«t,o=flp«=h
that=M=PL Matthew that=M=OJ=POSS house that=LOC arrive-23P/IRR=GOAL=IND 
®shl«tptvh+ rh� xdp«� «flft«m«fl« «tx«sm«+� hpt`s«m«�
«,shl«t,p,tv«=h rh� xdp«� «flft«,m«fl««,v,h,«s,m� h=pt=`=s«=m«�
ASS-arrive-PFV-23P/DSO=DEF 2S happy good-very ASS-3-do-SR-2S/CSR that=M=PL=with=FCS 
`m«� d ol`oflp«-�
`m«� d ol`,o=flp«�
with thus be-23P/IRR=GOAL 
‘They will arrive at Matthew’s house. (When) they have arrived, you(SG) are to welcome 
them and you(PL) are to be together in that way.’ 

This explanation does not as clearly hold up, however, in case like (492), where the actor of the 

highlighted tail-head linking clause does not retain any topicality, if it ever had any. In fact, the referent of 

the third singular actor suffix is unclear. The easy answer is to say that the referent is the car. Example 
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(493) is the preceding sentence, and it will be noted that the first clause has a first plural SR form even 

though the final verb indicates a third singular actor and first plural affectee. The argument that it is the 

topical entity (in this instance ‘we’) that is being tracked rather than the actor (5.1.2) would explain the use 

of the SR form here. The car could be the subject/actor of the second clause and the first part of (492) but it 

could also be the incorporated instrument as described in 4.3.4.2. If this is the case, then the actor of the 

getting and delivering events is an unidentified person leaving these clauses as pseudo-passives with the 

first  plural affectee being the topic. The problematic final form «m«pt`sl«tj«pd could then be explained 

by the avoidance of a medial DR form which would indicate a loss of topicality when there is no topical 

entity that is losing its status. The only topical entity from the beginning has been the first plural group 

which consists of the three people referenced in the final clause of (492) – ‘Carl’ as the actor, and the 

speaker and one other as the affectee.  

 492) J`s«� «m«l`flh+� Nj`ktla`�ct� «m«pt`sl«tj«pd-�
j`s«� «,m`,l`=flh Nj`ktla`�m=st� «,m`,pt`s,l«t,j,p«p«=h
car ASS-1P-get=GVN Ukarumpa level=LOC ASS-1P-deliver-go-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
Nj`ktla`� ct� «m«pt`sl«tj«pd+ J`kn� hpt� xdp« 
Nj`ktla` m=st� «,m`,pt`s,l«t,j,p«p«=h J`kn� h=pt� xd=p« 
Ukarumpa level=LOC ASS-1P-deliver-go-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=DEF Carl that=M 1D=POSS 
`fl« gflpt� «x«s`oj«pd-�
`fl« gm=pt� «,x`,s`o,j,p«p«=h
house INDEF=M ASS-1D-give-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘We were got by car and delivered to Ukarumpa. We were delivered to Ukarumpa and Carl 
gave us two a house.’ 

 493) @xts`� «shl`mh+� @xts`s`flh j`s`� «m«l`j«pd-�
@xts`� «,shl«t,`mh� @xts`=s`=flh j`s`� «,m`,l`,j,p«p«=h
Aiyura ASS-arrive-1P/CSR Aiyura=ORIG=GVN car ASS-1P-get-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘We arrived at Aiyura and from Aiyura we were taken by car.’ 

There are still examples of final forms in tail-head linkage clauses that the DR-medial-avoidance 

explanation cannot account for, however -- most particularly where there is no apparent change of actor or 

topical entity. The highlighted clause in (494) is taken from the middle of a narrative about a journey to a 

village called Hanjuwa. The preceding sentence simply stated that the traveller stayed four days at 

Hanjuwa. The highlighted clause is, therefore, a transparent instance of tail-head linkage using a final form 

even though there is no change of participant at all. It is, however, a significant change point in the 

narrative. The first half of the story was about the journey to Hanjuwa; the preceding sentence encodes the 
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fact and duration of the stay and this sentence begins the journey home. Roberts (1988) and Stirling (1993), 

in their analyses of what is being tracked by switch-reference systems, both document changes of time and 

place as significant changes that can trigger the use of a DR medial even when there is no change of 

participant. These non-participant changes would explain several of the instances of final forms where 

medials would otherwise be expected. 

 494) Gh`� gflpt`pt� gflpt`pt� «v«j«p«pd+ l`mcd� x«ghflths«flh+�
gh`� gm=pt=`pt� gm=pt=`pt� «,v«,j,p«p«=h l`mcd� x«ghflths«=flh
night INDEF=M=DL INDEF=M=DL ASS-lie-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=DEF Monday morning=GVN 
hpt� Ldmx«l`� atflp«� pd� «o«v«j«pd- 
h=pt� Ldmx«l`� l=st=flp«� pd� «,o,v«,j,p«p«=h
that=M Menyamya down=LOC=GOAL CERT ASS-come-go.down-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He stayed there four nights and on Monday morning he went down to Menyamya.’ 

Examples such as (495) and (496) remain a problem, however, in that the former uses a medial SR 

form in a similar situation, and the latter uses a final form where there is much less of a break in the action. 

 495) Sqh� vhj� «oldpd+ on� hptdflh L`mcdflh+� Qtodm«� hpts«�
sqh� vhj� «,ol`,`pd+� on� h=pt=d=flh L`mcd=flh Qtodm«� h=pt=s« 
three week ASS-be-1P/DSR four that=M=OJ=GVN Monday=GVN Reuben that=M=&
Inrdo«� hpts«� a`ktrh� lap«� «xdjhxh-�
Inrdo«� h=pt=s«� a`ktrh� lap«� «,x`,h,h,j,hx«=h
Joseph that=M=& plane money ASS-1D-do-BEN-PA/PFV-23D/DSO=IND 
‘We stayed three weeks and in the fourth, on Monday, Reuben and Joseph bought plane 
(tickets) for us.’ 

 496) ®l«m«pt`s«p«pd+ hpt� pflp`fl« pd� «l«xdpd-�
«,m`,l«pt`s,p,p«p«=h h=pt� pflp`fl« pd� «,l«xd,p,p«p«=h
ASS-1P-bring-PFV-3S/DSO=DEF that=M door CERT ASS-close-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He brought us and he closed the door.’ 

The introduction to this section made reference to fifty clauses with final forms used in sentence 

medial clauses that are neither clearly embedded in the ways described in 5.4.2.1 nor tail-head linkage 

clauses. Some of those clauses will be presented in 5.5.2 as being fully finite clauses (with mood clitics 

attached) that are juxtaposed in a paratactic, coordinate relation with one or more other finite clauses, 

yielding sentences comparable to English compound sentences without a conjunction and written with a 

semi-colon. Still others provide information that is part of the sentence frame providing the context in 

which the rest of the sentence applies. Example (497) in one such instance, taken from the text in which a 

father is instructing his newly married children. In the preceding sentence the father has told his son that he 
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needs to be thinking about work now that he’s married. The highlighted clause is clearly not a tail-head link 

given that the final clause in the previous sentence used an intentive form with deontic force, as the final 

clause in this sentence does. Matthew’s work that is referred to has not yet been done but, assuming it will 

be done, the wife is not to be lazy. 

 497) Rh� `o«jhjh+� L`sht� hpt� v«tfl« hp«pd+ rh� `o«jhjh�
rh� `o«j«=h=jh� L`sht� h=pt� v«tfl« h,p,p«p«=h rh� `o«j«=h=jh 
2S woman=F=2S Matthew that=M work do-PFV-3S/DSO=DEF 2S woman=F=2S

o«j«o«j«� l«oldp«� hrflpd- 
o«j«o«j«� l`,ol`,p«� h,s=flp«=h
rest NEG-be-DVZR D-2S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘You wife, given that Matthew is working, you are not to be lazy.’ 

The highlighted clause in (498) has, I believe, a similar function though at first glance it appears to be 

another instance of tail-head linkage. Tail-head linkage is a device used in narrative whereas (498) is from 

a didactic text. The fact of having a wife is not given here simply to join the sentences but as part of the 

reasoning the father is presenting to his son. Though not explicitly encoded as a reason, a legitimate 

translation would be “Because you have taken a wife, you must not wander around ...’ 

 498) L`shtjh+� `o«j«� «x«� «ldm«-� @o«j«� «ldflh+� rh�
L`sht=jh� `o«j«� «x«� «,l`,p,m� `o«j«� «,l`,p,fl«=h rh 
Matthew=2S woman just ASS-get-PFV-2S/ASO woman ASS-get-PFV-2S/DSO=DEF 2S

ghjfl«flf`� hjhsp«fl« l`+� d lhjhp«� c`� hrflpd- 
ghjfl«=flf`� hj«,«sp,«fl,fl« l`� d l`,hj«,p«� c`� h,s=flp«=h
youth=TIME tour-PRGV-IPFV-2S/DSO like thus NEG-tour-DVZR indeed do-2S/IRR=GOAL=IND 
‘Matthew, you’ve just taken a wife. Given that you have taken a wife, you are not to roam 
around like you used to roam when a youth.’ 

The various uses of nominalized clauses presented thus far, especially those marked only with the 

definite clitic =h, are not necessarily distinct functions and some examples are ambiguous as to which is the 

correct interpretation, if indeed they are different. The initial clause in (499) could be interpreted as having 

the contents of the speech as its referent, in which case the translation should be “What you’ve said to us, it 

is good.” It could also be another instance of setting the frame for the following predication, in which case 

the referent is the fact that the talk has been given, and the better translation is that given below. A third 

alternative (to be presented in 5.5.2) is to interpret the clitic on «m`sflh as the indicative mood marker and 
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the sentence as an example of juxtaposed main clauses, in which case “You have spoken to us that way; 

that’s good” would be the appropriate translation134.

499) Rh� d «m`sflh+ h «tflfth-�
rh� d «,m`,s,p,fl«=h h «tflft«=h
2S thus ASS-1P-say-2S/DSO=DEF that good=IND 
‘That you’ve just that said to us, it is good.’ 

5.4.2.4 Subordinating particles 
In addition to subordination being indicated by the normal NP-marking demonstratives and case 

markers, there are two subordinating particles that follow dependent final clauses. These are the 

comparative particle l`�~ o` ‘like/as’ and the causal particle p`h ‘since’. 

 The comparative l` is illustrated in (498) above by ghjfl«flf`�hjhsp«fl« l` ‘like you used to roam 

when a youth’. The variant o`, the two being fully interchangeable135, is used in (500). When the similarity 

is between objects rather than entities, the third-singular, near-past stative form of the verb d ‘be/put’ is 

required to make the nominal into a clause, as in (501). This example is describing a bird’s call when a man 

comes near its nest, and asserts that the bird imitates a man. 

 500) Hpt� mxh� «stj«p«� o`� hl«jj«pd-�
h=pt� mxh� «,v,s,j,p«p«� o`� hl«j,j,p«p«=h
that=M 1S ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-1S/DSO like make-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He did as I told him.’ 

 501) Hflh xflfl« «j`j«m«fl« l`sp«� c`� x«m-� ®l`p«pt�
h=flh xflfl« «j`j«,m«fl« l`,s,p«� c`� h,«,m� «l`p«=pt 
that=GVN bird cry-very NEG-say-DVZR indeed do-3S/IRR-FUT person=M

dflp«� l`� shl«t«m+� hptdp«� l`flhs`flh jtjflth- 
d,«fl,p«p«� l`� shl«t,«,m� h=pt=d=p«� l`fl«=h=s`=flh jtjflt«=h
be-IPFV-3S/DSO like arrive-3S/IRR-FUT that=M=OJ=POSS mouth=DEF=SRC=GVN talk=DEF 
‘So it doesn’t utter a real bird cry. It becomes like a man, (regarding) the talk from its mouth.’ 

 
134 The fact that the indicative mood clitic and the definiteness marker (derived from the demonstrative ‘that’) are both 

=h complicates the interpretation. In Whitehead 1999 (ms), I addressed the question of whether these morphemes, 
along with the verb ‘do’, are coincidentally homophonous, or polysemic senses of a single morpheme best glossed as 
‘the neutral member of the category’, whether verb, demonstrative or mood. The conclusion then and now is that 
polysemy is involved, especially with the definiteness marker and indicative marker since both mark information that 
the speaker is giving with a high degree of certainty (asserted as a given vs. asserted as new information). 
Unfortunately, that interpretation does not necessarily help to determine which function is in effect here though. 

135 This same alternation was noted for the prohibitive auxiliary in 4.3.3 but no relationship in meaning between these 
two morphemes has been noted this far. 
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The causal particle p`h indicates that the preceding clause is the speaker’s reason for making the 

following pronouncement. In example (488), repeated here as (502), and in (503) the pronouncement is an 

instruction, as is the case in all spontaneous occurrences of this construction to have been recorded. 

 502) “Mxh�jtjflt«� gflpt� slp«� hp«p«� p`h� gd� ddp«m«�
mxh� jtjflt«� gm=pt� s,l=flp«� h,p,p«p«� p`h� gd� ddp«=m« 
1S talk INDEF=M say-1S/IRR=GOAL do-PFV-1S/DSO since 2P all=FCS 
p«s«� mxhohx«-0
p«s«� m,h,h,o=x« 
ear 1S-do-BEN-23P/IRR=QT 
‘ “Since I’m going to speak to you, all of you listen to me.” ’ 

 503) “Rh�«sl`� ptxdop`flfflhflp«� «s«p«p«� p`h+
rh� «,sl`� ptxdo,p,`flf,fl«=h=flp«� «,s,p,p«p«� p`h 
2S ASS-get come.down-PFV-DR-2S/DSO=DEF=GOAL ASS-say-PFV-3S/DSO since 
`flftl� gthohx« 0
`flftl� g,x,o=x« 
again NEU-go.up-23P/IRR=QT 
‘ “Since he spoke about you bringing them down, you (all) go back up!” ’ 

5.4.3 Deverbalization 
Deverbalization refers to the use of the suffix -p« on the verb nucleus (4.2.1), in the place of the 

normal tense, aspect, actor and mood markers, to derive some other part of speech from a verb. This was 

described as the structure for derived nouns (3.2.2.2) and it was pointed out that it is really clauses that are 

being derived and assigned a nominal function. (As a corollary to that observation, it was also suggested 

that the deverbalizing marker should perhaps be considered a clitic rather than an affix.) Deverbalized 

clauses are also used adverbially (4.3.2). Furthermore, the normal negative construction, with its negated 

and deverbalized form of the semantically main verb followed by an auxiliary verb bearing the post-nuclear 

suffixation, is analyzed as actually being a deverbalized clause modifying the auxiliary (4.3.3), rather than 

being two verbs that form a complex predicate in a single clause. Deverbalization of a clause is not a 

radically different process than the nominalization process presented in 5.4.2, but a conditioned variant. 

Whereas nominalized final clauses refer to specific events grounded in time, deverbalized clauses refer to 

generalized propositions which may or may not be associated with specific referents. And just as other 

nominalized clauses could have the event itself or one of its arguments as referent, so deverbalized clauses 

can refer to either the abstract situation or the performer of such situations. 
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Two deverbalized clauses are used in (504). The first, lap«�dpdflp«�‘about the putting of money’, is 

an abstraction of the event of fine-paying rather than a reference to the specific fine paid on this occasion. 

The second, «l`p«�jtjflt«�i«m«�hl«jp«�hpt` ‘the men who make talk straight’, identifies the referents 

as people who are characterized by the ability to settle disputes and are regularly occupied in that role. 

 504) Lap«� dpdflp«� «s«ot+� «l`p«� jtjflt«� i«m«� hl«jp«�
lap«� d,p«=h=flp«� «,s,«s,ot� «l`p«� jtjflt«� i«m«� hl«j,p« 
money put-DVZR=DEF=GOAL ASS-say-SR-23P/CSR man talk straight make-DVZR 
hpt`� pflf`fl« «xdjtvh- 
h=pt=` pflf`fl« «,xd,j,tv«=h
that=M=PL door ASS-close-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘The dispute settlers spoke about fine-paying and put an end to the dispute.’ 

In (505) the deverbalized xddp«� hflpd ‘happy being’ is the subject of the second clause. In (506) the 

same phrase is being used adverbially to modify the state of being. 

 505) ®flft«m«fl« ol`lhsopd� xddp«� hflpd� ghx`p«� `v«�
«flft«,m«fl« ol`,lhs,o,p«=h xddp«� h,m,p«=h gd=x`p«� `v« 
good-very be-DUR-23P/IRR-GEN=DEF happy do-DETR-DVZR=DEF 2P=POSS middle 
hph� vhs`flftsh--- 
h=ph� v«,«s,`flf,«=sh 
that=LOC lie-IPFV-DR-3S/IRR=DUBIT 
‘Whenever you live well, happiness will be in your midst and...’ 

 506) “---«flft«m«fl« xddp«� hflpd� l«oldp«� homtvhp«-0
«flft«,m«fl« xddp«� h,m,p«=h l`,ol`,p«� h,o,mh,tv«=h=p« 
good-very happy do-DETR-DVR=DEF NEG-BE-DVZR DO-23P/IRR-FUT-23P/DSO=IND=QT 

‘ “...you will not be able to dwell well (and) happily.” ’ 

Consistent with other nominalized clauses referring to the speech act participants, the appropriate 

personalizing clitics are used. 

 507) Hfl« pd� rh� gflfhr`m«� hp«ptjh� drpd+---�
h=fl« pd� rh� gflfhr`=m«� h,p«=pt=jh� d,s,p«=h
that=GVN but 2S disrespect=FCS do-DVZR=M=2S be-2S/IRR-GEN=DEF 
‘But whenever you are a disrespectful person, ...’ 

Deverbalized clauses are frequently used as the predicate in descriptive texts. Example (508) is the 

opening sentence of a text about a bird of paradise species; the subsequent sentences are verbal, using 

abilitative and intentive forms (4.2.3.2 and 4.2.3.3) to provide the detailed activities of the birds’ house-

building technique.  
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508) Olt`dpd+� hpt`� `fl« hl«j«p«� pt`d-
olt`dp«=h h=pt=` `fl« hl«j,p«� pt=`=h
olt`dp«=DEF that=M=PL house make-DVZR M=PL=IND 
‘The olt`dp«, they are house-builders-’

Example (509) is the opening sentence from a text about traditional fighting but in this text the 

sentence-final clauses of the subsequent sentences are a mixture of similar non-verbal predicates and verbal 

predicates. Such non-verbal clauses can also be used as the frame for the main predication. The first clause 

of  (510), which occurs later in this text, is actually a repeat of the previous sentence and so could be a case 

of tail-head linkage. As was the case with (498), however, since this is not a narrative text it is more likely 

that the clause is repeated as the explanation for what follows.  

 509) Hpt`� l«j«flf`flh+� l«jh� gthts`� l`tflp«� pt`d-
h=pt=` l«j«=flf`=flh l«j«=h gm=h=t=s`� l`,t,m,p«� pt=`=h
that=M=PL fight=TIME=GVN fight=DEF INDEF=F=PL=OJ=SRC NEG-shoot-DETR-DVZR M=PL=IND 
‘In the time of fighting, they were not ones who fought each other for just anything.’ 

 510) Gtx`j«� ol`flt«� lt`rhl«tp«� pt`d+ hpt`� l«jh� hs`�
gtx`j«� ol`flt«� lt`rhl«t,p«� pt=`=h h=pt=` l«j«=h h=s` 
cassowary.bone long.bead thread-DVZR M=PL=DEF that=M=PL fight=DEF that=SRC 
gtflp«� pt`d- 
g,t,m,p«� pt=`=h
NEU-shoot-DETR-DVZR M=PL=IND 
‘Given that that they are makers of cassowary-bone wedding waistbands, they are ones who 
fight from that. (i.e. they fight about married women.)’ 

Deverbalized clauses can also be case-marked to indicate their role in the matrix clause. The first of the 

clauses in (504) was marked by the goal clitic as being what the predicated talk was about. Deverbalized 

clauses marked by =flp« can also encode negative purpose, translatable as ‘lest’-clauses. Such clauses are 

often given as postposed explanations, as is the case with (512). In this example, two propositions are 

combined in a coordinate medial structure that is deverbalized and both events are to be avoided, showing 

again that the coordinate medial clause is equal in status with whatever clause it is joined to. 

 511) Pt`mfl« o«jflp«� chflp«� pdp«pdp«� t �
pt`mfl« o«j,m,p«� m=sh=flp«� pdp«,pdp«�v',s(�
fall hit-DETR-DVZR level=there=GOAL slow-slow go(-2S/IRR)
‘Go slowly lest you fall! (lit. about falling)’ 
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 512) ...«l`pd� ghtfl« «ptlat� l«j«� hp«flp«-�
«l`p«=h ghtfl« «,v,p,m,ot� l«j«� h,p«=flp« 

people=DEF eye ASS-3-act-DETR-23P/CSR fight do-DVZR=GOAL 
‘...lest the people see and fight (us).’ 

Finally, the contrary-to-fact condition is encoded with a deverbalized clause followed by the 

subordinating particle r«oh'p«l(, as was mentioned in 4.2.3.7.  

 513) Mxh� «ldsp«s`flf«p«� x«l+� hpt� «mxhldp«� r«oh+ mxh�
mxh� «,l`,«sp,«s,`flf,p«p«� x=l h=pt� «,m,hl`,p«� r«oh� mxh 
1S ASS-get-PRGV-IPFV-DR-3S/DSO up=unseen that=M ASS-1S-meet-DVZR CTF 1S

lnmh� txp«lhmih- 
lnmh� v,h,p,l,mh=mih 
money 3-do-PFV-1S/IRR-FUT=IND 
‘If he had come upon me where I was getting (=stealing), I would have given him money.’ 

 514) Pd� a`ktrh�`h� «vp«� r«ohp«l+ mxh� ft«� ghflf«lhflf«:---�
pd� a`ktrh�`h� «,v,p«� r«ohp«l� mxh� ft«� g,d,m,p,l,mh,m=j« 
2S plane done ASS-go-DVZR CTF 1S rope NEU-be-DETR-PFV-1S/IRR-FUT-?=MOOD 
‘If you two had already gone on the plane, I would be in prison; ...’ 

5.5 Sentences with multiple independent clauses 
There are two contexts in which Menya sentences can have more than one independent clause within a 

single sentence. The first of these is the quote clause construction in which a direct quote is contained 

within a quote predication. The second is the coordinate independent structure in which two or more  

clausal units (simple or complex), each headed by a clause with a fully specified final verb are juxtaposed, 

with only the final conjunct bearing the normal intonation pattern for its mood. There may or may not be a 

conjunctive element between the independent units. 

5.5.1 Direct quote construction 
In the direct quote construction, the quote is a separate discourse independent of the quote predication, 

even though it is in one sense embedded within it. The identity of the speech act time and participants for 

the quoted discourse are, of course, recoverable from the quote predication but the quoted sentence is as 

independent as it was in its original utterance where the contextual information was provided non-

linguistically. Since the closest Menya comes to an indirect quote construction is the use of the goal clitic 

=flp«�with a dependent final clause as in (503), I will not always specify ‘direct’ in this section. 
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The primary quote predication is headed by a form of the verb s+ which is generally glossed as ‘say’ 

even though it includes the production of a lot more noises than those produced by vocal chords (cf. 4.3.4). 

In the simplest form of the quote construction, the quote precedes the speech verb and there is no intonation 

break between the quote itself and the speech verb (515). 

 515) ÔRh� x`ptdp«� gh`vhp«� gflpt� o«jhx«0 «stj«pd-�
rh� x`ptdp«� gh`vhp«� gm=pt� o«j,s=x«� «,v,s,j,p«p«=h
2S pig black INDEF=M kill-2S/IRR=QT ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He said to him, “You kill a black pig.” ’ 

An end-of-quote clitic is attached to the end of the quoted clause but the form of this clitic varies 

according to the preceding morpheme, as displayed in Table 46. The first two lines show the forms that 

occur with the four primary mood clitics. The third row shows the form that follows the goal clitic in the 

intentive forms (when there is no mood clitic) and the one that follows the final morpheme of the abilitative 

paradigm (which does not allow a mood clitic). The second half of the table provides the forms that follow 

the associative suffixes (present realis and obligative paradigms) and the irrealis suffixes (hortative 

paradigm), given that these actor suffixes also do not allow mood clitics. 

Table 46. end-of-quote clitic forms 
indicative ,h,p«� dubitative ,sh,x«�
polar interrogative ,s`,m«� WH-interrogative ,v«,∅
intentive ,flp«,m« abilitative ,m,«

1S 2S 3S 1D 23D 1P 23P 
associative suffixes ,«,m«� ,m,x«� ,h,x«� ,td,« ,hmx,p« ,t,m« ,«,t«
irrealis suffixes ,l,« ,'s(,x« ,«,m«� ,`,x«� ,hmx,p« ,`m,« ,o,x«�

The clitic that attaches to the second person hortative forms to emphasize a command (4.2.3.1) is the same 

as the end-of-quote clitic and is associated with the =m« clitic that is used to mark focal new information 

within a clause. The quoted material is the focal new information within the quote construction and so is an 

obvious candidate for being marked as focus. The distinction between focus clitic and end-of-quote clitic is 

made because, when used within a clause, the form is consistently =m« whereas, when used at the end of a 

clause, the form varies.  
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The sentence that precedes (515) in its natural context is given as (516) and shows that a speech can be 

introduced by a speech act predication containing the cataphoric use of the near demonstrative sh, referring 

forward to the instruction to kill a black pig..  

 516) Hs«ldp«ohxp`vdp«� j`mhptd� «vhlds«� sh�
Hs«ldp«ohxp`vt=d=p«� j«,`m=h=pt=d «,v,hl`,«s,«� sh 
Hs«ldp«ohxp`vt=OJ=POSS 3-father=DEF=M=OJ ASS-3-meet-SR-3S/CSR thus 
«stj«pd- 
«,v,s,j,p«p«=h
ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘He came to Hs«ldp«ohxp`vt’s father and said this to him.’ 

These two examples together demonstrate that the same speech act can be encoded twice. The «stj«pd 

in (515) and (516) refer to the same speech act, the second reference providing an elaboration of the first. 

Later in the same text, (517) occurs with rising, sentence-medial intonation on the speech verb, 

demonstrating that the dual reference to a single speech act can be combined into one sentence. 

 517) ...hl«tohxhflh sh� «stj«pd+� ÔX«� `fl« gflpt� g`p«�
h,l«t,ohxh=flh sh� «,v,s,j,p«p«=h x«� `fl« gm=pt� g`p« 
do-CMPL-23P/DSR=GVN thus ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND tree house INDEF=M above 
x«flh l«s`flptm«-0
x«=flh l«s,`m=flp«,t=m« 
up-LOC build-1P/IRR=GOAL-1P/ASO=FCS 
‘...after they finished that he said this to them, “We must build a wood house over the top.” ’ 

The shorter the quote, the more likely it is that it will be included within the clause headed by the 

speech verb as in (518), which also demonstrates that the direct quote construction is not necessarily 

sentence final. 

 518) X«o`p«� l«flfhr`� «sp«t«� ÔD«� ddm«@ m`s«p`flf«p«flf`+
x«o`p«� l=flfhr`� «,sp«t,«� d«� d«=m«� m`,s,p,`flf,p«p«=flf` 
outside down=side ASS-stand-3S/CSR come come=QT 1P-say-PFV-DR-3S/DSO=TIME 
md� pd� «shl«tptd+� x«o`p«� l«flfhr`-�
md� pd� «,shl«t,p,p«pt=h x«o`p«� l«=flfhr`�
1P CERT ASS-arrive-PFV-1P/DSO=IND outside down=side 
‘He stood outside and said to us “Come, come!” and we arrived outside.’ 

Longer quotes, by contrast, will sometimes be broken up with the speech verb repeated several times. 

The first line of (519) ends with a clear intonation break but the remainder is a single sentence 
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519) F`� mxh� sh� «stj«pd+� ÔXd� pt`ohp«� s«t� vdflpdp«-0
f`� mxh� sh� «,v,s,j,p«p«=h xd� pt`ohp«� s«=t v,d=flp«=h=p« 
ok 1S thus ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 1D plain this=LOC go-1D/IRR=GOAL=IND=QT 
ÔRt«v«s«flfth� «shl«t«s`x«0 «stj«pd+� ÔOhohrhr« 
Rt«v«s«flfth� «,shl«t,«s,`=x«0 «,v,s,j,p«p«=h Ohohrh=s« 
Rt«v«s«flfth ASS-arrive-SR-1D/CSR=FCS ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=DEF Ohohrh=&
Jt`xtv«vhr«� htflfthx«� at� «shl«t«s`x«0
Jt`xtv«vh=s«� htflfthx«� l=st� «,shl«t,«s,`=x« 
Jt`xtv«vh=& confluence down=LOC ASS-arrive-SR-1D/CSR=FCS 
«stj«pd+� Ôs«tjnflh ptxdpdflpdp«-0
«stj«pd� s«tjnfl«=h ptxdp,d=flp«=h=p« 
ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND riverbed=DEF go.down-1D/IRR=GOAL=IND=QT 
‘Then I said this to him, “We’re going to go across this flat place. We’ll reach Rt«v«s«flfth�
(ridge)” I told him, “and arrive at the confluence of the Ohohrh and the Jt`xtv«vh” I told 
him “and go down the riverbed.” ’ 

Other more specific speech act predications, such as x`sflp«�vh ‘question do’, can either stand alone as 

the quote predication (519) or be used in conjunction with the verb ‘say’ (520). 

 520) ...x`sflp«�sh� «mdjtvh+ ÔGd� p`flh «tflf«� hj«j`�
x`sflp«� sh� «,m`,h,j,tv«=h gd� p`fl«=h «tflf«� hj«,j` 
ask thus ASS-1P-do-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 2P walk=DEF good tour-SER/DUR 

«ptxdo«sp«fl«+� « ptxp«s`mn>0
«,ptxdo,«sp,«fl,«� « ptxp«=s`=m«=n
ASS-come.down-PRGV-IPFV-23P/ASO or bad=POLQ=FCS=EMPH 
‘...they asked us “Have you walked around well and come, or badly?” ’ 

 521) …hpt� x`sflp«� pd� «mdxpd+ ÔGd� v«tflh
h=pt� x`sflp«� pd� «,m`,h,p,p«p«=h gd� v«tfl«=h

that=M ask CERT ASS-1P-do-PFV-3S/DSO=IND 2P work=DEF 
«jhs`fltdflf«>0 «m`s«s«-
«j=h=s`=flt=dm=j«� «,m`,s,«s,« 
which=DEF=SRC=M=2P=MOOD ASS-1P-say-SR-3S/CSR 
‘...he questioned us, saying “Which work (company) are you from?” ’ 

In the (tail-head) rearticulation of a quote construction, the quote may be repeated, as in (522), 

reinforcing it status as contained within the speech act clause. The longer the quote is, however, the more 

likely it is to be replaced with a demonstrative such as the adverbial d ‘that’, as in (523) which is from the 

sentence following (520).  
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 522) ÔRt«flp«� jhflf`flfhj«>0 stp`flf`+---�
r«=flp«� j,h,m,p,`flf,h=j«� v,s,p,`flf=flf` 
what=GOAL 2S-do-DETR-PFV-DR-3S/ASO=INFOQ 3-say-PFV-DR=TIME 
‘They said to him “What do you want?” and...’ 

 523) Pt� x`sflp«� d mdxp`flftv«flf`+---�
pt� x`sflp«� d m`,h,p,`flf,tv«=flf` 
3P ask that 1P-do-PFV-DR-23P/DSO=TIME 
‘They questioned us in that way and ...’ 

5.5.2 Coordination of finite clauses 
The juxtaposition of fully-specified clauses (or clause complexes) in a paratactic or equal relationship 

within a sentence is relative rare in Menya discourse, especially in narrative. Because of the phonological 

identity between the most common mood clitic =h ‘indicative’ and the cliticized variant of the neutral 

demonstrative, =h ‘definite’, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between paratactic coordination and one 

of the uses of dependent final clauses (5.4.2). The presentation here will, therefore, begin with instances of 

the coordination of clauses in other moods, and then move on to some of the more likely candidates for 

coordinated indicatives. 

In (524), the first two clause complexes are past imperfective dubitatives expressing the speaker’s 

amazement and/or puzzlement about how the underground chamber for the hydro-electric machinery was 

made. There is no intonation break between these two clauses. There is a rising intonation and slight pause 

between the second dubitative and the following clause so it is difficult to tell whether this last clause 

should be considered a separate sentence. 

 524) Ghj«� lfl« «m«� hot� «s«tlhfltv«sh� l`rhm«p«� «m«�
ghj«� lfl« «m«� h,«s,ot� «,s«t,lhfl,tv«=sh� l`rhm«p«� «m« 
stone axe how do-SR-23P/CSR ASS-cut-PA/IPFV-23P/DSO=DUBIT machine how 
hs«� «os«lhflp«sh: ``fl« pt`� l`dp« 
h,«s,«� «,os,lhfl,p«p«=sh� ``fl« pt`� l`,d,p« 
do-SR-3S/CSR ASS-dig-PA/IPFV-3S/DSO=DUBIT true ground NEG-be-DVZR 
hl«j«sp«fl«-�
hl«j,«sp,«fl,«�
make-PRGV-IPFV-23P/ASO 
‘I wonder how they used tools and cut the rock or how a machine cut the rock; they are 
working without true ground.’ 

Examples (525) and (526) are both polar interrogatives with two alternatives specified. In both cases 

the second clause has been significantly reduced on the basis of ellipsis. In the first, the whole sentence is 
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under a single intonation contour with a sustained high developing over p«pt`flfth and falling through 

hpt`flft«p« to signal the sentence end. The second of these examples is from a written text (with 

intonation data supplied later) but is comparable to that in (525) except that there is a pause before the 

conjunctive particle «. The verb «ptxdo«sp«fl« is lacking the polar interrogative clitic =s` because of the 

presence of the associative actor suffix which does not allow mood clitics. The clause complex’s status as a 

question is established by the writer’s own translation plus the fact that the preceding clause (similar to 

(521)) and following clause (given as (523)) in the text refer to the speech act as a question. 

 525) V«tflh p«pt`flfth� «tjhx«s`+� hpt� hpt`flft«p«>�
v«tfl«=h p«=pt=`flfh� «,v,j,hx«=s`� h=pt� h=pt=`flfh=p« 
work=DEF exact=M=2D ASS-go-PA/PFV-23D/DSO=POLQ that=M that=M=2D=POSS 
‘Did the two of you go to the work, or each of you to his own? 

 526) “Gd� p`flh «tflf«� hj«j`� «ptxdo«sp«fl«+� « ptxp«s`mn>0
gd� p`fl«,h� «tflf«� hj«,j`� «,ptxdo,«sp,fl,«� « ptxp«,s`,m«,n 
2P walk-DEF good walk-SER/DUR ASS-come–PRGV-IPFV-23P/ASO or bad-POLQ-FCS-EMPH 
‘... “Have you had a good trip and now come, or was it a bad one?” ’ 

Clause reduction can also take place in the first conjunct, as in (527) which is taken from a discussion 

about the pictures in a calendar. The verb v« ‘lie/go down’ serves as the existential verb for items in a 

horizontal position but is omitted in the first conjunct. The omission of the existential verb in present tense 

is quite common; perhaps the unusual feature of this sentence is that the verb is included in the second 

conjunct.  

 527) S«� rhop«sh� ansp«� «vhs«sh-�
s«� rhop«=sh� ansp«� «,v«,«s,«=sh 
this ship=DUBIT boat ASS-lie-IPFV-3S/IRR=DUBIT 
‘I wonder if this is a ship or a boat.’ 

The two conjuncts in a sentence are not necessarily in the same tense and mood. The verb in the first 

conjunct of (528) is the same present dubitative form just seen whereas the matrix verb in the second is a 

hortative form, signalling that this clause complex is a command to the speaker’s wife. In this instance, the 

present dubitative is the functional equivalent of the English conditional ‘If there is...’.  In (529) the first 

conjunct is a summary statement headed by a present progressive verb form and the second is an instruction 

headed by an abilitative irrealis form. 
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 528) “At`x«� g«fl« gth� «vhs«sh+ `ptx«� «phx«ot� ghj«�
at`x«� g«fl« gm=h «,v«,«s,«=sh� `ptx«� «,p,«s,ot� ghj« 
sweet.potato new INDEF=F ASS-lie-IPFV-3S/IRR=DUBIT gather ASS-act-SR-23P/CSR stone 
hjhohx« 0
hj,o=x« 
cook-23P/IRR=QT 
‘ “Should there be some fresh sweet potato, gather and cook it in a ground oven.” ’ 

 529) ...p«s«�«x«� «mxhx«sp«fl«+ l«� `vhflf`flh hl«j«ot�
p«s«� «x«� «,m,h,h,«sp,«fl,«� l«� `vhflf`=flh hl«j,«s,ot 
ear just ASS-1S-do-BEN-PRGV-IPFV-23P/ASO so tomorrow=GVN make-SR-23P/CSR 

oldp«om-
ol`,p,o,m 
be-PFV-23P/IRR-FUT 
‘…you have just heard me (saying ...) so from now on live doing those things.’ 

On occasion, when several days pass by in a narrative without noteworthy events taking place, the 

speaker will string together several independent clause complexes into a single sentence. In (530), each 

comma represents a rise in intonation followed by a pause; this is all new information advancing the story 

line by letting the audience know how time was spent during this hiatus in a journey. 

 530) V«t� x«st� x«pt`sl«tp`flf`+� Idoqh� M«flf`� hptdt«� hpts«�
V«t� x«=st� x`,pt`s,l«t,p,`flf=flf`� Idoqh� M«flf`� h=pt=d=t«� h=pt=s« 
Wau up=LOC 1D-bring-go-PFV-DR=TIME Jeff Nanga that=M=OJ=POSS that=M=&
ghp`p«� «v«jtdd+� x«ghflths«flh+� tx`stv«m`xh� hph 
ghp`p«� «,v«,j,td«=h x«ghflths«=flh tx`stv,m,`xh� h=ph 
sleep ASS-lie-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=DEF morning=GVN awake-DETR-1D/DSR that=LOC 
«ol`jtdd+� `vhflf`� l«mc`flh+� d mxh� a`ktrh� lap«�
«,ol`,j,td«=h `vhflf`� l«mc`=flh d mxh� a`ktrh� lap«�
ASS-be-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=DEF tomorrow beyond=GVN thus 1S plane money 
pd� hj«p«pd-� ,,� X«jdo«flp«-�
pd� h,j,p«p«=h X«jdo«=flp«�
CERT do-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND Yagepa=GOAL 
‘The bus dropped us off at Wau then we slept at Jeff Nanga’s with him; in the morning, we 
arose and stayed there; on the next day I bought a plane ticket – for Yagepa.’ 

There are numerous instances of clauses with final verb forms occurring in the middle of a sentence in 

which it is difficult to determine the structure due to the homophony of the indicative clitic and the 

definiteness clitic (cf. the end of 5.4.2.3). Example (531), in which a newly married son is responding to his 

father’s advice to him and his bride, is similar to (499) which was discussed as being triply ambiguous. In 

this instance the first clause could be either nominalized and functioning as the fronted object of the verb 
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‘hear’, or it could be an independently asserted clause. The information is old in the sense that all the 

speech act participants know that the father has just spoken but it would be legitimate for the son to 

verbalize that knowledge and place it alongside his assertion that he and his bride have heard and 

responded. 

 531) ...rh� d «x`sflh+ xd� p«s«� «jhx«s`� pt`l«�
rh� d «,x`,s,p,fl«=h xd� p«s«� «,j,h,h,«s,`� pt`l«�
2S thus ASS-1D-say-2S/DSO=IND 1D ear ASS-2S-do-BEN-SR-1D/CSR seated  

«oldptd- 
«,ol`,p,td 
ASS-be-PFV-1D/ASO 
‘...you have spoken to us in that way and we have sat and heard you.’ 

5.6  Conjunctions 
Papuan languages with medial verb systems typically do not have a rich inventory of conjunctions. 

Farr (1999:16) notes that Korafe is somewhat unusual “in having upwards of 20 conjunctions and 

conjunction complexes, which are related to demonstrative forms and/or same subject medial verb forms”. 

Menya is similar to Korafe in having conjunctions and conjunctive phrases based on demonstratives and 

medial verb forms, but differs in not having as rich a system and in having adapted DR medials rather than 

SR medials. The majority are derivatives of the neutral demonstrative ‘that’ or the verb ‘do’, both of which 

are manifested as h; this effects a lack of clarity in some cases as to which is the root morpheme. Some are 

forms of the verb d ‘be/put’ and there are also some unrelated conjunctive particles. Approximately 75% of 

all conjunctive elements occur sentence-initially, indicating that they are primarily discourse (inter-

sentential) connectives rather than inter-clausal. 

The extent of the use of these conjunctive units varies greatly according to text type/genre, 

communication medium (oral vs. written), and personal style. In narratives recorded between 1975 and 

1985 very few occur, often only one per ten sentences. By contrast, tail-head rearticulation in such texts is 

far more frequent. Non-narrative text, including court proceedings, from the same era have conjunctions in 

25-40% of sentences and, in a collection of written texts about making traditional weaponry, almost every 

sentence contains at least one. In more recent written texts, both narrative and non-narrative, the rate of 

occurrence is 35-50% of sentences. In narrative text the logical connection between most sentences as well 
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as clauses is temporal sequence, for which tail-head linkage is ideally suited. Other logical relationships are 

more common in other text genres. As a written style has developed, there has been a move to replace 

rearticulation with shorter conjunctive elements even in narrative discourse. 

The conjunctions based on the demonstrative h ‘that’ are given below. All are used anaphorically, 

pointing back within the text to something more than a particular person or thing; that is, to an event or 

whole series of events. Most of the morphemes that are added to the demonstrative root are clitics that 

normally occur on NPs within clauses specifying their relationship. The morpheme –v«, the last member 

of the list, is problematic in that neither the information-question mood nor the serializing clitic with this 

shape seem to contribute to the meaning here. The resultant meanings are not as distinct as their literal 

meanings, as evidenced by frequent changes during the editing process and differences of opinion among 

native speakers as to which are needed and appropriate in which contexts. When the first three of these 

occur without the ‘given’ clitic =flh, they generally have a nominal referent and an argument role within a 

clause, rather than being inter-clausal or inter-sentential conjunctions. 

Form Composition Literal meaning Effective meaning
hflh h * flh ‘given that’ ‘therefore’�
hs`flh h *s`�* flh ‘from that’ ‘after that, as a result’�
hflf`flh h * flf`�* flh ‘that time’ ‘then’ 
hfl« pd� h * flh *pd� ‘given that’ + ‘contrast’ ‘but’ 
hv«� h * v«� ‘that-??’ ‘so’ 

Example (532) follows a direct quote construction in which John was accused of gardening on 

another’s land. This is a fairly recent written text and, quite likely, a rearticulation clause would have been 

used instead of hflh if this were a spoken text. 

 532) Hflh Inm«� hpt� o«l«� «l«sp«t«pd+� shm«� «stj«pd-�
h=flh Inm«� h=pt� o«l«� «,l«,sp«t,«pd� sh=m«� «,v,s,j,p«p«=h
that John that=M stand ASS-?-stand-3S/DSR this=FCS ASS-3-say-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘Therefore John stood up and said this to him.’ 

Examples (533) and (534) shows two instances of hs`flh with varied meanings. The first is from a 

hunting story and follows the statement that the two actors had slept on a riverbank, and the relationship 

between the two sentences would appear to be little more than sequentiality. The second example comes 

near the end of the father’s instruction to his newly married son and daughter-in-law after he has told them 
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that they are to give the same teaching to their children, the result being that those children will pass it on to 

theirs in turn. Sequentiality is a component of the relationship here also but more significant is the sense of 

contingency that is reflected in the author’s translation of hs`flh into the Tok Pisin nkrdl ‘in the same way, 

and so’. 

 533) Hs`flh+ x«ghflths«flh xd� «l«tx`stv«m`xh+� xd� pd�
h=s`=flh x«ghflths«=flh xd� «,l«,tx`stv«,m,`xh� xd� pd 
that=SRC=GVN morning=GVN 1D ASS-?-arouse-DETR-1D/DSR 1D CERT 
«v«jtdd- 
«,v«,j,td«=h
ASS-go.down-PA/PFV-1D/DSO=IND 
‘After that, we got up in the morning and we went down.’ 

 534) Hs`flh hpt`+� hpt`tp«� xldp«� ct+�
h=s`=flh h=pt=` h=pt=`=t=p«� xldp«� m=st 
that=SRC=GVN that=M=PL that=M=PL=OJ=POSS child level=LOC 
lnstp`omtv«flp«- 
v,l«stp`,o,mh,tv«=flp« 
3-show-23P/IRR-FUT-23P/DSO=GOAL 
‘As a result, they will teach their children.’ 

The development of conjunctions or conjunctive phrases from medial verbs could be a natural 

extension of the anaphoric pro-verb use of ‘do’ and ‘be’ in tail-head rearticulation rather than repeating the 

explicit verb used in the previous sentence. Unexpectedly, however, it is stative DR forms that are used 

even when there is no change of participant. The most common of these forms, in order of frequency, and 

with very approximate glosses, are: 

Form Composition Form description Gloss�
hs`flf`� hÍ«sÍ`flf,flf`� actor-neutral stative temporal DR of ‘do’ and/then�
hs`flf`flh hÍ«sÍ`flf,flf`,flh actor-neutral temporal DR of ‘do’ + ‘given and/then�
h ghs`flfh� h g,d,«s,`flf,h third singular stative coordinate DR of ‘be’ but 
hs`flf«p«flf`� h,«s,`flf,p«p«,flf`� third singular stative temporal of ‘do’ and/then�
h ghs`flf«p«�pd� h g,d,«s,`flf,p«p«�pd� third singular subordinate DR of ‘be’ + ‘contrast’ but 

In (535) the speaker is the only participant and the only eligible topic in both sentences. There is a 

change of location at this point in the story and an accompanying change in activity. This would fit with 

Stirling’s argument (1993:153-155) that switch-reference systems track change in any of several aspects of 

discourse continuity rather than just of participant roles. 
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 535) ...flp«� o«fl«s«� p`fl«s«� pd� «mctj«p«pd-� Hs`flf`�
m=p«� o«fl«=s«� p`fl«=s«� pd� «,mct,j,p«p«=h h,«s,`flf=flf` 

1S=POSS betel=& pepper=& CERT ASS-pick-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND do-IPFV-DR=TIME 
mxh� x«� vhxh� gflptdmxp«� pd� «o«tj«pd- 
mxh� x«� vhxh� gm=pt=d=flp«� pd� «,o,v,j,p«p«=h
1S tree  INDEF=M=OJ=GOAL CERT ASS-come-go-PA/PFV-1S/DSO=IND 
‘...I picked my betel nut and peppers. Then I went to a vhxh tree.’ 

The evidence in Menya, however, is that these verb forms have been reanalyzed as conjunctions and 

no longer function in the switch-reference system at all. In (536) hs`flf` appears between two clauses in a 

subordinated complex that specifies the position of the sun. Though redundant, coming as it does in the 

midst of a chained structure, it is functioning as a conjunction comparable to the English ‘and’. Though not 

exemplified in data from before 1990, hs`flf` is now frequently being used before the last conjunct in a 

coordinate NP structure, as in (537). While this is a translated example rather than from a spontaneous 

discourse, the translator is one of three who have been trained for the task and all frequently use hs`flf` in 

this way. Even if this use is considered to be the inappropriate influence of the English source text, the fact 

that all three are using it and that those hearing it accept and understand it demonstrates that what was a 

stative DR medial verb in form is now being used simply as a coordinating conjunction. 

 536) ...ghtmihflf`flh+� l«osp«pt� `h� sh� «l«x`p«s«t«pd+� hs`flf`� sh�
ghtmih=flf`=flh l«osp«=pt� `h� sh� «,x`,l«p«s«t,«pd� h,«s,`flf=flf`� sh 

daytime=TIME=GVN sun=M done thus ASS-1D-pass-3S/DSR do-IPFV-DR=TIME thus 
olds`flf`flh j`s«� pd� «x«l`j«pd- 
ol`,«s,`flf=flf`=flh j`s«� pd� «,x`,l`,j,p«p«=h
be-IPFV-DR=TIME=GVN car CERT ASS-1D-get-PA/PFV-3S/DSO=IND 
‘...at mid-day, when the sun had passed us this much and was sitting thus, we were picked up 
in a car.’ 

 537) Hpt� h olds`flf`+� R`hlnm«� hpts«� hs`flf`� ptx«l`p«�
h=pt� h ol`,«s,`flf=flf`� R`hlnm«� h=pt=s«� h,«s,`flf=flf`� pt=«l`p«�
that=M thus be-IPFV-DR=TIME Simon that=M=& do-IPFV-DR=TIME 3=person 
hpt`s«+ Ihr`rh� hptdmxp«� p«txp«� hj«jtvd- 
h=pt=`=s«� Ihr`rh� h=pt=d=flp«� p«txp«� hj«,j,tv«=h
that=M=PL=& Jesus that=M=OJ=GOAL search tour-PA/PFV-23P/DSO=IND 
‘He was doing that and Simon and his friends went around searching for Jesus.’ 

Besides the subordinating conjunctive particles p`h ‘since’ and l` ‘like’ (5.4.2.4), there are also a few 

particles that serve to relate clauses or larger units without subordinating one to the other. Discounting 
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some that are more signs of hesitation and usually deleted in the editing process, these are: f` ‘okay/so’,  

l« ‘and so’ and « ‘and/or’. 

The particle f` is presumably related to the time clitic =flf` and is used with equal frequency between 

clauses (538) or inter-sententially at the beginning of sentences (539). The particle l« is more frequently 

used inter-clausally as in (529). Finally, « is, like f`, quite common for some speakers in both places and 

appears to have the meaning ‘and’ or ‘or’ as in (526). 

 538) Mxh+� mc«p`flfh� f`� rh� x`sflp«� «jhxp«-�
mxh� m,s,p,`flf,h� f`� rh� x`sflp«� «,j,h,p,« 
1S 1S-say-PFV-DR-3S/ASO so 2S ask ASS-2S-do-PFV-1S/ASO 
‘He spoke to me, so I am asking you.’ 

 539) F`� s«flf`fl« ch+� Ghohs`� hptdflh+� «m«� lhsldp«� c`�
f`� s«=flf`=fl« m=sh� Ghohs`� h=pt=d=flh «m«� l`,hsl`,p«� c` 
so this=TIME=GVN level=LOC Hipita that=M=OJ=GVN how NEG-lead-DVZR indeed 
x`m- 
h,`,m 
do-1P/IRR-FUT 
‘And so at this time, we are not able to bring Hipita.’ 
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APPENDICES 

1. “ORGANIZED PHONOLOGY DATA” STATEMENT1

Menya (Menye) Language [MCR] 
Menyamya – Morobe Province 

Trans New Guinea Phylum?: Angan Stock-Level Family 
Phonemic and Orthographic Inventory 
� � �b �d � e �	 h i �d� k m n � � � �q o p q t� t� u w j
a ä b,mb d,nd e g, �g h i j,nj k m n ny � �q o p q s t u w y
A Ä B D E G H I J K M N Ny fl flq O P Q S T U W Y
Consonants 
 Bilab LabDen Dental Alveo Postalv Retro Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyn Glottal 
Plosive p t� k q
Nasal m n� � �
Trill  
Tap/Flap
Fricative h
Lateral 
Fricative
Approx  j
Lateral 
Approx 

 

Ejective 
Stop 

 

Implos  
/w/ voiced labial-velar approximant 
/t�/ voiceless post-alveolar affricate  
/<d¸/ voiced prenasalized post-alveolar affricate  
/…b/ voiced prenasalized bilabial plosive 
/�d �/ voiced prenasalized dental plosive  
/�	/ voiced prenasalized velar plosive 
/�'/ voiced prenasalized uvular plosive  

 
1 This appendix item is adapted from the collection of Organized Phonology Data statements of the PNG branch of SIL. 

The OPD collection is a government-requested project to have phonology and orthography data for all languages of 
PNG in a standard format. 
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p odp« 'bird sp.' 
`ohpt 'my father' 

b adpt 'my brother-in-law' 
nla« 'snake sp.' 

m l`fl« 'mouth' 
g«l`fl« 'pandanus fruit' 
x«l 'I can do ' 

w vhj« 'vein' 
`vhpt 'my grandfather' 

t� s« 'firewood' 
`shj« 'earthworm' 

d � c« 'hair' 
gddmc«p« 'bird sp.' 

n � m`p« 'big' 
«m`jt« 'butterfly' 
x«m 'he can do' 

t� rt« 'ditch' 
`rho` 'my grandmother'' 

 
Vowels 

i u
e o

�

�
i ho« 'buttocks' 

ghl« 'nose' 
xhflh 'arrow type' 

e dmxp« 'tired' 
xdl« 'bird sp.' 
xdhtfl« 'dry' 
hptd 'him' 
ld`p« 'plant sp.' 

� `l« 'bird sp.' 
l`p« 'quickly' 
s«flf` 'today' 

u tmc«fl« 'bird sp.' 
`ptvp« 'yam' 
mdpt 'my father-in-law' 

o nla« 'snake sp.' 
pnj« 'man, male' 
xtpn 'heel' 

�d� i«m« 'straight' 
l`mi«p« 'animal sp.' 

� mx`p« 'my' 
ghmx`fl« 'dust' 

j x« 'tree' 
ohx« 'rain' 

k jt` 'tree type' 
ghj« 'stone' 

�	 ft« 'bush rope' 
ltflf« 'bird sp.' 

� -
l`fl« 'mouth' 

h gt«ph 'yesterday' 
-

q pt` 'ground' 
g`p« 'above' 

�' flptnx`mxh 'my uncle' 
m«flp« 'banana' 

 

� «m`jt« 'butterfly' 
o«fl« 'betel nut' 
gts«p« 'flower' 

 
/i�/ /i�/ /io/ /ui/ /ue/ /u�/ /u�/

i� gh`vhp« 'black' 
 

i� ghtxp« 'bowstring' 
p`latx« 'drum' 

io ghno« 'tobacco' 
«ptxnjtv` 'animal trap' 

ui gthv« 'skin' 
v`pthr«p« 'yellow' 
pth 'egg' 

ue gtdp` 'tree sp.' 
hjtd` 'bird sp.' 

u� at`x« 'sweet potato' 
pt` 'ground' 

u� gt«ph 'yesterday' 
mdrt«p« 'spring' 
l`flft« 'full' 
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Suprasegmentals (tone, stress, length) 
The norm is for stress to be on the ultimate or penultimate syllable.  Words of more than three syllables 
usually have two stressed syllables with the latter being the stronger.  Tone and stress are inter-dependent. 
Tone might be phonemic, but the functional load is low. 
Syllable Patterns 

 Isolate Initial Medial Final 
V a ‘feather’ a.pä.kä ‘woman’ qa.u.tqä ‘bird sp.’ i.kue.a ‘bird sp.’ 
CV qa ‘string bag’ qä.kä ‘cloth’ ä.ma.qä ‘man’ hui.wä ‘skin’ 
CCV tqä ‘your’ pkä.pkä ‘crowded’ i.tqä.uä ‘he’s working’ tä.pqä ‘bean’ 
VV ai ‘already’ ai.�ga ‘long ago’ i.ua.tä ‘they (f) and’ i.ua ‘they (f)’ 
CVV kuä ‘pitpit type’ hio.pä ‘tobacco’ ya.que.qä  ‘pig’ hi.kuä ‘lime powder’ 
N �� ‘yes’ m.bqä ‘money’   
CN  tn.ä.�ä ‘hot’ hi.k�.ä ‘young man’ ä.tn.ä ‘you said’ 
VVV   i.uau.qä ‘their (f)’ i.uau ‘them (m)’ 
CVVV quai ‘the ground’ i.quau.qä ‘their (m)’ i.quau ‘them (m)’  
CCCV tpqä ‘naked’  mä.ptqä ‘sun’  

Conventions: Phonological 
Non-homorganic consonants are phonetically separated by extremely short vocalic segments which are 
more and more not being written. The quality of these short segments (and therefore the vowel sometimes 
written) is conditioned by vowel harmony and/or the nature of the consonants themselves. 
The plosives /p t� k q / are pronounced with velic release  [ p� t�� k� q� ] before  /m(/ /n (/ /�(, 	/

respectively. 
/q/ is pronounced with velic release [q�] before /�/ and /�	/ medially and finally.   It is generally [$] or [%]

intervocalically and after plosives, and [q] elsewhere. 
/t�/ is phonetically a post-alveolar fricative  word initially before /u/,  and [t�] alternating freely with  [�]

and [ts] elsewhere. 
/h/ is phonetically a voiceless bilabial nasal [m )] before /m/ and a voiceless uvular nasal (fl)) before [�p], 

voiceless velar nasal [�)] before /�	/ and before /�/.  It is pronounced voiceless labiodental approximate 
[*)] before vowel sequences beginning with /u/, and [h] elsewhere. 

/e/ and /�/ are phonetically  glides [ei] [�i] before  CVV syllable with high front vowel /i/ in the first V 
slot. 

/�/ is phonetically a glide [eu] before a CVV syllable with a high back vowel [u] in the first V slot. 
/t�/ alternates freely with [&] and sometimes [l] intervocalically. 
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2. PARADIGMS 
2.1 Demonstrative pronouns: third person nominative forms 
� gm,� s,� md,� xd,� ld,�

a/some this near level near above near below 

M/SG ,pt�},flt gflpt� s«pt� mdpt� xdpt� ldpt�
‘a male’ ‘this male’ ‘the male just 

over there’ 
‘the male just 
up there’ 

‘the male just 
down there’ 

M/DL ,pt�,`pt� gflpt`pt s«pt`pt� mdpt`pt� xdpt`pt� ldpt`pt�

M/PL ,pt�,`� gflpt`� s«pt`� mdpt`� xdpt`� ldpt`�
F/SG ,h�} ,mxh� gth� rh� mdh� xdh� ldh�

F/DL ,t�,`pt� g«t`pt� s«t`pt� mdt`pt� xdt`pt� ldt`pt�

F/PL ,t�,`� g«t`� s«t`� mdt`� xdt`� ldt`�

HON/SG ,o`� gla`� s«o`� mdo`� xdo`� ldo`�

HON/DL ,od�,pt� gladpt� s«odpt� mdodpt� xdodpt� ldodpt�

HON/PL ,od� glad� s«od� mdod� xdod� ldod�
DIM/SG ,ot� glat� s«ot� mdot� xdot� ldot�

DIM/DL ,rt�,`pt� gmit`pt� s«rt`pt� mdrt`pt� xdrt`pt� ldrt`pt�

DIM/PL ,rt�,`� gmit`� s«rt`� mdrt`� xdrt`� ldrt`�
??? 

�
,rh� s«rh�
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Demonstrative pronouns (continued) 
� ah,� h,� m«,� x«,� l«,�

near below that far level far above far below 

M/SG ,pt�},flt ahpt� hpt� m«flt x«flt l«flt
‘the male just 
down there’ 

‘that 
male’ 

‘the male way 
over there’ 

‘the male way 
up there’ 

‘the male way 
down there’ 

M/DL ,pt�,`pt� ahpt`pt� hpt`pt� m«flt`pt� x«flt`pt� l«flt`pt�

M/PL ,pt�,`� ahpt`� hpt`� m«flt`� x«flt`� l«flt`�

F/SG ,h�} ,mxh� ah� hh� m«mxh� x«mxh� l«mxh�

F/DL ,t�,`pt� aht`pt� ht`pt� m«t`pt� x«t`pt� l«t`pt�

F/PL ,t�,`� aht`� ht`� m«t`� x«t`� l«t`�

HON/SG ,o`� aho`� ho`� m«o`� x«o`� l«o`�
HON/DL ,od�,pt� ahodpt� hodpt� m«odpt� x«odpt� l«odpt�

HON/PL ,od� ahod� hod� m«od� x«od� l«od�

DIM/SG ,ot� ahot� hot� m«ot� x«ot� l«ot�

DIM/DL ,rt�,`pt� ahrt`pt� hrt`pt� m«rt`pt� x«rt`pt� l«rt`pt�

DIM/PL ,rt�,`� ahrt`� hrt`� m«rt`� x«rt`� l«rt`�
??? 

�
,rh�
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2.2 Kin pronoun nominative forms 
� x«,�,phxd� m«,�,ptmd� pd,�,`flfh� r`lokd�

vd�svn---� vd�`kk---� xnt�svn---� qdk`shnmrgho�
,ptx,� xdptxdxd� mdptxdmd� pdx`flfth� l`m,vhed�
+f; law �
,l«s,� x«l«sphxd� m«l«stptmd� pdl«s`flfh� e`sgdq,rnm�
0 fdm:�,e�
,la,� x«la`phxd� m«la«ptmd� pdla`flfh� o`qdms,bghkc�
0 fdm:�+f�
,flfth,� xdflfthphxd� m«flfthptmd� pdflftdflfh� aqnsgdqr�
<:�..:�,e�
,mdrt,� x«mdrt«phxd� m«mdrt«ptmd� pdm«rt`flfh� rhrsdqr�
<:�..:�e
,pts,� x«pts«phxd� m«pts«ptmd� pdpts`flfh� aqnsgdq,rhrsdq�
<:�W:�l+e
,v«s,
1 fdm:�,e�

x«v«s«phxd� m«v«s«ptmd� pdv«s`flfh� fq`mce`sgdq,
fq`mcrnm�

,s,
1 fdm:�*e�

xds«phxd� mds«ptmd� pds`flfh� fq`mco`qdms,
fq`mcbghkc�

,m`hr,
0 fdm:�k`v�

xdm`hr«phxd� mdm`hr«ptmd� pdm`hr`flfh� l`m,�
vhedÌr�o`qdmsr�

,la«s,
<:�k`v�

x«la«s«phxd� m«la«s«ptmd� pdla«s`flfh� l`m,�
vhed&r�aqnsgdq�

Key: 
 = ‘same generation’ law ‘marital rather than blood relationship’ 
 1 gen ‘1 generation apart’ +f ‘at least one female included’ 
 2 gen ‘2 generations apart’ -f ‘males only included’ 
 // ‘siblings or parallel cousins’ f ‘females only included’ 
 X ‘cross-cousins’  
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Kin pronouns (continued) 
� gh,�,ptdm� h,�,`ph� h,�,pt`� r`lokd�

xnt�`kk---� sgdx�svn---� sgdx�`kk---� qdk`shnmrgho�
,ptx,� ghptxdm� hx`pt>� hptx`� l`m,vhed�
+f; law �
,l«s,� ghl«stptdm� hl«s`ph� hl«stpt`� e`sgdq,rnm�
0 fdm:�,e�
,la,� ghlatptdm� hla`ph� hlatpt`� o`qdms,bghkc�
0 fdm:�+f�
,flfth,� ghflfthptdm� hflftdph� hflfthpt`� aqnsgdqr�
<:�..:�,e�
,mdrt,� ghm«rt«ptdm� hm«rt`ph� hm«rt«p`� rhrsdqr�
<:�..:�e
,pts,� ghptstptdm� hpts`ph� hptstpt`� aqnsgdq,rhrsdq�
<:�W:�l+e
,v«s,
1 fdm:�,e�

ghv«stptdm� hv«s`ph� hv«stpt`� fq`mce`sgdq,
fq`mcrnm�

,s,
1 fdm:�*e�

ghstptdm� hs`ph� hstpt`� fq`mco`qdms,
fq`mcbghkc�

,m`hr,
0 fdm:�k`v�

ghm`hrtptdm� hm`hr`ph� hm`hrtpt`� l`m,�
vhedÌr�o`qdmsr�

,la«s,
<:�k`v�

ghla«stptdm� hla«s`ph� hla«stpt`� l`m,�
vhed&r�aqnsgdq�

Key: 
 = ‘same generation’ law ‘marital rather than blood relationship’ 
 1 gen ‘1 generation apart’ +f ‘at least one female included’ 
 2 gen ‘2 generations apart’ -f ‘males only included’ 
 // ‘siblings or parallel cousins’ f ‘females only included’ 
 X ‘cross-cousins’  
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2.3 Kin nouns 
Kinship nouns (Note: except for the 'addressee' forms, these are all 3rd person referents; 'we your fathers', 

'you our fathers' etc are omitted) 
 address 

---,d 
1's singular 
'm(---,zhpt| 

1's pl 
'm(hz,tj`| 

2S's sg 
s,---,zhpt| 

2S's pl 
s,---,ztj`| 

meaning with ‘father’ father my/our father my fathers your father your fathers 
father (& his brother) 
`o,�} ,m, 

`od� `ohpt� `ohptjt`�
`otjt`�

smhpt� smtflt`�

grandfather/son; female’s 
father-in-law     -`v-

`vd� `vhpt� `vhptjt`�
`v«j`�

s`vhpt� s`v«j`�

grandmother/daughter 
`s- ~ -`-

`sd� `rho`� `rho`p«�
`s«p«�

s`h� s`p«�

mother (& her sister) 
-m`-

m`d}m`xd� mho`� mho`p«� sm`h� sm`p«�
uncle (maternal) 
-`l-

`ld� `lhpt� `lhptjt`� s`lhpt� s`lhptjt`�
uncle (father’s sister’s 
husband)   ftnx`mxh�

ftnx`mxh� stflftnx`mxh
aunt (father’s sister) 
-`vh- ~ -h-

`txd� `vho`� `vho`p«� rdh� r«v`p«�
older brother 
s`s-/-sd-

s`rho`�
s`sd�

s`rhodpt� s`s«p`� s«sdpt� s«s`p«�

younger brother 
-flft`-

ft`d� ftdpt� ft«j`� stflftdpt� stflft«j`�
cousin (male, cross) 
-s«flft`-

m«flft`d� m«flftdpt� m«flftj`� s«flftdpt� s«flftj`�
older sister 
-m`m-

m`md� m`mxho`� m`mxho`p«� sm`mxh� sm`mxp«�
younger sister 
-m`o-

m`rtd� m`oh� m`o«p`� sm`oh� sm`o«p`�
cousin (female, cross) 
-x«l`p 

mx«l`phxd mx«l`ph� mx«l`phx` r«l`ph� r«l`phx`�
father/son-in-law 
-md-

mdld�
mdpt�

mdpt� mdflt`� smdpt� smdflt`�

mans' brother-in-law 
-ad-

add� adpt� a«j`� s«ladpt� s«la«j`�
sister-in-law 
 -r`tp, 

mx`tphxd� mx`tph� mx`tphx`� r`tph� r`tphx`�
female's brother-in-law 
 -s`tp-

mx`tpt�
female's brother or male 
cousin   ,rhp, 

mxhpt� mxhptj`� rhpt� rhptj`�
male's sister or female  
cousin  ,rhp,�

mxhph� mxhphx`� rhph� rhphx`�
all one’s generation 
 ,rhp, 

mxhp«� rhp«�
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Kin nouns (continued) 
 2D’s sing 

pd,---,zhpt| 
2D's plural 
pd,---,ztj`| 

2P's sing 
gd,---,zhpt| 

2P's pl 
gd,---ztj`| 

3's sing 
j,---,zhpt| 

3's plural 
j,---,ztj`| 

sample meaning: your father your fathers your father your fathers her/his/their 
father 

her/his/their 
fathers 

father (& his 
brother)  `o,/-m-

pdmhpt� pdmtflt`� ghmhpt� gtmtflt`� j`mhpt� j`mtflt`�
grandfather/son; 
female’s father-in-
law     -`v-

j`vhpt� j`vhptjt`�

granddaughter 
/mother  `s- ~ `-

j`h� j`p«�
mother (& her 
sister)  -m`-

pdm`h� pdm`p«� ghm`h� ghm`p«� j«m`h� j«m`p«�
uncle (maternal) 
-`l-

j`lhpt� j`lhptjt`�
uncle (father’s 
sister’s husband)   
ftnx`mxh�

jhflftnx`mxh�

aunt (father’s 
sister)  `vh-/-h-

jhh� jhv`p«�
older brother 
s`s-/-sd-

pdsdpt� pds`p«� ghsdpt� ghs`p«� j«sdpt� j«s`p«�
younger brother 
-flft`-

pdflftdpt� pdflft«j`� ghflftdpt� ghflft«j`� j«flftdpt� j«flft«j`�
cousin (male, 
cross)  -s«flft`-

j«s«flftdpt� j«s«flftj`�
older sister  -m`m- pdm`mxh� pdm`mx«p«� ghm`mxh� ghm`mx«p«� j«m`mxh� j«m`mx«p«�
younger sister 
-m`o-

pdm`oh� pdm`o«p`� ghm`oh� ghm`o«p`� j«m`oh� j«m`o«p`�
cousin (female, 
cross)   -x«l`p-

pdx«l`ph� pdx«l`phx`� ghx«l`ph� ghx«l`phx`� j«x«l`ph� j«x«l`phx`�
father/son-in-law 
-md-

pdmdpt� pdmdflt`� ghmdpt� ghmdflt`� j«mdpt� j«mdflt`�
mans' brother-in-
law     -ad-

pdladpt� pdla«j`� ghladpt� ghla«j`� j`ladpt� j`la«j`�
sister-in-law 
 -r`tp, 

pdr`thph� pdr`tphx`� ghr`tph� ghr`tphx`� j`r`tph� j`r`tphx`�
female's brother-
in-law   -r`tp-
female's brother or 
male cousin  ,rhp,

pdrhpt� pdrhptj`� ghrhpt� ghrhptj`� j`rhpt� j`rhptj`�
male's sister or 
fem. cousin ,rhp,�

pdrhph� pdrhphx`� ghrhph� ghrhphx`� j`rhph� j`rhphx`�
all one’s gener-
ation      ,rhp, 

pdrhp«� ghrhp«� j`rhp«�
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2.4 Verb paradigms 
2.4.1 Realis final paradigms for ma ‘get/have’ and t ‘say’ (4.2.2) 

 Present Perfective 
e.g. I am getting/saying, I 

just got/said 

Present Stative 
e.g. I have 

Present Progressive 
e.g. I am now getting/speaking 

1S «Ìldp«� «Ìsp«� «Ìldfl« ,,,� «Ìldsp«fl« «s«Ìsp«fl«
2S «Ìldm� «Ìsm� «Ìldflm ,,,� «Ìldsp«flm «s«Ìsp«flm
3S «Ìldph� «Ìsph� «Ìld� ,,,� «Ìldsp«� «s«Ìsp«�
1D «Ìldptd� «Ìsptd� «Ìldfltd� ,,,� «Ìldsp«fltd� «s«Ìsp«fltd�
23D «Ìldphmx«� «Ìsphmx«� «Ìldflhmx«� ,,,� «Ìldsp«flhmx« «s«Ìsp«flhmx«�
1P «Ìldpt� «Ìspt� «Ìldflt ,,,� «Ìldsp«flt «s«Ìsp«flt
23P «Ìldp«� «Ìsp«� «Ìldfl« ,,,� «Ìldsp«fl« «s«Ìsp«fl«

Near Past Perfective 
e.g. I recently got/said 

Near Past Stative 
e.g. I recently had 

Near Past Progressive 
e.g. I was getting, I habitually get/say 

1S «ldÌpd� «Ìspd� «ldÌflpd� ,,,� «ldÌs«flpd� «s«Ìs«flpd�
2S «ldÌflh «sflÌh� «ldÌflh ,,,� «ldÌsp«flh «s«Ìsp«flh
3S «ldÌpd� «Ìspd� «ldÌflpd� ,,,� «ldÌs«flpd� «s«Ìs«flpd�
1D «ldptdÌd� «sptdÌd� «ldfltdÌd� ,,,� «ldÌsp«fltdd� «s«Ìsp«fltdd�
23D «ldphÌxh� «sphÌxh� «ldflhÌxh� ,,,� «ldÌsp«flhxh� «s«Ìsp«flhxh�
1P «ldÌptd� «Ìsptd� «ldÌflptd� ,,,� «ldÌs«flptd� «s«Ìs«flptd�
23P «ldptÌvh� «sptÌvh� «ldfltÌvh� ,,,� «ldÌsp«fltvh� «s«Ìsp«fltvh�

Past Perfective 
e.g. I got/said 

Remote Past Perfective 
e.g. I got/said long ago 

(Remote-)Past Imperfective 
e.g. I had, I used to get/say 

1S «Ìl`j«pd� «Ìsj«pd� «Ìldflpd� «Ìs«flpd� «l`Ìlhflpd� «sÌlhflpd�
2S «Ìl`jflh «Ìsjflh «Ìldflh «Ìs«flh «l`Ìlhflh «sÌlhflh
3S «Ìl`j«pd� «Ìsj«pd� «Ìldflpd� «Ìs«flpd� «l`Ìlhflpd� «sÌlhflpd�
1D «Ìl`jtdd� «Ìsjtdd� «Ìldflptdd� «Ìs«flptdd� «l`Ìlhfltdd� «sÌlhfltdd�
23D «Ìl`jhxh� «Ìsjhxh� «Ìldflhxh� «Ìs«flhxh� «l`Ìlhflhxh� «sÌlhflhxh�
1P «Ìl`j«ptd� «Ìsj«ptd� «Ìldflptd� «Ìs«flptd� «l`Ìlhflptd� «sÌlhflptd�
23P «Ìl`jtvh� «Ìsjtvh� «Ìldfltvh� «Ìs«fltvh� «l`Ìlhfltvh� «sÌlhfltvh�
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2.4.2 Irrealis final paradigms for ma ‘get/have’ and t ‘say’ (4.2.3) 
 Hortative 

e.g. get! speak! 
Abilitative 

e.g. I can/do get/say 
Intentive 

e.g. I’m going to get/say 
1S «Ìl`l� «Ìsl� Ìl`l� sl� l`lp«� slp«�
2S Ìl`� Ìsh� Ìl`sm� sm� l`sflp«� ssflp«�
3S «Ìld� «Ìs«� Ìldm� s«m� ldsflp«� s«sflp«�
1D «Ìld� «Ìs`� Ìldm� sdmx� ldflp«� sdflp«�
23D '«(Ìl`mx« '«(Ìrhmx« Ìl`mx«� rhmx� l`x«flp«� rhx«flp«�
1P «Ìldm� «Ìs`m� Ìldm� s`m� l`stflpt«� s`stflpt«�
23P '«(Ìl`ot� '«(Ìs«ot� Ìl`ot� som� l`oflp«� soflp«�

Obligative 
e.g. I must get/say 

Future 
e.g. I will get/say 

Future Intent 
e.g. I will get/say 

1S l`lp«� slp«� l`l«mhpd sl«mhpd l`l«mhflpd� sl«mhflpd�
2S l`sflpm� ssflpm� l`s«flh ssflh l`sfl«flpd� ssfl«flpd�
3S ldflph� s«flph� ldmhpd� s«mhpd� ldmhflpd� s«mhflpd�
1D ldflptd� sdflptd� ldmxtdd� sdmxtdd� ldmxtdflpd� sdmtdflpd�
23D l`x«flphmx rhx«flphmx l`mxhxh� rhmxhxh� l`mxhx«flpd� rhmxhx«flpd
1P ldflpt� s`stflpt� ldmhptd� s`mhptd� ldmhflptd� s`mhflptd�
23P l`oflp«� soflp«� l`omtvh� somtvh� l`omtv«flpd somtv«flpd

Contrary to fact 
e.g. I would have got/said

Frustrative 
e.g. I was intending to get/say

Frustrative (near past pfv.) 
e.g. I intended to get/say 

1S ldp«lhmih� sp«lhmih� l`l«slmih� sl«slmih� l`l«sl�hpd� sl«sl�hpd�
2S ldp«smhmih� sp«smhmih� l`l«smih� sl«smih� l`l«sm�hflh sl«sm�hflh
3S ldpnmhmih� spnmhmih� l`l«s«mih� sl«s«mih� l`l«s«�hpd� sl«s«�hpd�
1D ldptdmxhmih sptdmxhmih ldmx«sdmih� sdmx«sdmih� ldmx«sd�hptdd� sdmx«sd�hptdd�
23D ldphmxhmih� sphmxhmih� l`mx«rhmih� sdmx«rhmih� ldmx«rhmx�hphxh sdmx«rhmx�hphxh�
1P ldpt`mhmih� spt`mhmih� l`m«s`mih� s`m«s`mih� l`m«s`m�hptd� s`m«s`m�hptd�
23P ldp«omhmih� sp«omhmih� l`m«sohmih� s`m«sohmih� l`m«sot�hptvh� s`m«sot�hptvh�
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2.4.3 Different-referent medial paradigms for ma ‘get/have’ and t ‘say’  
 (4.2.4.1 and 4.2.4.2) 

Coordinate perfective 
e.g. I get/say & another… 

Coordinate stative 
e.g. I have & another… 

Coordinate progressive 
e.g. I getting/saying & another… 

1S ldp`flf«� sp`flf«� lds`flf«� ,,,� ldsp«s`flf«� s«sp«s`flf«�
2S ldp`flfm� sp`flfm� lds`flfm� ,,,� ldsp«s`flfm� s«sp«s`flfm�
3S ldp`flfh� sp`flfh� lds`flfh� ,,,� ldsp«s`flfh� s«sp«s`flfh�
1D ldp`flftd� sp`flftd� lds`flftd� ,,,� ldsp«s`flftd� s«sp«s`flftd�
23D ldp`flfhmx� sp`flfhmx� lds`flfhmx� ,,,� ldsp«s`flfhmx� s«sp«s`flfhmx�
1P ldp`flft� sp`flft� lds`flft� ,,,� ldsp«s`flft� s«sp«s`flft�
23P ldp`flf«� sp`flf«� lds`flf«� ,,,� ldsp«s`flf«� s«sp«s`flf«�

Subordinate (temp) perfective 
e.g. after I get/say, another… 

Subordinate (temp) stative
e.g. while I have, another… 

1S ldp`flf«p«flf`� sp`flf«p«flf`� lds`flf«p«flf`� ,,,�
2S ldp`flffl«flf`� sp`flffl«flf`� lds`flffl«flf`� ,,,�
3S ldp`flf«p«flf`� sp`flf«p«flf`� lds`flf«p«flf`� ,,,�
1D ldp`flftd«flf`� sp`flftd«flf`� lds`flftd«flf`� ,,,�
23D ldp`flfhx«flf`� sp`flfhx«flf`� lds`flfhx«flf`� ,,,�
1P ldp`flf«ptflft` sp`flf«ptflft` lds`flf«ptflft`� ,,,�
23P ldp`flftv«flf`� sp`flftv«flf`� lds`flftv«flf`� ,,,�

Subordinate (temp) imperfective 
e.g. while I was getting/saying, another… 

1S ldsp«s`flf«p«flf`� s«sp«s`flf«p«flf`�
2S ldsp«s`flffl«flf`� s«sp«s`flffl«flf`�
3S ldsp«s`flf«p«flf`� s«sp«s`flf«p«flf`�
1D ldsp«s`flftd«flf`� s«sp«s`flftd«flf`�
23D ldsp«s`flfhx«flf`� s«sp«s`flfhx«flf`�
1P ldsp«s`flf«ptflft` s«sp«s`flf«ptflf`�
23P ldsp«s`flf«� s«sp«s`flftv«flf`
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 Generic (temporal) perfective 
e.g. whenever I get/say, another… 

Dubitative perfective 
e.g. supposing I get/say, another… 

1S ldp`flflcp«flf`� sp`flflcp«flf`� ldp`flflch� sp`flflch�
2S ldp«flf«sp«flf`� sp«flf«sp«flf`� ldp`flf«sh� sp`flf«sh�
3S ldp`flftsp«flf`� sp`flftsp«flf`� ldp`flftsh� sp`flftsh�
1D ldp`flftdrp«flf` sp`flftdrp«flf` ldp`flftdrh� sp`flftdrh�
23D ldp`flfhrp«flf`� sp`flfhrp«flf`� ldp`flfhrh� sp`flfhrh�
1P ldp`flft`sp«flf` sp`flft`sp«flf` ldp`flft`sh�

ldp`flft`mch�
sp`flft`sh�
sp`flft`mch�

23P ldp`flf«op«flf`� sp`flf«op«flf`� ldp`flf«oh� sp`flf«oh�

2.4.4 Same-referent medial paradigms for ma ‘get/have’ and t ‘say’   
 (4.2.4.3 and 4.2.4.4) 

Dependent 
e.g. I get/say then … 

Coordinate 
e.g. I get/say & … 

Coordinate simultaneous
e.g. I getting/saying … 

1S «l`lh� «slh� «ldsl� «s«sl� «l`l� «sl�
2S «l`flh «sflh «ldsm� «s«sm� «l`m� «sm�
3S «ldpd� «s«pd� «lds«� «s«s«� «ld� «s«�
1D «ldxh� «s`xh� «lds`� «s«s`� «ld� «s`�
23D «l`xh� «rhxh� «ldrhm� «s«rhm� «l`mx� «rhm�
1P «ldmh� «s`mh� «lds`m� «s«s`m� «ldm� «s`m�
23P «l`ohxh� «sohxh� «ldot� «s«ot� «l`ot� «sot�

SR fourth 
 

SR generic temporal 
e.g. whenever I get/say, … 

1S «ldslh� «s«slh� «l`lpd� «slpd�
2S «ldsflh «s«sflh «l`spd� «sspd�
3S «lds«pd «s«s«pd «ldspd� «s«spd�
1D «lds`xh� «s«s`xh� «ldpd� «sdpd�
23D «ldrhxh� «s«rhxh� «l`xpd� «rhxpd�
1P «lds`mh� «s«s`mh� «ldpd�~ «ldstpd «s`pd�~ «s`stpd
23P «ldohxh� «s«ohxh� «l`opd� «s«opd�
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3. SAMPLE TEXTS 
The following texts were prepared using the LinguaLinks Workshops Version 4.0r produced by the 

Summer Institute of Linguistics. The fourth line of the interlinear indicates the word class and verb form 

classification of each word. Some of the abbreviations used are unique to this section of the paper and are 

therefore listed below. Lower and upper case abbreviations represent monomorphemic and polymorphemic 

words respectively. A few morphemes are glossed differently here than in the body of the paper. 

adj adjective V_ABIL abilitative final 
adv ~ ADV adverb V_DR/CO coordinate DR medial 
advprt adverbial particle V_DR/DUBIT dubitative DR medial 
CNJ conjunction V_DR/SUB subordinate DR medial 
cnjprt conjunctive particle V_FUT/INT future intentive final 
DEM demonstrative V_ HORT hortative final 
KIN kin term V_ INT intentive final 
loc ~ LOC locative V_ NEG negative verb 
n ~ N noun V_ NP/PFV near past perfective final 
negprt negative particle V_ NP/PRGV near past progressive final 
pro ~ PRO pronoun V_ PA/IPFV past imperfective final 
prop proper name V_ PA/PFV past perfective final 
TEMP temporal V_PR/DUBIT present dubitative final 
vn verbal noun V_ PR/PFV present perfective final 

V_ PR/PRGV present progressive final 
V_SER serial 
V_SR/CO coordinate SR medial 
V_SR/DEP dependent SR medial 
V_SR/GEN generic SR medial 
V_SR/SIM simultaneous SR medial 
V_SR/SUB subordinate SR medial 
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3.1 Hunting expedition 
Written by John Manggo (approximately 35 years old) in 1996; subsequently edited by the writer 

several times (extensively in Aug 1999) to produce this version. 

Hunting 1 
Hflf`flh l«o«p«� shv«� m`p«m«fl« gflpt� pd�
h <flf`� <flh l«osp«� shv«� m`p«� <m«fl« gm� <pt� pd�
that TIME GVN sun  hot.dry big  very  INDEF M CERT 
CNJ n n MOD PRO advprt
«shl«tj«pd-�
«,� shl«t� ,j� ,p«p«� <h�
ASS arrive PA/PFV 3S/DSO IND 
V_PA/PFV 
 
FT: At this time there was a very big dry season.  

 
Hunting 2 
D ghs`flfh� md� ghjfl« xldp«� `fl« hphr`flh
d g,� d ,«s� ,`flf ,h� md� ghjfl« xldp«� `fl« h <ph� <s`� <flh
thus NEU be IPFV DR  3S/ASO 1P lad  child  village that LOC ORIG LOC 
adv V_DR/CO pro n n n DEM 
 
ddp«o«m«� «shl«t`pd+� ghjfl« gflptd«� `fl«
ddp«� <ot� <m«� «,� shl«t� ,`pd� ghjfl« gm� <pt� <d� <t«� `fl«
all  DIM FCS ASS arrive 1P/DSR lad  INDEF M OJ POSS house 
MOD V_SR/DEP n PRO n 
 
hph� «oldm� ptd`� «s«s`m+� o«fl« «r«s`m+�
h <ph� «,� ol`� ,`m� ptd`� «,� s ,«s� ,`m� o«fl« «,� r ,«s� ,`m�
that LOC ASS be  1P/CSR talk  ASS say SR 1P/CSR betel ASS chew SR 1P/CSR 
LOC V_SR/SIM vn V_SR/CO n V_SR/CO 
 
ghno«� hs`m+� g«fl« s`lp«� «s«s`m+� s«�
ghno«� h ,«s� ,`m� g«fl« s`lp«� «,� s ,«s� ,`m� s«�
tobacco do SR 1P/CSR play  joke  ASS say SR 1P/CSR teeth 
n V_SR/CO vn vn V_SR/CO vn 
 
r«tv«p«� pd� hp«l`mlhflptd-�
r v ,p«� pd� h p«l`� ,lhfl ,p«pt� <h�
smile go DVZR CERT do be  PA/IPFV 1P/DSO IND 
N advprt V_PA/IPFV 
 
FT: All of us youth from the village arrived and were sitting at a young man's  house, talking, chewing 

betel nut, smoking, joking, and laughing.  
 
Hunting 3 
H «oldmhs`flh mxh� ghflf`� «l«tx`tlh�
h «,� ol`� ,`mh� <s`� <flh mxh� gm� <flf`� «,� l«� tx`t� ,lh�
that ASS stay 1P/DSR SRC LOC 1S INDEF TIME ASS ??  arise 1S/DSR 
pro V_SR/SUB  pro TEMP  V_SR/DEP  
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gthxhpt`tflh+� Ômxh� jtjflt«� gflpt� slp«� hp«p«�
gthxh� <pt� <`� <t� <flh mxh� jtjflt«� gm� <pt� s ,l� <flp«� h ,p� ,p«p«�
other M PL  OJ  GVN 1S  talk  INDEF M say 1S/IRR GOAL do PFV 1S/DSO 
PRO pro  n  PRO  V_INT  V_NP/PFV  
 
p`h� gd� ddp«m«� p«s«� mxhohx«0 «stj«pd-�
p`h� gd� ddp«� <m«� p«s«� m,� h ,h� ,o� <x«� «,� v,� s ,j� ,p«p«� <h�
since 2P all  FCS ear  1S do BEN 23P/IRR QT  ASS 3 tell PA/PFV 1S/DSO IND 
cnjprt pro MOD  n  V_HORT  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: While we were sitting there, I got up after a while and said this: "As I have something to say, you all 

listen to me."  
 
Hunting 4 
Hflh hpt`� p«s«� o«m«s`flftv«flf`� mxh�
h <flh h <pt� <`� p«s«� o«m� ,«s� ,`flf ,tv«� <flf`� mxh�
that GVN that M PL ear  listen IPFV DR  23P/DSO TIME 1S 
PRO  PRO  n  V_DR/SUB  pro 
hpt`tflh+� Ôshv«� m`p«m«fl« hp«p«� p`h+� p«tp«� x«st�
h <pt� <`� <t� <flh shv«� m`p«� <m«fl« h ,p� ,p«p«� p`h� p«tp«� x«� <st�
that M PL OJ  GVN hot.dry big  very  do PFV 3S/DSO since forest  up LOC 
PRO n  MOD  V_NP/PFV  cnjprt n LOC  
 
gh`p«p«� vdm� `r`tjhx«� l«s«s`m� xflfl«flp«� «s«tp«l`j`�
ghp`p«� v«� ,`m� `r«jthx«� l«s� ,«s� ,`m� xflfl« <flp«� «,� s«tp«l`� ,j`�
sleep  lie 1P/CSR blind  build SR 1P/CSR bird  to  ASS watch  SER/DUR 
vn  V_SR/SIM  n  V_SR/CO  N  V_SER  
 
o`mhptflp«� «x`m«+0 «stj«pd-�
o ,`� ,mh� ,p«pt� <flp«� «,� x ,`m� «,� v,� s ,j� ,p«p«� <h�
come 1P/IRR FUT 1P/DSO GOAL ASS go.up 1P/IRR ASS 3 tell PA/PFV 1S/DSO IND 
V_FUT/INT V_HORT  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: When they were listening, I said this to them, "As it is such a big dry season, let's go up in order to 

come back having built blinds and watch-hunted for birds while sleeping in the bush."  
 
Hunting 5 
Mxh� d stp`flf`+� pt� jhl`flh !Rh� d
mxh� d v,� s ,p� ,`flf <flf`� pt� jhl`� <flh rh� d
1S  thus 3 tell PFV DR  TIME 3P answer GVN 2S thus 
pro adv V_DR/SUB  pro vn  pro adv 
 
«m`sflh+� h «flfth-� Hfl« pd� `vhflf`�
«,� m`,� s ,p� ,fl« <h� h «flft«� <h� h <flh pd� `v«� <h� <flf`�
ASS 1P  tell PFV 2S/DSO DEF that good  DEF that GVN but  middle DEF TIME 
V_NP/PFV  pro MOD  CNJ  cnjprt TEMP 
 
x«ghflths«m«� xtpt`flp«+0 «mcjtvh-�
x«ghflths«� <m«� x ,p� ,`� <flp«� «,� m,� s ,j� ,tv«� <h�
morning  FCS go.up PFV 1P/IRR GOAL ASS 1S tell PA/PFV 23P/DSO IND 
N V_INT  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: Having said this, they in response said to me, "What you've said to us is good. But tomorrow morning 

we can go up."  
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Hunting 6 
D «sm`pds`flh gflptm«� gflptm«�
d «,� s ,m� ,`pd� <s`� <flh gm� <pt� <m«� gm� <pt� <m«�
thus ASS tell DETR 1P/DSR SRC GVN INDEF M FCS INDEF M FCS 
adv V_SR/SUB  PRO  PRO  
 
htx`stv«ml«flh mdp«� `fl« htflp«� pd�
htx`stv� ,m� ,l«� <flh md� <p«� `fl« h <t� <flp«� pd�
get up  DETR SER/SEM GVN 1P POSS house that LOC to  CERT 
V_SER  PRO  n  LOC  advprt 
«tvdjtpd+� `vhflf`� p«tp«� x«stflp«�
«,� vd� ,j� ,p«pt� <h� `v«� <h� <flf`� p«tp«� x«� <st� <flp«�
ASS disperse PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND middle DEF TIME forest  up LOC to  
V_PA/PFV  TEMP  n  LOC 
 
x`mhtflp«� chflp«� m«sl`sp«� m«vdmx«� hl«j`stflp«-�
x ,`� ,mh� <flp«� m <sh� <flp«� m«sl`sp«� m«vd� <m«� hl«j� ,`st� <flp«�
go.up 1P/IRR FUT to  level there to  something prepare FCS make 1P/IRR GOAL 
V_FUT/INT PRO  n  vn  V_INT  
 
FT: After we discussed this, we each got up  to disperse to our own homes in order to prepare something 

for going up to the bush tomorrow.  
 
Hunting 7 
Rtp«� shmih+� Ôghp«tpflp«s«+� hvnl«flp«s«+� xflfl«flp«s«� st`p«�
rtp«� sh� <mih� ghp«tp«� <flp«� <s«� hvnl«� <flp«� <s«� xflfl« <flp«� <s«� st`p«�
custom this IND  possum.sp to  and  lizard.sp GOAL and  bird  GOAL and  hunt  
n PRO  N  N  N  vn  
 
«v«s`m+� `r«jthx«s«+� p«o`j«s«� s«tp«ldstflp«�
«,� v ,«s� ,`m� `r«jthx«� <s«� p«o`j«� <s«� s«tp«l`� ,`st� <flp«�
ASS  go SR  1P/CSR  blind  and  noose  and  watch  1P/IRR  to  
V_SR/CO  N  N  V_INT  
 
v`stflp«flf`flh+� xtpt`j«� ghtxp«� «mx«� g«fl« htptl`s`m+�
v ,`st� <flp«� <flf`� <flh xtpt`j«� ghtxp«� «mx«� g«fl« h v,� p«l`� ,sd� ,`m�
go 1P/IRR GOAL TIME GVN bow  bowstring new  new  do 3 be  CAUS 1P/CSR 
V_INT  n  n  MOD mod  V_SR/CO  
 
xh� «mx«� g«fl« gth� l`p«s`m+� xhhflh «tx`r«flpd�
xh� «mx«� g«fl« gm� <h� l`p«s� `m� xhhflh «,� tx`r«� ,m� ,p«� <h�
arrow new  new  INDEF F get.hold 1P/CSR bird.arrow ASS split  DETR DVZR DEF 
n MOD mod  PRO  V_SR/CO  n  MOD  
 
«mx«� g«fl« «ts«x«os«ptl`s`m-�
«mx«� g«fl« «,� ts«x«os«� v,� p«l`� ,sd� ,`� ,mh�
new  new  ASS make  3  be  CAUS 1P/IRR FUT 
MOD mod  V_ABIL  
 
FT: The custom is this, when we're going to go and hunt (during the day) possums, lizards, and  birds and 

watch for capfuls (at night), we make new ropes and string them on our bows, and sharpen (make) new 
arrows and hold them and make and install new forked arrows.  
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Hunting 8 
Hs`flf`� m«sl`sp«� ddp«o«m«� «flft«m«� «x«�
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� m«sl`sp«� ddp«� <ot� <m«� «flft«� <m«� «x«�
do  IPFV  DR  TIME  something  all  DIM  FCS  good  FCS  just  
V_DR/SUB  n  MOD  MOD  advprt  
 
gds`flf`flh p`fl« v`stflp«-�
g,� d ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� <flh p`fl« v ,`st� <flp«�
NEU be IPFV DR  TIME GVN walk go 1P/IRR GOAL 
V_DR/SUB vn  V_INT  
 
FT: When all there things are well (=ready), then we can go.  

 
Hunting 9 
Hs`flf`� md� d hl«j`mhs`flh gh`p«p«�
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� md� d hl«j� ,`mh� <s`� <flh gh`p«p«�
do  IPFV  DR  TIME  1P  thus  make  1P/DSR  SRC  GVN  sleep  
CNJ  pro  adv  V_SR/SUB  vn  
 
«tv«jtpd+� `vhflf`� xh«ghflths«flh at`x«� «m`pd+�
«,� v«� ,j� ,p«pt� <h� `v«� <h� <flf`� x«ghflths«� <flh at`x«� «,� m ,`pd�
ASS lie PA/PFV 1P/DSO DEF middle DEF TIME morning  GVN food  ASS eat 1P/DSR 
V_PA/PFV TEMP  N  n  V_SR/DEP  
 
at`x«� g«fl« ghno«� ghno«� x«ptvp«� ghjt«� p`� «l`tmx`pd�
at`x«� g«fl« ghno«� ghno«� x«ptvp«� ghjt«� p`� «,� l`� lh� ,`pd�
sweet.potato new  tobacco tobacco tree.leaf  lime  bag ASS get put.in 1P/DSR 
n mod  n  n  n  n  n  V_SR/DEP  
 
p«tp«� x«stflp«� p`fl« pd� dhjtptd-�
p«tp«� x«� <st� <flp«� p`fl« pd� «,� x ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
forest  up LOC to  walk CERT ASS go.up PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
n LOC  vn  advprt V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: Having done that and slept, the next morning we ate and filled our  string bags with new sweet potato, 

tobacco, smoke paper, and lime and walked up to the bush.  
 
Hunting 10 
®x`mh� p«tp«� x«tl� «shl«t`pd+� `fl«
«,� x ,`mh� p«tp«� x«� <t� <l� «,� shl«t� ,`pd� `fl«
ASS go.up 1P/DSR forest  up LOC unseen ASS arrive 1P/DSR house 
V_SR/DEP  n  LOC  V_SR/DEP  n  
 
l«sm«s`flfh� «ptmlhflpt«� hphmx«p«� ghtfl«
l«s� ,m� ,«s� ,`flf <h� «,� v,� p ,m� ,lhfl ,p«pt� h <ph� <flp«� ghtfl«
build DETR IPFV DR  IND ASS 3 act DETR PA/IPFV 1P/DSO that LOC to  eye  
V_DR/CO V_PA/IPFV  DEM  n  
 
x«p«m«� pflp«� pd� dhjtptd-�
x«p«� <m«� p ,m� <p«� pd� «,� x ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
fixedly FCS act DETR DVZR CERT ASS go.up PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
ADV  N  advprt V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: We went up and arrived inside the bush and went up with eyes fixed towards the place where a house 

was standing and we had seen it.  
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Hunting 11 
@flh «flft«m«� x«p«m«� l«sm«s`flfh� «shl«t`pd+�
`fl« <h� «flft«� <m«� x«p«� <m«� l«s� ,m� ,«s� ,`flf <h� «,� shl«t� ,`pd�
house DEF good  FCS  yet  FCS  build DETR IPFV DR  IND ASS arrive 1P/DSR 
N MOD  ADV  V  V_SR/DEP  
 
mdp«� xtpt`xh� hph� oflp«� dl«flh dp«� v«flp«�
md� <p«� xtpt`x«� <h� h <ph� oflp«� d ,l«� <flh dp«� v«flp«�
1P POSS cargo  DEF that LOC put  put SER/SEM GVN water small  
PRO NP  LOC  vn  V_SER  n  adj  
 
htx`t� `r«jthx«� l«s«s`m� xflfl«flp«� s«tp«ldstflp«�
h <tx� <`� <t� `r«jthx«� l«s� ,«s� ,`m� xflfl« <flp«� s«tp«l`� ,`st� <flp«�
that ? PL OJ  blind  build SR 1P/CSR bird  to  watch  1P/IRR to  
PRO  n  V_SR/CO  N  V_INT  
 
chflp«� ghtfl« ptm`stflp«m«� gflptm«�
m <sh� <flp«� ghtfl« v,� p ,m� ,`st� <flp«� <m«� gm� <pt� <m«�
level there to  eye  3  act DETR 1P/IRR GOAL FCS INDEF M FCS 
LOC n  V_INT  PRO  
 
gflptm«� «tvdjtptd-�
gm� <pt� <m«� «,� vd� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
INDEF M FCS ASS disperse PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
PRO  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: Then, the house still being good, we arrived, and then put our cargo  and then dispersed to look for the 

little waters to make blinds and watch for birds.  
 
Hunting 12 
Hs`flf`� dp«� «flft«m«� «x«� o«tvhsp«s`flfh�
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� dp«� «flft«� <m«� «x«� o v«� ,«sp� ,«s� ,`flf ,h�
do IPFV DR  TIME water good  FCS just  come go.down PRGV IPFV DR  3S/ASO 
V_DR/SUB  n  MOD  advprt V_DR/CO  
 
«ptm`pd� `fl« «l«sjtptd-�
«,� v,� p ,m� ,`pd� `fl« «,� l«s� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS 3 act DETR 1P/DSR house ASS build PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_SR/DEP n  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: Having seen the water flowing well, we built the blinds.  

 
Hunting 13 
@fl« p«ot� «l«s`mhs`flh dp«� pd�
`fl« p«ot� «,� l«s� ,`mh� <s`� <flh dp«� pd�
house complete ASS build 1P/DSR ORIG GVN water CERT 
n adv  V_SR/SUB  n  advprt 

«os«p«jtptd-�
«,� os«p«� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS cover PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PA/PFV 
 
FT: After we finished building the houses we covered the water.  
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Hunting 14 
P«ot� «os«p«xd`mh� xflfl«flp«� «s«tp«l`jtpd-�
p«ot� «,� os«p«� ,`mh� xflfl« <flp«� «,� s«tp«l`� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
complete ASS cover 1P/DSR bird  GOAL ASS watch  PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
adv  V_SR/DEP  N  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: When we finished covering, we watched for birds.  

 
Hunting 15 
Hflf`flh md� xflfl« jt`o«m«� pd� «o«s«tjtptd-�
h <flf`� <flh md� xflfl« jt`o«� <m«� pd� «,� o«s«t� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
that TIME GVN 1P bird  many  FCS CERT ASS shoot PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
CNJ  pro n MOD  advprt V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: At that time we shot many birds.  

 
Hunting 16 
H «ol`lhflptds`flh gh`� «x«� ghp`flf`�
h «,� ol`� ,lhfl ,p«pt� <h� <s`� <flh gh`� «x«� g,� d ,p� ,`flf <flf`�
that ASS be  PA/IPFV 1P/DSO DEF SRC GVN night just  NEU be PFV DR  TIME 
pro V_PA/IPFV  n  advprt V_DR/SUB  
 

mdp«� xtpt`x«� oflp«� vhs`flf«p«� hph�
md� <p«� xtpt`x«� oflp«� v«� ,«s� ,`flf ,p«p«� h <ph�
1P POSS cargo  put  go.down IPFV DR  3S/DSO that LOC 
PRO n  vn  V_DR/SUB  LOC  
 

«shl«tjtptd-�
«,� shl«t� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS arrive PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PA/PFV 
 
FT: That being done, close to dusk we arrived where our cargo had been put and was lying.  

 
Hunting 17 
Hph� «shl«t`m� «oldmhs`flh+� xflfl«
h <ph� «,� shl«t� ,`m� «,� ol`� ,`mh� <s`� <flh xflfl«
that LOC ASS arrive 1P/CSR ASS stay 1P/DSR SRC LOC bird  
LOC  V_SR/SIM  V_SR/SUB  n  
 

«o«s«tjtptd� `ptx«� «phx«s`m� o«tv«x«tv«p«� g«tp«�
«,� o«s«t� ,j� ,p«pt� <h� `ptx«� «,� p ,«s� `m� o«tv«x«tv«p«� g«tp«�
ASS shoot PA/PFV 1P/DSO DEF gather ASS act SR 1P/CSR betel.sepal  cover  
V_PA/PFV  vn  V_SR/CO  n  vn  
 

«ts«s`m� `tjtp«� g«j«� g`p«� hp«�
«,� t«s� ,«s� ,`m� `jt«p«� g«j«� g`p«� h <ph�
ASS wrap SR 1P/CSR pandanus.nut new.leaves above that LOC 
V_SR/CO  n  n  loc LOC  
 

«js«txdjtptd-�
«,� js«txd� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS put  PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: After we arrived there and sat a while, we combined the birds we shot, covered them with betel nut 

sepals and put them in the top of the pandanus nut palms.  
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Hunting 18 
Hs`flf`� s«� g«m`p«� hjds`m� at`x«� g«jhx«� «x«phx«s`m�
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� s«� g«m`p«� hj`� ,«s� ,`m� at`x«� g«jhx«� «,� x«p� ,«s� ,`m�
do IPFV DR  TIME fire flame  light SR 1P/CSR food  cook  ASS cook SR 1P/CSR 
V_DR/SUB  n  n  V_SR/CO  n  vn  V_SR/CO 
 
p«ot� «m`pd+� o«fl« «r«s`m� ghno«� hs`m�
p«ot� «,� m ,`pd� o«fl« «,� r ,«s� ,`m� ghno«� h ,«s� ,`m�
complete ASS eat 1P/DSR betel ASS chew SR 1P/CSR tobacco do SR 1P/CSR 
adv  V_SR/DEP  n  V_SR/CO  n  V_SR/CO 
 
jtjtfl« «sp«l`mi`p«m`pd� ghp`p«� «tv«jtptd-�
jtjflt«� «,� s p«l`� ,m� ,mi`p«m� ,`pd� ghp`p«� «,� v«� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
talk  ASS tell be  DETR DUR  1P/DSR sleep  ASS lie PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
n V_SR/DEP  vn  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: Then we lit a fire and cooked food and when we finished eating we chewed betel nut, smoked, and sat 

talking for ages and then we slept.  
 
Hunting 19 
@vhflf`� xh«ghflths«flh htx`stv«m`pd+� mdp«� xtpt`mfl« `
`v«� <h� <flf`� x«ghflths«� <flh htx`stv� ,m� ,`pd� md� <p«� xhpt`mfl« `
middle DEF TIME morning  GVN get up  DETR 1P/DSR 1P POSS bow&arrows hand 
TEMP  N  V_SR/DEP  PRO  n  vn  
 
«l`p«sl«flh `r«jthx«� s«tp«ldstflp«�
«,� l`� p«s� ,l«� <flh `r«jthx«� s«tp«l`� ,`st� <flp«�
ASS get hold SER/SEM GVN blind  watch  1P/IRR to  
V_SER  n  V_INT  
 
«tvdjtptd-�
«,� vd� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS disperse PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PA/PFV 
 
FT: The next day we got up, picked up our bows and arrows and dispersed to watch for birds from the 

blinds.  
 
Hunting 20 
Hl� «oldmi`p«m`pd� ghtmih� ptdlhrp«� «x«� gdp`flf`+�
h <l� «,� ol`� ,mi`p«m� ,`pd� ghtmih� ptdlhrp«� «x«� g,� d ,p� ,`flf <flf`�
that unseen ASS be  DUR  1P/DSR midday noon  just  NEU be PFV DR  TIME 
LOC  V_SR/DEP  n  n  advprt V_DR/SUB  
 
xflfl« «o«s«tjtptd� p`� «l`lhl«�
xflfl« «,� o«s«t� ,j� ,p«pt� <h� p`� «,� l`� lh� ,l«�
bird  ASS shoot PA/PFV 1P/DSO DEF bag ASS get put.in SER/SEM 
n V_PA/PFV  n  V_SER  
 
«odx`pd� `fl« ghp`p«� «v«lhflpt«� hph�
«,� o x ,`pd� `fl« ghp`p«� «,� v«� ,lhfl ,p«pt� h <ph�
ASS come go.up 1P/DSR house sleep  ASS lie PA/IPFV 1P/DSO that LOC 
V_SR/DEP  n  vn  V_PA/IPFV  LOC  
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«shl«t`pd+� xflfl« «o«s«tjtptd� gthxhs«� g«tp«� p«r«�
«,� shl«t� ,`pd� xflfl« «,� o«s«t� ,j� ,p«pt� <h� gthxh� <s«� g«tp«� p«r«�
ASS arrive 1P/DSR bird  ASS shoot PA/PFV 1P/DSO DEF other with cover  with 
V_SR/DEP  n  V_PA/PFV  PRO  vn  adv  
 
«ts«s`m� g`p«� hp«� «js«txdjtptd-�
«,� t«s� ,«s� ,`m� g`p«� h <ph� «,� js«txd� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS wrap SR 1P/CSR above that LOC ASS put  PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_SR/CO  loc LOC  V_PA/PFV 
 
FT: We remained in there and when it was high noon we gathered the birds we caught into string bags and 

we came up to the house where we had slept, the birds we shot we piled up with the others.  
 
Hunting 21 
H p«ot� gds`flf`� s«� g«m`p«� hjds`m�
h p«ot� g,� d ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� s«� g«m`p«� hj`� ,«s� ,`m�
that complete NEU be IPFV DR  TIME fire flame  light SR 1P/CSR 
pro adv  V_DR/SUB  n  n  V_SR/CO  
 
at`x«� g«jhx«� «x«m`pds`flh p«tp«� hl� o«fl«
at`x«� g«jhx«� «,� x«� m ,`pd� <s`� <flh p«tp«� h <l� o«fl«
food  cook  ASS cook eat 1P/DSR SRC GVN forest  that unseen betel 
n vn  V_SR/SUB  n  LOC  n  
 
p`fl« «mct«jhs`m� xflfl«flp«� st`p«� hj«lhflptd-�
p`fl« «,� ct� hj«� ,«s� `m� xflfl« <flp«� st`p«� hj«� ,lhfl ,p«pt� <h�
pepper ASS harvest tour SR 1P/CSR bird  GOAL hunt  tour PA/IPFV 1P/DSO IND 
n V_SR/CO  N  vn  V_PA/IPFV  
 
FT: That being done, we lit a fire and cooked our food, and walked around in the bush collecting betel nut 

and 'pepper' and watching for birds.  
 
Hunting 22 
Ghtmih� `vhx«p«� «x«� gdp`flf`� `fl« ghp`p«�
ghtmih� `v«� <h� <p«� «x«� g,� d ,p� ,`flf <flf`� `fl« ghp`p«�
midday middle DEF COM just  NEU be PFV DR  TIME house sleep  
n N advprt V_DR/SUB  n  vn  
 
«v«lhflpt«� hphmx«p«� «odjtptd-�
«,� v«� ,lhfl ,p«pt� h <ph� <flp«� «,� o x ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS lie PA/IPFV 1P/DSO that LOC to  ASS come go.up PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PA/IPFV  DEM  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: When afternoon came, we came up to the house where we had been sleeping.  

 
Hunting 23 
Hph� «shl«t`pd� o«fl« p`fl« p`+� xtpt`mfl« ghnm`p«� oflp«�
h <ph� «,� shl«t� ,`pd� o«fl« p`fl« p`� xhpt`mfl« ghnm`p«� oflp«�
that LOC ASS arrive 1P/DSR betel pepper bag bow&arrows machete put  
LOC  V_SR/DEP  n  n  n  n  n  vn  
 
d`mhs`flh+� s«� g«m`p«� hjds`m� at`x«� g«fl« g«jhx«�
d ,`mh� <s`� <flh s«� g«m`p«� hj`� ,«s� ,`m� at`x«� g«fl« g«jhx«�
put 1P/DSR SRC GVN fire flame  light SR 1P/CSR sweet.potato new  cook  
V_SR/SUB  n  n  V_SR/CO  n  mod vn  
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«x«flftptd-�
«,� x«� m ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS cook eat PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PA/PFV 
 
FT: When we arrived, after we put down our betel nut, pepper, bag, bows and arrows, bush knives, we lit a 

fire and cooked new sweet potato and ate.  
 
Hunting 24 
At`x«� p«ot� «m`pd� o«fl« p`fl« «mctjtptd�
at`x«� p«ot� «,� m ,`pd� o«fl« p`fl« «,� ct� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
food  complete ASS eat 1P/DSR betel pepper ASS harvest PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
n adv  V_SR/DEP  n  n  V_PA/PFV  
 
«r«s`m� ghno«� hs`m� ptd`�
«,� r ,«s� ,`m� ghno«� h ,«s� ,`m� ptd`�
ASS chew SR 1P/CSR tobacco do SR 1P/CSR talk  
V_SR/CO  n  V_SR/CO  vn  
 
«sp«l`mlhtflpd-�
«,� s p«l`� ,lhfl ,p«pt� <h�
ASS tell be  PA/IPFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PA/IPFV 
 
FT: After we ate, we got betel and betel-pepper and chewed it and smoked and sat talking.  

 
Hunting 25 
Ptdx`� «sp«l`mi`p«m`pd� `vhx«p«� «x«�
ptd`� «,� s p«l`� ,m� ,mi`p«m� ,`pd� `v«� <h� <p«� «x«�
story  ASS tell be  DETR DUR  1P/DSR middle DEF COM just  
vn  V_SR/DEP  N  advprt 
gdp`flf`� mdp«� xtpt`mtfl« ` «l`p«sl«flh
g,� d ,p� ,`flf <flf`� md� <p«� xhpt`mfl« ` «,� l`� p«s� ,l«� <flh
NEU be PFV DR  TIME 1P POSS bow.arrows hand ASS get hold SER/SEM GVN 
V_DR/SUB  PRO  n  vn  V_SER  
 
`r«jthx«� s«tp«ldstflp«� «tvdjtptd-�
`r«jthx«� s«tp«l`� ,`st� <flp«� «,� vd� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
blind  watch  1P/IRR to  ASS disperse PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
n V_INT  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: We sat talking for ages then when afternoon came we got our bows and arrows and dispersed to watch 

the blinds.  
 
Hunting 26 
@r«jthx«� ht� xflfl«flp«� «s«tp«l`lhflptds`flh gh`sp«�
`r«jthx«� h <t� xflfl« <flp«� «,� s«tp«l`� ,lhfl ,p«pt� <h� <s`� <flh gh`sp«�
blind  that LOC bird  GOAL ASS watch  PA/IPFV 1P/DSO DEF SRC GVN evening 
n LOC  N  V_PA/IPFV  n  
 
«x«� gdp`flf`+� «odx`pd� `fl« gh`p«p«�
«x«� g,� d ,p� ,`flf <flf`� «,� o x ,`pd� `fl« ghp`p«�
just  NEU be PFV DR  TIME ASS come go.up 1P/DSR house sleep  
advprt V_DR/SUB  V_SR/DEP  n  vn  
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«v«lhflpt«� hph� «shl«tjtptd-�
«,� v«� ,lhfl ,p«pt� h <ph� «,� shl«t� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS lie PA/IPFV 1P/DSO that LOC ASS arrive PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PA/IPFV  LOC  V_PA/PFV 
 
FT: After we were watching at the blind for birds, night came, and we came up to the house where we 

were sleeping.  
 
Hunting 27 
Hph� «shl«t`pd+� xflfl« x«o`j«� «o«s«tjtptd� `ptx«�
h <ph� «,� shl«t� ,`pd� xflfl« x«o`j«� «,� o«s«t� ,j� ,p«pt� <h� `ptx«�
that LOC ASS arrive 1P/DSR bird  last  ASS shoot PA/PFV 1P/DSO DEF gather 
LOC  V_SR/DEP  n  mod  V_PA/PFV  vn  
 

«phx`pd� gthxhs«� o«tv«x«tv«p«� g«tp«� hl� g«tp«�
«,� p ,`pd� gthxh� <s«� o«tv«x«tv«p«� g«tp«� h <l� g«tp«�
ASS act 1P/DSR other with betel.sepal  cover  that unseen cover  
V_SR/DEP  PRO  n  vn  LOC  vn  
 

«tsdjtptd-�
«,� t«s� d ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS wrap put PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PA/PFV 
 
FT: When we arrived there, we combined the last birds we shot with the others and covered them with 

betel nut sepals.  
 
Hunting 28 
H p«ot� gds`flf`� s«� g«m`p«� hjds`m� at`x«� g«fl«
h p«ot� g,� d ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� s«� g«m`p«� hj`� ,«s� ,`m� at`x«� g«fl«
that complete NEU be IPFV DR  TIME fire flame  light SR 1P/CSR sweet.potato new  
pro adv  V_DR/SUB  n  n  V_SR/CO  n  mod  
 

x«o`jh� «lds`m� g«jhx«� «x«phx«s`m�
x«o`j«� <h� «,� l`� ,«s� ,`m� g«jhx«� «,� x«p� ,«s� ,`m�
last  DEF ASS get SR 1P/CSR cook  ASS cook SR 1P/CSR 
N V_SR/CO  vn  
 

«flftptd-�
«,� m ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS eat PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PA/PFV 
 
FT: When we finished that, we lit a fire, got the last of our food, cooked it and ate it.  

 
Hunting 29 
At`x«� p«ot� «m`pd+� o«fl« «r«s`m� ghno«� hs`m�
at`x«� p«ot� «,� m ,`pd� o«fl« «,� r ,«s� ,`m� ghno«� h ,«s� ,`m�
food  complete ASS eat 1P/DSR betel ASS chew SR 1P/CSR tobacco do SR 1P/CSR 
n adv  V_SR/DEP  n  V_SR/CO  n  V_SR/CO  
 

jtjflt«� «sp«l`mi`p«m`pd� gh`p«p«� «v«jtptd-�
jtjflt«� «,� s p«l`� ,m� ,mi`p«m� ,`pd� gh`p«p«� «,� v«� ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
talk  ASS tell be  DETR DUR  1P/DSR sleep  ASS lie PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
n V_SR/DEP  vn  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: When we finished eating, chewing betel nut, smoking and talking for ages, we slept.  
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Hunting 30 
@vhflf`� x«ghflths«flh at`x«� g«jhx«� l«x«flp«� c`+� p`mxhm«�
`v«� <h� <flf`� x«ghflths«� <flh at`x«� g«jhx«� l`,� x«� m ,p«� c`� p`mx«� <m«�
middle DEF TIME morning  GVN food  cook  NEG cook eat DVZR indeed freely  FCS 
TEMP  N  n  vn  V_NEG  negprt ADV 
 
htx`stv«ml«flh mdp«� `fl«l«p«� p`fl« hjtptd-�
htx`stv� ,m� ,l«� <flh md� <p«� `fl« <l� <flp«� p`fl« h ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
get up  DETR SER/SEM GVN 1P POSS village unseen to  walk do PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_SER  PRO  LOC  vn  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: The next morning, we didn't cook food and eat, we just got up and started to walk down to our places.  

 
Hunting 31 
Hs`flf`� xflfl« o«tv«x«tv«p«� g«tp«� hptdflh+� mxh�
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� xflfl« o«tv«x«tv«p«� g«tp«� h <pt� <d� <flh mxh�
do IPFV DR  TIME bird  betel.sepal  cover  that M OJ GVN 1S 
V_DR/SUB  n  n  vn  PRO  pro 
p«x`tfl« pd� «l`p«x«tj«pd-�
p«x`tfl« pd� «,� l`� p«x«t� ,j� ,p«p«� <h�
bundle  CERT ASS get carry  PA/PFV 1S/DSO IND 
n advprt V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: Then bundled up the birds that were wrapped in betel nut sepals and carried them on my shoulders.  

 
Hunting 32 
@fl«ph� shl«tp`tflf`� mdp«� xhldp«� `o«jhs«+� pnx`fl«
`fl« <ph� shl«t� ,`flf ,p«pt� <flf`� md� <p«� xldp«� `o«j«� <h� <s«� pnx`fl«
place LOC arrive DR  1P/DSO TIME 1P POSS child  woman DEF and  old.man 
LOC  V_DR/SUB  PRO  n  N  n  
 
ghx`pts«flh ghtfl« «m`p«lahxh+� xdp«�
gm� <h <`pt� <s«� <flh ghtfl« «,� m`,� p ,m� ,ohxh� xdp«�
INDEF F DL  and  GVN eye  ASS 1P  act DETR 23P/DSR happy 
PRO  n  V_SR/DEP  vn  
 
«m«xdsldot� x`sflp«� sh� «mdjtvh+�
«,� m`,� xdsl`� ,«s� ,ot� x`sflp«� s«� <h� «,� m`,� h ,j� ,tv«� <h�
ASS 1P  welcome SR 23P/CSR question this DEF ASS 1P  do PA/PFV 23P/DSO IND 
V_SR/CO  vn  ADV  V_PA/PFV  
 
Ôgd� p`flh «tflf«� hj«j`� «ptxdo«sp«fl«+� «
gd� p`fl« <h� «flft«� hj«� ,j`� «,� ptxdo� ,«sp� ,fl ,«� «
2P  walk DEF good  tour SER/DUR ASS come.down PRGV IPFV 23P/ASO and/or 
pro vn  mod  V_SER  V_PR/PRGV  cnjprt 
ptx«p«s`mn>0
ptxp«� <s`� <m«� <n�
bad  POLQ QT  EMPH 
MOD 
 
FT: When we arrived at our house our wives and children and an old couple saw us and they greeted us, 

asking this: "Have you walked around well and come, or badly?"  
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Hunting 33 
Pt� x`sflp«� d mdx«p`flftv«flf`+� md� xdp«�
pt� x`sflp«� d m`,� h ,h� ,p� ,`flf ,tv«� <flf`� md� xdp«�
3P question thus 1P  do BEN PFV DR  23P/DSO TIME 1P happy 
pro vn  adv V_DR/SUB  pro vn  
 
hs`m� jhl`flh+� Ômd� p`fl« «flft«m«� hjhs`m�
h ,«s� ,`m� jhl`� <flh md� p`fl« «flft«� <m«� hj«� ,«s� ,`m�
do SR 1P/CSR answer GVN 1P  walk good  FCS tour SR 1P/CSR 
V_SR/CO  vn  pro vn  MOD  V_SR/CO  
 
«ptxdoptm«0 «stjtptd-�
«,� ptxdo� ,p� ,t� <m«� «,� s ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS come.down PFV 1P/ASO QT  ASS tell PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PR/PFV  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: When they asked this, we greeted them and replied, "we walked around well and come down."  

 
Hunting 34 
Hs`flf`� md� jhl`� d «st`mhs`flh+� mxh�
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� md� jhl`� d «,� v,� s ,`mh� <s`� <flh mxh�
do IPFV DR  TIME 1P answer thus ASS 3 tell 1P/DSR ORIG GVN 1S 
V_DR/SUB  pro vn  adv V_SR/SUB  pro 
`o«jhpt`tflh+� Ômd� x«ghflths«flh at`x«� g«jhx«� l«x«flp«�
`o«j«� h <pt� <`� <t� <flh md� x«ghflths«� <flh at`x«� g«jhx«� l`,� x«� m ,p«�
woman that M PL OJ  GVN 1P  morning  GVN food  cook  NEG cook eat DVZR 
N pro N n vn  V_NEG  
 
c`� p`mx«� htx`stv«ml«� «ptxdoptd-� At`x«� g«fl«
c`� p`mx«� htx`stv� ,m� ,l«� «,� ptxdo� ,p� ,p«pt� <h� at`x«� g«fl«
indeed freely get up  DETR SER/SEM ASS come.down PFV 1P/DSO IND sweet.potato new  
negprt mod  V_SER  V_NP/PFV  n  mod 
gth� «tvhs«sh� `ptx«� «phx«ot� ghj«�
gm� <h� «,� v«� ,«s� ,«� <sh� `ptx«� «,� p ,«s� ,ot� ghj«�
INDEF  F  ASS lie  IPFV 3S/IRR  DUBIT  gather  ASS act SR 23P/CSR  stone 
PRO  V_PR/DUBIT  vn  V_SR/CO  n  
 
hjhohx«+� «stj«pd-�
hj� ,o� <x«� «,� v,� s ,j� ,p«p«� <h�
cook 23P/IRR QT  ASS 3 tell PA/PFV 1S/DSO IND 
V_HORT V_PA/PFV 

 
FT: After we answered like this, I said this to our wives, "this morning we didn't cook and eat food, we 

just got up and came down. If there is some fresh sweet potato, collect it and make a mumu."  
 
Hunting 35 
Mxh� d «stp`flf`� pt� x«lhr`fl« `ptx«� «phx«ot�
mxh� d «,� v,� s ,p� ,`flf <flf`� pt� x«lhr`fl« `ptx«� «,� p ,«s� ,ot�
1S  thus ASS 3 tell PFV DR  TIME 3P food gather ASS act SR 23P/CSR 
pro adv V_DR/SUB  pro n vn  V_SR/CO 
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ghj«� pd� dfl«jtvh-�
ghj«� pd� dfl« ,j� ,tv«� <h�
stone CERT heat PA/PFV 23P/DSO IND 
n advprt V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: When we said this they collected food and made a mumu.

Hunting 36 
Hflf`flh ghjfl« xldp«� hpt`� g`l«�
h <flf`� <flh ghjfl« xldp«� h <pt� <`� g`l«�
that TIME GVN lad  child  that M PL hunger 
CNJ  n  n  PRO  vn  
 
vhmx«sp«s`flfh� pt«x`fl« hx`ptht«� `fl« x«o«�
v,� h ,m� ,«sp� ,«s� ,`flf ,h� pnx`fl« h ,x`pt� <h� <t«� `fl« x«o«�
3 do DETR PRGV IPFV DR  3S/ASO old.man  that DL  OJ POSS house inside 
V_DR/CO n  PRO  n  loc  
 
hl� gh`p«p« «v«lhfltvh-�
h <l� gh`p«p« «,� v«� ,lhfl ,tv«� <h�
that unseen sleep  ASS lie PA/IPFV 23P/DSO IND 
LOC  vn  V_PA/IPFV 
 
FT: The young boys were sleeping in the two old couple's house, because they were tired with hunger.  

 
Hunting 37 
Pt� gh`p«p«� vhs`flf«+� mxh� v«tflftv«� `fl« s«fl« p«p«� hphmx«p«�
pt� gh`p«p« v«� ,«s� ,`flf ,«� mxh� v«tflftv«� `fl« s«fl« p«p«� h <ph� <flp«�
3P sleep  lie IPFV DR  23P/ASO 1S regrowth  place near near  that LOC to  
pro vn  V_DR/CO  pro n n loc  loc  DEM  
 
«ptxdp«lh+� v«fl« «mxt«sl� «lhv«� «mct«sl�
«,� ptxdpd� ,lh� v`fl« «,� lh� ,«s� ,l� «lhv«� «,� ct� ,«s� ,l�
ASS go.down 1S/DSR greens ASS harvest SR 1S/CSR breadfruit ASS harvest SR 1S/CSR 
V_SR/DEP  n  V_SR/CO  n  V_SR/CO  
 
x«� lhflhtmc«p«� gthv«� gflpt� ptx`� «rt«t«sl� «l`�
x«� lhflhtmc«p«� gthv«� gm� <pt� ptx`� «,� rt«t� ,«s� ,l� «,� l`�
tree tree.sp  skin  INDEF M bark ASS skin  SR 1S/CSR ASS have 
n n n PRO n  V_SR/CO  V_SER  
 
«x`oj«pd+� x«� v«flp«� gth� p«r«� «s«tv`-�
«,� x`o� ,j� ,p«p«� <h� x«� v«flp«� gm� <h� p«r«� «,� s«t� ,v`�
ASS come.up PA/PFV 1S/DSO IND tree small  INDEF F with ASS cut SER/SEM 
V_PA/PFV  n  adj  PRO  adv  V_SER  
 
FT: While they were sleeping, I went down to an overgrown garden near the house and collected greens, 

picked breadfruit, removed bark of a lhflhtmc«p«�tree, and cut some small trees and brought them up.  
 
Hunting 38 
M«sl`sp«� «l`j«pd� hph� dsl+�
m«sl`sp«� «,� l`� ,j� ,p«p«� <h� h <ph� d ,«s� ,l�
something ASS get PA/PFV 1S/DSO DEF that LOC be SR 1S/CSR 
n V_PA/PFV  LOC  V_SR/CO  
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`o«jhpt`tflh+� ÔXflfl« o«tv«x«tv«p«� g«tp«� «ldot�
`o«j«� h <pt� <`� <t� <flh xflfl« o«tv«x«tv«p«� g«tp«� «,� l`� ,«s� ,ot�
woman that M PL OJ  GVN bird  betel.sepal  cover  ASS get SR 23P/CSR 
N n n vn  V_SR/CO  
 
«tx`rhphx«ot� `hflp«� s«� hph� `sh� hot�
«,� tx`rhp� ,«s� ,ot� ` <h� <flp«� s«� h <ph� `sh� h ,«s� ,ot�
ASS unwrap SR 23P/CSR feather DEF GOAL fire that LOC singe do SR 23P/CSR 
V_SR/CO  N n  LOC  vn  V_SR/CO  
 
gdtxp«� s«ph� oflp«� dohx«+0 «stj«pd-�
gdtxp«� s«� <ph� oflp«� d ,o� <x«� «,� v,� s ,j� ,p«p«� <h�
leaf-plate this LOC put  put 23P/IRR QT  ASS 3 tell PA/PFV 1S/DSO IND 
n LOC  vn  V_HORT  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: The things I brought I put there and said to the women "Get the wrapped bundles of birds, unwrap 

them, singe the feathers off them and put them here on the leaf(s)."  
 
Hunting 39 
Hflh pt� xflfl« `sh� hp`flf«+� mxh� ptx`� ghtfl« pt`lp«�
h <flh pt� xflfl« `sh� h ,p� ,`flf ,«� mxh� ptx`� ghtfl« pt`� ,l� <flp«�
that GVN 3P bird  singe do PFV DR  23P/ASO 1S bark skewer pierce 1S/IRR GOAL 
PRO  pro n vn  V_DR/CO  pro n n V_INT  
 
chflp«� x«� v«flp«� htx`� «s«l«j«sl� m«vdmx«�
m <sh� <flp«� x«� v«flp«� h <tx� <`� «,� s«l«j� ,«s� ,l� m«vd� <m«�
level there to  tree small  that ? PL ASS care.cut SR 1S/CSR prepare FCS 
PRO  n  adj  PRO  V_SR/CO  vn  
 
hl«tptl`sj«pd-�
hl«t� v,� p«l`� ,sd� ,j� ,p«p«� <h�
insert 3 be  CAUS PA/PFV 3S/DSO IND 
V_PA/PFV 
 
FT: Then they singed the birds while/and I sharpened the small pieces of wood in order to skewer the bark 

bundles.  
 
Hunting 40 
Ddp«o«m«� p«ot� hl«j`mhs`flh+� `o«jhpt`� ghj«� ststvp«�
ddp«� <ot� <m«� p«ot� hl«j� ,`mh� <s`� <flh `o«j«� <h� <pt� <`� ghj«� ststvp«�
all  DIM FCS complete make 1P/DSR SRC GVN woman DEF M PL stone arrange  
MOD  adv  V_SR/SUB  N  n  n  
 
hot+� x«lhr`fl« oflp«� ddot� gdtxp«� o`sp«x«p`flf«+�
h ,«s� ,ot� x«lhr`fl« oflp«� d ,«s� ,ot� gdtxp«� o`s� p ,p� ,`flf ,«�
do SR 23P/CSR food  put  be SR 23P/CSR leaf-plate cover act PFV DR  23P/ASO 
V_SR/CO  n  vn  V_SR/CO  n  V_DR/CO  
 
mxh� v`flhs«� xflflhs«� ptx`� ht� ddp`� ddp`�
mxh� v`fl« <h� <s«� xflfl« <h� <s«� ptx`� h <t� d ,p`� d ,p`�
1S greens DEF and  bird  DEF and  bark that LOC be SER/SIM be SER/SIM 
pro N N n LOC  V_SER  V_SER  
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«odj«pd-�
«,� o x ,j� ,p«p«� <h�
ASS come go.up PA/PFV 1S/DSO IND 
V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: When we'd all finished that, the women arranged the stones, placed the food and covered it, while I 

wrapped and piled the greens and birds.  
 
Hunting 41 
P`ot� gds`flf`� ptx`� x«fl«m«pflp«� «jt«o«lh�
p«ot� g,� d ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� ptx`� x«fl«m«pflp«� «,� jt«o«� ,lh�
complete NEU be IPFV DR  TIME bark strong  ASS turn  1S/DSR 
mod  V_DR/SUB  n  mod  V_SR/DEP  
 
ghtmxpds«� «tdp`� «odx«sl� x«�
ghtmxp«� <h� <s«� «,� t d ,p`� «,� o x ,«s� ,l� x«�
cassowary.bone DEF with ASS shoot put SER/SIM ASS come go.up SR 1S/CSR tree 
N V_SER  V_SR/CO  n  
 
ghtfl« «pt`j`� «odj«pd-�
ghtfl« «,� pt`� ,j`� «,� o x ,j� ,p«p«� <h�
skewer ASS pierce SER/DUR ASS come go.up PA/PFV 1S/DSO IND 
n V_SER  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: That being completed, I rolled the bark tightly, pierced up through them with cassowary bones and put 

a skewer in each hole.  
 
Hunting 42 
P«ot� hl«jlh� s«� hph� g«jhx«� «x«p«lhflpd-�
p«ot� hl«j� ,lh� s«� h <ph� g«jhx«� «,� x«p� ,lhfl ,p«p«� <h�
complete make 1S/DSR fire that LOC cook  ASS cook PA/IPFV 1S/DSO IND 
adv  V_SR/DEP  n  LOC  vn  V_PA/IPFV  
 
FT: I finished this and I was cooking there.  

 
Hunting 43 
Hs`flf`� at`x«� ghj«� o«sp«� gds`flf`�
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� at`x«� ghj«� o«sp«� g,� d ,«s� ,`flf <flf`�
do IPFV  DR  TIME  food  stone  cooked  NEU  be IPFV  DR  TIME  
V_DR/SUB  n  n  adj  V_DR/SUB  
 
`o«jhpt`� «stvhjtvh-�
`o«j«� <h� <pt� <`� «,� shtv� ,j� ,tv«� <h�
woman  DEF M PL  ASS  remove  PA/PFV  23P/DSO  IND  
N V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: When the food was cooked the women removed the food from the mumu.

Hunting 44 
Pt� at`x«� ghj«� «stx«ot� htp`flftv«flf`+� mxh�
pt� at`x«� ghj«� «,� stvh� ,«s� ,ot� ht� ,p� ,`flf ,tv«� <flf`� mxh�
3P food  stone ASS remove SR 23P/CSR get PFV DR  23P/DSO TIME 1S 
pro n n V_SR/CO  V_DR/SUB  pro 
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xflfl« ptx`� «tsdsl� xldp«� `o«j«� hts«m�
xflfl« ptx`� «,� ts� ,«s� ,l� xldp«� `o«j«� h <t� <s«� <m«�
bird  bark ASS peel SR 1S/CSR child  woman that LOC with FCS 
n n V_SR/CO  n  n  PRO  
 
pnx`fl« hx`pthr«m� ` «s«tlh+� xflfl« hv«rdp«tlh�
pnx`fl« h <h <`pt� <h� <s«� <m«� ` «,� s«t� ,lh� xflfl« hv«rdp«t� ,lh�
old.man that F DL  OJ with FCS  hand ASS cut 1S/DSR bird  apportion 1S/DSR 
n PROP  vn  V_SR/DEP  n  V_SR/DEP  
 
x`fl« «txp`� «vjtptd-�
x`fl« «,� v,� h ,p`� «,� v ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
gift  ASS 3 do SER/SIM ASS go PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
vn  V_SER  V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: When they removed the food from the stones and got it, I opened the  bird bark and counted the 

women and the children then divided it and gave it to them.  
 
Hunting 45 
Mdp«� xldp«� `o«jhpt`s«� pnx`fl« hx`pts«flh
md� <p«� xldp«� `o«j«� <h� <pt� <`� <s«� pnx`fl« h <h <`pt� <s«� <flh
1P POSS child  woman DEF M PL and  old.man that F DL  and  GVN 
PRO  n  N  n  PRO  
 
m`tflhs«� x«lhr`flhs«� «flftvh-�
m`flt«� <h� <s«� x«lhr`fl« <h� <s«� «,� m ,j� ,tv«� <h�
meat  DEF and  food  DEF and  ASS eat PA/PFV 23P/DSO IND 
N N V_PA/PFV  
 
FT: Our children and wives and the 2 old ones ate this meat and food.  

 
Hunting 46 
Hfl« pd� md� «l`p«� pnj«� hptmd� x«lhr`fl« gthxhm«�
h <flh pd� md� «l`p«� pnj«� h <pt� <md� x«lhr`fl« gthxh� <m«�
that GVN but  1P person male that M 1P  food  other FCS 
CNJ  cnjprt pro n n PRO  n  PRO 
 
«flftpd-�
«,� m ,j� ,p«pt� <h�
ASS eat PA/PFV 1P/DSO IND 
V_PA/PFV 
 
FT: Then we men, we only ate some other food 

 
Hunting 47 
Shvhp«� ghstflhmih-�
shvhp«� ghstfl« <h� <mih�
story  edge  DEF IND  
n N
FT: The story is finished  
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3.2 Marriage advice to a son 
Simulated conversation between Lot Patiqu and Matthew Kitqäkam recorded and initially transcribed 

in 1982 by the authors at the request of Carl Whitehead. Subsequently checked and revised by Lot Patiqu 

and Carl Whitehead. 

Advice 1 
L`sht� hptjh+� mxh� s«flf`flh+� jtjflt«� j«slpd-�
L`sht� h <pt� <jh� mxh� s«� <flf`� <flh jtjflt«� j,� s ,l� <flp«� <h�
Matthew that M 2S  1S this TIME GVN talk  2S tell 1S/IRR for/about IND 
prop  PRO  pro TEMP  n  V_INT  
 
FT: Matthew, I'm now going to speak to you.  

 
Advice 2 
Rh� s«flf`flh+� L`shtjh+� `o«j«� «x«� «ldm«-�
rh� s«� <flf`� <flh L`sht� <jh� `o«j«� «x«� «,� l`� ,p� ,m�
2S this TIME GVN Matthew 2S  wife  just  ASS get PFV 2S/ASO 
pro TEMP  NP  n  advprt V_PR/PFV  
 
FT: You are now getting married, Matthew.  

 
Advice 3 
@o«j«� «ldflh+� rh� ghjfl«flf`+� hjhsp«fl« l`+�
`o«j«� «,� l`� ,p� ,fl« <h� rh� ghjfl« <flf`� hj«� ,«sp� ,fl ,fl« l`�
wife  ASS get PFV 2S/DSO IND 2S lad  TIME tour PRGV IPFV 2S/DSO like  
n V_NP/PFV  pro TEMP  V_NP/PRGV  cnjprt 
d lhjhp«� c`� hrflpd-�
d l`,� hj«� ,p«� c`� h ,s� <flp«� <h�
thus NEG tour DVZR indeed do 2S/IRR to  IND 
adv NEG  negprt V_INT  
 
FT: (When) you have taken a wife, you definitely should not go around as you used to when a (single) 

young man.  
 
Advice 4 
S«flf`flh+� rh� `o«j«� «ldflh+� v«tfl«flp«� jflflt«�
s«� <flf`� <flh rh� `o«j«� «,� l`� ,p� ,fl« <h� v«tfl« <flp«� jflflt«�
this TIME GVN 2S wife  ASS get PFV 2S/DSO IND work  for/about thought 
TEMP  pro n V_NP/PFV  N  n  
 
hmc«p«mcflpd-� s«jfl«flp«+� `fl«flp«+� at`x«� v«tfl«flp«+�
hmc«p«m� ,s� <flp«� <h� s«jfl« <flp«� `fl« <flp«� at`x«� v«tfl« <flp«�
think  2S/IRR to  IND fence for/about house for/about sweet.potato work  for/about 
V_INT  NP  LOC  n  N  
 
hs`flf`flh+� rh� v«tfl« d hp`flf«sh-�
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� <flh rh� v«tfl« d h ,p� ,`flf ,s� <sh�
that IPFV DR  TIME GVN 2S work  thus do PFV DR  2S/IRR DUBIT 
CNJ  pro n adv V_DR/DUBIT  
 
FT: Now that you have a wife, you are going to think about work -- about fences, housing, gardening, and 

that you'll do that work.  
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Advice 5 
Hs`flf`flh+� rh� `o«jhjh+� L`sht� hpt� v«tfl«
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� <flh rh� `o«j«� <h� <jh� L`sht� h <pt� v«tfl«
that IPFV DR  TIME GVN 2S woman DEF 2S  Matthew that M work  
CNJ  pro N prop  PRO  n  
 
hp«pd+� rh� `o«jhjh� o«j«o«j«� l«oldp«�
h ,p� ,p«p«� <h� rh� `o«j«� <h� <jh� o«j«o«j«� l`,� ol`� ,p«�
do PFV 3S/DSO DEF 2S woman DEF 2S  rest  NEG be  DVZR 
V_NP/PFV  pro N vn  NEG  
 
hrflpd-�
h ,s� <flp«� <h�
do 2S/IRR to  IND 
V_INT  
 
FT: And you, woman, (when) Matthew is working, you, woman, are not to sit around at rest.  

 
Advice 6 
Rh+� hptdt«� jtjflt«� ctflh+� p«m`jm«� hsm«+�
rh� h <pt� <d� <t«� jtjflt«� m <st� <flh p«m`jh� <m«� h ,«s� ,m�
2S that M OJ POSS talk  level LOC GVN follow  FCS do SR 2S/CSR 
pro PRO  n  LOC  vn  V_SR/CO  
 
v«tfl« hrflpd-�
v«tfl« h ,s� <flp«� <h�
work  do 2S/IRR to  IND 
n V_INT  
 
FT: You are to work, following his talk.  

 
Advice 7 
V«tfl« hsm«+� pt`l«� «ol`sflpd-�
v«tfl« h ,«s� ,m� pt`l«� «,� ol`� ,s� ,flp«� <h�
work  do SR 2S/CSR seated  ASS be  2S/IRR to  IND 
n V_SR/CO  vn  V_INT  
 
FT: You are to work and be settled.  

 
Advice 8 
Hs`flf`+� L`shtjh+� rh+� ghjfl«flf`� hjhsp«flh-�
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� L`sht� <jh� rh� ghjfl« <flf`� hj«� ,«sp� ,fl ,fl« <h�
do IPFV DR  TIME Matthew 2S  2S lad  TIME tour PRGV IPFV 2S/DSO IND 
V_DR/SUB  NP  pro TEMP  V_NP/PRGV  
 
FT: And Matthew, when you were young (and single) you used to wander.  

 
Advice 9 
P`fl« ghjfl«flf`� hjhsp«flh+� s«flf`flh+� rh� pt`l«�
p`fl« ghjfl« <flf`� hj«� ,«sp� ,fl ,fl« <h� s«� <flf`� <flh rh� pt`l«�
walk  lad  TIME tour PRGV IPFV 2S/DSO IND this TIME GVN 2S seated  
vn  TEMP  V_NP/PRGV  TEMP  pro vn  
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ol`sflpd-�
ol`� ,s� <flp«� <h�
be  2S/IRR for/about IND 
V_INT  
 
FT: You used to wander when you were young, now you are going to settle down.  

 
Advice 10 
Pt`l«� «oldsm«+� v«tfl«+� `fl«+� s«jfl«+� hl«jsflp«m«-�
pt`l«� «,� ol`� ,«s� ,m� v«tfl« `fl« s«jfl« hl«j� ,s� <flp«� <m«�
seated  ASS be  SR 2S/CSR work  house fence  make 2S/IRR for/about FCS 
vn  V_SR/CO  n  n  n  V_INT  
 
FT: You are going to be settled, doing garden, house(-building) and fence work.  

 
Advice 11 
Hs`flf`flh+� rh+� `o«jhjh+� L`sht� hptdp«�
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� <flh rh� `o«j«� <h� <jh� L`sht� h <pt� <d� <p«�
that IPFV DR  TIME GVN 2S woman DEF 2S  Matthew that M OJ POSS 
CNJ  pro N prop  PRO  
 
j«x«l`pd+� pdx`p«� `fl«ph� «shl«tptvh+� rh� `o«jhjh+�
j«, x«l`p� <h� pd� <x`p« `fl« <ph� «,� shl«t� ,p� ,tv«� <h� rh� `o«j«� <h� <jh�
3 associate DEF 2D POSS  place LOC ASS arrive PFV 23P/DSO DEF 2S woman DEF 2S  
KIN  PRO  LOC  V_NP/PFV  pro N
ghflflthm«� «ptm«m«� l«oldp«� hrflpd-�
ghtfl« <h� <m«� «,� v,� p ,m� ,m� l`,� ol`� ,p«� h ,s� <flp«� <h�
eye  DEF FCS ASS 3 act DETR 2S/CSR NEG be  DVZR do 2S/IRR to  IND 
vn  V_SR/SIM  NEG  V_INT  
 
FT: So you, woman, when Matthew's relatives come to your home, you woman are not going to just sit 

looking.  
 
Advice 12 
At`x«� «ldsm«+� «vhrflpd-�
at`x«� «,� l`� ,«s� ,m� «,� v,� h ,s� <flp«� <h�
food  ASS get SR 2S/CSR ASS 3 do 2S/IRR to  IND 
n V_SR/CO  V_INT  
 
FT: You are going to get food and give (it) to them.  

 
Advice 13 
L`sht� hpt+� ghjfl«flf`flh+� hptdp«� j«x«l`pd+� l«vhldp«�
L`sht� h <pt�ghjfl« <flf`�<flh h <pt�<d�<p«� j«, x«l`p� <h� l`,� v, hl`� ,p«�
Matthew that M lad  TIME GVN that M OJ POSS 3 associate DEF NEG 3 meet DVZR 
prop  PRO  TEMP  PRO  KIN  V_NEG  
 
c`� hom«+� hptdp«� j«x«l`pd+� hptd� ghtfl«
c`� h ,o� ,mh� h <pt� <d� <p«� j«,� x«l`p� <h� h <pt� <d� ghtfl«
indeed do 23P/IRR FUT that M OJ POSS 3 associate DEF that M OJ eye  
negprt V_ABIL  PRO  KIN  PRO  n  
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«ptflftvh+� hpt� `o«j«� ldp`flfh-�
«,� v,� p ,m� ,p� ,tv«� <h� h <pt� `o«j«� l`� ,p� ,`flf ,h�
ASS 3 act DETR PFV 23P/DSO IND that M wife  get PFV DR  3S/ASO 
V_NP/PFV  PRO  n  V_DR/CO  
 
FT: When Matthew was a youth his relatives were unable to visit him (but) his relatives have seen that 

he's taken a wife.  
 
Advice 14 
Hpt`� L`sht� hptdp«� `fl« hph� shl«toflpd-�
h <p

t
<
`

L`sht� h <p
t

<
d

<p«� `fl« h <ph� shl«
t

,o� <flp«� <h�
tha
t

M PL Matthe
w

tha
t

M OJ POS
S

hous
e

tha
t

LO
C

arrive 23P/IR
R

for/abou
t

IN
D

PRO  prop  PRO  n  LOC  V_INT  
 
FT: They are going to visit Matthew's house.  

 
Advice 15 
®shl«tptvh+� rh� xdp«� «flft«m«fl« «tx«sm«+�
«,� shl«t� ,p� ,tv«� <h� rh� xdp«� «flft«� ,m«fl« «,� v,� h ,«s� ,m�
ASS arrive  PFV 23P/DSO  DEF 2S  happy good  very  ASS 3 do SR 2S/CSR  
V_NP/PFV  pro vn  MOD  V_SR/CO  
 
hpt`s«m«+� `m«� d ol`oflp«-�
h <pt� <`� <s«� <m«� `m«� d ol`� ,o� <flp«�
do M PL with FCS with  thus be  23P/IRR for/about 
PRO  advprt adv V_INT  
 
FT: (When) they visit, you are going to welcome them very well and be together thus with them.  

 
Advice 16 
Hs`flf`flh+� pd� xldp«� s«fl« drhm«+� hflf`flh
h ,«s� ,`flf <flf`� <flh pd� xldp«� s«fl« d ,«s� ,hm� h <flf`� <flh
that IPFV DR  TIME GVN 2D child  near  be SR 23D/CSR that TIME GVN 
CNJ  pro n locative V_SR/CO  CNJ  
 
pd� pdp«� xldpdt� «lnstp`xflp«m«-�
pd� pd� <p«� xldp«� <h� <t� «,� v,� l«]stp`� ,hmx� <flp«� <m«�
2D 2D POSS child  DEF LOC ASS 3 show  23D/IRR for/about FCS 
pro PRO  NP  V_INT  
 
FT: So you two are going to have children and then you are going to teach your children.  

 
Advice 17 
®lnstpdrhm«+� gh`� hptd� hptd� d
«,� v,� l«]stp`� ,«s� ,hm� gh`� h <pt� <d� h <pt� <d� d
ASS 3 show  SR 23D/CSR days that M OJ that M OJ thus 
V_SR/CO  n  PRO  PRO  adv 

lnstpdphxflp«m«-�
v,� l«]stp`� ,p� ,hmx� <flp«� <m«�
3 show  PFV 23D/IRR for/about FCS 
V_INT  
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 FT: Teaching, you are to go on teaching them every day.  
 
Advice 18 
D «lnstpdrhm«+� hphmxhx«flp«m«-�
d «,� v,� l«]stp`� ,«s� ,hm� h ,p� ,hmx� ,mh� ,hx«� <flp«� <m«�
thus ASS 3 show  SR 23D/CSR do PFV 23D/IRR FUT 23D/DSO for/about FCS 
adv V_SR/CO  V_FUT/INT 
 
FT: You two will go on teaching thus.  

 
Advice 19 
D hlhrhx«pd+� pdp«� xldpd+� j«m`jhs«m«�
d h ,lhs� ,x� ,«p«� pd� <p«� xldp«� <h� j«,� m`� <jh� <s«� <m«�
thus do SR/DUR 23D/IRR SR/GEN 2D POSS child  DEF 3 mother 2S  and  FCS 
adv V_SR/GEN  PRO  NP  KIN  
 
j`mhptjts«m«� rtp«� d
j«,� `m� <h� <pt� <jt� <s«� <m«� rtp«� d
3 father DEF M 2S/M and  FCS custom thus 
KIN  n  adv 
«lnstp`lhrhx«pd+� xldp«pt`+� pdx`p«� rtp«�
«,� v,� l«stp`� ,lhs� ,hmx� ,«p«� <h� xldp«� <pt� <`� pd� <x`p«� rtp«�
ASS 3 show  SR/DUR 23D/IRR SR/GEN DEF child  M  PL 2D POSS  custom 
V_SR/GEN  NP  PRO  n  
 
ct� p«m`jm«� hp«omtv«flp«-�
m <st� p«m`jh� <m«� h ,p� ,o� ,mh� ,tv«� <flp«�
level LOC follow  FCS do PFV 23P/IRR FUT 23P/DSO to  
LOC  vn  V_FUT/INT 
 
FT: Whenever you do this, (by) you their mother and father teaching them (to) behave thus, the children 

will go on following your customs.  
 
Advice 20 
Hs`flh hpt`+� hpt`tp«� xldp«� ct+�
h <s`� <flh h <pt� <`� h <pt� <`� <t� <p«� xldp«� m <st�
that SRC LOC that M PL that M PL OJ  POSS child  level LOC 
CNJ  PRO  PRO  n  LOC  
 
lnstp`omtv«flp«-�
l«]stp`� ,o� ,mh� ,tv«� <flp«�
show  23P/IRR FUT 23P/DSO for/about 
V_FUT/INT  
 
FT: From there, they will teach their children.  

 
Advice 21 
D mxh� jtjflt«� pd� «pdr«p«-�
d mxh� jtjflt«� pd� «,� pd,� s ,p� ,«�
thus 1S talk  CERT ASS 2D tell PFV 1S/ASO 
adv pro n advprt V_PR/PFV  
 
FT: I have thus spoken to you two.  
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Advice 22 
Mxh� jtjflt«� s«� «pdr«pd+� pd� p«s«�
mxh� jtjflt«� s«� «,� pd,� s ,p� ,p«p«� <h� pd� p«s«�
1S  talk  this ASS 2D tell PFV 3S/DSO DEF 2D ear  
pro n pro V_NP/PFV  pro n
«mxhx«rhmx«+� pt`l«� «flft«m«fl« ol`xflpd-�
«,� m,� h ,h� ,«s� ,hm� pt`l«� «flft«� ,m«fl« ol`� ,hmx� <flp«� <h�
ASS 1S do BEN SR 23D/CSR seated  good  very  be  23D/IRR for/about IND 
V_SR/CO  vn  MOD  V_INT  
 
FT: This that I've spoken to you, you are to listen to me and settle very well.  

 
Advice 23 
Pt`l«� «oldrhm«+� rtp«� mxh� «pdr«p«� s«tflh+�
pt`l«� «,� ol`� ,«s� ,hm� rtp«� mxh� «,� pd,� s ,p� ,p«p«� s«� <t� <flh
seated  ASS be  SR 23D/CSR custom 1S ASS 2D tell PFV 1S/DSO this LOC GVN 
vn  V_SR/CO  n  pro V_NP/PFV  LOC  
 
pd� p«m`jm«� hp`� vhxflp«m«-�
pd� p«m`jh� <m«� h ,p`� v,� h ,hmx� <flp«� <m«�
2D follow  FCS do SER/SIM 3 do 23D/IRR for/about FCS 
pro vn  V_SER  V_INT  
 
FT: You two will be settled and go on following this behaviour I have told you.  

 
Advice 24 
®v«rhmx«+� rtp«� «flft«m«fl« ct� ol`xflp«m«-�
«,� v ,«s� ,hm� rtp«� «flft«� ,m«fl« m <st� ol`� ,hmx� <flp«� <m«�
ASS go SR 23D/CSR custom good  very  level LOC be  23D/IRR for/about FCS 
V_SR/CO  n  MOD  LOC  V_INT  
 
FT: You two will go and be settled in a good custom.  

 
Advice 25 
Mxh� pdp«� pdmhptm«-�
mxh� pd� <p«� pd� `m� <h� <pt� <m«�
1S  2D POSS 2D father DEF M FCS 
pro PRO  KIN  
 
FT: I am your father.  

 
Advice 26 
Mxh� pd� «pdr«p«-�
mxh� pd� «,� pd,� s ,p� ,«�
1S  CERT ASS 2D tell PFV 1S/ASO 
pro advprt V_PR/PFV  
 
FT: I have spoken to you.  

 
Advice 27 
D p«ohxh-�
d p«ot� <h�
thus complete IND 
adv ADV  
 
FT: That's the end.  
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Advice 28 
Mxh� glat� slpd-�
mxh� gm� <ot� s ,l� <flp«� <h�
1S  INDEF DIM tell 1S/IRR to  IND 
pro PRO  V_INT  
 
FT: I'm going to say a little.  

 
Advice 29 
S«flf`flh+� rh� `ohptjh� `ohptjh� rh� jtjflt«�
s«� <flf`� <flh rh� `o� <h� <pt� <jh� `o� <h� <pt� <jh� rh� jtjflt«�
this TIME GVN 2S 1's father DEF M 2S  1's father DEF M 2S  2S talk  
TEMP  pro KIN  KIN  pro n
«x`sflh+� xd� p«s«� «jhx«s`� pt`l«�
«,� x`,� s ,fl« <h� xd� p«s«� «,� j,� h ,h� ,«s� ,`� pt`l«�
ASS 1D tell 2S/DSO DEF 1D ear  ASS 2S do BEN SR 1D/CSR seated  
V_SR/DEP  pro n V_SR/CO  vn  
 
«oldptd-�
«,� ol`� ,p� ,td�
ASS be  PFV 1D/ASO 
V_PR/PFV  
 
FT: Now, you father having spoken to us, we have heard and are settled.  

 
Advice 30 
H p«oh-�
h p«ot� <h�
that complete IND 
pro adv  
 
FT: That's the end.  
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GLOSSARY AND INDEX  

Term Definition Index 
actor the entity seen as performing the situation predicated; cross-referenced by 

the verb suffix; normally assigned the subject function by the verb. 
2.3.2, 2.3.3, 
 4.1.2,  

affectee an entity, other than the actor, that is affected by the predication; cross-
referenced by the verb prefix when human; normally the primary object 
but assigned the subject function by ‘impersonal experience’ verbs. 

2.3.2, 2.3.3, 
 4.1.2, 4.2.1.2 

associative the high degree of relevance, denoted by one of the two realis actor-suffix 
sets, that exists between a final clause and the speech act situation or 
between a coordinate DR medial and the clause to which it is joined. 

4.2.2.1, 
 4.2.2.6, 
 4.2.3.4, 
 4.2.4.1.2 

aspect the verbal category that denotes the temporal nature of an situation – the 
length of its duration and the existence of change in the situation (or lack 
thereof) during the course of time. 

4.2.2.3, 4.2.3.6, 
4.2.2.4, 4.2.4.1, 
4.2.4.3.5 

case frame the number and type of arguments (nominals) of a verb that need to be 
identified for its meaning to be fully understood 

2.3.2, 4.1.2, 
4.2.1.3 

clause topic what the speaker had in mind to talk about at the start of a clause; usually 
same as actor and subject but can differ 

2.3.2, 3.1.2, 
 4.1.2 

clitic a morpheme that bears no stress but is attached to the end of a phrase or 
other higher level of structure. 

2, 2.2, 2.3.3, 
3.1.2, 3.4 

coordinate A linguistic unit is coordinate with another if it is assigned equal status 
with another one or more units, forming a complex larger unit.  

2.4, 3.5, 
 4.2.4, 5.5.2 

dependent A unit that is unable to stand alone as a complete utterance since it is not 
fully specified but needs to get some category of information from some 
other unit. 

2.4, 4.2.4, 5 

destination the endpoint of a motion verb, generally marked by a locative clitic 
followed by the goal clitic, <flp«.

3.4.3.1, 4.1.2 

dissociative the lower degree of relevance between two propositions, denoted by one 
of the two realis actor-suffix sets, that exists between a final clause and 
the speech act situation or between a subordinate DR medial and its 
matrix clause. 

4.2.2.2, 
 4.2.3.5, 
 4.2.4.1.1 

final verb The verb forms inflected for tense that occur primarily in the last clause of 
a sentence and, therefore, also bear a mood clitic when appropriate. They 
are also used in most instances of relative and complement clauses. 

5.4.2 

frame the introductory ‘given’ portion of a sentence which serves as a frame of 
reference for the remaining ‘asserted’ portion of the sentence 

2.2, 55.1.2, 
 5.4.1, 5.4.2.3 

generic verb A verb that has very little semantic content in its own right but combines 
with various nominals to provide a range of specific meanings. 

2.1, 0, 4.3.4.1 

goal any entity towards which an event is directed, whether physically (as in a 
motion verb) or mentally (as in the purpose for or target of an action) 

3.4.3, 4.1.2, 
 4.2.3, 5.4.1 

imperfective aspect indicating the speaker’s choice to present the event with a focus on 
its internal temporal complexity (cf. perfective) 

2.3.5, 4.2.2.3, 
4.2.4.1 

irrealis the mode (modality), indicating a lack of certainty about the factuality of 
the proposition; all Menya propositions about future events and many 
generalizations about normal behaviour are encoded as irrealis  

2.3.5, 4.2.1.1, 
4.2.3, 4.2.4.2, 
4.2.4.4 

medial verb The verb forms that participate in the switch-reference system and occur 
primarily in clauses other than at the end of the sentence. 

5.4.2 
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modality the verbal category that denotes the degrees of uncertainty about a 

proposition and the nature of pressures to bring about or prevent a 
proposition. 

2.3.5, 4.2.3, 
4.2.4.2, 
 4.2.4.4 

mood the illocutionary force of a speech act denoted by a particular morpheme 
or syntactic device, such as auxiliary inversion in English. 

2.2, 5.5.2 

object the grammatical function assigned to an entity (other than the actor) who 
is affected by the predicated event; case-marked when coded with a 
demonstrative. 

2.3.2, 2.3.3, 
 3.1.2, 4.1.2,  

particle a morpheme that is not normally stressed and does not bear affixation; it 
is perceived as isolable and often exhibits some order flexibility whereas 
a clitic is attached to the end of a phrase or a higher level of structure 

2.1, 4.3.1, 
 5.4.2.4 

patient the entity that is most directly acted upon or affected by a transitive verb 2.3.2 
perfective aspect indicating the speaker’s choice to present the event as a whole 

without regard for any internal temporal complexity 
2.3.5, 4.2.2.3, 
4.2.4.1 

personalizing 
clitic 

an enclitic occuring on nominal expressions to denote person (speaker, 
hearer or other) and number of the referent of the nominal 

3.1.2, 3.2.3, 
3.3.3.3 

presupposition those pieces of information which the speaker ‘presupposes’ the hearer 
knows but states as the frame or context in which the new information to 
come applies 

4.2.1.1, 5.4 

progressive sub-category of imperfective aspect referring to events that either develop 
or are repeated through time (cf. stative) 

2.3.5, 4.2.2.4, 
4.2.4.1 

realis the (unmarked) modality used for predication of certainty (cf. irrealis)  2.3.5, 4.2.1.1, 
4.2.2, 4.2.4.3 

recipient the entity (usually animate) the receives a patient in an act of transfer; in 
the broadest sense, this includes addressees and beneficiaries. 

2.3.2 

serial verb a verb with little or no affixation used to express propositions in a close-
knit unit, sharing at least one nuclear argument 

2.4.15.3 

stative sub-category of imperfective aspect referring to states that continue 
without change through time (cf. progressive) 

2.3.5, 4.2.2.4, 
4.2.4.1 

subject the grammatical function assigned to the entity about which the 
predication is made; encoded without case-marking; the actor for most 
verbs and the prime candidate for clause topic 

2.3.2, 2.3.3 , 
3.1.24.1.2 

subordinate that is embedded either as an argument of or within an argument of the 
main clause 

2.4, 4.2.4, 
 5, 5.4 

switch-
reference 

the marking of one clause to indicate whether the tracked referent is the 
same or different in the subsequent text 

2.4, 4.2.4, 
 5.1.2 

tail-head 
linkage 

The repetition at the beginning of a sentence of the last clausal unit from 
the previous sentence, whether simple or complex. 

5.1, 5.4, 
 5.4.2.3 

tense the morphological expression on a verb indicating the temporal location 
of the marked event, relative to the speech act or some other significant 
event. 

2.3.5, 
 4.2.2.2, 
4.2.4.1 

topic the referent of situation that the speaker has in mind to talk about; an 
entity can retain its topical status at a higher level of structure even while 
another entity has topical status at a lower level  

2.3.2, 5.1.2 

verbal noun a class of words that appear as adjuncts to common generic verbs to 
produce a  specific verbal concept. By analogy, they are considered 
nouns (nominal adjuncts) even though they do not have other nominal 
functions. 

2.1, 4.3.4.1 

verbal phrase a phrase composed of the verb and various other words that modify it, 
including adverbs but excluding nominal arguments 

4.3 
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